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HYDROPONICS DO YOU GROWYOUR OWN?
We bayed full colour hydroponics catalog ue available containing
nulitents. pEmps, fittings, eMritomental control, light fittings,
WINDOvvS 95 CD As-,-,......v,14eeet P-ackwo PC.5 Mese
CD s raw at Me window (sea en then arc were i'can YIate taatito

whOows cn a PC ate a crash etc £15 REF W3:16

SATELLITE MODULATOR MODULES pricasfrorn
Just 9p Surface mean rreclutatVa full of comporeris Fitted %grim F

coraneeMs are a LH type corrector Pack Cl 103E9 95 tel 5&"0
PROJECT BOXES
Ord[t W_Tanice vat ate Jane smart ASS protect toles. erre:trod
c&re so -en tr--Athei- mse yeasting aroma 6-,51KT comae* vogil

trscre you se§ find loads d free ad tape:eat%
met:, : .ii,stom [retargets elf Pads of zo 09 ret 1.101

REMOTE HEATING CONTROLLERS %vim 39A
MAINS RELAY front pars Tho Tome ;Ants wane ..,xixi4+ el td ire
;rugged efu a teeprione sxiFl acv tren eased ma phone ands-cme
row tiered Ire reetna on Each ti anfsrare a
mains .32A repay peek ar 20 £10 ref 5634

.TALKING COINBOXES prcesiT1771131EtE6P These ur:m

.eremacm to comet afardarettelocnones rep pay chores conmete
Mtn Cotrestt asserees are sredres etc CR9ERED TO YOU AT A
BARG% PRICE BEV. USE Vim, =. dig Es 9
of SS_N

AC MOTOR BONANZA! prices from lust 59pAgan
ra,,V td.es Cl trese crane new m.reo motwsV411.:1, we nears
to [se( at rncarus prtest Pack or 50 for £30 ref 5513
PIR CAMERASar ccri cemem (=poste oufue) IR
strobe lit PIR deetr. are 'weary tracro. Cesghect to -solar

dean the tree* tee hot aold wet' as a eat -carom Lard
Sawn en:el:43 95 rCSS3I, 3er more £44 95 ref 5.,90 Trese urirs
a:etre-crew rnockd.Mcleso-eatotake'pa:ures cf rtlerasara den
transmt de pctures pawn the teleollOne ire The FIR detects the
slitter fres Pe strobe VIVA esures a certea rMure ease n total
Wild-ess The pchaes eared in mercy er netrrmodtde are then
sent by modem (rot netuded) down the Weptionetr,e The untsaso
ile.eanwid pack rr..kotrecipreszottatry to marten co lion n
the met enters power brute CkEpA tenth* ..errata s car iciairtt

corricosze 1201240 pe wen a 90,65 degree feta Cl nen ire
pal/EQ.08y a *?.=e,eri: Each PIR aped act tans a szteo ca,WLre arms

:f'i'de Wm red stmte has a range Cl 15m The pr rtes
arattge cf 12m Powarreouren-e+4sere12vat 4CEMA Pthhe'suc---
modern* at ES ref 5.941.1The units are succeed 'Agri cce.recion
status we di rid ham arty rtatneen an airrg the comtressOnana
Oefireurit or rderbiorreMu .sinus etc The undcb raem arc.
FIR s. strexsandearneras (Wm:fa a 12113car4 puss Ora Ves...17a

- Iv p-pvcleOrhosis yduadaptresetite,wktogeter aerreety
iso to youlRetati price for the 1Y-43 -was si es:elect ,1u.1 each S3k.
')tree 95ret SS81.4kraer suoctes :5 ref S660
TELEPHONESAsttntintweekGaritgeSe=-..eri-dtdefircees,
21 tons new are towel Two pace =et -action wti tar
feraums- :tun:raced keypad tone or cuise (sinterehe). mew:: moat
orb ngt'ow art ciS ringer add -di aid meaty W.reAroaen
fraret r a smml d7 ni-Fa_, °lour and a st.xamd wits a sWi-Wctt

head (same as US er rraccems) lyCOJN,Sh to have a BT
tea szpoted to cermet re ermines mese are aerd macabre at 65
each re BTU Phones £4.99 each ref PH2 10 off £30 ref $52
3HP MAINS MOTORS sae prase 240.- Versa ren 2
pee 34CtrIECrnm, 2300 ran tut, -,n a.L.tcha.s.w. reset everead

Iwyed anal (42115-m)Made by Lase, £59 each re"
BUILD YOU OWN WIN DFARM FROM SCRAP

;revelers Armed wt.. ?PA rue:eaten and a good Iotci scr- yard
could make you see sz.ftsera al eel,. etyi £12 ret LOT81
C HIEFTAN TANK DOUB LE LASERS 9 WATT+3
WATT+LASER OPTICS Ccx.Mabeadeptedter eastere
erg range communoV.Ionsetc DoiOtetearn untseesivettoft mitre

tea sem, cweuetwtax,x,. and race
drhe Li -es for eV -err -el. 7 me range no erct4 clograms C.ie to
tit0i). new Dace £50037'y is? £159 Each ant ras two gaarum
Arserh.V lasers. 1 x 9 watt 1 x 3 wad 93.3., 'w-aeIeNgth

5ruhz oiee frequerey The wits aiso cer4an an eieWene
remr.er to detest reected sxgrals stmt, tavets £199 Re` LOT4
MAGNETIC CREDIT CARD READERS AND
ENCODING MANUAL E9.95 Cased writ leaas dare
rein sweaty carat u.nisr complete wort ocreat eictionCs PCB are
mara.Wcoverre everytrung ytrucotaavi-eatolarawatoatiort-alstia:en
n Pat rragrete strip en year card. £9.93 ref BAR31

HIPOWER ZENON VARIABLESTROBES
12.' PCB Wed nett ra sorer striate Cute and ecrarei e=e=rutes an d
SPeel costa potentionele sleet:no troswts etc
7sYst-rn 12,4te cperato-i £5 ea ref R.51, pack al° £49 ref FLW
CENTRAL POINT PC TOOLS Avizsd v&-k-irg 5atoe. e.

3:0nrustrecke memory oesimer. osccurri fee conroarr
iosteettrtrettrig lasciegiScaFh ciakeetagreMer uroi,e,F 4
c.Matterars. base dem abler. men 40 ,esse-s renete wrvi.thg
resswere onaer. ercrypton. err serer rreroaisiA:cten Cc
£5 re X/ 37 35 -oaks ElGrett0T97
VIDEO PROCESSOR UNITS?lSv IOAH Emus/
24V BA TX tier :co sae what tre f-rdnon these urots ha they
oenarry rrake good Measures qznx-47.-IX120nio. on re
front are wAPPS tOr scan steed S7 -an belay. Scan mcte naos d
mr-ne=cra on Pe rear 2 be sealEd baits.
pcb--sWd 35.4? 24v turardeI ixt (reems') sod asseen may
remove p two deken bUY, etc cue tO pccr Sfx= 415 95 ref VP2
DIFFERENTIAL THERMOSTAT KIT Peet far
rezruecovery soar syVerrs Woe etc Two serscs vitI2

a ry wren a temp dOereraw (ace-usese) 4 weted
coma- vents. and pa E29 raft 0193
SOLAR WATER HEATING PLANS ES REF SOLD

PC POWER SUPPLIES PACK OF 8 £9.95
Thais right! 8 power supplies for £9.95! These are all fan
cooled (usually 12v) our choice of specs etc. and are sold
at seen But worth it for the fans alone! ref XX17

COLOUR CCTV VIDEO
CAMERAS From £99

Works with most modern video's. TV's, Co rnpo s mond° rs
video grabber cards. Pal, 1 v P.P. composite, 76ohm, 1f3"
CCD. 4mm F2.8. 500x582. 12vdc, mounting bracket, auto
shutter. 100450A180mm, 3 months warranty,' off price
£119 ref XEF160. 10 or more £99 ea 100+ E89

We get over 5,000
hits a day

check us out!
http://www.bullnet.co.uk

SMOKE ALARMS kteaw. powered n ey tre to
C-entconvany easy I4 restIo Ix.;t4 tr mus, tor,,Perim  =

re` Ss,. taro of 12 E.-24 ref SS:4

4AH D SIZE NICADS pack of 4 £10 ref 4AHPK
ELECTRIC FENCE KIT E.erfastg yearte.: a

esectre fence ocniele 1-Zerri w.re AR2

SENDER kn. COMWISal COTPOrialitStO 134:1133A4VrailSirder

cv7,a1Ge w use £35 ref V53A2

33 KILO LIFT MAGNETheotoarri.32mni£15rd V0G33

10 WATT SOLAR PAN ELA.....ocussanxr. wet (-zed
a a weccw aiinrrcim frame Panel measures 3' of 1- win strew
TECM,a5 f.3" easy x1* solar panel E.55 ref MAG45
Unframed 4 pack (3'x1') f68.99 ref SOLX
12V SOLAR POWERED WATER PUMP perla
for many 124 DC 1.52s :71,931g tan sate: iirtaosta nyorocori
Sr-ra!-:t and corret. )e parre-fis works ore:: tram cis 10 watt sote
pane r orcrt v.ei may rel Vac fOs = 5 LWri 1 5A Ref ACE

SOLAR ENERGY BANK KIT 50x 6"x12" 6v solar
panels(amorphous)460 diodes E99 ref EF112
PINHOLE CAMERA MODULE WITH AUDIO!
Stamm town camera nth on beard saki' etre smsr part 2Errm
she (-W-stnannwa;here) Cleat for corer su.--yer-:arrm Can re
roses insde anytting erects mWenbeitt Cer7e wri.1 15 metre
fate. pau are tv.eor coral -c -s £49 65 ref CCS.1
SOLAR MOTORS My nutrs whorl rim date haoror on

vot-Ngsficim3-1?.rec Wor)S on our Cre a...xi.h.JuS 6' Canals and
you win net Vern tarn Pe s...1,1 Mow; ma :Cann. trials £1 53 ew_.ti
WALIGE TALKIES 1 MILE RANGE EMPAIR REF MAG30

LIQUID CRYSTAL DISPLAYS Bargain prices.
20 character 2 time, E3x19mm £3.99 ret SMC2024A
16 character 4 lone, 62x25nun £5.99 ref SMC1640A
40 character 1 fine 154x16mm £6.00 ref SMC4011A
LM255X HITACHI LAPTOP SCREENS 240)(100nun,
6404200 clots flew nil" data £15 ref Lf.12

SEALED LEAD ACID BATTERIES
12V 7AH, S/HAND

PACK OF 4 £10 REF XX1
YOUR HOME COULD BE SELF SUFFICENT
IN ELECTRICITY Correarehersrie pens Win loads ore&
on cies.vbrg syeents panels come New/rim etc £7 ref FYI
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BULL-ELECTRICALCOM

BULL ELECTRICAL
250 PORTLAND ROAD, HOVE, SUSSEX.

BN3 5QT. (ESTABLISHED 50 YEARS).
MIL ORDER TERMS: CASH, PO OR CHEQUE
WITH ORDER PLUS f4.00 P&P PLUS VAT.

24 HOUR SERVICE £6.550 PLUS VAT.
OVERSEAS ORDERS AT COST PLUS £3.50

(ACCESS,VISA. SWITCH. AMERICAN EXPRESS)

phone orders : 01273 203500
FAX 01273 323077

Sales@bull-electricaLcom

200 WATT INVERTERS Dugs .agrx vas
kgrzer sccic are a feed write 134 socket so 1.91.1 cars tsar

yew csoemt_ oevces te-n 1 m.r car rotten. E49 y5 he .Wtr:
THE TRUTH MACHINE sa-rae -a ry
treMUS ntr,e-, ...ace ratters' Kea:ea wane ngenere corrersaen
SM en the ard TV as set.' £42 43 re ma
INFRA RED FILM 6- sq.ate pax irtraradrienthw
wars -4 aro" IR iglati-rai.01. Perfect kr cormatrig aiktary torches
trigrts rongrds etc taireraredartpa only terg staroard. kg/lasts

CIA to Er ka,-..e 6' square £15 ref RP-,

HYDROGEN FUEL CELL PLANSLoasd..aa,.was
cntla--lel.s!,xii9eardcroauctron
&et = f t=t.tix, rawer)) £8 set ref FCP I
STIRLING ENGINE PLANS IrteeV...gTirratt
ceverry al zapeas d Stnrc engres. teases a nocre mare
enctreSrrdOefrOrnan _C768aCan nr.nrg do a mr.ev.i..12 re STS
ENERGY SAVER PLUGS S.av to to 15% eiect-cly
omen Luc won frxnes curers ins to2A tor% cosec
LS ea re L0171 13 pecicE66 rd LOTT2

12V OPERATED SMOKE BOMBS Tyre 3*a 12,,
try e arc 3 smokew,--I-stes. e33, ":te we 6; arcromrtn airy
shut space of trret 14 59 rdSEG. Type 2 is 20 itxI-...; ca-acv_ers
fabled kr :ter: fres 1timrafted rs
1-79. r 9P72 T.oe 1 , .

arc
70 arc= E43 ret

SE!

HI POWERZENON VARIABLE STROBESune.r
1Le{Ccr pJ warn succe zae C,XVOCCSarK1
speed oweizierreer Pecker lot pn--..sees Cc

£ ea ref FL51 catscri 13E49 relFLS2
NEW LASER POINTERS 4 rhre. 75 TEM ITargt ra-a

reia 114.5 CRMVO A4 hatter... s,...=e1)67Cm;. 129 !et CEC491

HOW TO PRODUCE 35 BOTTLES OF WHISKY
FROM A SACK OF POTATOES Com_ixe-eiwie 775
page bar..* cares secantsd start ;racier -on from nermay
rte, tatats. tre.s.s aerstruWon petals 44 trrtve stars £12 ref 1.153

NEW HIGH POWER MINI BUG vim a *see ce LW.0

rreres and a 3 days ise from a PT -1 Ms --s. W,rg targI
tessthant-re and a 10mvw..z- ockLoix.ye Fie Lail m_
IR LAMP KIT SetatleSr wtv cameras. dada Iran W,aF-a
to ter-sed n total darkneSSI E6 ref EF136

INFRA RED POWERBEAM 1--,:ovkihk.,..Y1170hEred
iyrip. 4 .-GMEECLIpTiet.s refeet err
CCTV use 1-4r -x.gets etc E.-.73 refPS t

SUPERWIDEBAND RADAR DETECTORcetos
tettere= and iase XK arid KA term. speed canne-as. areal laiown
steed dereetion systems 360 degree coverage front&
et -we. -tides t.1'12 ra4 Its tin sor or 635,1 £149
LOPTX ltaxt-San-si.iito,cao:%TV£3E ire 2

LAPTOP LCD SCREENS 2405175-rxn. £17 ref St

WANT TO MAKE SOME MONEY? STUCK
FOR AN IDEA? We ham ctated1401:nm-essMEr/OSZ trot

seang uP cs6arent distresses. yea tense
theses par eau% tiT7013 lEttedIzecn yaw PC AS.o treaded a
the CettfrAtE..sidi:ry yea to revduce le --4 sell me rr-a as
much as you Ike; 04 ref EP74

HIGH POWER DC MOTORS, PERMANENT
MAGNET 12 - 24v cc:0M= pro -nasty area 1I4 horse peav'.
body rreasiees teem ia5mmwthaelmmx5Trn aster Shaft vent a
rractened fie on t Prong s an -0e (sec trie two tMea&.O coZe cro-
tnnOn2 troth tre ftcre £22 re. YOU
INFRA RED REMOTE CONTROLS r tc Tv5
no ma ruse atter uses cacic Cl 103 LSSrd REG.,

Online
web catalogue
bull-electrical.com

ELECTRONIC SPEED CONTROLLER KIT Pot
r."re atom motor t E19 ref MAG17 Save £5 i you la..) 'rem tan
tegeMes 1 motaces speed zatrceer tea is 1.41 crier ace E56 ref
11015A

SONY STEREO TV CHASSISAsserabrAcorirs-zrg
cerncide TV PCB estItiWg Woe and swri stereo mm ei-a
tau Arapearinfretev-sedtsftsdi 'mseertWathderaDardIstegoo1
trapezes cr- as a racers stereo TV sei.ecl recener and anIckner
Fcr KV2.9F1U aria I PC8 nos I-659-527-12
1-659-826-14 1-711-902,.. $131

RCB UNITS Inline I EC lead with fitted RC
breaker. Installed in seconds.
Pack of 3 £9.98 ref LOT5A
RADIO CONTROLLED CARS etc
gendst-.pre, s..-.-osrnefors are re:viers SCoas is roretter.s
mixed types E.3 eam ref RCC2
VOICE CHANGERS one Cl mese on:a are
;None moth pew an you canadi-st year r.oce IAN reocrtr cr

roWeiRfttiirSEE'snicw:,,.
t5g. 193 a 26135x- PP3 taste)/ ree,,w i,7:. WAG10.1

AUTO SUNCHARGERIc.,:07.,,,,,,,,a.e.
and 3 rrete lead filed ...sin a eve, ote..g 12x Nett £1299 REF
AUGIOP3.

SOLAR POWER LAB SPECIAL 2.5,e3- e. 1Kmr.
oe slams are n,rrsr cren  I reaydr-ttof E2.00REFsA27
SOLAR NICAD CHARGERS 4 SA aze ref

610476. 2 a C sTe E3 93 re en477
5.25" FLOPPY DISKS. oat a sea c,sks£25 re Fq
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Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE ORIGINAL SURPLUS WONDERLAND!
THIS MONTH'S SELECTION FROM OUR VAST EVER CHANGING STOCKS

Surplus always
wanted for cash!

THE AMAZING TELEBOX
yaw . moo or -

-1119111LW. TV SOUND 8
VIDEO TUNER
r4p.,F,-()UP.1101

The TELEBOX is an attramve fuCy cased mains powered int con -
tailing all electronics ready to plug into a host of video monitors
made by makers such as MICROVITEC, ATARI, SANYO, SONY,
COMMODORE, PHILIPS, TATUNG, AMSTRAD etc. The corripcske
video output wit also plug dived), into most video recorders. alowng

sricnoomf
7Vs

'
channels not nIomasyh

breuctteoinvabolet roonls mon th eveil-t

panel allow reception of 8 tufty tuneable 'off air UHF =cow telesicri
or:Amish. TELEBOX MB covers virtually all television frequencies
VHF and UHF including the HYPERBANO as used by most cable
TV operators. A composite video output is located on the rear panel
tot dreg connection to most makes of monitor or desktop computer
video systems. For complete cortpalt4ty - even for monitors wet -
out sound - an Integral 4 watt audio amplifier and low level Hi Fi
a -do output are provided as standard.
TELEBOX ST for composite video input type =nacre £38.95
TELE BOX STL as ST but fitted won in! . I speaker 09.50
TELEBOX MB Muldicand VHF/UHF and tuner £69.95
For overseas PAL versions state 5.5 or 8 ml lei sound specification.
'For cable / hyperband signal reception Telebox f.49 should be con-
nected In a cable type service_ Shipping on al Teleboxe's, code (B)

State of the art PAL (UK spec) UHF TV tuner module
, ,. with composite IV pp video & NICAM hi fi stereo sound

'Putouts. Micro electronics all on one small PCB only 73 x
',.... 160x 52 mm enable hil software control via a simple 2 wire link

to any IBM type computer. Supplied complete Wth simple working
program and documentation. Requires +12V & + .5V CC to operate.

BRAND NEW -Order as MYDO. Only £49.95 code (B)

a -

FLOPPY DISK DRIVES - 14"
. . . . . . 115

present tithe product at industry beating low pekoe M talks (unless
stated) are BRAND NEW or removed from often brand new equip-
ment and are fully tested, aegied and shipped to you with a full 90
day guarantee. Call for over 2000 unEsted drives for spares or repair.

3W Panasonic JU36314 720K or equivalent RFE
3W Mitsubishi MF35f.C-L 1.4 Med tapioca only £25.9
3W Mitsubishi MF355C-D. 1.4 Meg. Non trop £1
5W Tem FD-55GFR 12 Meg (for IBM pc's) RFE £1
SW Tesc FD -55F -03-U 7201(4080 (for BBC's eft) RFE £29
SW BRAND NEW Mitsubishi 1050113360K
Table top case with inn al PSU for HH 5W Flopp or HD £29
8' Shugart 800/801 8' 55 refurbished & tested £210.
8" Shugart 810 8' SS HH Brand Mew £195
8' Shugart 851 8' doubt!) sided refurbished & tested £260
8' Mitsubishi M2E94-63 double sided NEW £295
8' Mitsubishi M2$96 -63-02U DS sfntteie NEW
Dual 8' cased drives with integral power supply 2 Mb

HARD DISK DRIVES
£499

B
a

a
B

2W TOSH.(12.5 mm H) X1002MAV 1.1 Gb laptop. New £115.00
2W to 3W conversion la for Pc's, complete with connectors £12.95
3W FUJI FK-309-26 20mb MFM I/F RFE £59.95
3W CONNER CP3024 20 mb IDE OF (or equiv.) RFE £59.95
3W CONNER CP3044 4Ornb IDE OF (or equrv.) RFE £69.00
3W RODUAE R03057S 45mb SCSI IF & Acorn)
3W QUANTUM 40S Prodrive 42mb SCSI I/F, New RFE
3W WESTERN DIGITAL 850mb IDE OF New
5W MINISCRIBE 3425 20mb MFM OF (or equiv.) RFE
518' SEAGATE ST -238R 30 mb131.11/F Refurb
514' CDC 94205.51 40mb HH MFM VF RFE tested
SW HP 97548 850 Mb SCSI RFE tested
SW HP C3010 2 Gbyte SCSI differential RFE tested
8' NEC 02248 85 hub SMD interlace. New
8' FUJITSU M23221 160Mb SMD VF RFE tested £195.00
8' FUJITSU M2392K 2 Gb SMD OF FIFE tested £345.00
Many other drives In stock - Wooing on all drives te coda (V)

E69.00
£49.00

E185.00
£49.95
£69.95
£69.95
£99.00

£195.00
£199.00

1C's ;TRANSISTORS - DIODESl
6,000,000 Items EX STOCK

Fee MAJOR SAVVIOS CALL OR mammal=

VIDEO MONITOR SPECIALS
One of the highest specification

Amonitors you will ever see -
At this price - Don't miss it!!

Mitsublahl FA3415ETICL 14' SVGA ISultbsync catty maga alt fne
.. . 028 dot plots tube and nee elution el 1324 a 7E8. A

verily ci rpits styes carecticn lo a heat d
em hazing BM PC's et CGA. EGA, VGA & SVGA
=tat BBC, 1203),
ARCHNEDES and APPLE. teases acted
hoepiVe, tad era:chi-10 and LOW 110N MPR

speoecatixt Fury guaranteed, stippled it EXCEL -
NTLE its tsed con:bon.
& Swivel Base £4.75 Only £119 igg=ijaA

VGA cello for IBM PC Included
F.vvrnal cables for other types d compeers CALL

1

As New- Ex Demo
17' 0.28 SVGA Mitsubishi Diamond Pro monitors

Full multleync etc. Full 90 day guarantee. £325.00 (E)

Just In - MIcrovitec 20' VGA (800 x 600 res.) colour monitors.
Good SH condition - from £299 - CALL for Info

PHIUPS HC535 (same style as CM8833) attractively styled 14'
colour monitor with both RGB and standard composite 15.625
Khz video Inputs va SCART socket and separate phone jacks.
Integral audio power amp and speaker for all audio visual uses.
VRI connect direct to Amiga and Atari BBC computers. Ideal for all
video monitoring I security applications with direct connection
to moat colour cameras. High quality with many features such as
front concealed hap controls. VCR correction button etc. Good
used cored:on - fugy tested - guaranteed only veil
Dknansicris: Vitie x H121' x 1514' D. 1E1

PHIUPS HCS31 Ultra canoed 9' colour video monitor with stan-
dard composite 15.625 Khz video input Via SCART socket Ideal
for all moricoring / security applications. High quality. ex-echtcuient
fuey tasted & guaranteed (p-eailan minor screen bums). In atuat-
Live square black plastic case meastung W10' x HIO' x 13W D.
240 V AC mains powered. Only £79.00(D)
KME 10' 15M10039 high definition colour more tors with 0.28' dot
pitch. Superb clarity and modern styling.
Operates from any 15.625 khz sync ROB video
source, with RGB analog and composite sync
such as Atari, Commodore Amiga, Acorn
Archknedes & BBC. Measures only 1314' a 12' x

Good used =Ithaca' Only £125 la
20° 22° and 26° AV SPECIALS

Superbly made UK manufacture. PIL al sold state colour mentors,
complete with canposite video & optional sound input. Attradiris
teak style case. Perfect for Schools, Shops, Disco, Clubs, etc.In
EXCELLENT Rtle used condition watt full 90 day guarantee.

20°....£135 22°....£155 26°....£185(F)

DC POWER SUPPLIES
I Us y every ypa o powersupply you can Imagine.0yer

10,000 Power SupplIos Ex StockCall or see our web site.
LOW COST PC's

ways over I, r - 8 l'0111 131.0C1000's of spares and accessories:Call or see our web site for Info.
TEST EQUIPMENT & SPECIAL INTEREST ITEMS

FA3445ETKL 14' industrial soec SVGA monk Mukbus (MSA) NEW £1450
Zeta 3220-05 AO 4 pen HPGL fast drum plotters £1150
Nikon HFX-11 (Ephiphot) exposure control tea £1450
Motorola VME Bus Boards & Components List. SAE / CALL £POA
Trio 0.18 vdc freer, metered 30 amp bench PSU. New MO
Fujitsu 143041R 600 LPM band printer £1950
Fulitsu M3041D 600 LPM printer rah network interface £1250
Perkin Elmer 2998 Infrared spectrophotometer A £500
Perkin Elmer 597 Infrareds i crneter £3500
VG Electronics 1035 TELE6ng Margin Meter £3750
UghtBand 60 output high spec 2u rack mount Video VDA's £495
Sekonic SD 150H 18 channel digital Hybrid chart recorder £1995
Taylor Hobson Tagysurf enterer*, / recorder £750
ADC SB200 Carbon dioxide gas detector / monitor £1450
System Video 110 PAL waveform motor ,, CABS
ANRITSU 9654A Optical DC-2.5Cdo waveform monitor £5,650
ANRITSU MS9001181 0.6-1.7 uM optical spectrum analyser £POA

'kW to 400 kW - 403 Hz 3 phase power scums- ex stock £POA
IBM 8230 Type I. Token ring base unit driver £760
Wayne Kerr RA293 Audio frequency response analyser £2500
IBM 53F5501 Token Rig ICS 20 port lobe modules £750
IBM MAU Token ring distribution panel 8228-23-5050N £95
AIM 501 LOW distortxxi Oscillator 9Hz to 330101z. IEEE £550
ALLGON 8360.11805-1860 MHz hybrid power combiners £250
Trend OSA 274 Data Analyser with G703(2M) 64 ifo £POA
Marconi 6310 Programmable 2 to 22 GHz sweep generator £6500
Marconi 2022C IOKHz-1GHz RF signal generator £1550
Marconi 2030 opt Lt3 104CHz-1.3 GHz aketal generatooNew £5150

Logue Analyser £3750
HP37111A Pattern generator & HP3782A Error Detector £POA
HP6621A Dual Programmable GPM PSU 0-7 V 160 wane £1800
HP6284 Reek mount variable 0-20V 0 20A metered PSU £675
HP54121A DC to 22 GHz tour charnel test set £POA
HP8130A opt 020 303 MHz pulse per rigor. GAB etc £8500
HP Al. AO 8 pen HPGL high speedchum piirtters - from £950
EG+G Brookdeal 95035C Precision lock in amp £650
View Eng. Mod 1200 computerised inspection system £POA
Sony DXC-3000A High quality CCD colour TV camera £1100
Kelthlay 590 CV capacitor / voltage analyser £POA
Racal ICR40 dual 40 channel voice recorder system £3750
Rakers 45KVA 3 ph On Line UPS - New batteries £9500
ICI R5030UV34 Cleardirte ukrasonC cleaning system £POA
Mann Tally MT645 ifigh speed Fite printer £2200
Intel SBC 486/133SE Multbus 486 system. 8Mb Ram £945
Siemens K4400 84Kb to 140Mb dem ux analyser £2950

ANRITSU ML93A optical power meter
ANRITSU Fibre optic chracateristc test set
VISION ENG1NEM4GT53 Dynascopc mioroscope
R&S FTDZ Dual sound unit
R&S SBUF-E1 Vision modulator
WILTRON 66308 12.4 / 20aHz RF sweep generator
TEK 2445 150 MHz 4 trace osoirtscope
TEK 2465 300 Mhz 3C0 MHz oscilloscope rik..1( mount
TEK 1502 Portable TDR (tine domain refeeometer)
PHILIPS PW173011 0 XRAY generator with aeon:cries
CLAUDE LYONS 12A 240V eight phase etc>. vott. rags
CLAUDE LYONS 103A 240/415V 3 phase auto. von. regs

£990

f18.50
£P0A

£650
£775

£5750
£1250
£1955
£600

£POA
£325

£2900

uper qua 00
Virtually Nevi, Ultra Smart
Less than Half Price!

Too quality 19' rack caeoecs made n UK by
Optima Enclosures Ltd. Units feature
designer. Snicked adytic lodiatie front door.
full height lockable half louvered back door
and louvered removable side panels. Fully
adiustabie internal fixing struts, ready punched
for any configuration of Gouts," ent mounting
plus ready mounted integral 12 way 13 amp

S1 socket sintthed mans el -star -Sion strip make
these racks some of the most versatile we

have ever saki. Raeis may be staeted side by side and therefore
require only two side panels to stand singly or in muttiple bays.
Overall dimensions are: 77W H x 3215' D x 22' W. Order aft

OPT Rack 1 Complete with removable side panels. £345.00 (G)
OPT Rack 2 Radc. Less side tenert £245.00 (G)

Over 1000 racks, shelves. accessories
19" 22" & 24" wide 3 to 46 U high.

Available from stock !!.
32U - High Quality - All steel RakCab

Maki;, by Eurocratt Enclosures Ltd to the highest possible spec,
rack features all steel construction with removable
side, front and beck doors. Front and back doors are
hinged (or easy access and all are lockable with
Eve secure 5 lever barrel Podia. The front door
is constructed of double walled steel with a
'designer style:- smoked acrylic front panel to
enable status Indicators 10 to seen through the
panel yet remain unobtrusive. Internally the rack
features fully slotted reinforced vertical fixing
members to take the heaviest of 19" rack
equipment The two movable vertioll fang struts
(extras available) are pre punched for standard
'cage nuts'. A mains distribution panel internal-
ly mounted to the bottom rear. provides 8 x IEC 3
pin Euro sockets end 1 x 13 amp 3 pin switched
utility socket. Overall ventilation is provided by
tufty louvered beck door and double skinned top section
wail top and side louvres. The top panel may be removed for fang
of Integral tans to the sub plate etc. Other features include: feed
castors and floor levelers, prepundited t.rty panel at lower rear for
cable 1 connector aocess etc. Supplied in excellent, slightly used
condition with keys. Colour Royal blue. External dimensions
mmei1625H x 635D x 603 W. ( 54' H 25' D x 2314 W)

Sold at LESS then a third of makers price 11

A superb buy at only £245.00 (G)
42U version of the above only £345 - CALL

BATTERY SCOOP - 50% off !!
the most amazing -savings on these ultra high spec 12v DC 14 Aft

You

rechargeable batteries. Made by Hawker Energy Lid, type SEAS15
featuring pure lead plates which oiler a far superior shelf & guaran-
teed 15 year serviuo Me. Fully BT & 8.56290 approved.
BRAND NEW and boxed. 'Datensions 200 wide. 137 high, 77 .

M8 boll terminals. Fully guaranteed. Current makers price over £70

''Our Price £35 each m or 4 for £99 m

RELAYS - 200,000 FROM STOCK
avg iati a .y e cos rag your y rant our Si I

stocks covering types such as - Military, Octal, Cradle,
Hermetically Sealed, Contactors, Time Delay, Reed, Mercury
Wetted, Solid State, Printed Circuit Mounting, CALL US WITH
YOUR NEEDS. Many obsolete types from stock. Save Mr*

LOW COST RAM & CPU'S1:t. " pan on
and PC -AT ccotpablge card wah 2 Mbytes of memory on board.
Card is tufty selectable for Expanded or Extended (286 Processor
and above) memory. Full data and driver disks suppl el d. RFE.
Fully tasted and guaranteed. Windows compel:1:4e. E59.95
Hell length a bit memory upgrade cards for PC AT XT expands
memory either 256k or 512k in 64k steps. May also be used to
in RAM above 640c DOS lank. Complete with dais.
Order as: XT RAM UG. 2561c. £34.95 Or 512k £39.95

SPECIALS
1 MB 9 S0,11.49 chip 12Ons Only £8.50
I MB x 9 SIMIVI 3 chip 80 ns £10.50 or 7Ons £11.95
1 IAB a 9 SIMM9dhip80its£10.50 er 7011s £11.75
4 MB 70 rte 72 pin SIMM -with Parity' Only £35.00
INTEL486-0X33 CPU £19.95 INTEL 456-DX66 MI £59.00
FULL RANGE OF CO -PROCESSORS EX STOCK - CALL FOR CM
MOTOROLA 25 Mhz 68040 (XC66040RC251.1) CPU'S £59.00

shipping charges for RAM / CPU upgrades is code B

SOFTWARE SPECIALS
"or a on, comp e e wi service pa -

and licence - OEM packaged.
Special Price ONLY £99.00

Microsoft  Windows for Workgroups 3.11 & DOS 8.22. S=-
on 3W disks with C....oance & concise documentation.
DOS 5.0 on 3W disks vvdt concise books err ()Basic . £14.85
Wordperfect 6 for DOS supplied on 3W 63* -8 with manual £24.95

shipping charges for software Is coda B

DISTEL on the web II - Over 16,000,000 Items from stock - www.dIstelico.uk  
C.

ri rr7rimvirr-cLCL &- Lti

ALL MAIL & OFFICES
Open Mon - Fri 9.00  5:30
Dept PE , 32 Big& Way

Upper Norwood
LONDON SE19 3XF

LONDON SHOP
cni15`XiienrWit;n54;3°

Pr% DISTEL© ALL V ENQUIRIES

South Norwood
On SSA Ike Rena&

Heath A
'rat pin,sahwit pin, sa Fla staL,

'' Visit our web site
www.distel.co.uk
email attain 0 di staLco.uk

n181
U

FAX

679 4414
0181 679 1927

Al prides for UK Mariand LAC cummers add 17.5% VAT to TOTAL order EITOWIL 1.0enurn otter LIE Sone Fee aocart orders accepted tan Gcyarrna-t. Siccie
Urwerstke wad Local Autcrbas miarrum accost cede' £91 cringe vier £100 em stied to 10 traing days deiew-ce. Careaw (A>=C103, (Al ,K.4 CO.
(S)=ES-XL (C)efla93, (I 1200. (EK15.03, (F)ef:1E03 (G)=CALL Abw arras 6 days ix shiapho- testa' CALL_ Al Goods suppird so ox Condors or Saks
end trims staled Guaranteed for 90 days Al gua-a-eass on a mean to base tasS_ Al riift reserved to doe gin prree / specEcatons weaxa per Mica Ciders stint to
dock Discards kr SCUTS. Top CASH p'cas paid for orpts goods. Al tredernaira. saieenrree eft edro,Vedoo_ 1CDss[iay 1993 E & OE 0693= EST.

25
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NEXT MONTH
FREE GUIDE TO SOLDERING

AND DESOLDERING
A free 48 -page booklet written by Alan Winstanley giving
in-depth information backed up by an outstanding range of
photographs on all aspects of soldering. If you want to
sharpen your technique, or if you are just starting out in
electronic construction (or know someone who is), then this
booklet will prove invaluable.

Alan's soldering section on the EPE Web site has been
referenced the world over - it is even used by one soldering
iron manufacturer to add to their own information; this
booklet has been developed from that material and should
be equally highly regarded.

VERSATILE EVENT COUNTER
Prompted by a reader's telephone request for a unit to help him
count musical beats, this constructional article first shows how a
very simple BASIC program on a PC can do the job. It then
takes the idea a lot further, presenting a self-contained
PIC-microcontrolled design that will monitor the timing of all
sorts of events. The results are displayed on an alphanumeric
liquid crystal display.

Event signals can be input via a built-in microphone, via a
jack -plugged connection to other electronic circuits, and via a
panel mounted switch.

There are three monitoring modes:
 Mode 1 displays the time elapsed since monitoring began:
the elapsed time at which the last event was detected; the total
events counted: the average rate at which the events have
been occurring, selectable for counts per second, counts per
minute and counts per hour.
 Mode 2 is a frequency counter, principally for monitoring an
external electronically generated frequency of OW+ 5V
amplitude, up to about 20kHz.
 Mode 3 counts the elapsed time between pairs of events and
is of best use with events that are longer than about one
second apart.

tbeo5rmase-

,mute tow.
VOICE RECORD/
PLAYBACK MODULE
An easy to build unit that will digitally record up to 16
seconds of sound. Use it as a memo pad or as a voice
warning instead of an l.e.d. or other indicator: "fasten seat
belts". "maximum temperature exceeded". "secure area -
leave within 30 seconds or the police will be called" etc. All
automatic in the voice of your making.

_-Mere ,s;
-,at the dcv,7

MECHANICAL RADIO
Inspired by the renowned Clockwork Radio invented by
Trevor Baylis. this design shows a way in which a
clockworkless power saving radio can be created using
components more familiar to electronics enthusiasts than to
mechanical buffs.

You still turn a handle, but it's not clockwork you wind up,
it's a motor whose output voltage is stored in a really large
capacity capacitor (one Farad, no less!). It's power from the
capacitor that then keeps you tuned into the world via an
easy -to -build direct conversion receiver, and the
headphone -coupled output then stops you voluminously
troubling the neighbours!

It's novel, it's simple, and it can give you lots of
entertainment - not to mention the benefit of extra exercise!

PIC16F87x MICROCONTROLLERS REVIEW
Thousands of you have become familiar with the PIC family of microcontrollers, especially the PIC16x84 EEPROM versions, Arizona
Microchip have now introduced a new range to the family, the PIC16F87x series. In many respects, these new devices can be
regarded as greatly enhanced versions of the '84s.

Importantly, not only do they have greater capacity than the '84s, they offer more facilities that make them ideal candidates for
use in many sophisticated designs for which the '84s could not readily provide complete control solutions.

Of particular importance are their several on -chip analogue -to -digital converters (ADCs), and their communications options based
upon internal USART (universal synchronous asynchronous receiver transmitter) protocols.

This review takes an overall look at the capabilities of these much -welcomed new devices.

PLUS  ALL THE REGULARS

NO ONE DOES IT BETTER
EVERYDAY

PRACTICAL

ELECTRONICS
ETI

ELECTRONICS
TODAY 1111111ATIONAl

DON'T MISS AN
ISSUE - PLACE YOUR

ORDER NOW!
Demand is bound to be high

APRIL ISSUE ON SALE FRIDAY, MARCH 5
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Crownhill Associates Limited
PIC1 2C508/509 DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

This integrated development environment offers a
unique software development tool for the PIC
12C508 509. The package consists of 508 509
In -Circuit Emulator. Programmer. EdICE a fully
Integrated Assembler with trace functions & ICE508
tracer/disassembler.
The development system is suppled with MPASM
assernbleri'drSaSsembler and 10 pro*ts. including
criturt diagrams arid unprotected source code. Protects
cover subjects from simpie sound effect generator
through to an accurate Digital Volt Meter. Smoke Alarm.
Stop Watch. LCD display driver. Keypad, encoder and more
Price £59.95-, 7.50 P&P+ VAT

NEW! PIC PROGRAMMER KIT
Programs the Popular PIC 16C84. 16F84 and 24xx series serial memory devices.
Connects to the serial pan of a PC and requires No EXTERNAL power supply. The kit
Includes instructions for assembly. circuit diagram and component layout.
The handy kite pragranvner is easy to build. take -kg no more than 30
mina. to and lest The Professional quality PCB is
double -sided. through-ptated with solder resist and screen printing to
aid efficient assembly. It rs suppked with diner software to run in
DOS on a 286 PC upwards and under Windows 95 an 466 or
Pentium and a Disk fug of interesting proiects. tips and data sheets
for PIC deves. including FREE A.u.embler and Sirbtator freqt.wes
9 -pm 0 -type to 9-pn C -type cable to connect to Serial port of PCi
CABLE £5 INC. VAT AND DELIVERY. COMPLETE KIT just £15.00 Including Delivery and
VAT (UK Only). Or READY BUILT £20.00 INCLUDING Delivery and VAT (UK ONLY)

1998 Microchip
CD ROM

: formation
 Ail agre.ir data sheett
 Programs and Diagrams
 Apohcatron notes
 PDF Viewer
£10 Inc. VAT P&P (in UK)

AMAZING LOW PRICES
PIC 84 & MEMORY

PIC16034 r04p
1-10 £2.00
11-100 £1.90
101.500 £1.80

24LC16
1-50 £1.00

PIC* 6C620
PIC16C621
PIC16C622

£1.95
£225
£2.-50

PIC Prices-P&P VAT

PIC 12C508i509 OIL
ALL AT 01i5p

Low Cost programmer
for the above devices

£35.00

lirON
AI.

PIC BASIC COMPILER
write PIC Programs r EASC

 Espancled BASIC Slurp I micrp.a:_b
set
 True CINNX.ST prowses raster program ere:prion

and longer programs Elan BAS iC .nftrpreters
 ROB and 12COUT Ostnirdsons external

serial EEP ROMs and Omer l2C deyes
 lAora user yanablft
 Peek and Poke iristrir-os b any CPC

register trcen BASIC
 Serial speeds to 9800 bait!
 In -tare asserriNer and Call support
 Suppers as most popLilar PCs. PIC1EC55. tis. Ts.

8.. 92e and P8.114.000 mcros
 Ifteristh any PC progiarraner
Write your PIC programs in BASIC! The PcBaSc
Compeer conies BASIC programs alto hes or binary
ties max can be programmed deezey rft a PC
mon:condo/et. Tire easy-id-sse BASIC language
makes PiC pmcgrammieg amiable to eivelybre wTS
is Engisn-Lke rertnian set
Sup4ed intr. UnWenal PC CHIP Programorer.
wine :ts Paraaal pen 01 PC and pocir,-s as
popula' _ micros_ Complee with prof',--
toftic - &

PIC BASIC PRO
Try _ _

comrancts. using TA- C
PORTE. and the cd::: -o RAM and
program space
A -let of the men leaarrftwol aprear
 Real Then . Else . Enrir
 Hierarchical erpression handing
 ImWmpos n Bast and assentier
 But -in LCD sibtXet
 Osczrzer mAaport from 356Mrtz to 201Aiz
 More variable Space Briecesecir clalismderlh
 MPA_VAICE compatibility
 AS Assemble suture to aS furftions are mop 00

and can be miactihed to silt your needs

uni,--rel PC Cm:.
po.Te7mersLoxers file
Wormy ltic^..bio
droves
PCIECia. n19:14.
Petra -C4 PCISC%._

PCALCS3A.
MtSCril PC1n-A,

r .

RCISCS3.
PICISCEaRCISC820.
PCI&C.,21.FCte:1522.
PCIfcTr. PC16CT1
PCIK71. PCI6CSI,
PICISCetaRCIEFSI
PCIU83 PiCt5Ms'
PCP0G3. Klee -AM
PIC1X5.4. a ularCRY
Cs-LP2sCill TO Z.40_388

Price
Eta - P&P - VAT

Supplied with sample programs including circuit diagrams
PIC BASIC without programmer or PICA -4 t4395 - 5.00 P&P- VAT
PACKAGE with programmer A PIC 16.54 E99-85 -5.00 PAP - VAT
PIC BASIC PRO without programmer Of PiCt6F134 £150.00 - S.00 PAP - VAT
PIC BASIC PRO with programmer and PICI6F84 f 19100 - 5.CO PAP - VAT

The Old Bakery, New Barns Road. Ely. Cambs
Tel: 01353 666709 Fax: 01353 666710

email: salesgcrownhill.co.uk www.crownhill.co.uk

BA1RGAi
32 PAGES FU
QUALITY SURPLUS

STOCK AND ALL AT
THE LOWEST PRICES!

GREENWELD PHONE, FAX OR
ELECTRONIC

4:)IVIPC)INIEINI-r-S WRITE TODAY FOR27D Park Road Southampton S015 3UG
TELEPHONE: 01703 236363 FAX: 01703 236307 YOUR FREE COPY!E -Mail: greenweld aol.com INTERNET: http://www.greenweld.co.uk
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E,4 I N E
8 CAVANS WAY,
BINLEY INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
COVENTRY CV3 2SF
Tel: 01203 650702
Fax: 01203 650773
Mobile: 0860 400683

(Premises situated close to Eastern -by-pass in Coventry with easy access
to MI, M6, M40, M42, M45 and M69)

OSCILLOSCOPES
Backman 9020 -20tatz - Dual Channel
Count 3102 - Halatz Dial Channel
Gould OS 24511/253255130013003335114000
Hewlett Packard 1130A1140e./181A/1112C
Harriett Packard 1740A. 1741A. 1744A, 1041.1Hz dual di
Harden Packard 541000 - 16112Hewlett

Packard 54200A - 50Mettr
C=g

Hewlett Packard 54201A - 300MHz

_ . £150
1250

from £125_from £200-_from
01500
£350

1500
£1250

from £125
095

Hitachi V 152FIV302EUV302FN153F=650F
Hitachi V650F - 604110 Dual Channel
Hitachi V 1100A - 10014Hz 4 Channel
Intron 2020 - 20130 Cigna Storage (HEW)
Matsu SS 67101SS 5702 - Matt
Magma- 0.1S0 1270*- 2011Hz Ce= Storage (FEW)

£950
0450

from £125
.£450

Nicola 310 - L.F. D.S.O. rash twin Ogre 0400
Nicola 3091 - LF 0 S 0
Lamy 9450A- 300MHz1400 Ms's D.S.O. 2 ch_,...__
Panasonic VP5741A - 100kIliz - Dual Charnel 11.1.0. -____£1750
Philips PIA 3034 -33 MHz DUAL Tarnehase _1450
Plates PM 321VPM 3212/PW 3214/PM 3217/1314 3234/P1113240056 3243/PIA 324 -VP M 3281/

from £125
Philips PM 3295A - 403.1H1 Dual Chiral _____ _ _11750
Philips PM 3335-50 4.11:1201Ase D S.O. 2 ch _11500
Tektronia 434 -251.141- 2 China Analogue Skraga - _ _ _ _ _£250
Tektronix 454 - 150lair -2 Channel £400
Tektronix 455-50MHz Dual Channel 10000
Tektronix 464466 - 100MHz An storage from E0000
Tektronix 46514658 -100100 Waal di from £0000

cR50Tektronix 466 - 10042Hz DS -0
Tektronix TAS 475- 100 latz -4 Channel £995
Te. / u ...- nix 05/475A -2001.8tv25018iz Dual Charnel from £0000
Tektronix 485 -350MHz-2 channel 12750
Tektronix 2213 - 601AHz Dual Clarinet 1375
Tektronix 2215 - 6044Haz Dual trace 1403
Tektronix 2220 -60/2)0 Dual Channel /3 5.0.

-

11250
Tektrontx 2221 - 60MHz Cfgrial Storage 2 Channel _-___E1250
Tektronix 2225 - 50/Alez dual ch £395
Tektronix 2215 - 100Alitz Dual trace rano
Tektronix 2335 - Dual trace 100M1Hziparlable) _0600
Tektronix 2440-300 MHz/500 Mats DSO. 2 Ch
Tektronix 2445 - 150 MHz -4 Chiral . DIAN
Tektronix 2445A - 100 12Hz -4 Channel
Tektronix 3445* -150 OWN- 4 Channel
Tektronix 5403 - 60MHz -2 or 4 Channel
Tektronix 7313,7403. 7613. 7623. 7633. 100L8(z 4 di
Tekttorax 7704 - 250049-0-4 ch
Tektronix 7904 - 5001Atte -

Trio CS -1022 - 201.90 - Dual China
Other scopas a . Able too

__14200
_E900

._11250
from £200
from £225
from (450
from £600

£125

SPECIAL OFFER
HITACHI V212 - 2134HZ DUAL TRACE - _ -
HITACHI V222 -ga) MHZ DUAL TRACE -a- ALTERNATE MAGNIFY

(160
£180

SPECTRUM ANALYSERS

Ando AC1211 - SiArran AnOiser 1 :Wiz __ _ .

Ars:trail 145628 - t01(a0 - 17032Hz- _12250
Anritsu 145341 A + MS340113 - (1010-,320012) --- 53996+ t 4500
Anritsu 1456108 - 101042 -2Gitz - liAlli) _S4750
Anritsu 815710E - 100401z -23GHz Spacdurn Analyser ___IM950
Arcom PSA65 S -10001611- portabke

_
_1850

Hameg 80201038 - Spectrum AnahreadTraddng .Gan 10012liz Owelosccpe __ _11250
Hewlett Packard 1INT mai 6559A (101121W -2131.W .133750
Hewlett Packard 14121  85568 -0.1 to 15001.10. £1750
Hewlett Packard 853A  85588 -0.1 to 15001.01, 01'500
Hewlett Packard 6591A - 9Kitz - 1.BGHz net Opkon 10 Trackkg Generator- . 16500
Hewlett Packard 8594E - 9/00 - 29Gltz - 17000
HewlettPackard 35601A - Spectrum Analyser Midas ±..- 11000
Harriett Packard 3561A - Dynamic Stoat Analyser ---£4750
Havriall Packard 3562A Dual China Dynamic Sig. Anarsar _16500
Harriett Packard 358011 - 5liz-501CHz __0295
Hewlett Packard 3562A - SOHN - WWI! (dual ch.) ___122000
Hewlett Packard 3585A - 20Hz - 4010 14500
Hewlett Packard 1375311 - Halw.& Aitakwer ___24995
Hewlett Packard 67538 - Nebo* Analyser ___58500
FFR 7750 10,00 - 1GHz_ - _ _112500
Marconi 2370 - 11 0141Hz -.£500
Marconi 2371 - 33101z- 200014Hz - __1750
Meg u ro NSA 4901 - 1-300GHz (AS NEW) _0350
'Segura LISA 4912 - 1-113Hz (AS NEW).-_.__...._ _______ _11250
Rohde 8 Schwarz- SW08 5 Polaskop 0.1 - 1230011.00_ _.11500
Takeda Riken 4132 - 1.0GHz Spectrum Ara}fsef __CISCO
Tektronix 7418 was truing:am° ( I S-SOGHz arm enema, mews)
Tektronix 495P- 10010 - 1.8610 amiable.
Tektronix 496P -1010 - t8GHz Analyser

.£4950
£4500

MISCELLANEOUS

Mier 740A-10300- 113%00 Sirthasawil Sweat Ginondor
Anri/su MG 360a, Ssral Gtrarace01104Carat
karitau ME 46213 Dr1Trararriskon
anritsu NO 6458 Saul &Kaska 0=10
8aonkan 92C RF Ifitamtcreter.
Boonton 93A True WS Wander
Drarsetz 625 - SC= - Muth:mbar Marin
525131 - Ftw.rercy xarar Ifegh
HP 545 - Freaarcv merry
BP 575 - r-rw.exy tartar WOW

EEO
01590

1850

£2500

IMO
£250
33600

11250
fA00

11 450
Erik SLIPS - Paw E0e3Or 1400
EH 5504. - Poser 1.5-40011Ha SOW _11500
F-arnell TS11-70 Wall (AV or 35V-100) __MO= C6B1 __£125

-aftral Elerseator 1GlIzias new) _
FarnaillAP 302831 Supply -Sr  PM f1750
FeedbaCkPEG AOS Power ao Gamma f200
FfiriaA51800-Hilmeor
GN WIEPR31 PCIAlarass=as HOW

£550

=2r dird 16500A--VadVastrOakal65VIT533k16531A - 1-02k Arefsec £4000
=Pikkard 331A - Dzialkes AllaVett

3S3A - Nikko
__BOO

_£320
c100

=1Pidaid 322SA -211120SfigasisecHrcn Gan-- £1500

H ewlett Padard 3437* S vokaarix
PS:kard 3336C - gagea Garavakr (100 ..211.80) __£250f1000

Hewlett Packard 343dA Cagtal rraltarear _Bak
Hewlett Packard 3455A MUM, lakeocal -
Hewitt Packard 3456A wawa, __£600MOO

Hewlett Packard 34NA - P - is set& creed .rd Wiwi Pkg-ra makarki £550

GablIfirre17152- 112 Ca

HANN 3NA -Castllon=

1750
P72

£P250

Hewitt Pa: , a -_. , . , ., - -7,-ere (Si Dv) . HO - 1E1 _1550
BMW Packirz: 2.3,:-.1-: a = ...a 0,_ 0inm4c3iral Ansey6ar *1150
Hardett Packard 3555A - Si.ecuos Lsw4 Maar £1000
Hamlett Packard 3711/1/371214137919.17933 Motown Leak klapet (2250
Heart Packard 3746A -Selectrae& -,.,....w. ra ca 0750
Hail& Packard 3776A - PC1.1 Tar-4nal Tastvse _..-£1500Hewitt

Packard 3779A/7779C - RillalY Iller
Heflin Pickard 3764A - s .11giNI TriPE:MISSor

from £840
MOO

Kraal Packard 3716A -Friar- Genanoor Rewire= P1250
Hewlett Padard 379000 -Son-ang Teti Set ilk 7 rdMD
Hewieli Packard P382A 4-Irtairk -fihercreor
Haden Packard 4192A- anaisar
He Packard 4262A - LCR Mats _ft 2::: -
Headed Packard 4279A- 1 CAI Ilea
Hewlett Packard 4342A CV Maw
Hewlett Packard 43440, 8 Poser leers OM 6031A6450./ from f75:
Hewlett Packard 4.9111A - (114t5 'Tram:Tato" insurnua siSa (1,--
Krelett Packard 4972A - Lan Prdocd Anakisar 112. -
Hewitt Packard 5163- Weaker, Rc_tkaar
Hewlett Padani52311A Peep...lei:aurae 1C0404(
Hewlett Packard 5314A - ) 03400 Uniewsal Oxrder

__B!:
Hewlett Packard 5316A - . CCGIVEI (FEEE) _1500
Hewlett Packard 5335A- MAU tEgh Prokamarce Systems Costar MO
Nadal Packard 537418 - ikriersai ThariCounlat
Hewlett Padard 5364A - 225 Mt Fragercy Cooler. 11:670
Hewlett Pickard 5345A F Carew -1G10- (HP1Ei) wet OPTS1)31/02G024026 __OW
Hewlett Patted 5420A Sgrat min
Bewitt Packard 6033APosar SiCayAn=2ng (20V -MA)
Hewlett Packant 62531. Pam Scan 271 - Tian
Hewlett Packard 6255A Poemirst}Vy 40V - I3A Thin

can)
£250

HEWLETT PACKARD 62518
Power Supply 20V -50A £150 DiaNailt ter Ouanthisa

He Pecked 62E48 - Peartr &pa/ 10 -20V, -BA)
Hewlett Packard 12668 Poser S-cciair 4.7Y -5A
Hewlett Packard 62718 Prier EOV - 3A

cam
t401

tars
Hewlett Packard 6632/1 -Pceer (20V - Ski _1530
Hallett Packard 7475A -6 Pen
Hewlett Packard 7550A -a Pen Mono A3M 1450
Hewlett Packard 60114 -50803* Pike Generate -.. ..., 2750
Hewlett Packard 13152A -Opical AreregaPowar Maar 0250
Hewlett Packard 81588 COW Attarkalor(OPTS 002  011)
Hagan Packard 6155A -501E4z Saga Sam HMO

f1103

Cala
11500

Heath Packard 8182A - Saratiser c1500
Hewitt Packard 83508 - Sweep Osolals Mainframe (ranaleckwirt tglaCcsaditable) _12530
Hewlett Packard 63554A- Wks Sawa Molate215 to 40C3M 43500
Haden Packard 83553A- Warsaw- Why scam Melee 33-5031,. UM
Hewlett Packard 6405A - Vector Werneker CM
Hamlett Packard 96200 Sweep mama maidnene- Aram 0.5 0
Hewlett Packard 86408 -Sipa Gawaslor (512E60 ra 1024Mita f 3'." '
Hewlett Packard 8555A - SWelee-eee Saral Eieratakx (Mita 112.5. -
Hewlett Packard 133568 - Spithesail Swat emanate _ 01750
Hewlett Packard 6657A- Segal Gansalor (100K14:404841101 0'e400
Hewitt Packard 65600 - Swasestract Swat Genenticr I 10100-26:01ANH- __MO
Hewlett Packard 11750A Skrage narrnalser 0175
Hawke Packard 8756A -Sca-ler Nerscrk __11510
Hewlett Packard 8757A -= alexniatak

=
£0050

Hastert Packard 6901A -
--

"730_
Hewlett Pidunt135018 - Iheddateet _______13754
Hen Sett Packard 6603A -Aida Arsarsar 2010- Mal __ft 600
Hasten Packard 89038 - Ocketa; Anelleer MCA
Hewlett Packard 6903E- Disk -Mon Analyser AK
Hewlett Packard 1820A - RC Comas Teal Sat __14995
Hewlett Packard WM- GSM Rio Cannes Teta Rae - 16500
Hewitt Packard NM - GINA( Pato Intuit* . _ 12000
Keret 12B1WEC lanicap 19fr Karl Hied EH/Sew-NV 11750
Krohnleta 2200 UnojorSeteap Gine-aim
Krohn -Ifni 4024A _12250

1E95

Krcnn-Hite 5200 Seek, Fakir' Gewaralor £350
Kraft -Mite 6500 Prost &kir_ _C293
Leader 4134170- awake Llekr- _ _1350
1-83clec3216 -S% cei Serlerace (10330- 1/00(a) MAME* wahbuilai P.1 rsmorociaasor brial__ rat
Mar 2019- 9300 - 1040180 Iikesesid Gen
Usrmaid 2019A -WNW- 10401aitz- %rail Gamma 11243
Dacca) 2333 - llockialicra Mali_ - -._1Y955
Myr:Ai 2337A - aukcalcDiskacn Maras it .
if I:=ni 2510 -True MIS Winds' - _-- .r- .. -

1.1inscral 2671 Data Carrns -0 OW
Nu coni 2E65 -Ratio Clot Test __me
Liar cant Ho -Pam Make &Sauce from1350
Heaps PM 51671312 fackn gen_ ____ - ____E400
Ph6ps 5160 L_PSyreresisa (aPtlit __AS::
preps 5193 Srtrasesed Aram Gemara _.£13-:
Philis MN Spero -mad F Gene-akx _ __BK.'
Philops ill.5519 - TV Pattern Gera-act - Oki
Ph6ps PM5716 - 5.300 Puha Garerkx azs
Prams 4000 Lkensew 11=.0 50
ftuartdock 211-06 Be Fr~tr --
Racal 1992 -MHz Fregapcy CarlW _0300
Raul 5111/6151- 0.9.1 Halo canna Tat Sat _ - _ -£PDA
Racal Dane 9011180112Sget eignettit from £500
Real Data 9064 Senn sg.gerk £450
Rau! 4301A - The FBAS BF Manciriseer £300
Racal Dana 9302A RF:osibrolendar (new sersail £375

£480

Hewlett Packard 8190A -Data Catrafator

Renal Dana 9303 Prf Loral fakir a Had
Rata! Dana 9917 UHF fripancy mike 56012/1z__ __£175
FIc_i & Schwarz LBW -60100Gatier Daly Swag Gan 01400
Rohde & Schwarz Scut Rada Cale Teat Set rya
Ronde & Schwarz OITA 94 GSLI Rada Cams Mayor HMO
Sciatica.- USG 203A 'a* +Maya %Wig= &Maks tsgh
Stiuttner fiSG 222A triads/use SirrsAalce ruse
Schaffner KG 223 rrartererca Giesler £850
Schksobiga 2720 12301A0 Frecaircy Costar 74'&00
Schlumberger 4031 - 1 Ettz Radotiocies Tea Set '49E5
S...th!umberost Stabikck 4010 Rack Carers Tait Sat f2995
Schlurakerew 70600065/7075 Ilikrineens _from f350
Sciartral 50 - Frail_ Anatzmn paw
Stanford

12
Resaards OS 340 -13/Hz ortistised Paxson (105W) and whim

1r1.tit:T. g=r-o--stx 11200
Systron Deemer BOO

o
-Inn

Tracy
kuorarre Fretpercy Dares (285GHz) 12500

Telapripment CT71 C __1:250
Tektronix *165031 111501  P6302 -Current Roll T Ancrhst £955
Tektronix PC,936  10501 a S0503+1111503 -OscifosxotCaltazaa 01995
Tektronix 577 - _11150
Taktronta 1240 Logc _
Taltronsiz 141AP/1/Tea

Tracer

Generale
VW

_12703
Tektronix AA5401 6 __WF -Pnriaaxasstiellikaton Aralyser21555
Tektrer:i MEM  AFG 5101 kraal Geri "Roe
Tektronix D459100 -Swiss Logt y05 010
Tektronix - P4.0413,_ -17. Metie such as 50504 SW503. SG5C0.
Prws4 FG504. K.503._ 1. TR503 *many from cP0A
Time 9311 P.,,,p4o.-abla Reclaim 1403
Terse 9614 Vol6ge Ce--aacar f5:8
Vahan/ Scientific - 2724 Programmable Resistance Hanetwd 02.0A
Wanda & Gotirmann PR14 -EntaXterTest Set- £12503
vandal A Gate/mann PCU4 to rakaascanw

ana 5 Goiter:um 10.00 T Rd
_-.132980Wd BOX

Wayra Kerr 4225 - LCR Brake _

Witte* 171 -Syntrecsed Richert Geretax ___ roil
Wriatek 1728 Progrannabie Sig Sorrier (ooccou.-13Leit) - -1IP.O.A.
Wereik 144 - Sweat 134earakar -Weir _MD
Went& 3010 - 1 -1G -Hz Sglal Ganeake _£1250
Mama 640E - RF Sraysers (11160 - __1030A
Wittman 4620S -Pi .4.un, S .orm-

castO
-6 £650

Wilton 674740 - Swage Frrr......w-cy Bjnt --,- I I Okrat-Xr £4350
Yokogowa 3655- Anatrung Rionkr _ _ ----- -- _VOA

MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE -
SEND LARGE S.A.E. FOR LIST OF EQUIPMENT

ALL EQUIPMENT IS USED -
WITH 30 DAYS GUARANTEE.

PLEASE CHECK FOR AVAILABILITY BEFORE
ORDERING - CARRIAGE & VAT TO BE ADDED

TO ALL GOODS



VI BARGAIN PACKS
- List 1

1,000 items appear in our Bargain Packs List -
request one of these when you next order.

2 LITHIUM COIN CELLS. 3V p.c b mounts o. Order Rel.
1078.
2.5A BRIDGE RECTIFIERS wth heammii =piers for
12V charger, Order Pet 1070
I x 12V STEPPER MOTOR, 7.5 degrees. Order Ref
910.
1 x 10 PACK SCREWDRIVERS. Order Ret: 909.
2 a AMP PULL CORD CEILING SWITCHES. brown.
Order Ref 921.
5 x REELS INSULATION TAPE. Order Ref: 911..
2 a CORD GRIP SWITCH LAMP HOLDERS. Order Ret
913.
1 a DC VOLTAGE REDUCER. 12V -6V Order Ref: 916.
UGHTWEIGHT STEREO HEADPHONES. moving edi!
sa superdr sound Order Ret 896.
2 x 25W CROSSOVERS for 4ohm lot Ospeakers. Order
Ref: 22.
2 x Nicad CONSTANT CURRENT CHARGERS. easily
adaptable to charge aenest any filiCao 'Saner' Order
Ret. 30
18V -0-18V 10VA mains transformer. Order Ref. 813.
2 WHITE PLASTIC BOXES with Ids. approx. 3m. cube
Lid has square hole through the centre so these are ideal
for tight -operated switch. Omer Rel: 132
2 x REED RELAY KITS, you get 8 reed switches and 2
cad sets Order Rat 148
12V -0.12V 610A mans transformer, p et. rrountirig
Order Ret 938,

x BIG -PULL SOLENOID. mains operated. haS '.tin
pull. Order Ref: 871.
1 x BIG -PUSH SOLENOID, rna!ns operated. has Isin.
push. Order Ret 872
1 x MINI MONO AMP. 3W into 4 ohm speaker or tw into
8 ohm. Order Ref: 495
1 MINI STEREO 1W AMP. Order Ref: 870
15V DC 150mA P.S.U.. rw-efY cased Order Re 942
I a IN-FLIGHT STEREO UNIT e a stereo arm. Has two
most usetul mni mairir.g cod speakers Made for BOAC
pasengers. Order Ref: 29.
1.0-1mA PANEL METER. Fos vtslari fax 70rnm
square Scaled 0-100. Oreer Ret 756.
2 LITHIUM BATTERIES. 2-5V peneght size. Order Ref:
874
213m TELEPHONE LEADS_ With BT hat plug. Ideal for
'phone eitensdns_ fax. etc Order Ref: 552.
1 x 12V SOLENOID. Has good ',WI. pull or could push ,t
modified Order Ref: 232
3 x IN -FLEX SWITCHES. Wirth neon °croft tights. saves.
leaving thnip switthed on Order Ret: 7.
2x 6V IA MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Upright mounting
with hung clamps. Order Ref: 9.
1 x HUMIDITY SWITCHES. As the a3 becornm damper.
the membrane stretches and oceratw a nw..reswitch
Order Ret. 32
4 x 13A ROCKER SWITCH. Three tags so °neat. or
changeover with centre off. Order Ret
1 x SUCK OR BLOW -OPERATED PRESSURE SWITCH.
Or n can be operated by any low pressure variation. such
as water level in tanks, Order Ref: 67.
1 .6V 750mA POWER SUPPLY. ICcety, cased ictn
mains input and 6V output Lad. Order Re 103A.
12 VERY FINE DRILLS. For pc b boards tee. Neural
cast about 80p each. Order Ref: 128.
5 K MOTORS FOR MODEL AEROPLANES. Spat to start
so needs no sold' Order Ret: 134.
6 a MICROPHONE INSERTS. Magnetic 400 ohm. Abe
act as speakers. Order Ret 139.
6 x NEON INDICATORS. In panel mounting holders with
lens Order Ret: 180.
1 x IN -FLEX SIMMERSTAT. Keeps your soldering iron
etc- afways al the ready. Order Ret 196
1 r.ELECTRIC CLOCK. Mains operated. Put this in a
box and you need never be late. Order Ref- 211.
4 x 12V ALARMS. Makes a noise about as laud as a car
horn AS brand new. Order Re: 221.
2 x(61,1..41114 SPEAKERS. 16 ohm 5 watts. so can be
ek-ied in parallel to rr.ake a hip wattage column Order
Fat. 243.
1 PANOSTAT. Controls output of boiling rang frorn
mer up to bed. Order Ref: 252
2 x OBLONG PUSHSWITCHES. For to or cremes.
these can switch mains up to 5A so could be footsmtch it
rated in pattress. Order Pet 263.
50 a MIXED SILICON DIODES. Order Ret: 293

x 6 DIGIT MAINS OPERATED COUNTER. Standard
size but counts in even nurrters Omer Ref: 28.
2 a 6V OPERATED REED RELAYS. One normally on.
other noonaey closed Order Ret. 48.
I a CABINET LOCK. With two keys. Order Ref- 55.
614 8115 V/ATT SPEAKER. Order Ret 824.
1 a SHADED POLE MAINS MOTOR. stack. so
quite porn/ecru! Order Ref: 85.
1 x CASE, 31/2 a a 11 with 11A sodot pins. Order
Re: 845.
2x CASES. 2i4x2'hxitr with 13A pins Order Ref
555_
4 x LUMINOUS ROCKER SWITCHES. LOA mans. Order
Ret: 793.

BATTERY MOTOR WITH GEARBOX. ape:: -
on any DC irc,tage between 6V and 24V. price £3.
Order Ref: 3P108. A speed centrcOer is available for
th*. £12 in kit term or £20 made up. but if you intend
to operate it from the maim. then our power supply
2P3 will give you 3 speeds arid iv.:1 also reverse
Prim at power supply is £2.
A MUCH LARGER PROJECT BOX. Size 216enm x
130rran x 85mm with lid arid 4 screws. This is an ABS
box which normally retails at around £6. All brand
new, prim £2_50. Order Ref 2.5P28
BT TELEPHONE EXTENSION WIRE This is proper
heavy duty cable for running around the skirting
board when you want to make a permanent exten-
sion. Four cores popery colour coded. 25m length
only £1. Older Ref: 1067
LARGE TYPE MICROSWJTCH. With 2in. lever.
changeover contacts rated at 15A at 250V. 2 for £1.
Order Ref: 121R7.
MINI MICROSWITCH. Only approximately 15mm
tong with a 20mm lever Vdhif31 could quite easily be
removed, changeover contacts rated at 5A AC. 50p
each. Order Ref: R8.
FLEX PROTECTORS. Rubber, 30nm wig, 8mm
diameter with a 12mm shoulder. t at for pretering
Rex passing through a metal panel, 5 for Et. Order
Ret: 1.21R10.
10K POT. With double -pole mains orron switch.
good length of spindle arid her fixing nut. 50p
each. Order Ref: 1/22R6.
DITTO but 5K. Order Ret: 1. 11R24.
BALANCE ASSEMBLY KITS. Japanese made.
when assembled ideal !Or chemical experiments.
complete with tweezers and 6 weights 0-5 to 5
Grams. Price £2. Order Pet 2P444.
SUPER CROMPTON PARKINSON MAINS
MOTOR. Really wet made. totally enclosed by
ventilated framewerk_ See approximately
diameter. 4in. high and with tin of a = rat spindle.
Speed is 75Orprn. hp is not quoted but we estimate
this to be around I Env Price £10. Order Ref:
10P149
EQUIPMENT COOLING BLOWER. Near enough
Sin square arid 1 ',an_ thdx Gut a really good air
mover. Maths operated, price £4. Order Ref: 715L
OVEN THERMOSTAT with knob calbrated so you
can set It to cut out at any temperature up to 600T.

Order Ret: 3P229.
DOORBELL PSU. This has A.C. voltage output so is
ideal for operating most doorbells. The unit is totally
enclosed so pert. ectly safe and it plugs into a 13A
socket Prce cn'y £1 Order Ref: 1 10R1

THIS MONTH'S TWO FOR ONE OFFER IS
THE POWER SUPPLY
l.lade by Astec. outputs are 12V at 4A and 5V
at 15k This PSU can be modified with a few
extra components and would then give 12V at
10A d.c. We give the details. The price is still
£9.50 but you get two instead of one.
Offer ends 31st March. Order Ref: 9.5P4.

GEAR WHEELS. Set of 5. quae small. should enable
you to get a variety of speeds. mounted in a meta!
case but easy to remove arid use separately. Price
£1 the Set. Order Ref. 0409.
ULTRASONIC MOVEMENT DETECTOR. Ntely
cased, free standing. has internal alarm which can be
slier:mil Also has connections for external st*aker
Or light Price £10 Order Ref: 10P154.
CYCLE LAMP BARGAIN. You can have 100 6V
0-5A MES btibs for just £2.50 or 1.000 for £20. -They
are beautifully made. slightly larger than the standard
6.3V pilot but) so they would be ideal for making
displays for night lights and similar applications. 50
pined in series can be connected to the mains and
would make a very attractive window display. 100 for
12.50. Order Ret: 2.5P29.
12Vit12V RELAY. Miniature. clear patio enclosed.
has one set changeover contacts. one set _that
breaks contact and 3 sets that make contact. Pica
£1 each. Older Ref- GR30.
COMPONENT MOUNTING PANEL Heavy Paxotin.
size approximately 10in. x 2in. with 32 pons of brass
Pears for soldering or binding on components; £1.
Order Ret: 1i7RC26.
AIR -SPACED TUNING CAPACITOR. Twin 100pF
with trimmers. extra smel Fried from the front by 3
screws. £2 each_ Order Ref: I r7RC.29.
PEA LAMPS. Very tiny. only 4rnm. but 14V at 0-04A.
wire -ended. 25p each. Order Ret 1/7RC213.
HIGH AMP THYRISTOR. Normal two contacts from
the top and heavy threaded fixing underneath. We
don't know the amperage of this but think it to be at
feast 25k Price 50p each. Order Ref: Ir7RC43.
THREE LEVEL PRESSURE SWITCH. Al 3 are low
pressures and the switch could be blow -operated.
With a stitab/e tubing these switches could control

level et liquid. etc.. price ff. Order Rel: 67.
FLASHING BEACON. Ideal for putting on a van. a
tractor Of any vehicle that should always be seen.
Uses a Xenon tube and has an amber coloured
dome. Separate fixing base is included so una can be
put away it desirable. Price £5. Order Ret: 5P267

LIGHT ALARM. Or it could be used to warn when
any rut:ream door is opened The fight shirting on
the unit makes the bell ring. Completely bunt arid
neatly cased. requires only a battery. M. Order Ret:
3P155
WATER LEVEL ALARM. Be it bath. sink. cellar.
sump or any other fling that could flood This deuce
will tell you when the water has risen to the preset
level. Adesstable over quite a useful range. Neatly
cased for wall mounting, ready to work when battery
fitted. £3. Order Ref: 3P156.
BIKE RADIO. In fact. it's more than a radio. it's an
alarm arid a spotlight. Tne radio is battery operated.
of course. and needs -3 AA cells. Only one band but
this is the FM band so will receive Radio t and 2.
Comes complete with handlebar firing clips. Price £4.
Order Ref: 4P72.
EMERGENCY LIGHTING UNIT with parser. cover.
Contains internal rechargeable batteries and its own
charger to operate an internal fluorescent tube Stays
on for 3 hours should mains fait. Price £15. Order
Ret: 15P32.
PHILIPS 91n. MONITOR. Not cased. but it is in a
frame for rack mounting It is high rewitition and was
made to work with the IBM 'One per disk' op/router.
Price £15. Order Ref: 15P1.
METAL CASE FOR 9in. MONITOR. Supplied as a
flat pack, price £12_ Order Ref: 12P3.
TELEPHONE EXTENSION LEAD. Nicely made and
8T approved. Has the plug into BT socket one end
and the telephone socket the other end. total length
12m, £2. Order Ref: 2P338.
INSULATION TESTER WITH MULTIMETER. Inter-
nagy generates voltages which enable you to read
insulation directly in megohms. Tne multimeter has
tour ranges. AC'DC volts. 3 ranges DC miliamps.
3 ranges resistance and 5 amp range_ Ex -British
Telecom but in very good condition, tested and
guaranteed probably cost at least £50 each, yours
for only £7.50 with leads. carrying case £2 extra
Order Ref: 7.5P4.
REPAIRABLE METERS. We have some of the
above testers but faulty, not working on all ranges.
should be repairable. we silifey diagram. £3 Order
Ref: 3P176.
PIANO ON KEY CHAIN. Although it is quite small,
only 20mm hang, II will play any tune. Instructions with
it tell you which keys to press for -Happy Birthday'.
'Twinkle Twinkle Late Star'. 'Jingle Bees' and 'Lon-
don Bridge'. It is also a light it has a little tamp which
can be operated by the end switch. Battery operated
(not included). price £1.50. Order Ref: 1.5P39.
12V RECHARGEABLE YUASA BATTERY. Sealed
so usable in any position - suit god trolley. lawn
mower. portable lights. etc.. etc., only £3.50. Order
Ref- 3.5PII.
CHARGER FOR YUASA BATTERY. This battery
charger plugs into a 13A sccket. charges at approxi-
mat* 12A so it would charge this battery overnight.
Complete5p269 with orcis ceps. ready to go. £5 Order Ref:

X:77>
8mm PROJECTORS. With
zoom lens, band new and
perfect. complete with one
reel arid handbook. Regular
price over £100, yours for
£39. Order Ref: 39P1
Ditto but with sound as well
and a mice. £49. Order Ref:
49P1. The- zoorn lens alone is worth more.
SOLDERING IRON. Super mains powered with long
life ceramic element, heavy duty 40W for the ex
tra special lob. Complete with plated wire stand and
245mm lead. M. Order Rel: 3P221.
DYNAMIC MICROPHONE 500 ohm. plastic body
with black mesh head. °doff switch, good length
lead and terminated with auto plug. U. Order Ref.
2P220.

tilOth HORSEPOWER 12V MOTOR. Made by
Smiths. the body length et this is approximately 3in.,
the diameter 3in and the spindle s 'sin. diameter.
Quite a powerful little motor which revs at 2000rpm.
Price £6 Order Ret: 6P47.
MINI BLOW HEATER. 1kW, ideal for under desk or
airing cupboard. etc. Nees.:% only a simple mounting
frame. price £5. Order Ret: 5P23.

TERMS
Send cash, PO, cheque or quote credit card number
-orders under £25 add £3.50 service charge.

J & N FACTORS
Pilgrim Works (Dept. E.E.)
Stairbridge Lane, Bolney,

Sussex RH17 SPA
Telephone: 01444 881965
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Transform your PC.... Into an
oscilloscope, spectrum analyser
and multimeter...
The ADC -200 range of PC based oscilloscopes offer
performance only previously available on the most expensive
'benchtop' scopes. By intergrating several instruments into
one unit, the ADC -200 is both flexible and cost effective.

Connection to a PC gives the ADC -200 the edge over traditional
oscilloscopes: the ability to print and save waveforms is just one example.
Units are supplied with PicoScope for Windows which is powerful, yet
simple to use, with comprehensive on line help.

Applications
 Video
 Automotive
 Electronics design
 Production line tests
 Fault finding
 Education

All units are supplied with
software, cables and power
supply. Prices exclude VAT.
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Features
v, A fraction of the cost of comparable benchtop

oscilloscopes
Ni Up to 100 MS/s sampling
 Advanced tigger modes- capture

one off events.
 Up to 50 MHz spectrum analyser
 Large buffer memory

rare -200//00 £499
,1 'e-200/50 £399
riVe-200/20 £299

m
Once oscilloscopes were heavy and clumsy to handle, but over the years they have become smaller
and smaller. The latest development in this field has just arrived: a digital storage oscilloscope in
handy slim housing, scarcely longer than a pencil and about as thick as your thumb. Despite its small
size. its performance can match that of a service oscilloscope.

,111

cf

our fi

Applications
 On -the -spot measurements
 Hobby electronics
 Measurements in amplifiers
V Production line tests

V Caliuse PC display
V Sample rates from

5Ons to 1ms
V Up to 20 MS/s
-

- -
Pi [c.c.s \Llude VAT

Call for a FREE software demonstration disk or visit our n eb site
2 1880 e : +44 5



ELECTRONICS
MAIL

r --EPE r,A1C- RIF 01 TRTil ER1
P.I. TREASURE HUNTER!

I The latest MAGENTA DESIGN - highly '
I stable & sensitive - with I.C. control I
1 of all timing functions and advanced 1
1 pulse separation techniques.
I  New circuit design 1994
1  High stability
1 drift cancelling
I  Easy to build

& use
1 11 No ground

effect, works
in seawater

 Detects gold,
silver, ferrous Et
non-ferrous
metals

 Efficient quartz controlled
microcontroller pulse generation.

 Full kit with headphones & all
hardware

'KIT 847 £63.95

L T D

EE199 135 Hunter Street, Burton -on -Trent, Staffs. DE14 2ST
Tel 01283 565435 Fax 546932
http://www.magenta2000.co.uk
E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.uk

All Prices include V.A.T. Add £3.00 per order p&p. f6.99 next day

ORDER ONLY  CALLERS

PIC PIPE DESCALER
 SIMPLE TO BUILD  SWEPT
 HIGH POWER OUTPUT FREQUENCY
 AUDIO & VISUAL MONITORING
An affordable circuit which sweeps
the incoming water supply with
.:ariable frequency electromagnetic
signals. May reduce scale formation.
dissolve existing scale and improve
lathering ability by altering the way
salts in the water behave.
Kit includes case, P.C.B, coupling
coil and all components.
High coil current ensures maximum
effect. L.E.D. monitor

KIT 868 £22.95

MICRO PEsT
SCARER

PORTABLE ULTRASONIC
PEsT SCARER
A powerful 23kHz ultrasound generator in
a compact hand-held case. MOSFET output
drives a special sealed transducer with in-
tense pulses via a special tuned transformer.
Sweeping frequency output is designed to
give maximum output without any special
setting up.

KIT 842 £22.56

SUPER ACOUSTIC PROBE
Our very popular project - with probe
components and diecast box. Picks up
vibrations amplifies, and drives headphones.
Sounds from engines. Watches, and speech
through walls can be heard clearly. Useful for
mechanics, instrument engineers and nosey
parkers! A very useful piece of kit

KIT 865 £29.95

DC Motor/Gearboxes
Our Popular and Versatile DC
motoriGearbox sets.
Ideal for Models, Robots,
Buggies etc. 1-5 to 4.5V
Multi ratio gearbox
gives wide range of speeds.

LARGE TYPE - MGL £6.95
SMALL - MGS - £4.77

Stepping Motors

MD38...Mini 48 step...£8.65
MD35...Std 48 step...£9.99 I
MD200...200 step...£12.99 ',--
Ff1D24...Large 200 step...£22.95

BY APPOINTMENT

POWER UNIT £3.99

Our latest design -The ultimate
soarer for the garden. Uses
special microchip to give random
delay and pulse time. Easy to
build reliable circuit. Keeps pets'
pests away from newly sown areas.
play areas, etc. Uses power source
from 9 to 24 volts_

 RANDOM PULSES
 HIGH POWER
 DUAL OPTION Plug-in power supply £4.99
KIT 867 £1 9 .9 9
KIT+ SLAVE UNIT
WINDICATOR
A novel wind speed indicator with LED readout. Kit comes
complete with sensor cups, and weatherproof sensing
head. Mains power unit £5.99 extra.
KIT 856 £28.00

£32.50

* TENS UNIT *
DUAL OUTPUT TENS UNIT
As featured in March '97 issue.
Magenta have prepared a FULL KIT for this
excellent new project. All components, PCB,
hardware and electrodes are included.
Designed for simple assembly and testing and
providing high level dual output drive.

KIT 866.... Full kit including four electrodes £32.90

Set of
4 spare

electrodes
£6.50

1000V Et 500V INSULATION
(s- TESTER

Superb new design. Regulated
output, efficient circuit. Dual -
scale meter, compact case.
Reads up to 200 Megohms.
Kit includes wound coil, cut-out
case, meter scale, PCB Et ALL  190mm SEARCH COIL
components. .  NO 'GROUND EFFECT'
KIT 848 £32.95 KIT 815 £45.95

!  SPACEWRITER
I An eActlireg

profact. Wa,e the wand through riZa,
the air and your message appears. irl.

I Programmable to hold any message
tip to 16 digits long. Comes pre -loaded

 with -MERRY XMAS-. Kit includes
I PCB. all components Et tube plus
 instructions for message !coifing.

KIT 849 £16.99
mm mm mm mm um mm mm mm mm mm mm mm

12V EPROM ERASER
A see low cost eraser for up to 4 EPROMS at a time
in less than 20 minutes. Operatesfrom a 12V supply
(4COmAl. Used extensively for mobile timer - up-
dating equipment in the field etc. Also in educa-
tional situations where noire suppligs are not al-
lowed. Safety interlock prevents contact with (N.

KIT 790 £28.51

SUPER BAT
DETECTOR

1 WATT 0/P, BUILT IN

SPEAKER, COMPACT CASE

20kHz-140kHz

NEW DESIGN WITH 40kHz MIC.
A new circuit using a 'full bridge' audio
amplifier i.c., internal
speaker, and head-
phone. tape socket. The
latest sensitive transducer,
and 'double balanced mixer'
give a stable, high peformanci
superheterodyne design.

KIT 861 £24.99
ALSO AVAILABLE Built Er Tested ....C39.99

E.E. TREASURE HUNTER
P.I. METAL DETECTOR
MKI
Magenta's highly
developed b
acclaimed design.
Quartz crystal
controlled circuit
MOSFET coil drive.
D.C. coupled
amplification.
Full kit includes
PCB, handle,
case Et
search coif.

 KIT INC.
HEADPHONES

 EFFICIENT
CMOS DESIGN

 POWERFUL COIL
DRIVE

 DETECTS FERROUS AND
NON-FERROUS METAL - GOLD,
SILVER, COPPER ETC.

MOSFET MkII VARIABLE BENCH
POWER SUPPLY 0-25V 2.5A.
Based on our Mkt design
and preserving all the
features, but now with
switching pre -regulator for
much higher efficiency. Panel
meters indicate Volts and
Amps. Fully variable down to
zero. Toroidal mains trans-
former. Kit includes punched
and printed case and all
parts. As featured in April
1994 EPE. An essential piece
of equipment. Kit No. 845 £64.95

EPE
PROJECT

PICs
NOW £5.90

Programmed PICs for
all' EPE Projects

Now one price

£5.90 each
('some projects are

copyright)

ULTRASONIC PEsT SCARER
Keep pets/pests away from
newly sown areas, fruit,
vegetable and flower beds.
children's play areas, patios
etc. This project produces
intense pulses of ultrasound
which deter visiting animals.
 KIT INCLUDES ALL

COMPONENTS, PCB Et CASE
 EFFICIENT 100V

TRANSDUCER OUTPUT  UP TO 4 METRES
 COMPLETELY INAUDIBLE RANGE

TO HUMANS 0 LOW CURRENT DRAIN
KIT 812 £14.81

0 F
w T

R
E

AR

PEsT "N
SCARER c
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SIMPLE PIC PROGRAMMER
INCREDIBLE LOW

PRICE!
Kit 857 £12.99

Po,..er Supply £3.99INCLUDES 1-PIC16F84 CHIP
SOFTWARE DISK, LEAD
CONNECTOR, PROFESSIONAL
PC BOARD & INSTRUCTIONS

EXTRA. CHIPS:
PIC 16F84 £4.84

Based on the design in February '96 EPE article, Magenta
have made a proper PCB and kit for this project. PCB has
'reset' switch, Program switch, 5V regulator and test L.E.D.s.
There are also extra connection points for access to all A and
B port pins.

PIC16C84 LCD DISPLAY DRIVER
INCLUDES 1-PIC16F84
WITH DEMO PROGRAM
SOFTWARE DISK, PCB,
INSTRUCTIONS AND
24 -CHARACTER 2 -LINE

LCD DISPLAY

Kit 860 £19.99
Power Supply £3.99

FULL PROGRAM SOURCE
CODE SUPPLIED - DEVELOP
YOUR OWN APPLICATION!

Another super PIC project from Magenta. Supplied with PCB,
industry standard 2 -LINE x 16 -character display, data, all
components, and software to include in your own programs.
Ideal develpment base for meters, terminals, calculators,
counters, timers - Just waiting for your application!

* Chip is pre-programmed with demo display *

PIC16C84 MAINS POWER 4 -CHANNEL
CONTROLLER Et LIGHT CHASER

 WITH PROGRAMMED 16F84 AND DISK WITH
SOURCE CODE IN MPASM

 ZERO VOLT SWITCHING -
10 CHASE PATTERNS

 OPTO ISOLATED
 4 X 3 KEYPAD CONTROL
 SPEED CONTROL POT.
 HARD FIRED TRIACS
 4 CHANNELS g5 AMPS

Now features full 4 -channel
chaser software on DISK
and pre-programmed
PiC16F84 chip. Easily
re -programmed for your
own applications. Software
source code is fully
'commented' so that it can
be follov.ed easily.

Kit 855 £39.95 LOTS OF OTHER ,I,PPL1CATIONS

PhizzyB ALL PARTS FOR SERIES INCLUDING
PCBs, PROGRAMMED CHIP CD-ROM
AND DISPLAYS

MAIN BOARD - FULL KIT ... £131.95 BUILT ... £149.95
PORT KIT £16.99 BUILT £24.99

L.C.D. £12.49 POWER SUPPLY £3.99
8 -BIT SWITCH/LATCH £7.95 INT. MODULE £10.45

68000 TRAININ KIT
DEVELOPMENT AND

8 MHz 68000 16 -BIT BUS
MANUAL AND SOFTWARE
2 SERIAL PORTS. PIT
AND I,0 PORTS

KIT 621
£99.95

PSU £6.99
SERIAL LEAD £3.99

Mini -Lab & Micro Lab
Electronics Teach -In 7
As featured in EPE and now
published as Teach -In 7. All
parts
are supplied by Magenta.
Teach -In 7 is £3.95 from us or
EPE
Full Mini Lab Kit -019.95 - #
Power supply extra - £22.55
Full Micro Lab Kit - £155.95
Built Micro Lab - £189.95

EPE PIC Tutorial
At Last! A Real, Practical, Hands -On Series
3 -Part Series - Starting March '98
 Learn Programming from scratch
e Uses Re -Programmable PIC16F84 Chip

e Start by lighting an I.e.d. and work up through
over 30 tutorials to Sound Generation, Data
Display, and a Security System

o PIC TUTOR Board has Input Switches, Output
I.e.d.s, and on board programmer

PIC TUTOR BOARD KIT
Includes: PIC16F84 Chip, TOP Quality PCB printed ,with
Component Layout and all components* ('not ZIF
Socket or Displays). Included with the Magenta Kit is a
disk With Test and Demonstration routines.

KIT 870 £27.95, Built Et Tested £42.95
outional: Power Supply - £3.99, ZIF Socket - £9.99
LCD Display - With Software and Connection details £7.99
LED Display -Including Software £6.99

PIC TOOLKIT
 PROGRAMS PIC16C84 and 16F84
 ACCEPTS TASM AND MPASM CODE
Full kit includes PIC16F84 chip, top quality p.c.b. printed with com-
ponent layout, turned pin PIC socket, all components and software'
Needs QBASIC or GUICKBASIC

KIT 871... £13.99. Built and tested £21.99

SUPER PIC PROGRAMMER
 READS, PROGRAMS, AND VERIFIES
o WINDOWS SOFTWARE
o PIC16C6X, 7X, AND 8X
o USES ANY PC PARALLEL PORT
O USES STANDARD MICROCHIP e HEX FILES
e OPTIONAL DISASSEMBLER SOFTWARE (EXTRA)
o PCB, LEAD, ALL COMPONENTS, TURNED PIN

SOCKETS FOR 18, 28, AND 40 PIN ICs.

SEND FOR DETAILED
INFORMATION -A
SUPERB PRODUCT AT AN
UNBEATABLE LOW PRICE.

Kit 862 £29.99
Power Supply £3.99

DISASSEMBLER
SOFTWARE £11.75

PIC STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER
INCLUDES: PCB,
PIC16F84 WITH
DEMO PROGRAM,
SOFTWARE DISK,
INSTRUCTIONS
AND MOTOR.

Kit 863 £18.99
FULL SOURCE CODE SUPPLIED.
ALSO USE FOR DRIVING OTHER
POWER DEVICES e.g. SOLENOIDS.

Another NEW Magenta PIC project. Drives any 4 -phase unipolar motor - up
to 24V and 1A. Kit includes all components and 48 step motor Chip is
pre-programmed with demo software, then write your own, and re -program
the same chip! Circuit accepts inputs from switches etc and drives motor in
response. Also runs standard demo sequence from memory.

GEM
All pricesinclude VAT. Add £3.00 p&p. Next Day £6.99

Tel: 01283 565435 Fax: 01283 546932 E-mail: sales@magenta2000.co.uk
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'EFLONIC COMPONENTS

Station Road, Cullercoats,
Tyne & Wear, NE30 4P0

mos.", r r
Alt cords Ez-am saio

Prices Exclude Vat 017i . Add £1.25 carriage
6 Vat to all orders. Cheques Postal orders
;lovable to ESR Electronic Comipenents.
OIL Sockets D ype Connectors

Stamped Pin
6 Pin DIL 0.3"
8 Pin OIL 0.3'
14 Pin DIL
16 Nn OIL 0.3'
18 Pin OIL 0.3'
20 Pin DIL 0_7
24 Pin OIL 0.6' 8:11.
28 Pin DIL 0.6' £0.13
.10 Pin DIL(1.6" £0.19
T

DIL
Pin

8
urPin

DIL 03' £0.11
14 Pin D1L 0.3'£020
16 Pin OIL 0.r_ £0.23
IS Pin DIL 0.3" 01.25
20 Pin OIL 07 £028
24 Pin DIL 0.6' £0.35
28 Pin OIL Q.6'
40 Pin DIL 0.6' £0.64
51k Pia Header Strip
1 x36 Way Straight £0.38
2 x 36 Way Straight £0.56
1 x 36 Way 90 £0.5e
2 x36 Way 90 £0.80
Available in 2,3 4,5 & 10
way. Also female PCB
soaets & jumper links.
20 Way Siwket Strip£0.48
Transistor Sockets
T018-4 Base Socket £0.24
T05 Base Socket £024
IDC Cable Sodsets -

10 Way Socket
14 Way Socket
16 Way Socket
20 Way Socket
76 Way Socket
34 Way Socket
40 Way Socket
50 Way Socket
PCjilitsc

10 Way Straight
14 Way Straight
16 Way Straight
20 Way
26 Way traiOst
34 Way might
40 Way Straight
50 Way Straight
10 Way 90'
16 Way 90
20 Way 90'
26 Way 90'
34 Way 90
40 Way 90'
50 Way 90'
fic4=1,

16 Way
Straight

Way S hi
20 Way Straight
26 Way Straight
34 Way Straight
40 Way Straight
50 Way Straight
10 Way 90'
16 Way 913-
20 Way 90'
26 Way 90'
34 Way40 W9900'
50 Way 90.
DIL Headers

£0 06
£0.
£0.0116
£0.11
£0.12

£0.23
co.34
£031
£0.26
03.35
£0.52
f0.66
£0.75

£C1.27
£D-36

£0.57

£0.36
£0.32
£037

£0.63

£0033£
£0.42
£0.53
£0.70
£0.72
£0.8953
£0.

£.0N
£0.81
£0 86
£1_56

£038
£0_78
£0_82
£1.06
£1 14
£1.26
£1.74

14 Way OIL £0.54
16 Way DIL 0339
24 Way

OIL
£0.90

40 Way £1.02
Tractile/Ion Headers
10 Way Transistion £0.49
14 Way Transistion £0.47
16 Way Transation £0.47
20 Way Transistion 09.54
26 Way Transistkin £0.62
34 Way Transistion £0.67
40 Way Transistion £0.90
50 Way Tronsistion £1.02

Solder Bucket
9 Way Mate Ptua £0.29
9 Way Female Socket £0.28
15 Way Mole Plug £0.36
15 Way Female Socket £0_39
15 Way H.D. PIsg £0.47
15 Way H.D. Socket £0.78
23 Way Male Plug £0.49
23 Way Female Socket £0.49
25 Way Mole Plug £0.36

IOCay Female Plug £0.39
Ribbon Mound/a.

9Way Mole Plug
9 Way Female gocket £1.08
25 Way Male Plsi_g £1.18
25 Way/ti Female Sodcet £1.13
ItiOt ngled PCS

9 Way Mole Plug £037
9 Way Female Socket D3.35
15 Way H.D. Socket £0.77
25 Way Male PIla 9433

irdust £051Pc4
9 V/ay Cover - £0.313
9 Way Cover - Block

RF Comeecters

4°1419111145:7)
BNC Plug 500Solder £0.93
BNC Plug 500 Crimp £0.62
aNc Plug nil Solder £0.95
BNC Plug 7511 Crimp £070
BNC Chassis Socket £0.83
F
F Pl

Plugug -TCwist £024
26rimp £0

TNC Plug 500 Solder £1.24
TNC Plug 500 Crimp £0.85
TNC Plug 750 Solder £1.40
TNC Plug 7511 Crimp £1.16
UHF Plug 5mm Cable £0.63
UHF Plug 1 1 mm Cobh:0175
UHF Chassis Skt- Sqr £0.50
UHF Chassis Skt- Rnd £0.73
Extensive range of RF con -
nectars in stock inc_FM.E.
SMA, Mini UHF& N Type.

Terminals

Colours Red, Black, Green,
Blue White or Yellow
2mm Solder Plugs £0.18
2mm Chassis Sockets g26
4mm Solder Plugs £0.30
4mm Shakable Plugs £0.40
4mm Chassis Sockets £0.23
4mm Binding Posts £0.54
33mm Crocodile Clips £0.13
Power Connectors
DC Low Voltag.

D Plug 0 710 2.3500 £0.47
C Plug 121D 3.400 £0.32

DC Plug 1.7ID 4.000 £0.47
DC Plug 1.7ID 4.75013 £0.46
DC Plug 2.11D 5.000 £0.23
DC Plug 231D 5.000 £0.24
DC Plug 3.11D 6.3013 £0.46
DC Line Socket 2.1mm £057
DC Line Socket 2.5mm £0.56
DC Chassis Skt 2.1mm £0.40
DC Chap's Skt 25rir £0.46
!ECMs 6A 250Vac

£0_30 ls..1-)1.1

23 Way Cover - Grey £0 3 Pin liE n Snr-ket
15 War Cover - Grey al '..t--'-----
23 Way Cover - Black Lb.3 Pin I line Plug
25 Way Cover - Grey £0.36 3 Pin Chassis Socket25 War Cover Black £0.36 3 Pin Chassis Plug
9 to 9 Cover / Case £0.96 a Way Builds
25 to 25 Cover / Case 0).84
9 to 25 Cover / Case £0.96
Audio Connectors

£1.08
£1.83
£035
£0.72

8 Pin Line Plug P551 £4.082.5mm Jack tall 8 Pin Chassis Skt P552 £ .3923nun Line Socket £0.16
2.5mrn Chassis Socketea.o9 Toga/
3.5nsm Mono Plug £024 Sw . '115
3.5mm Mono Line Slit £0.30
3.5mm Mono Chassis e0,14
33mm Stereo Plug £0.33
3.5mm Stereo bee Sid £037
3_5mm Stereo Chassis £0.34 Sub -Miniature
11' Mono Plug 0330 3A 125v IA 25.0V

mono I.inesocker £0.35 5mm 0 Mounting Hole
K' Mane Chassis Sk a0.35 SPST 5 x lOmm £038
St" Stereo Plug £11.40 SPDT 5 x 10mm £0.60
ti' Stereo Line Socket £0.38 SPOT C/Off 5 x 10mm £X1-86
,s' Stereo Chassis Skt £0.40 DPDT 9.2 x 10mm £0.66
storms AtSpeakon Plug £265 autvh,
DIN Serfiss 6A 125V 3A 250V
2 Pin Line Plus. £0.19 62mm 0 Mounting Hole
2 Pin chos_sisSe.e4,00 £0,15 SPST 8 x 13mm 70
3 Pin Line Plug £027 SPOT 8 x 13mm £0.60
3 Pin Chassis -Socket 0128 SPOT doffeiterm £0.60
4 Pin Line PI im £0.24 SPOT do 2 way£1.10
4 Pin ChassisSocket £0.76 SPOT do Biased 1 way£1.04
5 Pin Line Ph.q 180 £0,30 DPDT 12 x 13mm £0.72
5 pie Chassis Skiff say £0.33 DPDT doff 12 x 13mm £11.80
5 Pin Line Plug 240' £024 OPOT do Biased 2 way£1.28
5 Pin Chassis -Skt 240' £032 DPDT c/o ',hosed I way£1.28
5 Fin Line Plug 360' £0.24 Silsohlare
5 pie Gm/sisal,* 36p- Rom 10A 250V Push on terminals
6 Pin Line Plug £0.27 ilmm 0 Mounting Hole
6 pie Chassis Socket £0.35 SPST 18 x 3Orrins £1.44

7 Pin Chassis'uw et £0.37 SPOT doff 18 x 30mm £1.52
7 Pin Line Plug £0.35 VDT 18 30xim £1.42

8 Pin Line Flue £0.44 DPDT 21 x 3Ornm £1.78
Pin chanhSocke £g_36 DPDT doff 21 x 30rnm £1.78

Phone Series Elide Switches

Red Line PI £020
Black Line P isg £0.20
Yellow Line Plug £13.20
White Line Plug £0.20
Red Line Socket £020
Black Line Socket £020
Yellow Line Socket £0.20
White Line Socket £0.20
Red Chastis Socket 0/20
Block Chassis Socket £020
Gold Plated Plug Red £0.76
cola Noted Plug Bloc k£0.76
RIR Series - metal

Miniature
300mA 125V
7 x 15mm Mounting Hole
DPDT 7 x_23mm D3_20
StlAa1BndiVng

5.5 x 12mm Mounting Hole_
DPDT 12 x 35mm £0.25
DPDT c/o 12 x 35mm £027
Rotary Switches

3 Pin Line Plug £1.46
3 Pin Line Saari £1.71 150mA 250V
3 Pin Chassis Plug £150 Make before Break 22mm 0
3 Pin Chassis cwilret £1.41 9.11,ere 0 haunting Hole
Neutrik Line Plug £1,84 1 Pole 12 Way £0.84
Neutrik Lira Seam £1.99 2 Pole 6 Way £094
Neutdk Chassis Plug £2.13 3 Pole 4 Way £0.83
Neutrik Chassis Socket £2 32 4 Pate 3 Way x.84

Push Switches

LK
Miniature Round
250mA 125V ze lOmm

MOSOS & Cases
Many marviT7fable Eqesipasoat Wire

Colours Black, Brown. Red.
Orange, Yellow, Green
Blue Purple, Grey 8. White
Per 100rn Reel
Solid 1/0.6mm
Stranded 7/0.2mm

m 0 Mo.mna Holdm
on Latching Push to Make ea: Electronics

Black PTM £024 award) Pospe-so Plastid 3mm Red Led
Red PTIA £024 75 x 56

Green PTM

25mm

£0.24 111 x 57 x 22mm £1.05 3mm3mm Yerigogw eledua

9e.,3 3mm Green ledYellow PTM 0124 75 51 x 22mm

Blues PTM 24
White PTM B24
Non Latching Push to B£0 reak
Block P15 .24
Standard Square ,

IA 250V
39 x 15MM i-.
12mm 0 Mouriftfig Hole
Non Latching Push to Make
Block PTM £0.60
Red PTM £0.60
Blue PTM £1.60
White PTM £0.60
Latching -push On push OH
Block £0.65
Red Ea65

White
D3.6£0.655

Recker
iaiareitchesMinSw

6A 2.50V Solder Togs
SPST 21 x 14 x 16mm £0.69
DPDT 21 x 24 x 22mm £0.96
SPST - Red Neon £1.02
SPST - Green Neon £1.02
SPST --Amber Neon £1.02
Stein
15A 250V Push on Togs
SPST 30 c 11 x 22mm £0.62
DPDT 30.25 x 22rnm£1.12

Push on Tags
SPST 30x14mm Red £0.84
DPST 30:25rnm Red £1.40
DPST 30..25mm Amber£1_40
DPST 30x25mm Green£1_40
Rolco
PCB hUuritin_oi
lA 24Vdc DPDT 5V £1.44
IA 24Vdc DPDT 12V £1.60
3A 110V SPOT 6V £038
3A 110V SPOT 12V £038
5A 110V SPOT 6V £022
SA 110V SPDT I2V £0.72
5A 110V DPDT 6V £0.93
5A 110V DPDT 12V £0.93
5A 240V DPOT 6V £1.76
5A 240V DPDT 12V £1.76
10A 240V SPOT 6V £1.25
10A 240V SPDT 12V £1.44
10A 240V SPDT 24V £1.44
Computer Accessories
Adaptors

I00x 76 x 41mm £1.69
118x 98 x45rnm £1.95
150 x 100 x 60rrim £2_65
150 x BO x 90mm £2.47

50 x 50x 31mm £224
100 x 50 x 2.5orm £298
117 x 62 x 3f mm £355
120 x 65 x 40mm £4.19
150 x130 x 50mm £5.36
121 x 95 x 61rnm £5.99

Trx1;04717tntalbilat2.08
102 x 102 x 37rrint £1.94
1132 sr 70 x 37mm £1.76
133 x 102 x 37mm 9
107 x 63 x 50rnm £1.86
76 x 51 x 25mm £1.34
152 x 102 x 50mm U.90
178x127x63mm £3.62
203 x 152 x 76mm £4.68
102 x 102 x 63mm £215
133 x 102 x 63inm £257
152 x 102 x 76mm Q.23
SIeol/Alurnln am

asiic coated steel top,
um elute base

152 x 114 x 44mrts £4.19
203 x 127 x 51mm £4.99
229 x 127 x 63n1rn £5.62
114 x63 x57mm £3.04
Wire & titst
Ribbon

A
Cable

Price per 300mm llft)
10 Way Grey Ribbon £0.11
16 Way Grey Ribbon £0.17
20 Way Grey Ribbon £022
26 Way Grey Ribbon £X1.28

9M Gender Changer £2.1B
OF Gender Changer £229 500g reels available -
25M Gender Changer p.40 16 WiG Tinned
25F Gender Changer tn." .W 18 SWG Tinned
9 Male - 25 Female £1.90 20 SWG Tinned
9 Female - 25 Male £1.90 72 SWG Tinned
9M - 6 Mini Din Male £240 24 SWG Tinned
9F - 6 Mini Din Female £2.40
SM Din - 6F Mini Din £2.08
5F Din - 6M Midi Din £2.08
Testers / Patsy loxes
Mini Tester 7 LEDs £6.68
Check Tester 18 LEDs £.632
Enhanced s Switches £1525
25D Jumper Box M -F £290
250 Perth Sax M -F £7.37
Anti -Static Wrist Strap £4.76
RS232 Surge Protector £5.43
Mains Surge Protector£11.99
4Leatls Sume Block £15.50

& Cables

1_5m Printer L £3.40
5m Printer Lead £9311
10m Printer Lead £8.75
Serial Printer 25M -9F £4.50
Seri Printer 25M-2 SF £4
Null Modem Leads
9 Female 9 Female
25 Female- 25 Female £4 t
9 Female  25 Female VS,-
9.12SF to 9&25f £154
Modem Leath
25Male to °Female £4.05
25Male to 25Fernale £4.75
PC Link L001111
Interlink 25M to 2.5M £4.35
!olds Load
25Male to 25Male £4.12
36Male 36Male £4.30
letweal Loads
Floppy Cable A/B £2.99
Haiti Disk 2x10E £1,65
Power 3h-2 x £1.88
Power 54-2 x 51: £130
Power 5%2 x £224
Power 511-3.,i,5t1 £224
Neh/forking
BNC T Piece FMF £1.71
BNC T Piece FFF £2.40
BNC Coupler F £0.95
BNC C M _
BNC Rat et Crimper£17A4
500 BNC Terminator £124
Thinnet Coble per in £0.39

£7.72
£233

£0.08
£0.09
£0.10
£0.10

5mm Red Led
5mm Green Led £0.10
5mm Yelow Led £0.10
5mm Orange Led £0.10
5mm Red Flashing £0.44
5mm Green hashing £0.50
5mm Yellow Flash;n9 toss
5mm BiColour Led £0.33
5mm Tri-Colour Led £028

Segatent Dispisrys
0.56'Red C.Cathode E0.78
0.51' Red C.Assode £0.78
03' Red CCathode 01.78
07 Red CAnade £0.78
Infra Red Devices
3mm IR Emitter £023
5mm IR Emitter £0.49
3mm Photo -Transistor £0.26
5mm Phota-TransVor £0.64
Photo Diode ED 75
e1(25 Opto-Coupler 01.38
41(26 Opto-Coupler £036
41(32 OptoCoupter £0.45
6N135 Opto-Coupler £1.30
6N136 Opto-Coupler £0.85
6N137 Opts -Coupler £0.90
6N138 Opto -Coupler £1.30
6N139 Opto-Coupler £0.90
CNY17-1 IV -Coupler 0147
CNY17-2 0Coupler £0.38
CNY17-3 0 -Coupler £0.47
15-74 Opto-Coupter £0.45
ISD-74 Opho-Caiipler £0.99

MO Opto-d0.68
£1.52

MO 4041 Opto-Trior£0.96
ORP12 LDR £0.89
Seine Cale
0.451/ Screw Terminals

34 Way Grey Ribbon £0,33 103mA 26 ir 46rnm £0.85
40 Way Grey Ribbon ax.ta 201-11.4 35 x 56mm £1.19
50 Way Grey Ribbon £0.53 403mA 45 x 75mm £1.70
60 Way Gres. Ribbon £0.64 800mA 66 x 95mm £2.96
meatioagoa comae wire 1003mA 76 x 95mm £332
Per 50g goz) Rest

reels available gratineedi CamG Enamelled £0.95 72.76Rpoi2
16 G Enamel ed £0.95 Nompiu Cos.
18 SWG Enamel ed £0.95 1:8432fAHZ
20 SWG Enamel ed £0.95 2.011,114y
22 SWG Enamel ed £0.99 24576MHz
24 SWG Enamelled £1.10 3.2768MHz
26 SWG Enamelled £1.12 3_5795490,Hz
28 SWG Enamelled £1.18 3.686416wi
30 SWG Enamelled £1.20 4.0MHz
32 SWG Enamelled £122 4.194304MHz
34 SWG Enamelled £1.24 4 433619MHz
36 SWG Enamelled £125 co)53miii
38 SWG Enamelled £130 6,0mHz
4.0 SWG Enamelled £1.81 6.144MHz
rimmed Copper Wire 7.3728MHz
Per 509 204 -Reel 8.0MHz

.8.867238MHz
0195 10.0MHz
£0.95 11.0MHz
£0.99 11.092MHz

12.umN.
£1.01 14.7456MHz

1&OMHz
20 0MHz

£0.S2

£1.49
£0311 9

03.81M.81

£0.81
£0.81
£0.81
03.81
M.111
£0.81
£0.81
E0811

£0£031.81
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IRDastrated CoospenwatKits Now Available
Full details on our Web site.
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Pulsed Pirko Sounder
High output peizo sounder with fly:ng Leads.
d-20Vriver & pulsed circu.t.
3dc; 18mA,
135d6 iMin 9Vdcl. 42mm0. 7

E0.85 ea,
E0.79 (25+) "....._...
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DilA9300A Digital Multimeter
A sturdy wail designed 3-: Dig., LCD muitimeter
hobby or professional use. Covering_six
ranges including 10Adc Current  DC Volts,
Current, Resistance, Diane Test and transistor
Supplied complete with batteim test leads,
1-uctions a -s carrying case. C.E Approved

:-St mar
fundions with 19

AC Volts, DC
His test.

operating in.

Jr 4

, ....

C se. 6%

AC Vol -3
0.200-7501/
DC Volts
0-700mV-2-20-200-1000V
DC Current
0-2000A-2-20-2E0mA-10A
Resistance
0 -2000 -2 -20 -200k11 -2M0
Made & Transistor Hnt Teti
Dimensions 190 x 90 x 35rnrr.

PCB Material A Equipment and Soldering
ERIE Fully ill,-,-= , --- ,.:-.._ e 1,, -ti SAE k-.: .-

Timis 0191 2514363 Fan 0191 2522296 Email: sales@esr.co.uk http: //www.esr.co.uk
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WELCOME
Welcome to the first combined issue of EPE and ET/. Over the last couple of weeks we

have received a number of comments from readers about the "demise" of another elec-
tronics hobbyist magazine: one reader even sent us a copy from 1980 pointing out that it
carried 128 pages and cost just 60p. I have not worked out the present equivalent of 60p
when inflation is taken into account, but a quick look at the issue told an interesting story.

Back in 198(1 the magazine carried over 70 pages of advertising from about 1(X) different
companies: in this issue we carry 24 pages of advertising from around 40 different
companies. Yes, the hobby in general has declined quite dramatically in those 19 years. In
the 'Ms there were six UK magazines aimed at the electronics hobbyist - not including the
amateur radio titles - now there are just three.

MOVING ON
The 1980 copy also tells another story which is significant: Tangerine were selling the

Microton 65 "the most advanced, most powerful. most expandable microcomputer avail-
able" for £69 plus VAT - it was 6502 based. had IK of RAM plus a cassette interface:
Commodore had a page listing their stockists for the PET System "f550 for a self-contained
unit" - it had 8K of RAM and ran at INItiz tour Technical Editor. John Becker. still has a
32K version and still uses it occasionally "as a giant calculator. although not all the keys
work anymore!"): Science of Cambridge carried the Sinclair ZX80 for £79.95 including
VAT - IK of RAM with a 32 -character by 24 -line TV display: Chromasonics and Comp
Shop showed the UK101 kit (a PE published design) for £199 + VAT - this boasted 4K of
RAM and you could buy a "colour add-on card" - an extra 4K of RAM was £32 + VAT:
finally Powenran had the p.Comp 80 "as published in Wireless World" - this one cost
£225 + VAT in kit form. had a maths co -processor (although they did not call it that then) and
8K of "on board memory" - another 8K cost £78.50.

Yes. this was the start of personal computing in the UK and, although we did not realise it
at the time, it would lead many potential electronics hobbyists away from the electronics
magazines to become what are now referred to as computer nerds. Few people realised that
within the next 20 years most UK homes would -own a computer of some son.

It is. of course. interesting that those computer fanatics are now getting involved in elec-
tronics. where you can now use a PC to program PIC chips to perform your specific tasks. Of
course, this leads other readers to complain that too many projects are computer based. Well.
they complained when we introduced i.c.s in preference to transistors - some still do - but in
this hobby we feel we must move with the times. other-
wise we would still be using valves. I should point out
that in 99 per cent of cases it is not essential to have the
use of a PC to build our PIC projects.

AVAILABILITY
Copies of EPEETI are available on subscription any-
where in the world (see right). from all UK new-
sagents (distributed by Seymour) and from the follow-
ing UK electronic component retailers: Maplin - all
stores throughout the UK (and in S. Africa); Green -
weld Electronics; Omni Electronics. EPE can also be
purchased from retail magazine outlets around the
world. An on -fine version can be purchased from
www.epemag.com

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Annual subscriptions for delivery direct to any ad-
dress in the UK: £26.50. Overseas: E32.50 standard
air service, £50 express airmail. Cheques or bank
drafts fin £ sterling only) payable to Everyday Practi-
cal Electrons and sent to EPE Subscriptions Dept,
Alen House, East Borough, Wimborne, Dorset BH21
1PF. Tel: 01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692. E-mail:
subsZepernag.wimborne.co.uk. Subscriptions start
with the next available issue. We acceptAllsterCard
or Visa. (For past issues see the Back Issues page.)

BINDERS
Binders to hold one volume (12 issues) are avail-
able from the above address. These are finished in
blue p.v.c., printed with the magazine logo in gold
on the spine. Price £5.95 plus £3.50 post and pack-
ing (for overseas readers the postage is £6.00 to
everywhere except Australia and Papua New Guinea
which cost £10.50). Normally sent within seven days
but please allow 28 days for delivery - more for
overseas orders.
Payment in f sterling only please. Visa and Master-
Card accepted, minimum credit card order f5. Send,
fax or phone your card number and card expiry date
with your name, address etc. Or order on our secure
server via our web site. Overseas customers - your
credit card will be charged by the card provider in
your local currency at the existing exchange rate.

Editor: MIKE KENWARD

Secretary: PAM BROWN

Deputy Editor: DAVID BARRINGTON
Technical Editor: JOHN BECKER

On -Line Editor: ALAN WINSTANLE?
Business Manager: DAVID J. LEAVER
Subscriptions: MARILYN GOLDBERG

Editorial: Wimbome (01202) 881749
Advertisement Manager:
PETER J. MEW, Frinton (01255) 861161

AdvertiseMent Copy Controller:
PETER SHERIDAN, Wimborne (01202) 882299

READERS' ENQUIRIES
E-mail: techdept@epemag.wimbome.co.uk
Vie are unable to offer any advice on the use,
purchase, repair or modification of com-
mercial equipment or the incorporation or
modification of designs published in the
magazine. We regret that we cannot provide
data or answer queries on articles or projects
that are more than Ave years old. Letters
requiring a personal reply must be accom-
panied by a stamped self-addressed en-
velope or a self-addressed envelope and
international reply coupons. Due to the cost
we cannot reply to overseas queries by Fax.

All reasonable precautions are taken to
ensure that the advice and data given to
readers is reliable. We cannot, however,
guarantee it and we cannot accept legal
responsibility for it.

COMPONENT SUPPLIES
We do not supply electronic components or
kits for building the projects featured, these
can be supplied by advertisers (see Shoptalk).

We advise readers to check that all parts are
still available before commencing any project
in a back -dated issue.

ADVERTISEMENTS
E-mail: adverts@epemag.wimbome.co.uk
Although the proprietors and staff of
EVERYDAY PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS(ETI
take reasonable precautions to protect the
interests of readers by ensuring as far as
practicable that advertisements are bona fide,
the magazine and its Publishers canhot give
any undertakings in respect of statements or
claims made by advertisers, whether these
advertisements are printed as part of the
magazine, or in inserts.

The Publishers regret that under no cir-
cumstances will the magazine accept liability
for non -receipt of goods ordered, or for late
delivery, or for faults in manufacture. Legal
remedies are available in respect of some of
these circumstances, and readers who have
complaints should first address them to the
advertiser.

TRANSMITTERSiBUGS/TELEPHONE
EQUIPMENT
We advise readers that certain items of radio
transmitting and telephone equipment which
may be advertised in our pages cannot be
legally used in the UK. Readers should check
the law before buying any transmitting or
telephone equipment as a fine, confiscation of
equipment andfor imprisonment can result
from illegal use or ownership. The laws vary
from country to country; overseas readers
should check local laws.
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Constructional Project

SMOKE
ABSORBER
BILL MOONEY
Significantly reduce your
inhalation of soldering fumes.

WHE \ k orking with tiny surface
mount devices (SMDs), the con-
structor is drawn closer to the

circuit in order to get a clear view of the
soldering operation. Anyone who does
soldering will have noticed the unwritten
law that smoke always moves towards
your face, however much you try to
avoid it. Close working with SMDs there-
fore involves a much higher risk of
solder fumes being inhaled and potential
bronchial problems.

Although the smoke absorber described
here was designed for use with SMD sol-
dering. it can also be used beneficially
when soldering "ordinary" components. It
is very compact and can be placed close to
the circuit board during population. It will
remove the dense solder fumes from the
immediate area and a built-in charcoal
filter will provide a degree of filtration and
absorption.

The Smoke Absorber is powered by a
standard mains adaptor and after power is
applied the operation is automatic. The fan

is triggered by the heat from the soldering
iron and it switches off after about half
a minute unless re -triggered. This is a
suitable time delay as the average solder-
ing action is usually within three seconds.

Automatic control is very convenient. as
the soldering process tends to be intermit-
tent and remembering to switch the unit on
and off is quite a distraction. It is also safer
since it reduces the overall current drain
from the power pack and can therefore
remain in stand-by mode for long periods.

HARMFUL
CHEMICALS

The harmful nature of solder fumes in
production environments has been inves-
tigated in great depth by several organisa-
tions during recent years. The main com-
ponent of common solder flux is a material
known variously as rosin or colophony.
This is derived from a few species of pine
tree and is related to amber, which is a
fossil material recovered from the sea or
mined.

The Smoke Absorber in use with the assembly of a surface mount p.c.b.

Rosin is a benign material that can usually
be handfed and worked without problems. It
is found in a surprisingly wide ranee of
industrial and domestic products. Common
applicatisitis include paper. cosmetics and
soaps, chewing gum, toothpaste, varnishes
adhesives and, of course, on violin bows.

A number of people have contact al-
lergy to colophony. in paper for example.
but it is very rare. However, our concern is
the risk of inhalation. Like hardwood and
coal, rosin is completely safe in normal
usage. But in the form of a smoke or very
fine particles, these materials can be harm-
ful. especially if they reach our lungs.

The chemical component responsible
for the adverse reaction. and indeed the
main component of rosin, is abietic acid.
This is a member of the terpine family of
which turpentine (not the substitute) will
be familiar to d.i.y. enthusiasts.

There are many other undesirable com-
ponents in solder smoke, including lead
derivatives and, although it is not acutely
toxic, it is best to reduce its intake.

CLOSE-UP WORK
Surface mount work increases the risk

of inhalation of harmful vapours for
several reasons. Close -in working means
that any smoke breathed in will not have
time to disperse and will therefore be more
concentrated. There is a tendency to use
higher levels of flux because good sol-
derability is so much more important in
surface mount work.

It is also possible to use solder paste for
hand working with SMDs. Solder pastes
and creams give off copious quantities of
smoke and fumes when heated to the
reflow temperature. Reflow takes place
just below 200'C when the solder appears
out of the grey paste as a bright metal.
This clean liquid metal flows into the joint.
wetting both the component contact and
the printed circuit land to cortiplete the
soldering process. Solder paste fumes are
mildly corrosive and should be avoided.

Commercial electronic production and
servicing operations where full working
day exposure is involved, take great care
to remove fumes using costly extraction
and filtration equipment. If the amateur
envisages a lot of work with solder paste.
more elaborate air cleaning or extraction
should be considered. Similarly. if work-
ing in a very confined space for long
periods a more efficient filtering system
than this smoke absorber may be needed.
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Rg.1. Complete circuit diagram for the Smoke Absorber.
This unit will help disperse the fumes

reducing the concentration in the immediate
working area and a certain portion will
be absorbed. Complete removal of finely
dispersed material from air is a complex
and expensive science. We should not be
too concerned about intermittent exposure
to traces of rosin flux. It presents a very
low risk and the faint therapeutic aroma of
pine from the soldering process has pleasant
relaxing associations within the cosy en-
vironment of the electronics workshop.

CIRCUIT DETAILS
The full circuit diagram for the Smoke

Absorber is shown in Fig.l. A l2V 500mA
regulated mains adaptor is needed to power
the circuit.

The circuit is required to switch on the
fan for a period of about 30 seconds and
then shut it down unless it is re -triggered.
Since the soldering iron is to be used in
close proximity to the smoke absorber, it
is logical to use the infrared (i.r.) radiation
from the hot iron to start the timing cycle.
The elements in the circuit are therefore in-
frared sensor, amplifier/filter, pulse shaper.
timer and motor driver.

Detection of the heat from the soldering
requires a long wave infrared detector. Semi-
conductor i.r. diodes and transistors are very
unresponsive to radiation above about one
micron wavelength. The useful heat radiation

from the iron covers the wavelengths longer
than about five microns and, therefore, a dif-
ferent type of detector is required.

Fortunately, the passive infrared sensors
used in security systems work in the range
of five microns to about 20 microns and
are ideal for the purpose of soldering iron
heat detection. The device selected was the
PIS201S which consists of two pyroelectric
elements wired in opposition.

At a steady level of heat radiation. the
output from this arrangement is zero. The
field of view of the device is about 45
degrees and the elements are arranged so
that the passage of the heat source across
this aperture heats up one element before
the other. This unbalances the system and
a momentark voltage output develops. A
built-in f.e.t. (field effect transistor) source
follower reduces the loading on the sensor
but an output of a few millivolts is all we
have to work with.

The PIS20 IS is not
the world's fastest
device with a maxi-
mum response fre-
quency of a few Hertz.
The practical circuit,
shown in Fig.!. is
therefore required to
make this low-level
signal control the filter
fan.

The ouip ut from the PIS20IS (Xl)
develops across resistor R I which is the
load resistor for the internal source fol-
lower. Op.amp ICI is configured as a low
frequency amplifier with its gain rolling
off above 20Hz. The values of the cou-
pling capacitors Cl, C3. C4, and the value
of the feedback capacitor C2. optimises the
gain in the 0-5Hz to 5Hz range.

Transistor TR1 provides the final volt-
age amplification to a level suitable to
trigger the type 555 timer, IC2. Whilst the
trigger input to 1C2 pin 2 is held high by
resistor R7. the timer output on pin 3
remains low. To start the timer. a negative -
going signal is required to take pin 2
below one-third of the supply voltage.

Diode DI fully discharges C4 on posi-
tive -going signals so that a well-defined
trigger pulse approaching OV reaches the
timer.

Fig.3. Full-size topside (surface mount) copper
track pattern.

Fig.2. Component layout on the Smoke Absorber surface mount p.c.b. (twice life-size).
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The timer will remain on for as long as
the input on pin 2 is low. The time con-
stant of the C4/R7 combination is there-
fore kept short to give a clear timing
period. With the component values sug-
gested for R8 and C5, the timer remains on
for about 30 seconds.

The output of the timer, on pin 3, is high
during the timing period and it can be con-
nected directly to the motor driver TR2.
This is MOSFET device, type ZNV2I06,
in a surface mount SOT223 package. TR2
has a very low channel on -resistance and
can easily handle the 120mA required by
the fan with minimal heating.

Switching the motor on and off result,
in a considerable ripple in the supply volt-
age. This must be removed in order to
avoid feedback instability in this high gain
circuit. A 6V supply is adequate for the
low power circuits and, with a stabilised
mains power pack supplying 12V, there is
sufficient headroom to use a 6V2 Zener
diode (D4) as an effective stabiliser.

The fan specified is a brushless d.c.
type. These devices are very quiet and
electrically clean in operation.

CONSTRUCTION
This is a surface mount project and

it is based on readily -available SMDs.
The printed circuit board (p.c.b.) com-
ponent layout and track pattern are shown
in Fig.2 and Fig.3. respectively. This board
is available from the EPE PCB Service.
code 223.

If you choose to make your own board,
by any of the techniques as used for "or-
dinary" through -hole circuit boards, note
that a clean surface is very important for
SM work. If the p.c.b. is less than bright
and shiny then a few moments spent clean-
ing it with a little mild household abrasive
will greatly improve solderability.

After polishing, rinse off the copper
surface with water or p.c.b. cleaning sol-
vent. A light coat of rework flux from an
aerosol will protect the clean surface.
When this has dried the board is ready for
assembly.

Although the type 0805 and smaller
size chip resistors are popular in commer-
cial production, the slightly larger 1206
sized devices are best for hand working
of SM circuits, at least until some ex-
perience is gained. The overall size of the
p.c.b. is determined by the size of the
larger devices, in this case the tantalum
capacitors, plus ICI and 1C2.

There are no tight spots in the layout
and no particularly sensitive devices. All
the resistors can be soldered in place fol-
lowed by the capacitors and finally the ac-
tive devices.

A normal 12W or I5W soldering iron
can be used for SMD placement. Select the
finest tip available. Standard non -corrosive
rosin -cored solder will suffice for com-
ponent placement. but finer 26 s.w.g. sil-
ver -loaded solder wire is preferred by the
author. A pair of non -magnetised tweezers
is essential for initial placement of the
chips.

To solder a chip resistor in place. the
most basic approach is to "fix one end
first". Place the selected chip on its p.c.b.
lands and hold it in position by pressing it
gently with the tip of the tweezers. Now
touch the end of the solder wire with the
iron tip to collect a small drop of solder.

COMPONENTS
Resistors
R1 to R3 47k (3 off) See
R4. R5, R8 1M2 (3 off)
R6 4k7
R7 68k
R9 390f )
R10, R11 1k8 (2 off)
Rx zero ohm link (see text)

All resistors SMD 1206 package

Capacitors
Cl 1p.F tantalum, 16V, SMD
02 82n ceramic, SMD 1206

package
03 to C6 22p. tantalum. 22V. SMD

(4 off)

TALK
Page

Semiconductors
BAS32 signal diode, SMD

SOD80 package
D2 red I.e.d. 5mm
D3 green I.e.d. 5mm
D4 BZX84 Zener diode, 6,2).

SMD SOT23 package
TR1 BCF32 npn transistor.

SMD SOT23 package
TR2 ZVN2106 MOSFET, SMD

SOT223 package
IC1 LF351 op.amp, SMD SO8

package
IC2 NE555 timer, SMD SO8

package
Xt PIS201S is. detector

Miscellaneous
Printed circuit board, available from

the EPE PCB Service, code 223; fan.
60mm 12V d.c., brushless; power
socket. 2.5mm chassis mounting, 24mm
fixing centres: I.e.d. mounting clip, 5mm.
(2 off); plastic case, type PB1, 114mm
x 76mm x 38mm; speaker mesh.
Sentinel, galvanised, 22g, 6mm x 6mm
holes, cut to 10 holes x 10 holes; filter.
charcoal filled; finger guard, 60mm
square, chromed steel (2 off); M3 nuts
and bolts, 2cm long (rear finger guard
and fan mounting) (4 off); M4 nuts and
bolts. 6mm long (front finger guard) (4
off); mains power adaptor, 12V 500 mA.
regulated: connecting wire; solder. etc.

Approx Cost
Guidance Only

excl. power supply
£39

Appl this to one end of the component
to solder it in place. Speed is impor-
tant here as the protective flux is rapidly
evaporating from the molten solder drop.
(Purists who observe the dictum "never

carry solder to the joint" can carefully
remake the solder joint later if they wish!)

As soon as the flux evaporates, oxida-
tion of the solder surface will begin. Some
residue of flux is also required for proper
tinning of the component terminal and the
copper pad. Pre -coating of the copper with
flux is useful for jhis reason.

Having fixed one end, the second end
can now be soldered in the normal two-
handed manner where the solder and iron
tip is applied to the joint at the same time.

A similar procedure can be adopted for
ICI and IC2. where two opposing leads
can be soldered first to fix an i.e. in place.
In all cases, the aim should be to apply
minimal solder to the joint. Excess solder
can be removed with solderwick. More
refined methods of hand working with
SMDs can be developed. but this method
is satisfactory for most purposes.

Note that Zener diode D4 is an SOT23
package and the anodepins. I and 3, both
contact the same pad. The signal diode DI is
in an SODS° cylindrical package and there-
fore a little, tricky to solder in place. Com-
ponent Rk (Fig.2) is referred to as a "zero
ohm jumper" in SM parlance and is a neat
low -inductance way of jumping a p.c.b. track.

In this circuit, a If/ or 10f/ 1206 chip
resistor would work just as well. Even a
wire link could be used if necessary.

FAN BOX
The position of the fan was determined

after some experimentation. Using the
smoke generated by a soldering iron and
rosin -cored solder it was found that the fan
needs to be close to the soldering level if it
is to grab most of the smoke. A height of
about lcm off the work -surface was found
to be the best compromise.

Apart from taking up less bench space,
the smoke removal is more efficient if the
box stands on end with the fan near the
bottom and the controls at the top. The
arrangement of items in the author's box is
shown in Fig.4.

All holes must be drilled in the box
before any units are added. The fan
opening was made with a standard 5.7cm
diameter hole -saw. This must be done
slowly because the plastic melts easily.

Next, the four bolt holes for each of the
finger guards are marked and drilled. It can
be seen from Fig.5 that two guards are
required. The front guard is mounted on
the box lid and it holds filter material in
place. The second guard is mounted on the
rear of the box and it shares the four fan
mounting bolts.

Enlarged view of the assembled p.c.b.
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Fig.4. Internal layout and interconnections of the Smoke Absorber components within its case.
The filter foam is sandwiched between

the front finger guard and a wire mesh.
The foam is under slight compression and
the wire mesh is necessary to prevent it
from bulging into the fan blades. If a dif-
ferent size of box is used the sandwich
technique may not work as well and the
mesh may need to share the front guard
bolts in order to hold the loam in place.
Also. if the box is too deep the electronics
may he exposed to the airflow.
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The filter consists of open -pored foam,
which is partly charcoal tilled. This type of
structure offers very little resistance to the
passage of air. Charcoal is an excellent ab-
sorber of gaseous contaminants but in this
application the flow of air is very fast and
absorption may not always be complete.

As the filter material is not available in
the size required. it must be cut to fit the
smoke absorber. The filter sheet is easily
cut with scissors to a circle just larger than
the fan opening, about 6cm in diameter, so
that it is a tight fit.

The galvanised mesh is cut to a square
just larger than the motor housing. One of
the pillars of the box passes through a hole
in the mesh and with the pressure of the
filter it is adequately held.

A hole must be drilled for the FIR
detector (XI) to make a secure fit and a
small amount of adhesive from a glue gun
will hold it in place. The sensor should be
fixed so that the window will be horizontal
relative to the work surface.

The populated p.c.b. is held in place
with a little adhesive, so avoiding the need
for holes in the board or the box. Two
5mm mounting clips hold the I.e.d.s in
place.

Finally, the interwiring can be com-
pleted. see Fig.4. Use the forest flexible
wire available for the is. sensor and I.e.d.
connections. Suitable colour -coded wire
(as used for multi -way computer cables)

makes a neater job than the rather heavy
hook-up wire commonly available.

The wire in the prototype was taken
from a short length of 25 -way screened
cable. With an overall diameter of about
0-8mm. each wire contains 7/0- 1mm line
strands of tinned copper making it very
flexible and ideal for small SM jobs.

Slightly heavier -duty wire is needed for
the fan and for the d.c. supply socket. The
circuit board pads are sufficiently large for
these connections.

The motor will not function unless con-
nected to the correct supply polarity. The
red wire is connected to the positive sup-
ply rail and the blue to the driver tran-
sistor. The power connector specified uses
the centre pin as positive and the smoke
absorber wiring should match this.

The fan pulls air in at the front opening.
It should be mounted with the motor con-
nections and label towards the rear. This
motor- contains electronic driver circuitry
and the supply polarity cannot be reversed.

Front panel lettering and decoration
were composed using a computer drawing
package and printed out as a single
drawing. This label was then trimmed to
size and holes cut for the I.c.d.s and the
sensor. A standard paper adhesive keeps it
in place. An inkjet printer is perfectly
adequate for this application as the unit is
unlikely to get wet.

UP AND RUNNING
A visual check of both the on -board

component positions and the off -board
wiring is worthwhile. In particular, check
the polarity of the tantalum capacitors and
make certain that the power supply socket
is wired correctly.

On first switch -on. it would be wise to
check the current drawn by the circuit.
In stand-by mode it should draw about
20mA. rising to about 120mA in run -
mode. On first application of power the fan
will go into run -mode lasting for about 30
seconds and the stand-by current can be
checked after this timed period.

The low voltage drop across transistor
TR2 means that it should run cool even
after long on -periods. The stabilised power
supply is rated at 500mA which is well
above the requirements of the smoke ab-
sorber and only slight warming is ex-
pected. Some experimentation will help
when it comes to operation of this unit.

To start with, place the filter opening

about 5cm from a circuit under construction
with the exit away from the face. When the
fan stops after the 30 seconds timing period
it is easily restarted if required by moving
the hot iron tip past the sensor at a distance
of about 2cm. The heat from the tip of a
finger close to the sensor window will also
start the run cycle. Remember it is heat
movement across the sensor which produces
the trigger pulse to start the timer.

The smoke is warm and rises rapidly
aided by the rising hot air stream from the
iron tip. This is a strong effect and the
stream is difficult to redirect. The path
taken by the smoke will be influenced
by surrounding objects which will have a
chimney effect causing the plume to cling
to the tallest one.

Drafts, including the body convection of
the operator will also influence the plume
so that, overall, its final direction is fairly
chaotic. In order to catch every wisp of
smoke, the absorber will need to be quiet
close to the soldering operation to over-
come these effects. The air stream to the
fan has only a negligible cooling effect on
the iron tip.

A little experimentation soon results in
success in catching most of the fumes. The
smoke absorber will become an indispen-
sable part of the soldering process. par-
ticularly for the SMD constructor.
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Simulation Circuit Capture
PCB Autorouting CADCAM

Imagine an electronics design system that lets you draw
schematics onto the screen and then simulate them at the
touch of a button. Now imagine pressing another button
and seeing the schematic replaced with a PCB rats -nest.
Pressing another button starts the autorouter, and finally
you can click on File then Save As to create a complete
set of CADCAM files.

Too easy? We hope so. Quickroute has always been
designed first and foremost to be easy to use. That's why
simulation, circuit capture, PCB autorouting and
CADCAM support are all integrated into one package,
So that you only have to learn one package.

But it doesn't end there. We have included a wide range
of features in Quickroute to help you work effectively.
For example our Gerber import facility lets you check
your CADCAM files before sending them to your
manufacturer.

We have also introduced a major new. PLUGIN module
called the SymbolWizard that actually ueates custom
symbol designs for you. Simply select a template, specify
pad and spacing properties and SymbolWizard creates
the schematic and PCB symbols for you!

If you would like to find out more about Quickroute,
why not call us on FREEphone 0800 731 28 24, or visit
our web site on www.quickroute.co.uk. Prices start at
under £100 including UK P&P and VAT for a complete
system.

"modern, powerful "

and easy to used
Sok& Bettonds 97

FREEphone

0800 731 28 24
Int +44-161476 0202 Fax 0161 476 0505
Web iviviv.quickroute.co.uk

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

TEP

Copyright (c) 1998 Quickroute Systems Ltd Regent House Heaton Line Stockport SK4 IBS UK



Electronics, Electrical &
Mathematics Principles V6

If you are looking for an easy and enjoyable way of studying or improving
your knowledge of electronics and maths then this is the software for you.
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"Electronics Principles is a well thought out and comprehensive
program that is also easy to install and stable in operation. It can
be wholeheartedly recommended."
Robert Penfold. Everyday Practical Electronics magazine. October 1998.

And now upgraded to V6 a 32 -bit package for
Windows '95, '98 & NT. It's bigger, faster and better.

Additions include:- Circuit theorems, Norton, Thevenin's &
Superposition...Magnetism & Electromagnetism...Motors, Generators
& Transformers..Three phase systems....More on complex
numbers A beginners introduction to PIC's Statistics...
PLUS: all the Electronics Toolbox routines, along with an Illustrated
Components, Tools & Equipment Dictionary. A total of over 900 main
menu selections.

By Clive W. Humphris.

Currently used in hundreds of UK and
overseas schools and colleges to
support GCSE, A Level, City and Guilds,
BTEC, GNVQ's and University courses.

A COMPLETE PC BASED ELECTRONICS
AND MATHEMATICS COURSE, where
the colourful interactive graphics

make it ideally suited for both
personal study and a more
enjoyable way of revising.

Windows 3.1, 3.11 users please enq6ire.

Complete Package still only £99.95*
Multi-user site licence

additional £500*

EPT Educational Software. Pump House, Lockram Lane, Witham, Essex. UK. CM8 2BJ.
Tel/Fax: 01376 514008. sales@eptsoft.demon.co.uk http://www.eptsoft.demon.co.uk

*UK and EC countries add £2 per order for post & packing. VAT should be added to the total.
Outside Europe £3.50 for air mail postage by return.

Switch, Delta, Visa and Mastercard orders accepted - please give card number and expiry date.
Cheques & Postal Orders should be made payable to EPT Educational software.
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Paper Chase
THE tut Of the paperless society is a

wonderful idea_ Whilst the technol-
,):1 is available to achieve this in theory.
everyone knows that in practice things are
rather different. Despite all the technology
that should enable less paper to be used,
we actually use much more.

There are many reasons why the paper -
less office or society has not happened. It
is often much easier to print out a docu-
ment to read at leisure. Also. the fact that
we have better and faster printers means
it has bectime much easier to print docu-
ments.

Another reason is that printed sheets are
much easier to read. There are a number
of reasons for this. Reading u PC monitor
causes more eyestrain because it is neces-
sary to scroll the document up and down.
In some cases it may be necessary to zoom
in and out to catch the required detail.

Sometimes these tine details are not so
easy to decipher because of the limited
resolution of the screen. Whatever the
reason the end result is the same. The
documents on the screen are not as easy or
convenient to read.

If the paperless office is to succeed then
it will be necessary to make the technol-
ogy more compatible with people's real
requirements. Only when it is more con-
venient to read a document on the screen
will people start to reduce the amount of
paper that is produced.

In view of the green issues and cost
savings of introducing a real paperless
office, it is likely that there will be a
significant uptake of the solution. As a
result several companies are now working
towards this end.

Roentgen
In a programme that has taken place at

IBM Research. an active I.c.d. display with
a resolution of 200 p.p.i. (pixels per inch)
has been developed. This active matrix liq-
uid crystal display (AMLCD) has a resolu-
tion that is near the limit of the human eye.

This prototype display is named
Roentgen after the famous German
physicist, Wilhelm Konrad Roentgen
(1845-1923). who discovered X-rays. The
display is optimised to produce
exceedingly sharp images that are virtually
indistinguishable from the equivalent
paper copies. The jagged edges that distort
curved or angled lines are virtually
eliminated. making viewing far more
pleasant and natural.

The screen is a further development of a
monitor that was known as "Monet". This
was a 10.5 inch diagonal 150 p.p.i. Super
XGA I.c.d. monitor. However. IBM have

Ian Poole looks at why the "paperless" society
has not happened yet and also reports on a
display that uses 15 million transistors and
9.6 miles of thin film wiring.

been researching into high quality displays
for many years and started their work into
active matrix displays in the mid-I980s.

The prototype "Roentgen" screen is
21-5 inches high and 16-5 inches wide.
giving it a 16.3 inch diagonal viewing
area. On top of this, the total depth of the
whole display unit. including the base, is
only 9.5 inches -a definite improvement
on the standard c.r.t. screen. The whole
assembly weighs less than 20Ibs, making it
less than a third of the weight of a com-
parable size c.r.t. monitor.

There are also significant power savings
over the equivalent c.r.t. It consumes less
than half that of an 18 inch c.r.t.. and the
output luminescence is high. With a 44W
back -light a brightness of 130 cd/ma is
achieved, making it ideal under virtually
all normal lighting conditions.

Many pixels
Crammed into the display are over five

million full colour pixels, giving it a full
2560 x 2048 line up. To achieve this it has
been necessary to use over IS million tran-
sistors, and a staggering 1.6 miles of thin
film wiring within the display.

The exceedingly high performance of
the display carries some penalties with it.
The screen has over four times the number
of pixels of today's highest definition
screens of the same size. This means that
the amount of data that is required to drive
it is increased. Consequently improve-
ments are required in the computer that
drives the display if the full benefits of the
display are to be realised, and problems
resulting from the increased amounts of
data are not to be encountered.

Realising the possibility of these
problems in advance. IBM researchers
developed a scaleable graphics adaptor
architecture. This is compatible with all
the current operating systems and it is
capable of handling these types of high
image content displays.

A further advantage is that the adaptor
is based on off -the -shelf components.
This makes it a relatively cheap card to
manufacture, unlike one using specialised
components that would add significant
costs to the whole system.

Whilst this should help in allowing
people to view more data on screen, and
thereby reducing the number of copies that
are printed out. there will also be other
uses. In the immediate future, while their
cost is relatively high, they are more likely
to be used in applications that demand
very high levels of definition.

In particular. they are likely to be
included in the ever-increasing number of
databases of digital images. These in-
clude digital libraries, architectural and

electronic blueprints, historical archives.
and scanned records; including those used
by hospitals and insurance companies.

It is also expected that with the exceed-
ingly high level of definition and crispness
there will be a high demand for this type of
display for graphic design and electronic
publishing applications.

Future
Whilst there are many areas where these

displays can be used, and it is expected
that demand will be high. there are no
plans to market the Roentgen I AMLCD)
display at the present time. It is only a
prototype used to prove the viability of the
technology and the results of the work
have given IBM a very good insight into
the development and fabrication of highly
complex displays. As such it has been a
great success.

However, it will need developing for
manufacture and at the moment IBM are in
discussions with a number of customers
around the world to investigate its produc-
tion. This should
definition displays will be available in the
foreseeable future.

To make the paperless office a reality.
other developments will be required to
ensure that people are as at home with data
displayed on a screen as they are with that
on paper. There are many reasons for
wanting a document to be printed out. The
convenience of being able to look at it
when required, without requiring a com-
puter, the way it looks, and the way many
of us were brought up to look at paper at
school rather than screens.

However, with more computers being
installed in schools and the younger gener-
ation being more used to them, it is pos-
sible they may use less paper. The best
way to cut down on paper usage would be
to make printers less convenient to use. or
much slower. Unfortunately, this is most
unlikely to happen!

Try the new EPE Chat Zone - a vir-
tually real-time Internet "discussion
board" in a simple to use web -based
forum!
http: www.epemagAvimborne.co.uk+

wviwboard
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News A roundup of the latest Everyday
News from the world of

electronics

CODE'S WALLOP?
Copyright protection takes on a new twist for movie disc buffs -

Barry Fox reports.
HOLLYWOOD is getting rough with the
computer industry. The Motion

Pictures Association of America is plug-
ging the loopholes which let a PC play
unauthorised DVD movie discs. As
a result consumers risk buying PC
peripherals which 'will not work at all.

The DVD Forum, which sets the stan-
dards for DVD, requires that all DVD
movie discs are encrypted with the Con-
tent Scrambling System, to prevent digi-
tal copying. DVD discs and standalone
players are also Regionally Coded, to let
Hollywood stagger the release of videos
to tie in with the staggered release of
cinema prints.

Regional coding divides the world
into six zones, with North America
designated Zone 1 and Europe Zone -2.
Discs of one zone should not play in
another.

Manufacturers of DVD playback
equipment need a CSS licence. This
requires that consumer DVD players
leave the factory pre -coded, so that
discs can be coded for the zone in which
they are sold.

Although some European firms have
been modifying players so that they play
dices of any zone; the UK's Federa-
tion Agaitist Copyright Theft recently
raided two British dealers and seized
Region 1 discs and players which had
been modified to play them. FACT can
prosecute because the discs were not
rated for content and certificated for
sale in the UK.

Locked -On
Dvi) movies will play on a PC, with

display on a TV screen. A DVD-ROM
drive and MPEG-2 decoder board cost
under $250 (total) and many new PCs
already come fitted with a DVD-ROM
drive. Because PCs are international
products, the Regional Protection Com-
mittee of the DVD Forum initially
agreed that DVD-ROM drives need not
be regionally coded. Instead the board
comes with software which lets the user
set and re -set its code up to five times.
After that it remains locked to whatever
was the fifth setting.

But hackers offer free software on the
Internet which lets users over -ride the
coding control. The Regional Protection
Committee is now enforcing Phase 2 of
its policy. From the end of 1999, all new
DVD-ROM drives must be regionally
coded. So a decoder board will oril;
work when its code is set to match
the drive. Some drive manufacturers are
adopting RPC2 early. This is already
causing confusion.

Sigma Designs (of Fremont, Ca)
makes the RealMagic Hollywood
decoder board, which boasts an
"extraordinary feature" that converts
TV standards so that North American
NTSC movies play perfectly through a
European PAL TV. The board conforms
to RPC1 and lets the user set the
regional code to taste, up to Five times.

After that the setting remains locked
in EEPROM memory. But if the board

 is used with an RPC2 ROM drive it can
only play discs of the standard set by
the drive. So a ROM drive bought in
Europe may not work with a board set
to play American discs.

Creative Labs (of Milpitas, Ca) sells
the Dxr2 decoder board, and Encore
DVD-ROM drive. Until October '98 the

drive was not coded and the decoder
zone could be reset five times by the
user, and over -ridden by unauthorised
software from the Internet. Now, with-
out any formal announcement and with
no warning on the packaging, Creative
has started to code both the drives and
boards as they leave the factory, depend-
ing on the country where they will be
sold. The,coding is done by chips and
cannot be altered.

Panic Calls
Creative's help line is now taking

panic calls from customers who have
bought drives in one country and find
they will not work with boards bought
in another. Movie buffs are hunting in
shops for old stock.
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THOSE Engineers, the UK electronics CAD Specialists who pioneered mixed mode
simulation with their SpiceAge simulator, have announced Spicycle, a new powerful
schematic capture and PCB program as a Front end for SpiceAge.

Spicycle connects to the SpiceAge simulation where you can investigate torerances,
tune component values using sweep functions, check filter suppressions, test your circuit
an a range of inputs (including those grabbed from a SoundBlaster compatible card). You
can even output your results to a SoundBlaster and listen to your design. Spicycle's
SpiceAge simulator is independent of SPICE, though it is backwards compatible.

Amongst the many circuit and PCB design functions available, one in particular will
appeal to intemet-using designers. There are tens of thousands of SPICE circuits freely
published on the web and Spicycle's net list import feature enables you to simulate
SPICE circuits, create schematic ratsnests and to reverse -engineer these into a conven-
tional schematic diagram. Those Engineers comment that no-one who has used the
Internet for accessing SPICE data will resist this virtually limitless resource.

For more information contact Those Engineers Ltd. 31 Birkbeck Road. London NW7
4BP. Tel: 0181 906 0155. Fax: 0181 906 0969.

E-mail: Those_Engineers@cornpuserve.00m. Web: http://www.spiceage.com.
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Low -power Radio Modules

DIP International has introduced new UHF transmitter and receiver radio devices
specifically designed for low power radio applications. The MK KES modules are
designed for use on 418MHz, 433.92MHz and the new proposed pan-European standard
of 898.95MHz.

The modules have industry -standard pin -outs and have no adjustable components for
tuning, resulting in a highly shock -resistant, rugged product. Voltage requirements are 6V
to 9V for the transmitters, and 5V for the receivers.

For more information contact DIP International Ltd, Sheraton House. Castle Park.
Cambridge CB3 OAX. Tel: 01223 462244. Fax: 01223 467316. E-mail: antonybignall@
dipinternational.co_uk. Web: http://www.dipintemational.co.uk.

YEDA '99
11-IE 1999 Young Electronic Designer
.4words (YEDA) programme has been an-
nounced. Staged annually since 1985 and
with the enthusiastic support of HRH The
Duke of York, patron since 1994. YEDA
challenges young people between the ages
of 12 and 25 at schools and universitis, to
design and build an electronic or com-
munication device. or piece of software that
answers an everyday need which they have
identified.

YEDA judging is based on the same
criteria as those used in industry in deter-
mining whether or not to take up a product:
is there a market need? Can it be made at
the right price? Does it have unique selling
features?

The purpose of the competition is to give
students practical experience not only in

developing their own ideas by applying
modem technology. but in understand-
ing the economics of manufacturing and
marketing, so preparing them better for
careers in industry. YEDA emphasises the
exciting prospects offered by such careers
and the important role young engineers can
expect to play in the future prosperity of the
country.

Prize money totalling over E10.000. to-
gether with trophies. certificates of achieve-
ment and other awards are on offer to
YEDA entrants and their schools.

For further information contact The
YEDA Trust. 60 Lower Street. Pulborough.
West Sussex RH2O 2BW. Tel:
01798 874767. Fax: 01798 873550.
E-mail: postnuister@yeda.compu I i nk.co.
uk. Web: http://www.yeda.org.uk.

VIRTUAL REALITY
INTERESTINGLY relevant to our
report in this issue of the VR
Exhibition (///TEC). is a recently
received press release from the DTI. In it
is stated that VR has become much more
widespread in industry since the mid -
nineties when it was used by only a
handful of companies.

Over 100 organisations from 10 market
sectors were interviewed for the DTI's
study. being asked for their perceptions
and experiences of VR technology, how
they use it, where they get their informa-
tion from and what VR activity they were
planning.

Findings from existing users of VR
include:

* 63 per cent use VR for practical use
rather than simply for evaluation or pilot
testing
* 88 per cent describe their experience of
VR as highly or moderately successful

* 25 per cent consider VR to be "essen-
tial technology". both operationally and
competitively. to their company
* 79 per cent expect to make more use
of VR over the next few years. spending
some f30 million on over 300 projects.

The UK Virtual Reality Forum web site
is at www.ukyrforum.org.uk, and the
Virtual Reality Awareness programme
web site is on the Information Society
Initiative web site at www.isi.govaik.

B.A.E.C. PLUG
NOW to give the B.A.E.C. another plug!
The British Amateur Electronics Club is a
worthy organisation to whom we give
publicity from time to time (and who are
always pleased to warmly welcome new
members).

In a recent newsletter (published on
a quarterly basis), we were extremely
pleased to see a praising review of Andy
Hind's EPE Mood Changer (June '98).
Charles Hill, the reviewer, confesses to
be in his pre -dotage years and plagued by
regularly waking ar four a.m. and failing
to return to sleep.

To cut short an amusingly told tale, he
built Andy's design and "my wife and 1
%%cm to bed in some trepidation. Would
it work - or wouldn't it? As usual, I
fell asleep easily; and then woke a few
minutes after four. o'clock. After return-
ing from the bathroom I got back into
bed and that's all I can remember. Next
morning my wife told me she had had a
better night% sleep than usual ... I have
never looked back since".

Also of interest is that the latest
newsletter gives details of new members
and that in answer to the question about
which mag they read, EPE is the most
frequent answer.

To find out more about B.A.E.C.,
contact the Secretary, Martyn Moses, 5
Park View, Coombe Mariam, Cedar
View, Aberdare CF44.6PPE. Tel: 01685
877808.

E-mail: MPMOSESqcompuserve.com.

Yet More on Disk!
IT was Fujifilm technology that made Zip
disks a reality, allowing around 100MB
of data storage space on a single disk.
Fujifilm have gone yet another step
further, introducing their High Density
Floppy Disk (HiFD).

Still in the 3.5inch format, it can store
up to 200MB, has a lighming quick
transfer rate (max 3.6M13isecond) and
has full backward compatibility with cur-
rent 21 -ID and 2DD floppies. It, is in-
tended to be run on Sony's new HiFD
Drive. The capacitv is equivalent to 139
standard 1.44HD disks.

The suggested retail price is £10.95 for
a single and £19.95 for a twin pack. For
more information contact your local'com-
purer specialist, or Fuji Photo Film (UK)
Ltd, 125 Finchley Road, London NW3
61-IY. Tel: 0171 586 5900. Fax: 0171 722
4259. Web: www.fujifilm.co.uk.

Radio Exams
BARNSLEY' & District Amateur Radio
Club have asked us to publicise that their
dub is now a registered exam centre for -
the RAE and NARE. They have several
courses occurring throughout the year,
the first being the Novice Course which
starts on 15 March, with its exam on 7
June.

For further information contact Ernie
Bailey G4LUE, 8 Hild Avenue,
Cudworth, Barnsley, S. Yorks S72 8RN.
Tel: 01226 716339. Mobile: 0836
748958 (between 6pm and 8pm
please). E-mail: badarc@cwcom.net.
Web: www.badare.memail.com.
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Constructional Project

AUTO CUPBOARD
LIGHT
TERRY de VAUX-BALBIRNIE

It is almost impossible to leave
it switched on!

COMMERCIAL battery -operated cup-
board lights are widely available in
DIY stores and by mail order from

electronic component suppliers. These
lamps are useful as a simple means of
lighting up a cupboard or other dark area.

They are also handy for garden sheds
and other places where no mains supply
exists. The fact that they are battery oper-
ated makes them particularly attractive for
children's bedrooms because, unlike con-
ventional mains lights. they are completely
safe.

STRINGS ATTACHED
The most common type of cupboard

lamp (and the one used in the prototype
unit) uses a 3V supply comprising two D -
size alkaline cells. This is sufficient to pro-
vide some 20 to 30 hours of useful
operation. The on -off switch is of the
string -operated variety having a pull -on
pull -off action

This type of lamp suffers from one major
drawback - it is too easily left switched
on! This is particularly true when it is used
by children (due to their impatience) and
the elderly (due to forgetfulness). By the
time the lamp is next needed, the batteries
are likely to be "flat". With a replacement
cost of some f2.50 this must be avoided if
possible.

p

i

MERCURY
SWITCH

B2
2. 1.5Y

-treats

1=1

""T

1

Fig.1. Complete circuit diagram for the Auto Cupboard Light The power supply to
the circuit is independent to that of the lamp.

DOOR TRIGGERED
The Auto Cupboard Light is an add-on

unit for a commercial cupboard lamp
designed to provide it with automatic
timed operation. The lamp is triggered by
door movement which makes it very easy
to operate and practically foolproof in
use. Before proceeding, however. check
that the application lends itself to the
lamp being mounted on the door.

The new add-on circuit board is
housed in a plastic box attached to the
base of the lamp housing (see photo-
graph). The box is also used to secure
the unit to the inside of the cupboard

) door. The string -operated switcji is dis-
pensed with so that control is taken

' over by the new circuit.
The time period during which the

light operates is fulls- adjustable
between some three seconds and about
two minutes. However. this could be

easily extended if required.

The lamp mounted on the
circuit board box. Note
that the original cord -oper-
ated switch has been
removed from the lamp.

Power to the circuit is independent from
that of the lamp. This comprises four AA -
size alkaline cells giving a nominal 6V
output.

While the lamp is off. there iva continu-
ous current drain of some I0OnA (depend-
ing somewhat on preset VR I setting).
While on, it rises to about 60mA and. in
practice, the battery pack will last for
many months.

CIRCUIT DETAILS
The full circuit diagram for the Auto

Cupboard Light is shown in F12.1. Switch
SI is a miniature tilt switch. This contains
mercury or a small metal ball which
bridges a pair of contacts when the orien-
tation is right.

Various types of mercury and non -mer-
cury switches were tested in the prototype
and they were all capable of giving good
results. However. you should choose one
with radial leads - that is. both wires com-
ing out of one end rather than the axial lead
type (where the wires appear one at each
end). The contacts are then at the end
having the wires.

Switch S I will be mounted perpendic-
ular to the circuit board so that the end
with the wires is slightly higher than the
other one when the lamp is in position
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on the door. The contacts will then be
open.

With a small forward movement of the
switch. the contacts will momentarily close
then open again due to the inertia of the
material inside. In other words, the mercury
or ball tends to remain still for a short time
and the switch contacts catch up with it.

When the switch contacts "make", a low
pulse is transferred, via capacitor C1, to
the trigger input (pin 2) of ICI. This acti-
vates the low power CMOS timer ICI,
configured as a monostable. The -output
(pin 3) then goes high for a certain time
then reverts to low.

The time period is related to the values
of fixed resistor R3. preset potentiometer
VR1 and capacitor C2. With the values
specified. VR 1 can adjust the timing
between three seconds and about two min-
utes. as mentioned earlier.

The lower limit (three seconds) will not
be useful in practice. However, it was
arranged that way because it will be handy
for setting -up later.

To extend the operating period. it would
be simply a matter of increasing the value of
capacitor C2 in proportion. Note that ICI
pin 2 is maintained in a normally high con-
dition by resistor R2 and this prevents pos-
sible false triggering. Resistor R I provides
a discharge path for Cl and maintains the
upper contact of S 1 in a normally high state.

In fact, the circuit will often trigger in
whichever direction the switch is moved
since the material inside it will
bounce/flow around inside the casing and
close the contacts on occasions. If the
switch contacts end up normally -closed
instead of normally -open. the circuit will
probably still work because they are bound
to break then make again.

The high value specified for resistor R I
ensures that, if this happens. the increased
standby current (i.e. that flowing through
R I and the switch) is only a few microamps
and negligible compared with the quiescent
current of the circuit as a whole.

BACK TO BASE
While ICI pin 3 is high, current flows to

the base (b) of transistor TR 1 via resistor R4.
TR1 collector (c) current then energises the
coil of relay RLA, which allows the lamp to
switch on using its own 3V supply and
RLA1 "make" (normally -open) contacts.

Diode DI bypasses the reverse high -
voltage pulse which appears across the
relay coil when it switches off. Without it.
ICI and the transistor could be damaged.

RELAY POINTS
The choice ut relay is important.

Although the bulb requires only 300mA or
so, the contacts should be rated at 2A min-
imum. This is to take account of the cur-
rent surge which occurs on switching on.

It comes about because the resistance of
a cold filament is much less than when it is
at operating temperature. If the contacts
had a lower rating, they might stick
together and cause the lamp to remain on
continuously. Theory predicts that an even
greater current flows instantaneously but.
in practice. 2A rating is sufficient.

Use of a relay allows the full battery
voltage to be developed across the bulb.
Other forms of switching, such as using a
transistor, would introduce a voltage drop

The circuit battery pack and printed circuit board mounted in position on the lid
section of the box.

and, with the small battery voltage used
here, any reduction would cause an unac-
ceptable dimming of the bulb.

CONSTRUCTION
The design for the Auto Cupboard Light is

based on a single -sided p.c.b. (printed circuit
board) and the topside component layout.
together with a full-size copper foil master,
is shown in 1=9g.2. This board is available
from the EPE PCB Service, code 222.

Begin construction by drilling the two
board mounting holes in the positions indi-
cated. Solder the relay. i.c. socket (but do not
insert the i.e. yet). fixed resistors, preset
potentiometer and capacitor Cl in place.

Next. add capacitors C2 and C3 also the
transistor observing their orientation_
Finish with the "tilt" switch. mounting it
so that the end having the leads is about
3mm higher than the plain one (when the
p.c.b. is held vertically as shown in the
photographs). This will give a reasonably
correct sensitiv'ty setting.

Solder 15cm pieces of light -duty stranded
wire. tozether with the battery connector
leads, to the lead-off copper pads as indicated
in Fig? Adjust the preset VR1 fully anti-
clockwise (as viewed from the top edge of the
pc.b.). This will give the minimum three sec-
ond timing, which is suitable for testing.

SHUT THAT DOOR
To make the lamp come on as the door is

opened, the p.c.b. needs to be mounted on
the top section of the box (see pho-
tographs). This will give the correct direc-
tion of movement. The box used in the
prototype (see Shoptalk) has a deep lid sec-
tion making this work convenient_

A position should be chosen for the p.c.b.
and battery pack. Mark and drill the p.c.b.
fixing holes but do not actually attach it yet.

Remove the plastic dome of the lamp
housing and take out the bulb and cells.
Locate and remove the -built-in" switch to
leave free ends. How this is done will
depend to some extent on the lamp being

Fig.2. Auto Cupboard Light printed circuit board component layout and full size
uncleside copper foil master pattern.
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COMPONENTS1
Resistors

R1 2M2
R2 100k
R3 22k
R4 4k7

All 025W 5% carbon film

TALK
Page

Potentiometer
. : 1M min. enclosed carbon

preset, vertical

Capacitors
Cl 47n polyester, 5mm pin

spacing
C2 100µ radial elect. 10V
C3 47µ radial elect. 16V

Semiconductors
TR1 ZTX300 npn transistor
IC1 ICM7555IPA low power

CMOS timer

Miscellaneous
Si miniature tilt switch - see

text
RLA1 min. 6V 100 ohm coil

relay, with 2A normally -
open or changeover
contacts.

61 6V (4xAA cell) battery
pack, with holder and
PP3 type connector
and leads

Printed circuit board available from
EPE PCB Service. code 222; cupboard
lamp, see Shoptalk page; ABS plastic
case, size 143mm x 82mm x 44mm
external; 8 -pin d.i.l. socket. multistrand
connecting wire; solder pins; solder etc.

Approx Cost
Guidance Only
Excluding Balls. & Lamp

£14
used. However, in the prototype, it was a
straightforward job.

By inspecting the internal details of the
lamp and taking account of the p.c.b. and
battery pack positions. mark and drill two
holes in free positions and drill these
through the lamp base and the box. "These
will be used to secure the lamp in position.

Mount the p.c.b. in position using
countersunk screws (so that the lamp will
be flat on the top). Attach the lamp unit

Layout of components on the completed p.c.b. Nose that the metal cased tilt
switch, to the left of the i.c., should be carefully bent so that the wire end is slightly
higher when the unit is mounted on a door.

to the box using small nuts and bolts.
Drill a small hole for the wires leading
from the p.c.b. to the lamp and solder
them to the contact strips where the
switch used to be.

Insert the AA cells (BI) into the battery
holder and attach it using adhesive Velcro
fixing pads or in some other way which
will make it easy to remove for battery -
changing purposes. Do not connect it up
yet. however. Replace the cells and bulb
in the lamp.

Insert IC1 into its holder. Since this is a
CMOS device, it could be damaged if
there is any static charge on the body. To
be safe, remove any charge by touching
an earthed metal object (such as a water
tap) before handling the pins. Mark the
positions of the two keyhole slots for
mounting the unit on the cupboard and cut
these out.

FINISHING OFF
Connect the battery holder. With the

lamp held as it will be on the door, gently
move the unit. The monostable will trigger
and the lamp should come on if it has not
already done so. If you keep the case

The original cord -operated switch has been removed from
the lamp and the wires from the p.c.b. are soldered to its for-
mer position.

stationary. it should then go off after a few
seconds.

Assemble the box using only two of the
screws for the moment. Fix the unit to the
door and wait for the lamp to go out (it will
almost certainly come on again during the
movement). Open the door normally - the
lamp should operate again.

If it does not do this, or if it needs a
particularly harsh movement to make it
work, reduce the angle of the switch and
re -try. A position should be found where
it is neither too sensitive nor too diffi-
cult to operate.

Possibly. it will need a period of "trial
and error" to get this adjustment just right.
Do not leave VR I at minimum adjustment
because the standby current requirement is
increased. So, set it to provide a suitable
timing period.

Secure the remaining screws in the box
and attach the plastic dome on the lamp.
Mount the unit on the door.

When the lamp is turned on, try to
close the door before it goes off. If you
do not, it will probably re -trigger when
you close it and drain the batteries
unnecessarily.

The D -cells and bulb replaced in the finished Auto
Cupboard Light unit ready for receiving the light diffuser
dome.
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The Encyclopaedia
of Electronic Circuits

Whether you are an Amateur or an Engineer, this encyclopaedia is an incredible mine of information
and will help you to save hundreds of hours of search.

The 10 CD-ROM set contains complete datasheets on over 180.000 circuits from 61 manufacturers
which represents more than 300.000 pages of technical information in PDF format.

The search engine helps you to find the datasheet of a specific circuit in seconds, compare several
circuits at the same time and print or export the data.

Mr"Neal DALAI !TWIRLS
r.` To receive the 10 CD set of Data -Net for only
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£39 (inc. VAT and UK Postage) please send your order to :

Dannell Electronics Ltd
Unit 15, Enterprise Court

Lakes Road a Braintree 0 Essex CM7
Phone : 01376 550262 Fax : 01376 550019

email : datanet@danilell.co.uk

Data -Net runs with Windows® 3.1/95/NT3.51 and NT 4.0

10 CDs, 180.000 circuits, 300.000 pages of info.

for £39 only (inc. VAT and UK postage)

Cheques & Postal Orders should be made payable to Dannell
Electronics Ltd. Visa, Master/Eurocard orders are accepted. Please
give card number and expiry date. For orders from within.Ell, please
add £5.50 for airmail postage. For foreign orders, we use the VAT

portion of the price for airmail postage and packing.
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Special Feature

WEL SHOW
REPORT
CLIVE "MAX" MAXFIELD

A special report from the land of virtual reality at
the Intel-service/Industry Training, Simulation and
Education Conference in Orlando.
Iis rare that you sec something you

believe could make a significant impact
rn the world, but this happened to me

at the beginning of December, 1998.
One of the more interesting conferences

and trade shows of the year is 1/1TSEC
(Interservicellndustry Training. Simula-
tion, and Education Conference). which is
held in Orlando. Florida, USA. This con-
ference is unusual in that it is held imme-
diately after Thanksgiving weekend, but it
was explained to me that this gives the
American Generals an excuse to bring
their families to Walt Disney World. so
that's OK.

The reason WITSEC is so interesting is
that it offers a showcase for the state-of-
the-art in computer -based visual simula-
tion and virtual reality. Governments
spend huge amounts of money on training.
and in today's restricted economy they
want to get the "biggest bang for their
buck".

For example, by the time you take into
account wear and tear. fuel, cost of muni-
tions. and environmental impact. it can
cost as much as $100.000 US dollars every
time you start up a tank (and this doesn't
take account of the danger to personnel

that is inherent in tine -tire exercises)! In
fact, the National Training Systems
Association estimates that US government
investment in modeling and simulation
(M&S) is currently running at about 53 bil-
lion US dollars per year, which equates to
some honking big and mega -cool flight
and tank simulators. let me tell you!

MODELLING
THE WORLD

The ...k)mpan that alimmt blew my socks
off and takes my personal "most amazing
idea" award is Geometrix Inc. San Jose.
California (wmv.geometrixinc.com). The
first product from this small (12 person)
company is 3Scan. which provides a way
of quickly creating models for use in 3D
visualization, simulation, and animation
environments. The idea is that you put the
object to be scanned on a computer -con-
trolled turntable and scan it with a single
video camera (Fig.1).

The camera I saw them using was a
$120 "cheap -and -cheerful" version. you
could get significantly better results with a
more expensive unit. Once you've instruct-
ed the computer how many images you
want to use, it automatically rotates the

turntable and captures the appropriate data:
for example. 20 images equals 18 degrees
between images.

The key points here are standard video
camera (i.e. no lasers or anything like
that). and just one camera, which means
that you don't require multiple cameras for
stereoscopic viewing to calculate depth.

Once the scanning process is finished.
the 3Scan program examines the first
frame to locate and identify key features in
the image (the algorithm that does this is
pretty sophisticated in its own right). The
program then determines how far each of
these features moves from frame to frame.
Also some features become obscured and
others become visible as the object rotates.
so the program adds new features and dis-
cards old ones as it proceeds.

The program uses pandlax to determine
the relative positions of each of these key
features (which ones are closer and which
ones are further away). (In this context
parallax is the apparent displacement of
each of the features from one frame to
another.)

The end result is that 3Scan processes
the raw video data and generates a very
tasty 3D model with appropriate textures

Fig.1. The 3Scan set-up with simple turntable and single Ftg.2. The model generated by 3Scan.
video camera. (Figs. 1 to 7 courtesy Geometrix Inc)
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Fig.3. Original SoftScene picture with features indicated.

Fig.5 (right). Reconstructed
camera path with "point cloud".

(surface characteristics). see Fig 2.
These models are essentially a mesh
of polygons (triangles) with textures
applied to them. This means that the
models wouldn't really be suitable
for individual animation, but they
would make great general-purpose
models for inclusion in 3D scenes.

BUT THEN I SAW . . .
I thought that 3Scan was pretty cool, but

then the guys from Geometrix introduced
me to SoftScene, which is where things
start to get really amazing. With
SoftScene. the clever rascals have extend-
ed the 3Scan concept to allow someone
with a single hand-held camera to. say.
walk around a building filming it_

As for 3Scan. SoftScene uses advanced
image processing algorithms to detect and
extract prominent visual features in the
scene (Fig.3). In this image, green cross -
hairs indicate features that have been
detected in the current frame.

SoftScene tracks the prominent features
from frame to frame, re -invoking the
feature extraction algorithm whenever
additional features are required. In Fig.4.

4.

cyan lines are used to indicate the image
displacement vectors of the selected fea-
tures (the green crosshairs indicate where
the features are in the current frame).
SoftScene then employs advanced strc-
ture-from-motion algorithms based on ana-
lyzing motion parallax to spatially locate
the tracked features.

One very clever aspect of all of this is
that the person holding the camera obvi-
ously isn't going to walk around the build-
ing following an exactly circular path. So
one of the things the SoftScene program
has to do is to calculate the path of the
camera in order to compensate for the
operator moving closer to and father from

Fig.6. Polygonal mesh constructed from the data in the
-point cloud-.

Fig.4. Showing the image displacement vectors.

the building. The image in Fig.5
shows the fully reconstructed camera
path qlting with a "point cloud" rep-
resenting the final set of tracked fea-

tures in 3D space. The green and red
camera icons represent the first and last

frames, respectively (camera icons are
shown 12 frames apart in this image).

In fact some people (like the creators of
Jurassic Park. for example) are really
interested in knowing the path of the cam-
era for the purposes of combining live
video with animated characters. Using the
SoftScene process, they could just give the
program a video clip and it could tell them
the path of their camera (this is essentially
a product in its own right).

But returning to our building, to com-
plete the process SoftScene uses advanced
topology and computational geometry
algorithms to construct a polygonal mesh
from the data contained in the 3D point
cloud (Fig.6). Textures are then automati-
cally extracted from the video imagery and
applied to the surfaces of the model, result-
ing in the model shown in Fig.7.

We should note that this was an early
beta of the SoftScene program -
Geometrix are planning on formally
unveiling the full product at the Sikgraph
conference in mid -1999. Also, Geometrix

Fig.7. The 3D model generated by SoftScene from the orig-
inal video.
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have recently been awarded 5950,000 in
development funding to attach a GPS
receiver to the camera and to record GPS
data on the audic track of the video. which
will allow them to generate extremely
accurate models.

TREMENDOUSLY
EXCITING

I think that the SoftScene technolog) is
tremendously exciting. It seems to me that
there are almost limitless applications in
all walks of life that would benefit from
the ability to create models using this tech-
nique. For example, imagine a police offi-
cer at the scene of an accident walking
round with a video camera filming every-
thing. Later, that video could be converted
into an accurate 3D model that you can
"walk through". This would make it much
easier to evaluate whether people could see
what they said they saw from the positions
they said they were in. and so forth.

Another potentially interesting market is
television studios, which are increasingly
making use of "virtual sets". These com-
puter -generated sets offer many advan-
tages. such as the fact that you don't have
to set them up. take them down, or store
them, and also that you can quickly and
easily change things like colours and tex-
tures. The problem is that creating 3D
computer models for these virtual sets can
be extremely time-consuming, SoftScene
technology would make creating the mod-
els for these virtual sets much easier.

Geometrix emphasize that their technol-
ogy is not currently targeted towards the
commercial (home) market, but I can also
see many potential applications here. For
example, imagine filming the inside of
your house with your video camera and
using SoftScene to create an accurate 3D
model of your home. This would allow
you to experiment with alternative decors
in a virtual environment - the possibili-
ties really are endless!

EYE EYE . .
Several companies were demonstrat-

ing eye -tracking systems. including
SMI (SensoMotoric Instruments from
Germany, www.smi.com) and ASL
(Applied Science Laboratories.
Bedford. Massachusetts). The most
sophisticated version is attached to a
head -mounted assembly, with sensors
that track the position of each eye (and
the size of your pupils and suchlike).
This data can then be displayed on a
computer screen superimposed on an
image of what you were looking at at
the time. This lets you model the path
the observers' eyes took. combined
with other data such as how long the
eyes rested at each point.

Applications for this sort of technology
range from flight simulators (for example
to see what instruments the pilot looked at
and in what order during a simulated emer-
gency) to web marketing (to see how users
read web pages - what they look at and
what they miss or ignore).

Although the head -mount unit was a lit-
tle obtrusive, it did have the advantage that
it was position -sensitive, which allows the
system to compensate for movements of
the head. Also, this would be far less
obtrusive if it were mounted directly into a

fighter pilot's hel-
met, for example. Of
course, applications
of the web -market-
ing ilk don't require
this level of sophis-
tication, and simpler
units are available
that can be mounted
on your desk or on
top of the computer
screen to track your
eye motions from
that perspective.

I SEE NO
SHIPS .

Another technol-
ogy that scored hieh
on my "cool -meter"
is the concept of vir-
tual binoculars.
which were being
displayed by com-
panies such as
Virtual Research Systems Inc. Santa Clara.
California (www.virtualresearch.com)
and n.Vision. McLean, Virginia
(www.n s is.com).

These little rascals look and feel like a
standard pair of binoculars - for example.
you can adjust the focus of each eye. widen
or narrow the spacing between the eyes.
and so forth. The difference being that the
images seen by each eye are generated by
a computer connected to the binoculars
and displayed on small I.c.d. screens inside
the binoculars (Fig.8).

One clever aspect of this is that the
binoculars track their position in 3D
space, so us you turn your head (and
body) the scene changes appropriately.
For example. when I looked through
them. I could see a plane coming towards
me and passing overhead, and by moving
my body I could track the plane. zoom in
on it, and so forth.

This sort of device can be very useful
for such tasks as training forward
observers to recognize planes and vehicles

Fig.8. V8 virtual binoculars (Photo courtesy Virtual Research
Systems Inc.)

in a battlefield situation without the cost of
actuallifielding the real units.

IF AT FIRST.. 
Whenever I hear the term "simulators" I

think of flight simulators (e.g. planes and
helicopters) or vehicle trainers (ex_ tanks
and suchlike). so I was somewhat sur-
prised when I meandered into the booth of
Jason Associates Corporation. Draper.
Utah (wsmjason:sed.com) to find a
smoreasbord of crane simulators.

The idea is that you sit in a seat from a
real crane (well. a seat made by the same
company that makes the seats for the real
cranes) with real controls, facing a large
screen showing the load on the end of the
hoist, and then you practice, and practice.
and ... See Fig.9.

Of particular interest was a dock -side
simulator that modelled the effects of the
swell of the sea, the motion of the ship. the
effects of the wind on the load, and so forth
(in the more sophisticated units the seat
has motion and the controls have tactile

Fig.9. The Virtual crane simulator from Jason Associates Corp.
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feedback). It obviously makes a lot of
sense to practice this sort of thing in a vir-
tual world before you are let loose on a real
crane.

Jason Associates started off modeling
cranes for military applications, but now
they're moving into the commercial area.
As the representative I was talking to said:
"Have you any idea how many cranes
there are in the world?" I must admit that I
hadn't previously spent a lot of time pon-
dering this poser, but it certainly makes
one pause for thought.

IIISIONDOME
If you place your hands to either side of

your head, and restrict yourself to about a
60 degree field of view, the resulting image
is approximately the same as you see on a
computer screen. Some applications, how-
ever. require a greater field of view to
fulls immerse you into the simulation.

One very nice solution demonstrated at
1/ITSEC was the VisionDome from
Alternate Realities Corporation, Durham.
North Carolina (www.virtual-reality.
corn.), see Fig.10. These little beauties
range from 5 metres wide by 3 metres high
(for two to five viewers) up to models that
are 8 metres in diameter and can accom-
modate over 45 viewers.

The nice thing about the VisionDome is
that it provides a fully immersive multi-
user virtual reality environment without
requiring goggles, glasses, helmets, or
other restrictive devices. This makes the
VisionDome an ideal choice for multi-user
simulations, training, design. engineering,
and so forth. For example. the virtual crane
simulations discussed above would be
even more realistic if they were to use a
VisionDome as their display device.

As I was to discover, there are three very
clever portions to this system:

The dome itself
The projector/lens
The software

THE DOME
The reason I say the dome is clever, is

that the way it is constructed makes it
extremely portable and easy to erect. First
of all you raise an aluminum frame, then
you clad the outside of the frame with a
thick black covering and the inside with
the white lining material.

The cunning part of all this is that if you
were to try to attach the white lining to the
struts of the frame, you would end up with
distortions on the surface of the dome.
Instead, the white lining is only attached
around the edges of the frame, then a small
pump is used to create a slight negative
pressure by sucking out the air from
between the black cladding (on the outside
of the frame) and the white cladding (on
the inside of the frame). This results in the
inner lining being stretched taught and
forming a perfect hemisphere.

PROJECTOR AND
LENS

The next interesting point is the projec-
tion system. Instead of having red, green,
and blue -guns", the VisionDome employs
a single -unit projector, which means that
there's no problems with alignment. But
the really clever part of the projection unit
is the lens. which somehow manages to

project a perfectly focused image across a
180 degree field of view.

Furthermore. this lens has an infinite
focal length. This means that you can hold
a piece of paper a few inches from the lens
and see that portion of the image in focus.
Then as you move the paper further and
further away the image stays in focus with-
out any correlation problems. I don't have
a clue how this works, but the end result is
that the image is in perfect focus at every
point inside the dome.

THE SOFTWARE
Last but not least is the software. In

order to appreciate what this does, you first
have to understand a few basic concepts
about 3D graphics. First of all, a 3D graph-
ics application performs a process called
"tesselation". in which all of the objects in
the 3D world are converted into collections
of simple polygons (usually triangles).
Second. the vast majority of today's high-
performance 3D graphics applications use
a programming interface called
OpenGL©, which allows the application to
pass requests to graphics accelerator
boards in a well-defined format.

The problem is that OpenGL was con-
ceived with flat -screen displays in mind. In
the rase of the VisionDome. if you want to
display a straight line, then that line has to
be curved so that it appears straight on the
curved screen (if you see what I mean). In

order to handle this. Alternate Realities'
software takes the OpenGL calls and vu-
tesselates everything on the fly (for each
frame) so that it can correct for the curva-
ture of the screen.

The overall effect is one of total immer-
sion -I now knot what it feels like to fly
through a 3D molecule, and that's not
something you expect to hear yourself say-
ing too often!

3D GRAPHICS
If you want to know more about 3D

graphics, including the meaning behind
terms like tesselation, OpenGL, textures.
and suchlike, then we would recommend
the easy -to -understand introductory book
Graphics Supercomputing on Windows NT.

This book commences by introdycing
2f) bitmapped and vector graphics. and
then moves on to discuss 3D graphics con-
cepts. These introductions are easy to
understand and set the scene for what is to
come. As you will discover, the main portion
of the book is occupied by an extensive
colour illustrated glossary, which covers
everythin9. from the different schemes for
representing colour and translucency, to
lighting, shading, texturing, and rendering.

You can download a sample chapter of
this book (the chapter on 3D Graphics) by
visiting the EPE Online Web site at
rwm.epemag.com and strolling into the
Library. If you like what you see, you can
purchase the full printed book directly from
the EPE Online Store.

Fig.10. The VisionDome really immerses you in the scene (Courtesy Alternative
Realities Corp.)
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READOUT
John Becker addresses some
of the general points readers

have raised. Have you anything
interesting to say?

Drop us a line!

WIN A DIGITAL
MULTIMETER

The DMT-1010 is a 31/2 digit pocket -
sized I.c.d. multimeter which measures
a.c. and d.c. voltage, d.c. current and
resistance. It can also test diodes and

bipolar transistors.

Every month we will give a DMT-1010
Digital Multimeter to the author of the

best Readout letter.

LETTER OF THE MONTH *
APPLE iMAC
Dear EPE.

I was delighted to see two items in the
January 1999 issue relating to the Apple iMac
computer. but I think that you were very unfair
with your comments in both pieces. The In-
novations article on page 15 is very mislead-
ing on several points: it implies that suitable
peripherals are difficult to find- this is simply
not the case. The ilslac's USB ports are stan-
dard PC connectors. A whole range of low cost
devices including scanners, printers and serial
adapters were available to buy in the UK when
the iMac was launched in September. and many
new products have come onto the market since
then, including external disk drives.

The Mac does have an expansion slot, al-
though its use is limited. but since the iMac
comes with an ATI Rage Pro Turbo graphics
controller and 6MB of video RAM. SRS sound.
100Mps Ethernet and 56K modem built in, it is
hard to imagine what a home user would need
to add. The cost of RAM for the atlas: is no
different to any other modem PC and the price
varies greatly - at the moment (Dec '98) most
iMac suppliers are including free 96MB RAM
upgrades. Many people have criticised Apple
for not including a floppy drive. but this does
make sense if you consider that most people
buy an additional Zip or superdisk drive for
their PC anyway, leaving the floppy redundant.

I do not understand why you have decided to
quote the start-up time as your only measure of
how fast the iMair is. Since when has this been
a useful measure of a computer's capability? In
use, the iMac is blisteringly fast the com-
bination of the super fast Power PC processor
with its highly efficient Cache memory and ac-
celerated video hardware mean the iMac is only
marginally slower than Apple's top of the range
systems costing three times as much - truly
amazing for a home computer.

The Net ;York article on page 69 does
provide a far more rounded piece on the iMac.
until Alan Winstanley chooses not to recom-
mend the machine on grounds that I feel are
unjustified. It is true that Apple Macs are rarely
seen in the high street - but this means that
there is a thrivine mail order community
instead. I see no reason why a "technically
inexperienced" iMac owner should have dif--
ficulty buying mail order_ I have yet to gain any
benefit from sales staff at Disarm or PC -World
when buying computer equipment. It seems far
better to talk to a real expert in a mail order
company over the telephone.

With regard to the issue of IBM PC software
compatibility. this is no longer a serious
problem for Apple users. Virtually all of the
major software titles (Microsoft %Void and
Excel. Adobe Photoshop. etc) are available for
both Mac and PC. and they use identical file
formats - files saved on the Mac can be opened
on the PC and vice -versa.

Easy Open file translation software, often
bundled with Apple computers performs auto-
matic translation of documents when the correct
application isn't available - far more flexible

than straight compatibility. I am not exaggerat-
ing by saying that in many cases, Apple com-
puters are more compatible with PCs than PCs
are. I am regularly using my Macintosh com-
puter to unzip, translate and convert PC files for
my colleagues to use on their PCs.

For software titles not available for the Mac.
a number of excellent and very realistically
priced software emulators are available that will
run any Windows application. The astonishing
speed of the iMac means it is quite capable
enough to run Windows 98 at Pentium speeds_ I
currently use Virtual PC to run Windows 95
and the Microchip MPLAB software and
program PIC microcontrollers without any
problems on my Mac, a model far less well
specified than the iMac.

The issue of IBM compatibility is not nearly
as serious as you suggest_ Apple's Macintosh
computers (including the iMac) run MacOS.
currently at version 8.5. which is almost
universally acclaimed as the best personal
computer operating system available. It is

brilliantly designed from the ground up to
provide fast, easy computing. The MacOS and
applications that run on it really are a joy to use
-a far cry from the problems of Windows 3.1.
95 and 98. Apple computer hardware is also
exceedingly well built - there are many
ten-year old Macintosh systems in use today.

If you want an indication of just how good
Apple Computers and the Macintosh MacOS
operating system is. consider this: despite the
fact that Mac users are in a minority among
Windows users. the fact that Mac hardware and
software often isn't available on the high -strut.
and the fact that Apple computers have alway
previously been more expensive than Windows
systems. Apple is still one of the largest com-
puter companies in the world, second only to
companies like Dell and Compaq in terms of
numbers of computers sold, but always on top
and winning awards with the fastest machines.
and -newest and most innovative technologies.
It is fantastic that Apple is able to produce the
iMac. a fully specified computer at a home
computer price.

I find it sad that such a brilliant piece of
engineering is knocked back largely on the
basis that it isn't directly louipdtible with the
majority of PCs. There are millions of pp* in
the world who know that there are problems
with Windows 95, millions having problems
with Windows 98 - so why are people so keen
to stick with something so universally known to
perform so poorly? With the iMac. Apple has
at last produced a very credible, affordable
alternative to Windows, and this should he
applauded.

PS. I am a product designer/electronic en-
gineer who uses both Macs and IBM -PCs every
day. and I don't work for Apple!

Roger Coleman, via the Net

Thanks for an extremely interesting and dif-
ferent view point of the iMac. Editorially we
try to be impartial and the views expressed by
contributors are entirely their own.

WEBBED TRACKS
Dear EPE.

Now that the technology to publish electroni-
cally has been proven with the advent of EPE
Online, it would be of great help for those
producing p.c.b.s. at home to he Alb to print
directly from a downloaded image of a p.c.b.
track layout onto a transparency.

I also note that EPEdoes not have the hang-
ups which some of the competitive electronics
magazines have with respect to the protection
of source code. and this is gratefully acknow-
ledged. With the increasing number of hobby
electronics projects being based on some form of
microcontroller or other, protection of the code
would seriously impact the constructor's ability
to understand the operation of the unit.

Martin Shipley. via the Net

There are a number of problems associated
with downloading p.c.b. images from the Web.
Although most of the p.c.b. track images hare
been produced by authors who use p.c.b. CAD
packages, the great variety of such packages
mailable prevents us from making direct use of
authors' electronically generated images (except
in ran rare cases). Generally speaking. we scan
double -size paper printouts of the p.c.b. tracks
into our system as Carel Draw images.

Whilst we have full control over the size of the
images that are subsequently output as those
you see on the ordinary printed pages of the
magazine. Ire have no control over the same
images when they are electronically put on the
Web for downloading as part of EPE Online_
Consequently. Web users cannot be assured that
the p.c.b_ images they print are the correct size.
we are. however. working on this problem.

Regarding source codes, we have long main-
tained that readers have as much right to these
as they have to the circuits and p.c.b. Mynas. It
is part of our conditions of article acceptance
that the source codes are mailable for the use of
all readers without restriction.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?
Dear EPE.

h is sad to see the end of Electronics Today
International as a separate entity. but on the
subject of what the combined magazine should
be called (Editorial Feb '99): 1 felt the original
publishers made a mistake when they chose to
shorten it to ETI some years ago. h could stand
for almost anything - English Tourist Informa-
tion. maybe. If electronics magazines are trying
to attract new readers, what better than to have
the word Electronics beaming out amongst the
many publications on the newsagents' shelves?

The word Practical should also be dropped. It
was a commendable tribute to an old rival, but
Everyday Practical Electronics never did roll off
the tongue.

Then we have a possible conflict - Everyday
or Today - perhaps not. International is quite
relevant, as you are available worldwide_

So here is my title suggestion - Everyday
Electronics International (NOT EEI please!).

K. G. Mitchell. Ltiughtun. Essex

Thanks for the observations - we' stay silent
on this subject for the moment. just letting
readers have their say - Carry On Commenting!
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COMPRESSORS
Dear EPE,

Having used limiters and compressors profes-
sionally in the 60s and 70s. as well as building
many gain control circuits as a hobby. I cannot
totally aeree with Robert Penfold's analysis of
the curses of disturbing changes in volume on
TV.

Any programme (and I draw no distinction
between a two hour drama production or a 30
second commercial) will be produced with con-
sistent sound levels. Possible exceptions to this
are News bulletins where material will arrive
during transmission and thus cannot sometimes
be checked for sound level as thoroughly ,as
would be desirable. Although some viewers may
be upset by the sound levels, it is impossible to
cater for the quality delivered by all TV sets.
There is a world of difference between the
sound of a decent set with a forward facing
loudspeaker and a small -portable" set with a
sideways facing loudspeaker pointing at heavy
curtains which soak up most of the frequencies
that provide intelligibility.

Within a proeramme, the long established
technique of gradually reducing the level over
some 10 to 20 seconds prior to a climax will
rive impact without over -modulation. but it
would be impossible to do this before commer-
cial breaks without lengthy rehearsal and in
today's- climate it is unlikely that any broad-
caster would have the resources to provide the
staff to do this.

The problem is that commercial breaks as
well as the trails and promos aired between
programmes on BBCI and Bl3C2 have been
produced as standalone "programmes" and con-
siderable time will have been spent to ensure
that everything looks and sounds right. I have
come across before the belief that the sound
levels of programmes are reduced to make the
commercials stand out. This is a very doubtful
premise since advertisers are aware of their
target audience and arc unlikely to wish to
alienate them, nor does it make sense for the
broadcaster to do this since a reduction in level
of say 6dB with respect to the level of the
commercial is the same as having the sound
transmitter on half power except for a few
minutes in every twenty which will impair the
signal-to-noise ratio of analogue transmissions
and possibly make quantizing noise apparent on
digital transmissions_

So why do some commercials sound so loud?
It is because they have been compressed! There
are many combinations of attack and release
times, compression ratios and thresholds that can
be used making it more of an an than a science.
A favourite technique of mine that did not
always work was to cut the bass, compress
quite heavily and then boost the bass by the
same amount that it had been cut: if it didn't
work it sounded dreadful hut there was no
way of predicting this. (This was in the days
before manufacturers routinely provided EQ in-
sert points in the side chain).

Compression is not necessarily used to ensure
viewers attention will be grabbed but mainly to
get the message across in an impeccable style
given the content and the short duration. which
means them is no time to implement the tech-
niques used in say drama productions and thus
the use of compressors is the only way to
achieve the desired result.

In some respects this is no different to a Top
40 single. The producer of this is not concerned
what radio station it is played on: it is simply a
standalone product that satisfies the producer
and the artist and if they get it right it will
sell. Thirty years ago. for example. broadcasters
employed sound staff to ensure that sound levels
were seamless. I suspect that today's solution is
to simply have a peak limiter in circuit or if there
is an operator in charge then that person is
simply looking at a meter and not listening to
the output.

That said. I'm certain that Robert Penfold's
circuit will do what he says it does and beuer
than many circuits I have seen and tried. except

that I wouldn't call it a Compreor. which is
generally taken to mean a device that reduces the
dynamic range and thus increases the average
sound leVel and makes things sound louder. A
more at -curate name, given the attack and release
times. would be an Automatic Volume Control.

Where I will disagree is with the suggestion to
build two hoards for stereo. ThiS will not be
satisfactory. Suppose a s'mnal in the left chan-
nel is high enough to cause gain reduction. The
level in the LH channel will be reduced and a
central image- will be pulled to the right as no
eain reduction has occurred in the RH channel.

Depending on which channel causes knit'
reduction, a tamtral image will swing about the
centre in a very disturbing way. What must be
done to ensure stability of the central image is to
ensure identical gain reduction in both channels
regardless of which channel causes the reduction.

A simple way of doing this is to combine the
outputs of IC3 with a virtual earth mixer and
feed this into a single side chain with the output
of the side chain feeding both VCAs. As there is
another n -channel MOSFET in a 4tX/7 and a
11-072.costs the -same as a TL071, a stereo ver-
sion could be built for only a little more than a
mono version.

Barry Taylor, via the Net

Robert replies:

I found Barey's letter very interesting but do
not think that his explanation of things is that
much different to my own. I suggested that the
apparent volume could be (and probably is)
made greater by using a high average level.
and this is something that is achieved using
compression.

Some of the over -loud advertisements sound
to me as though there has been some doctoring
of the frequency response. but I obviously have
no way of proving this. Whatever the cause.
there are certainly large numbers of people -who
have problems with the sound for one reason
or another. Hence this project, which Was re-
quested by readers.

normally find that separate processing of
Stereo channels gives the best results. but in this
ease I think Barry is- probably right. and that
controlling the Iwo channels in unison would
give slightly better results. maintaining correct
stereo balance.

Robert Pen fold

D.I.Y. ONLY
Dear EPE.

Could you help with your PIC Tutorial as
I now seem to be a hit stuck. l am having a
problem trying to understand some of the exer-
cises. Could you please send me the answers
to all the exercises so that I can compare my
answers with them.

Roy Chaplin, via the Net

It's not often I refine to help. but I can doing
so on this one - sorts' to disappoint you! It is
not in the interests of those studying the PIC
Tutorial that they should be given answers to the
exercises. The exercises are not of the samena-
lure as. for example, problems in mathematical
test hooks. where often there is only only correct
amber.

The intention of the exercises is to get readers
thinking for themselves about how to deal will:
the programming situations presented. In many
instances there arc several ways in which pro-
gramming solutions can be' achieved. There are
sufficient discussions and example's within the
tutorials for readers to apply intelligence and
logical thinking about how the programming
commands that arc available can be used to
create a program routine that achieves the sug-
gested objective. After all. there are not a lot of
commands whose function you have to learn.

Readers who are capable of applying con-
centration on a logical problem should nut
really find the exercises difficuh. For me to
provide answers would. not really get people
thinking for themselves. In a real -life situation.

you won't he able to keep on Luling others how
to soke pmgiammittx problems that you nerd to
overcome.

In your hobby activities. for example. it's you
who have invented the design for which you
want a PIC (or other processor) to pimidr
control. If you keep asking, others to write sour
programs.. where's the pleasure or sew of
achievement for ybu in having thought up the
idea? h will have ceased to be your creation.

more severe situation will occur if you are
writing a program as part of your jobrequire-
mem. If programiners cannot provide program,
ming solutions. they will cease to be of value to
their employers - need I say more?

As a general tip with a progratmning
problem. if you cannot solve it immediately. take
it step by step. experimenting at each step if
necessary. and just keep on until you do solve
h could be that the approach you Jit.t thought
was the correct one may turn out to be hosed on
a wrung assumption. Try altermairs ways of
achieving the desired end result. It's the way I
learned to program -I assume it is logical to
think thatothers involved in programming have
a similar attitude.

But at the end of the day. it is worth recognis-
ing that not ,ereryone is capable of seeing the
world in prisgramming terms. And there is no
shame in being such a person. We all have our
talents. and there are many things Which some
people can do successfully that others cannot.
the latter having their own strong points unas-
sailable by the

However. if von believe you are logical
enough in your thinking. you probably are
capable of programming - so keep at it and
mu'll gel there!

Ain I right in expecting to receive critical let-
ters as a result of this reply? (Yes. I know we at
EPE set out to edueate and encourage people in
electronics - but how far is hand -holding jus-
tified or desirable?) Yell at me if you wish!

IEE REGULATIONS
Dear EPE.

I urn afraid that Bob McMillan has not con-
sulted his IEE Regulations recently (Readout Jan
'99). In the 16th Edition there are three earthing
systems shown (TN -S. TI' and TN,C-S) and it
states that the classification of the system will
depend upon the distribution system and not
upon the customer's installation.

As a retired electrician (my career covers
Contracting. Installation and Maintenance at the
National Coal Board). I recommend that readers
use mains testers to check their supply integrity
- I have used a commercial version. for many
years and found them useful for quick checks.
and have never found them hazardous.

I.. G. Sutton.
Burton -on -Trent, Staffs

The above is just part of a much -lengthier
letter from ilk Sutton. who also kindly sent
illustrated extracts from the IEE Rees from
which it is qbvious that the situation is far more
complicated than the discussion has hitherto
revealed. It is .et subject (as we have said on
other omissions) that we shall return to in
greater depth.

WICKETLY CHUFFED
Thar EPE.

Thanks very much for making my letter Letter
of the Aland: (Feb '99). I am very -chufflal"
and I get a prize! Ya hoer!

And best of British luck in the one day
cricket. I might be an Aussie but I still think
Warne and Waugh should be tossed out ...
permanently.

Carle 1Vilde.
Acacia Ridge. Australia

In deference to our many overseas readers
we are officially impartial to international eon -
flirts! (Carl faxed these comments to us on 7 Jan
'99 in response to us telling him of his letter's
status.,
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Understanding Computers

PhizzyB COMPUTERS
Part 5: Introducing the PhizzyBot:

The D.C. Motor Controller

WLLCOME to the fifth instalment of our really unique and
exciting electronics and computing project. This series of

articles. as many of you are confirming, will be of interest to
anyone who wants to know how computers perform their magic,
because it uses a unique mix of hardware and software to explain
how computers work in a fun and interesting way.

Clive "Max- Maxfield and Alvin Brown

We now enter the second phase of the tale about our phantas-
magorical little rascal. getting ready to drive the world (or at least,
our buggy) buzzing with excitement - yes, folks the PhizzyBot
robotic wheelie is fast approaching. You too can drive it. without
needing to know too much about electronics (although you do
need to know a bit about PCs)._

GOOD grief - how time flies! It seems
like only yesterday we were starting

this PhizzyB series, and now we're poised
to hit the ground running with a simple
robot called the PhizzyBot.

In his PhizzyB constructional article
elsewhere in this issue, that wanton war-
rior of electronics, Alan Winstanley, des-
cribes how to construct a simple controller
device that will allow the PhizzyB to
control two d.c. motors. These motors will,
in turn, provide the PhizzyB with the
ability to roam around the mom. thereby
turning it into the PhizzyBot.

WHAT'S IN STORE
For our part in this tutorial, we will

start to consider some simple programs to
first test the motors and later to control
them more meaningfully. Please note that
although this article concentrates on the
real PhizzyB. all of the programs des-
cribed herein can be run on the PhizzyB
Simulator if you so desire.

Also note that this is where we start to
use everything that we've done thus far
(including the simple l.e.d. device from
Part 2, the subroutine concepts we dis-
cussed in Part 3, the interrupt routine
concepts and the interrupt -driven switch
device from Pan 4, and so forth).

The new programs we create here will
form the basis for next month's article. in
which Alan adds some collision detection
capability to the PhizzyBot in the form of
microswitches, while we will program the
PhizzyBot to trundle around the room,
taking evasive action whenever it bumps
into anything. Later we'll be augmenting
the PhizzyBot with some optical sensors,
but all of that is in the future. For the
nonce, we'll concentrate on testing and
controlling the motors.

From Alan's article we know that we
will be using the least -significant (LS)
nibble (four bits) of one of our external
output ports to drive the motor controller
device (this leaves the most -significant
(MS) nibble free to control more motors or
other devices in the future). The bits used
to control the motors are shown in Table 1.

In this context. the terms "Left" and
"Right" refer to your perspective if you

Table 1. The bits used to control the
motors.

LEFT RIGHT
OP1 OPO OP3 OP2

0 0 0

0 1 Reverse 0 1 Reverse
1 0 Forward 1 0 Forward
1 1 1

were to shrink yourself down to a height of
six inches (15cm) and position yourself
atop of the PhizzyBot looking towards its
front end. If both motors are instructed
to drive forwards, the entire PhizzyBot
will trundle forwards (Fig. a). and if
both motors are driven in reverse. the
PhizzyBot will go backwards (Fig.lb).

If the left-hand motor is driving forward
while the right-hand motor is driving in
reverse, then the PhizzyBot will rotate in a
clockwise direction (Figic). Similarly, if
the right-hand motor is driving forward
while the left-hand motor is driving in
reverse, then the PhizzyBot will rotate in
an anticlockwise direction (Fig. I d).

Almost last. if the left-hand motor
drives forward and the right hand motor is
turned off, the PhizzyBot will turn to the
right (Fig.le). Similarly. if the right-hand
motor drives forward and the left-hand
motor is turned off, the PhizzyBot will
turn to the left (Fig.lf).

SKELETON PROGRAM
OK, what we're going to do is to create

a skeleton (framework) program, which
we'll develop as we go along. Invoke your
PhizzyB Simulator, activate the assembler,
and enter the program shown in Listing I.

As we see from the Constant Decla-
rations section at the beginning of the
program. we're assuming that the inter-
rupt -driven switch device we created in
Part 4 is connected to the input port at
address ST -'012. Similarly. we're assuming
that the 8 -bit l.e.d. bargraph display we
created in Part 2 is connected to the output
port at address SF031, while our new
motor controller board will be connected
to the output port at address SF032.
ignore the DELCONST constant declara-
tion for the moment).

The rest of this skeleton program es-
sentially consists of comments. plus a few
temporary locations and data values at the
end that we'll be using in the not -so -dis-
tant future.

EXPERIMENT I
Testing the motors

Before you do anything else, save your
skeleton program as ddexpLasm. Now
insert the following GETCONLM (get
command) interrupt service routine be-
tween the "start and end of interrupt
service routine" comments:

(a) Go (IV Go
Forwards Backwards

'4
1.1

Let = Fa -em -S
Foal =

Lel = Reeex
Frct

(e) Turn
Right

= P OM -W.2

Rrji = S

(c) Spin (d) Spin
Clockwise Anticlockwise

2=a

Le= Fa -e -vi Le = Reverse
Fcre = Revel- e RIM= Fce.tea

(0 Turn
Left

=s1:9
Fonml

Fig.1 . Using the motors to control the PhizzyBot's direction.
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Listing 1
### Start of Constant Declarations
SWITCHES: .EQU 5E012 0 Switch input device
!!GRAPH: .EQU SF030 0 Motor bargraph display
TGRAPH: .EQU $F031 0 Timer bargraph display
!CONTROL: .EQU $F032 # Motor controller board
DELCONST: .EQU 20 # Delay constant value
001 End of Constant Declarations

0011 Start of Main Program Initialization
.ORG $4000 1 Set program origin
BLDSP S4FFF # Load stack pointer

000 End of Main Program Initialization

004 Start of Main Program Body
004 End of Main Program Body

00# Start of Interrupt Service Routines
000 End of Interrupt Service Routines

Mt Start of Subroutines
000 End of Subroutines

044 Start of Temp Locations and Data Values
CNTFLAG: .BYTE # Flag (0=stop count)
TVALUE: .BYTE 4 Main timer temp value
COMMAND: .BYTE SOA, $05, $02, SOB, $06, $09, $00, $00
0#0 End of Temp Locations and End of Program

.END

GETCOMM: LDA [SWITCHES]
XOR SFF
RTI

The first thine GETCOMM does is to
read a value from the input port connected
to the switches. From Part 4. we know
that a closed switch (whichever one we've
pressed) will present a logic 0 value to the
port, while any open switches will present
logic I values. But this is the opposite way
round to the way we wish to see this data,
so we next use an XOR SFF instruction to
invert all of the Os in the accumulator to
Is, and vice versa.

Finally, we execute an RTI (return from
interrupt) instruction, which exits this
routine and returns us to the main body of
the program (with the value we read from
the switches safely squirreled away in the
accumulator).

Now insert the following statements be-
tween the "start and end of main program
body" comments:

BLDIV GETCOMM
SETIM

MAINLOOP: HALT
STA [MGRAPH]
STA [MCO \TROI]
JMP [MAINLOOP]

The first of these instructions loads the
interrupt vector with the start address of

our GETCOMM interrupt service routine.
This is followed by a SE11M (set interrupt
mask) instruction, which instructs the CPU
to respond to future interrupts. (Interrupts.
interrupt service routines, and the interrupt
mask were introduced in Part 4.)

Next we use a HALT instruction, which
will cause the CPU to stop everything and
wait for an interrupt (or a reset) to occur.
When an interrupt does occur, the CPU
will jump to the GETCOMM routine.
read a value from the switches, and return
to the main body of the program.

As soon as we do return. we store the
value in the accumulator to the 8 -bit I.e.d.
bargraph display at address SF030, and
also to the motor controller connected to
the output port at address SF032. then we

EXPERIMENT 2
More sophistication

The previous experiment served to
prove that we can control the motors at a
rudimentary level, but we really need to be
a little more sophisticated. What we would
like to do is to assign particular tasks to the
different switches as shown in Table 2

For example, from Table 2 you will see
that we want switch S4 to correspond to
the command "Spin Clockwise". In order
to do this. we need the left-hand motor to
drive forwards (OP1 = 1 and OPO = 0)
and the right-hand motor to drive back-
wards (0P3 = 0 and OP2 = I ).

The hexadecimal digits associated with
each of these commands are also shown in
Table 2. If you now cast your attention to
the data values associated with the label
COMMAND at the end of our program.
you'll see that these values correspond to
those shown in Table 2 (Ah Ha! Much like
my mother's custard ... the plot thickens).

Save your modified program under the
new name of ddexp2.asm, and then
modify the GETCOMM routine so that it

Listing 2
# Start of "Get Command" Routine
GETCOMM: BLDX $0000 0 Load index register = 0

LDA (SWITCHES) 0 Read value on switches
XOR SFF

GCLOOP: RORC
JC
INCX
Jt4P

GCRETURN: LDA
RTI

5.. End of "Get

0 Invert Os to is etc.
0 Rotate right 1 bit

(GCRETURN) 0 Jump if carry flag .= 1
0 Else increment X reg

(GCLOOP) 0 Jump back and repeat
(COMMAND,X) 0 Get command byte.

0 Exit routine
Command" Routine

jump back to the beginning of MAIN -
LOOP and wait for a new interrupt to
occur:

Assemble this program. download the
resulting ddexpl.ram file to the PhizzyB,
and set the program running. Now click
switch SO on the interrupt -driven switch
device and observe the bit 0 1.e.d. on the
SF030 bargraph display light up. Also ob-
serve that the left-hand motor starts to turn
in its "reverse" direction. (Refer back to
Table 1 at this time to remind yourself
how the output bits relate to the motors.)

Now click switch SI and observe bit I

on the bargraph display light up and the
left-hand motor start turning in its "for-
ward" direction. Next click switch S2 and
observe bit 2 on the bargraph light up and
the right-hand motor start turning in its
"reverse" direction. Now click switch S3
and observe bit 3 on the bargraph light up
and the right-hand motor start turning in its
"forward" direction.

Finally, click any of the switches S4
through S7 to stop both motors. Then
reset the PhizzyB and proceed to the next
experiment.

now looks like the one shown in Listing 2.
As you see, our new GETCOMM routine
is a little more sophisticated than our ear-
lier version. First we use a BLDX instruc-
tion to load the index register with 0. Then
we use an LDA to read a value from the
switches and an XOR to invert that value
into the form we prefer.

Now we enter a loop starting at
GCLOOP, in which we rotate the
accumulator one bit to the right, which
causes the bit that "falls off the end" to be
copied into the Carry flag. If we see a I

in the Carry flag we jump .to the
GCRETURN label, otherwise we incre-
ment the index register and jump hack to
GCLOOP.
Thus, when we actuallyreach the

GCRETURN label, the value in the index
register corresponds to the number of the
switch that we pressed (that is. for switch
SO the index register contains 0, for switch
SI the index register contains I. and so
forth).

The cunning part of all this occurs at
GCRETURN. in which we use an LDA to
load the accumulator using the indexed

Table 2: Associating commands with the switches.

Switch Action OP3
Output Bits

OP2 OP1 OPO
Hex
Value

0 Go forward 1 0 1 0 A
Go backwards 0 1 0 1 5

2 Turn right 0 0 1 0 2
3 Turn left 1 0 0 0 8
4 Spin clockwise 0 1 1 0 6
5 Spin anti -clockwise 1 0 0 1 9
6 Stop 0 0 0 0 0
7 Stop 0 0 0 0 0
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t== Start
TIMER:

Listing 3
of "Main T=er" Routine
STA (TVALUE) t Store origi.1 count
STA (CNTFLAG) I) Set flag to non -zero

TLOOPA: JSR
LDA
JZ
LDA
DECA
STA
STA
JNZ

TRETURN: RTS
B== End of "Hain

[ONETENTH) P Call 1/10 Sec loop
(CNTFLAGI P Load flag
(TRETURN) B Jump if flag=0
ITVALUE) B Load count value

P Decrement it
(TVALUE) P Store it
ITGRAPH) It Store it to LEDs
ITLOOPAI t Loop again if !=0

it Exit subroutine
Timer" Routine

II= Start of "1/10 Second' Sub -Timer" Routine
ONETENTH: LDA DELCONST II Load count value
OTLOOPA: DECA t Decrement it

JNZ LOTLOOPAI t Loop again if !=0
OTRETURN: RTS t Exit subroutine
B= End of "1/10 Second Sub -Timer" Routine

addressing mode. That is. the statement
LDA ICOMMAND,X1 instructs the CPU
to "load the accumulator with the data in
the location whose address is given by
adding the address of the label COM-
MAND with the contents of the index
register". (Phew!)

Remember that the PhizzyB's address-
ing modes are discussed in Appendix A
of The Official Reboputer Microprocessor
Databook (and also that this Appendix is
provided free with your PhizzyB Simulator
- see the simulator's online help for more
details).

The end result is that if you click
switch SO. this instruction will load the
accumulator with the data value SOA
(stored at the address of COMMAND +
index register = 0). If you click switch
SI, we'll load the accumulator with the
data value S05 (stored at the address of
COMMAND + index register = 1 ). and
so forth.

Assemble this program, download the
resulting ddexp2.ram file to the PhizzyB.
and set the program running. Now click
switch SO on the interrupt -driven switch
device and observe bits 3 and 1 on the
SF030 bargraph display light up. Also ob-
serve that both the left and right motors
start to go in their forward direction.

Refer back to Table 2 to remind
yourself how the switches relate to the
different commands, then experiment by
pressing switches SO through S5 to
confirm that everything works as ex-
pected.

Finally, click switch S6 or S7 to stop
both motors, then reset the PhizzyB and
proceed to the next experiment.

EXPERIMENT 3
Creating a timing routine

One thing we're going to require in the
future is the ability to perform actions for
specific amounts of time. For example.
"go forward for 5 seconds, turn right.
pause for 3.5 seconds, go forward for 2
seconds", and so forth.

Before we leap into action, it will be
advantageous to our future selves if we
spend a little time thinking about the
"usage model" for this routine (that is.
how are we going to call it from other
parts of the program).

For example. it would be a pain if we
created a timing loop that had to be
executed some weird number of times,
such as "214 cycles round the loop
equals one second". In this case, when-

ever we wanted a specific delay, we'd
have to whip out a pencil and start
performing calculations (e.g. a delay of
2.5 seconds = 2.5 x 214 = 535 cycles

. arrgggh).
A more preferable solution for our

purposes would be to be able to in-
struct the routine to delay for a specific
number of 1/10ths of a second. With
this in mind, save your previous program
as ddexp3.asm and then enter the two
subroutines shown in Listing 3 between
the "start and end of subroutines" com-
ments.

First let's consider the ONETENTH
subroutine, which is the one we're going
to use to create a delay of 1/10th of a
second. We commence this subroutine
by loading the accumulator with the
value represented by the constant label
DELCONST (delay constant), which we
originally declared in the Delay Constants
section at the beginning of the program.

Next we start a loop in which we decre-
ment the value in the accumulator and then
test it with a JNZ (jump if not zero)
instruction. This means that we keep on
looping around until the accumulator con-
tains zero, at which point we exit from
the subroutine. So all we have to do is
to assign an appropriate value to DEL-
CONST, such that this routine does indeed
take 1/10th of a second to count the ac-
cumulator down to zero.

Now turn your attention to the main
TIMER subroutine, whose delay value
(specified as an integer number of I/I Oths
of a second) is already present in the
accumulator when we call the routine
(we'll see how this happens in a moment).

The first thing we do when we enter this
routine is to save the value in the
accumulator to our temporary location
TVALUE (which we reserved at tile end
of the program). Next we store the same
value to the CNTFLAG location. on the
basis that we're going to use any non -zero
value in this location to indicate that the
count should proceed.

Now we enter a loop that commences
at label TLOOPA. and the first thing
we do is to call our ONETENTH sub-
routine (this is an example of "nested
subroutines", in which one routine calls
another).

As soon as we return from
ONETENTH. we lead the accumulator
with the value in CNTFLAG. If the value
of this flag has been mysteriously set to
zero we will exit the TIMER routine.

otherwise the count will continue. Next
month we will investigate how we can use
an interrupt to modify the CNTFLAG
value and terminate the count. The reason
we've included this test here is that adding
instructions at a later date will modify (i.e.
mess up) any delays generated by our
routines.

Next we re -load' the count value from
our TVALUE temporary location. decre-
ment it, store it away again, and also store
it to TGRAPH. which is the address of the
output port driving the external 8 -bit Le.d.
display. Thus, this display will be updated
with a new value every 1/10th of a second.

Next we test the count value to see if
it is zero. if so we'll exit this routine
and return to the main program, otherwise
we'll jump back to the beginning of the
loop at TLOOPA and do the whole thing
again.

Now we need to create a very simple
interrupt service -routine. Scroll through
the program to the "start of interrupt serv-
ice routines" comment and insert the fol-
lowing statement:

WAITIRQ: RTI

As we said, this really is a very simple
routine. In fact all it does (when it's
called) is to return, but that's enough for
our purposes as we'll see.

Last but not least, we need to modify
the instructions between the "start and end
of main program body" comments such
that they now read as fdllows:

BLDIV WAITIRQ
SETIM

MAINLOOP: HALT
LDA 250
JSR [TIMER'
iMP [MALNLOOPI

This is very similar to what we did
before. In this case, the BLDIV instruction
loads the interrupt vector with the start
address of our new WAITIRQ interrupt
service routine. This is followed by a
SEIM (set interrupt mask) instruction.
which instructs the CPU to respond to
future interrupts.

Next we use a HALT instruction. which
will cause the CPU to stop everything and
wait for an interrupt (or a reset) to oc-
cur. When an interrupt does occur, the
CPU will jump to the WAITIRQ routine.
which, as we just discussed. does nothing
except return.

As soon as we do return, we load the
accumulator with a value of 250 (which
we understand to mean 250 x 1/10th of a
second = 25 seconds). Then we call our
timer routine which we hope will count
down the appropriate delay, then we jump
back to the beginning of MAINLOOP and
wait for a new interrupt to occur.

TIMER CALIBRATING
Assemble this program to generate the

corresponding ddexp3.ram file, download
the program to the PhimB, and set it
running.

Now place your wristwatch on the table
next to your PhizzyB, wait for the second
hand to reach the top, and click the Phiz-
zyB's IRQ (interrupt request) button. Ob-
serve that the 8 -bit I.e.d. bargraph display
connected to the output port at address
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SF031 starts to count down from binary
11111010 to 00000000 (from 250 to 0 in
decimal). Note the elapsed time in seconds
as soon as all of the I.e.d.s are extin-
guished.

Press the IRQ button again to re -time
the delay. Repeat this several times and
average the delay values to try to compen-
sate for human error. This average should
turn out to be approximately 38 seconds.
which is a bit longer than the 25 seconds
we require.

Reset the PhizzyB, return to the as-
sembler and scroll to the DELCONST
label at the top of the program, and modify
the value assigned to this label to 5.
Re -assemble the program and re -run the
above tests. This time the resulting average
delay should be around 15 seconds, which
is somewhat shorter than the 25 seconds
we're looking for.

Experiment with different DELCONST
values until you find the one that gives
you a total delay as close to 25 seconds
as possible (a DELCONST value of 12
should be as close as makes no difference
-clang. perhaps we should have mentioned
that before, but then you wouldn't have
had so much fun).

Once you've finished calibrating the
timer, reset the PhizzyB and proceed to the
final experiment.

EXPERIMENT 4
Honing your motor skills

Now we're really humming along. be-
cause we've already got everything we
need to proceed (no more routines to
create). In fact all we've got to do is to
"glue" our existing routines together in a

### Start of Wain Program
allay GETCOO4

MAINLOOP: SETIH
HALT
CLAIM
STA [MGRAPH]
STA IMCONTROLI
LDA 50
JSR [TIMER)
LDA $00
STA DIGRAPH]
STA (NCONTROLI
JMP [HAINLOOP)

### End of Main Program Body

Listing 4
Body

S

I

I

Load interrupt vector
Enable interrupts
Wait for an interrupt
Disable interrupts
Store command to LEDS
Store to motor controller
Load ACC with' 5 secs
Call timer routine
Load ACC with 0
Store "motors off" to LEDS
Store to motor controller
Wait for a new command

slightly different way. So save your pro-
gram as ddexp4.asm and then modify the
main body of the program as shown in
Listing 4.

As we said, we've seen all of this before
in one way or another, so perhaps the best
thing to do is to run the program and see
what happens. Assemble the new program
to generate the corresponding ddexp4.ram
file, download this program to the Phiz-
zyB. and set it running.

Now click switch SO and observe that
the 8 -bit l.e.d. at output port SF030 dis-
plays a value of 00001010 and both of the
motors start up in their "forward" direc-
tion (just like they did in Experiment 2).
Also observe that the 8 -bit Le.d. at out-
put port SF031 starts to count down from
00110010 to 00000000 (from 50 to 0 in
decimal), which equates to a five second
delay. As soon as the timer counts down to
zero. our new "main body" turns both of
the motors off.

Similarly, clicking any of the switches
SO to S5 will result in the appropriate
motors (as specified in Table 2) running

for five seconds before stopping. Pretty
cool eh? Next month we'll extend these
routines to provide the PhizzyBot with
some rudimentary intelligence, but feel
free to experiment on your own until then.

a

FURTHER
EXPERIMENTS

On the off -chance that you're desperate
for something to do, you could try ex-
changing the addresses associated with the
MGRAPH and TGRAPH labels (such
that the timer is now displayed on the
l.e.d.s as address sm30 while the state of
the motors is displayed on the I.e.d.s as
address SF031).

Next. unplug the I.c.d. device from the
output port at address SF031, replace it
with the liquid crystal display (I.c.d.) mod-
ule from Pan 3 and modify the program
so as to display appropriate messages on
the I.c.d.. along the lines of "Turning
Left". -Going Forward", and suchlike.
(This should keep you busy until we meet
again in Part 6.)

PhizzyB COMPETITION I ...1 The Results

AND THE QUESTION
WAS ...

Consider the simple program shown in
Listing I. As we see, this program just
loops around reading values from the 8, -bit
switch (connected to the input port at ad-
dress SF010) and writing these values di-
rectly to the 8 -bit I.c.d. (connected to the
output port at address SF030).

Using the table provided in Appendix A
of The Official Bebopuler Microprocessor
Darabook, we can determine that this
program uses nine bytes of the Phiz-
zyB's memory (note that this Appendix is
provided with the PhizzyB Simulator -
check the simulator's online help for more
details).

Remember that a switch = down = off
logic 0. while a switch = up = on

= logic 1. Also an unlit Le.d. = off =
logic 0. while a lit I.c.d. = on -= logic
I. Thus, using this program. a pattern of
00110101 on the switches will, not surpris-
ingly. result in a pattern of 00110101 on
the I.e.d.s.

As you may recall, the competition des-
cribed in PhizzyB Part 3 tutorial (EPE Jan
'99) required you to perform a very similar

IHPORT: .EQU
OUTPORT: .EQU

LOOP:
.ORG
LDA
STA
JMP

.END

Listing 1

$F010
$F030

P

$4000
INPORTI

(OUTPORT1
(LOOP)

Constant label = 0 bytes
Constant label = 0 bytes

Define start of prog = 0 bytes
Load ACC = 3 bytes
Store ACC = 3 bytes
Jump back and loop = 3 bytes

End prog, Total = 9 bytes

task to that performed by the program
shown in Listing 1. However, for the pur-
poses of the competition, we requested that
you "flip" the value from the switches.
such that the state of the most -significant
(MS) left -most switch is displayed on the
least -significant (LS) right -most Le.d., and
vice versa, and so forth for the other bits.
For example, a pattern of 00110101 on
the switches should result in a pattern of
10101100 on the l.e.d.s.

Furthermore, the judging criterion for
this competition was that your program
should use the smallest possible number of
bytes in the PhizzyB's memory.

FIRST -PASS
SOLUTION

Before we look at the winning entry; it
will be advantageous to peruse and ponder
some alternative solutions created by the
authors to see how one might set about
tackling a problem such as this.

In this particular case, the core strategy
appeared to be relatively obvious. We
know that using a SHL (shift, left) instruc-
tion to shift the contents of the ac-
cumulator one bit to the left will cause the
MS bit (the hit that "falls off the end") to
be copied into the carry flag. Similarly, we
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C 7 6 5 4 3
X 0 0 1 1 0

0 <-0 1 1 0 1

0 0 1 1 0 1

0 <-1 1 0 1 0

0 1 1 0 1 0

-1 0 1 0 1

1 1 0 1 0 1

Table 1.

Original value
2 1 0 C 7
1 0 1 X X
0 1 X 0 X
0 1 X 0 -> 0

1 XX 0 0

1 X X 0 -> 0

XXX 1 0
XXX 1->1

etc.

Flipped value
6 5 4 3 2 1
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
XXXXXX
O XXXXX
O XXXXX
0 0 XXXX

etc.

0
Situation after reading switches
Shift original value 1 bit left
Rotate new value 1 bit right
Shill original value 1 bit left
Rotate new value 1 bit right
Shift original value 1 bit left
Rotate new value 1 bit right

Listing 2

IMPORT:
OUTPORT:

.EQU

.EQU
$F010
$F030

# Constant label =
# Constant label =

0 bytes
0 bytes

.ORG $4000 # Define start of prog = 0 bytes
OLOOP: BLDX 8 # Load index register = 3 bytes

LDA (IMPORT] # Load ACC = 3 bytes
STA (OLDVAL] # Store ACC to temp = 3 bytes

ILOOP: LDA (OLDVAL] # Reload OLDVAL 3 bytes
SHL # Shift ACC left 1 bit = 1 byte
STA (OLDVAL] # Store ACC in OLDVAL = 3 bytes
LDA (NEWVAL] # Load ACC with NEWVAL = 3 bytes
RORC # Rotate ACC right = 1 bytes
STA (NEWVAL] # Store ACC on NEWVAL = 3 bytes
DECX # Decrement index reg = 1 byte
JNZ ['LOOP] # If !0 jump to ILOOP = 3 bytes
STA (OUTPORT] # Else ACC -> LEDs 3 bytes
IMP (OLOOP] # Do it all again = 3 bytes

OLDVAL: .BYTE # Temp location = 1 byte (data)

NEWVAL: .BYTE

.END

# Temp location

it End prog, Total =

1 byte

35 bytes

(data)

know that using an RORC (rotate right
through carry) instruction to rotate the
accumulator one bit to the right will copy
the contents of the cant' flue into the MS
bit of the accumulator.

This means that if we loop around shift-
ing the original value to the left and rotat-
ing the new value to the right. we'll end
up "flipping" the old value into the new
value. For example. consider the sequence
shown in Table 1 (C = carry flag. X =
don't know/care).

Of course there are many other ways in
which we could achieve the same result.
but this technique seems to offer one of the
more efficient solutions. so let's consider a
first -pass implementation of this approach
as shown in Listing 2.

At the beginning of the program
(OLOOP = "outer loop") we use a
BLDX (big load index register) instruction
to load the index register with the number
of times we intend to go around the
ILOOP (inner loop). Next we load a value
from the switches and store it to a
temporary location called OLDVAL.

Now we enter our inner loop.. in which
we shift the old value to the left and rotate
the new value to the right. We do this eight
times using the index register as a counter
and decrementing the index register each
time we go around the loop. As soon as the
index register contains zero we know that
we've finished, so we store the new value
to the 8 -bit I.e.d.s and jump back to the
beginning of the program to read a new
value from the switches and start all over
again.

As we see, our lirst-pass solution re-
quires 35 bytes. Hmmm. can we do any
better than this?

USING THE STACK
As we know, the task is to create a solu-

tion that uses the smallest number of bytes.
One point to remember is that loads and
stores using the absolute addressing mode
each require three bytes. This can be quite
expensive as a percentage of the total pro-
gram. so it's worth trying to cut down on
these instructions as much as possible. For
example. consider the program shown in
Listing 3 (the differences to our previous
attempt are highlighted in bold).

In this case we've decided to make use
of the stack, because we can use PUSHA
(push accumulator onto the stack) and

POPA (pop accumulator from the stack)
instructions to store values on and retrieve
values from the stack, and these instruc-
tions each only require a single byte.

Thus, we can discard our OLDVAL
temporary location, which saves us one
byte. Unfortunately, we need to add a
BLDSP (big loa4, stack pointer) instruc-
tion, which costs us three bytes. However,
once we've done this we can replace two
STA (store accumulator) instructions (2 x
3 = 6 bytes) with two PUSHA instruc-
tions (2 x 1 = 2 bytes), which saves
us four bytes. Also, we can replace an
LDA (load accumulator) instruction (three
bytes) with a POPA instruction (one byte).
which saves us a further two bytes.

So the end result is that we have to add
three bytes (from the BLDSP). but we save
seven bytes from our finagling with the
other instructions, which provides us with a
total saving of four bytes, resulting in a
program that is Only 31 bytes long. Pretty
good so far, but can anyone do better?

AND THE WINNER IS . . .
The winning solution was presented by

Don McBrien who hails from Ireland. As
you'll see. Don quickly spotted the
"Shift -Left -Rotate -Right" strategy for
solving this problem (although he used
a "Rotate -Left -Rotate -Right" variation).
However. Don enhanced his solution with
a rather cunning technique. which involves
a simple example of self -modifying code
(the concept of self,-modifyine code is
introduced in our book Bebop BITES
Back - An Unconventional Guide to
Computers).

Before we look at Don's solution, con-
sider what you would expect the following
snippet of code to do:

GROK: LDA %00000000
STA [OUTPORTI

You probably wouldn't be amazed to
discover that running this program seg-
ment would cause a binary value of
00000000 to be written to the output port.
But now consider the following:

LDA %11111111
STA [GROK + 1]

GROK: LDA %00000000
STA [OUTPORT]

IMPORT: .EQU
OUTPORT: .EQU

OLOOP:

ILOOP:

.ORG $4000
BLDSP WIT
BLDX 8

LDA [IMPORT]'
PUSRA
POPA
SHL
PUSHA
LDA (NEWVALl

RORC
STA [NEWVAL]
DECX
JNZ [ILOO?)
STA [OUTPORT)
JI4P [OLOOP]

NEWVAL: .BYTE

.END

Listing 3

$F010 # Constant label
$F030 # Constant label

# Define start of prog =
# Load stack pointer =
it

a

It

it

It

Load index register =
Load ACC
Store ACC to stack =
Get ACC from stack =
Shift ACC left 1 bit =
Store ACC to stack =
Load ACC with NEWVAL =
Rotate ACC right
Store ACC on NEWVAL =
Decrement index reg =
If !0 jump to 'LOOP =

Else ACC -> LEDs
Do it all again

Temp location

O bytes
O bytes

O bytes
3 bytes
3 bytes
3 bytes
1 byte
1 byte
1 byte
1 byte
3 bytes
1 bytes
3 bytes
1

3 :Ityes

3 bytes
3 bytes

1 byte (data)

End prog, Total = 31 bytes
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Listing 4
Table 3

INPORT:
OUTPORT:

.EQU

.EQU
$F010
$F030

# Constant label
# Constant label

=
=

0 bytes
0 bytes

.ORG $4000 # Set start of prog = 0 bytes
INIT: BLDX 8 # Set INDEX to 8 = 3 bytes

LDA [INPORT] # Get input = 3 bytes
STA [LOOP+1) i Store input 3 bytes

LOOP: LDA $00 I Load FORWARD in ACC = 2 bytes
ROLC # Shift MS bit to C = 1 byte
STA [LOOP+1] II ... and store it = 3 bytes
LDA $00 I Load REVERSE to ACC 2 bytes
RORC # Shift C to LS -bit = 1 byte
STA [LOOP+7] # ... and store it 3 bytes

FINISH: DECX # Decrement INDEX = 1 byte
JNZ [LOON # Loop if not zero = 3 bytes
STA (OUTPORT) # Write REVERSE out = 3 bytes
JMP [INIT] it Jump back to start = 3 bytes

.END # End prog, Total = 31 bytes

In this case, the value written to the
output port would actually be 11111111.
The reason for this is quite simple. but it
does require a little "lateral thinking" to
get the hang of it. Note the label GROK.
The address the assembler associates with
GROK is the address of the LDA opcode.
so GROK+1 will be the address of the
operand (data) byte associated with this
opcode.

\Vhen we first assemble this program,
the assembler will cause a binary value of
00000000 to be loaded into the memory
location at address GROK+ I. However.
when we actually run the program, the first
STA instruction will overwrite the con-
tents of location GROK+ I with a value
of 11111111. The second LDA will sub-
sequently load this 11111111 value into
the accumulator. and the second STA will
store this value to the output port.

Now consider Don's solution as shown
in Listing 4 (the lines highlighted in bold
are the ones in which Don uses his self -
modifying code).

As we see, this program has no sub-
routines. no temporary data locations. and
no stack. In fact this really is a rather
cunning approach. First, Don saves a byte
for each temporary location he doesn't use.
But more importantly, the LDA instruction
at the label LOOP (and the next LDA
three instructions lower down) can now
use the immediate addressing mode (two
bytes) as opposed to the absolute address-
ing mode (three bytes).

The end result is that Don's self -
modifying solution requires only 31 bytes.
which equals the authors' best attempts
above.

All credit - plus a year's free subscrip-
tion to the printed edition of EPE - goes to
Don for a very interesting solution.

CLEVER DICK!
But you could flay us with wet noodles

if you think that we're going to let
"Clever Dick" Don beat us (or at least
match us) on his first attempt!

So let's consider what happens if we
apply Don's self -modifying code concept
to our last solution from Listing 3. First
of all we can lose our NEWVAL tem-
porary location. which saves us one byte.
Next we can replace our LDA (NEWVAL]

Data bytes Even parity Odd parity
00000000 0
00000001 1 0
00110011 0 1

00110111 1 0
11111110 1 0
11111111 0 1

an extra (parity) bit can be appended to
each transmitted byte of data.

The idea is that the transmitter counts all
of the Is in the original byte. and uses
this number to determine the value of the
ninth bit. In the case of an "Even Parity"
scheme, the ninth (parity) bit would be set
so as to maintain an even number of
Is. Alternatively. when using an "Odd
Parity" approach. the ninth (paOty) bit
would be set so as to maintain an odd
number of Is. For example, consider the
data bytes and their resulting parity bits
shown in Table 3.

Listing 5

INPORT: .EQU $F010 # Constant label = 0 bytes

OUTPORT: .EQU $F030 # Constant label = 0 bytes

.ORG $4000 # Define start of prog = 0 bytes
BLDSP $4FFF # Load stack pointer = 3 bytes

OLOOP: SLDX 8 # Load index register = 3 bytes
LDA [IMPORT] # Load ACC = 3 bytes
PUSHA # Store ACC to stack = 1 byte

ILOOP: POPA # Get ACC from stack = 1 byte
SHL # Shift ACC left 1 bit'= 1 byte
PUSHA # Store ACC to stack = 1 byte

NINVAL: LDA $00 Load ACC with NEWVAL = 2 bytes
RORC # Rotate ACC right = 1 bytes
STA [HERVAL+1] $ Store ACC in NEVIVAL = 3 bytes

DECX # Decrement index reg = 1 byte
JNZ [ILOOP] # If !0 jump to ILOOP = 3 bytes
STA [OUTPORT) # Else ACC -> LEDs = 3 bytes
JMP [OLOOP) # Do it all again = 3 bytes

.END # End program Total = 29 bytes

(absolute addressing mode) instruction with
an LDA $00 (immediate addressing mode)
version. which saves us a second byte. This
modified program is shown in Listing 5 (the
modifications are highlighted in bold).

Thus, the authors' final version of this
program requires only 29 bytes. "Ha! Take
that Red (Don) Baron!". And of course this
is absolutely the smallest solution to this
problem that anyone could ever achieve in
the known universe ... unless you can offer
a better solution ...

A PIC device can do it in sir bytes! Ed.

COMPETITION 2
When one conveys digital data from one

portion of an electronic system to another or
from one system to another. noise or other
"glitches" may occasionally flip a bit from
a 0 to a 1 or vice versa.

For example, suppose that we were to
transmit a byte of information containing
the value 00110111 from one computer to
another, but that something occurred to flip
the least -significant (LS) bit from a 1 to a
0, such that the receiving computer was
presented with the value 00110110.

This could obviously cause problems.
so we need some way to detect (and
ideally correct) errors in our data. One of
the simplest forms of error detecting
codes is that of parity. For example.

The transmitting unit transmits each
byte along with its associated parity bit.
711e receiving unit generates its own parity
bit for each byte and compares this to the
transmitted parity bit. If the two parity bits
differ, the receiver knows that an error has
occurred and can respond appropriately
(for example. it could request that this byte
be re-tran.smiued).

Competition 2 is to write a program
that loops around reading a value from
the 8 -bit switch device (connected to the
input port at address 5F010). generating
the odd -parity hit associated with this
value. and displaying this parity bit using
the LS bit of the 8 -bit l.e.d. display
(connected to the output port at address
51:030).

The judgement criteria for this competi-
tion is that the program should read the
value from the switches and write the
resulting parity bit to the l.e.d. display
using the least number of PhizzyB clock
cycles (a table of PhizzyB instructions
versus clock cycles is provided in the EPE
Online Library at www.epemag.com).

E-mail submissions to
editor@epemag.com. The winner will
receive a year's free subscription to the
printed edition of EPE. The closing date is
whenever we decide to "close the doors"
and the decision of the judges is final!
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"the
BEST all-round

PROGRAM"
EWW CAD Review Round Up September 1998

 Berkeley SPICE3F5 analogue simulation kernel.
 True mixed mode simulation.
 New analysis types include multi -plot sweeps, transfer

curves, distortion and impedance plots.
 Active Components: Switches, Pots etc.
 Over 1000 new library parts with SPICE models.
 Greater ease of use.

"a constant high level
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Understanding Computers

Phizzylq COMPI JTERS
Construction - The Phi77yBot

Alan Winstanley
Polling and interrupts set us on course for our
super wheelie - the phabulous PhizzyBot!

HIS month's practical constructional
article describes the assembly and
operation of a simple motorized

buggy which can be guided and controlled
by a suitably programmed PhizzyB. After
several seconds of searching for a moniker
which could be attached to Max and
Alvin's latest creation, the name PhizzyBot
was contrived, and unfortunately it appears
to have stuck. So, ladies and gentlemen,
start your engines, as they used to say in the
golden days of grand prix motor racing.

The PhizzyBot is a two -wheel drive
motor platform which can be configured to
demonstrate a number of very absorbing
practical assignments. In due course we
will be actively investigating collision
detection/obstacle avoidance as well as
simple photo -sensitive applications (e.g.
the PhizzyBot's inquisitive attraction to
artificial light sources).

Such experiments incorporate all of the
principles of computer programming which
we have the
PhizzyB tutorial series, as well as introduc-
ing further programming commands and
techniques. Oh, and since the PhizzyBot
can "feel" its Way around by using a system
of input detection switches, we will he able
to make further use of the simple switch
input devices assembled in previous
months as well!

This article describes the construction of
a simple motor controller which connects
directly to a PhizzyB output port. A
PhizzyB can then be programmed to read
the state at an input port (e.g. using

external microswitches that are activated in
a "collision") and a control signal is then
sent to the PhizzyBot motor controller
board by. the PhizzyB's output port.

SIMPLE AND SAFE
The PhizzyBot plattorm is simple and

safe to construct but is remarkably effec-
tive. It consists of two d.c. gear motors
which are switched by a transistor -driven
relay controller. The motors are battery
powered, and later on the associated
PhizzyB can be powered by a 9V recharge-
able battery (for example) so that a com-
pletely independent stand-alone buggy can
be produced, with a PhizzyB fitted on top
of the motor platform.

The PhizzyBot can then advance, reverse
or rotate in either direction under the control
of a PhizzyB. By incorporating other types of
input circuitry, the PhizzyBot can be made to
respond to other stimuli - such as a light
source (i.e. an attraction to, or repulsion
from - hence the possibility of a AlothBot
and RoachBot), or it could he made to navi-
gate around a maze. We'll be describing more
applications and ideas for the PhizzyBot in
the concluding parts of this series.

In order to assemble a PhizzyBot, read-
ers will require a hardware PhizzyB single
board computer together with the full ver-
sion CD-ROM of the PhiayB Simulator,
which runs on a Windows 95/98/NT per-
sonal computer. The PC is used to am-
ble the programs which are then
transmitted via the PC's serial port to the
PhizzyB mounted on the PhizzyBot:

The phabulous PhizzyBot!

As usual, we'll give all the necessary con-
structional details to enable even a fiovice
to build the PhizzyBot with every probabil-
ity that it will wort first time. In order to
avoid disappointment, our advice is to read
through all the following details and to
take your time and not to rush the
construction.

PHIZZYBOT CIRCUIT
The circuit diagram for the PhizzyBot is

given in Fig.1, which divides into two sec-
tions. The motor driver circuit utilises four
transistor switches. TRI to TR4. each of
which controls the coil of a corresponding
single -pole changeover relay (RLA to
RLD respectively).

Such relays have a single contact (the
"pole") which moves between two contacts
labelled normally open (n.o.) and normal-
ly -closed (n.c.). Hence, when the relay coil
is powered, it will connect together the
pole and the normally -open contact. This
occurs whenever the base terminal of the
driver transistor is taken to +0.6V (indicat-
ing a logic "high" on its input resistor- RI
to R4 as appropriate): the transistor
switches on and this completes the circuit
to the relay coil.

Note that each relay coil also has a
reverse -biased diode connected across its
coil, in order to snub out the often substan-
tial reverse voltage (back e.m.f.) which
appears when the coil is switched off again.

MOTOR DIRECTIONS 
livo small d.c. motors, Ml and M2, are

used for the left and right "engines" which
are controlled by the relay contacts. The
circuit diagram shows the contacts in their
normal (unpowered) states. For the purpos-
es of our articles. the descriptions of -"left"
and "right" are taken from a PhizzyBot dd-
ver's point of viesv - as if !zed been shrunk
and sat on the moving Phi.:-.

By reversing the d.c. voltage across
either motor, the direction of the Phizzy-
Bot can be controlled. Using motor MI as
an example, we sec that this is switched by
the relays RLA and RLB, whose contacts
RLAI and RLBI are connected to both
terminals of motor MI.

The normally -closed contacts ensure -
that the motor is connected to the OV rail
when neither relay is powered. This means
that the motor will not operate because no
voltage is present across it. Similarly, if
both relays coils arc switched on, then their
normally open contacts will now close.
Both terminals of MI will then be connect-
ed to the PhizzyBot's +6V supply
rail-which again means that the motor
will not function.

However, if one of the relay contacts is
-high" at +6V and the other is at OV, then
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Fig.). Complete circuit diagram for the PhizzyBot motor control interface.

the motor will be powered. If the contacts
are in dissimilar states then the PhizzyBot
will move, and the polarity of the applied
voltage determines the direction of rota-
tion of the motor's shaft.

It will be seen that the direction of both
motors can be controlled very simply by
using a 4 -bit code. Each transistor's base
terminal connects to the output pins OPO
to OP3 of a PhizzyB output port. By turn-
ing a transistor on or off, one terminal of
the corresponding d.c. motor will he
switched accordingly, and thus we can steer
the PhizzyBot in the desired direction. This
month's accompanying tutorial article
describes how the PhizzyBot can he made
to advance, reverse, steer or rotate in
either direction.

The current consumption of each motor
is quite substantial - approximately 500mA
each as measured. Thus the PhizzyBot's
motor circuit is powered by an indepen-
dent 6V d.c. power supply which, on the
prototype. was derived from four AA -size
nickel cadmium (NiCad) cells (B1 to B4),
switched by Si.

Note that the OV rail of the motor driver
circuit is also connected to the OV bus of
the PhizzyB (via pin 12 of the PhizzyB out-
put port CON!). This is to provide a com-
mon OV rail between the PhizzyB and the
PhizzyBot. Let's now consider the assembly
of the PhizzyBot.

CONSTRUCTION
The constructional method falls into

three sections: the transistor driver circuit,
the relay board and lastly the motorised
platform which will carry the rest of the
electronics, including a fully -assembled
PhizzyB board! Assembly can commence
with the transistor board, see Fig.2.

This circuit is built onto a type "X' I/O
board which is cut from one quarter of a
full I/O board. Drill two 3mm clearance
holes for the board mounting hardware
(e.g. insulated stand-offs). A good tip: use
the empty board to then mark out a simple
template for the drilling centres which will
be needed later when the board is fitted to
the platform. The circuit hoard stand-offs
will then align perfectly!

Commence assembly by inserting the
transistors which must be orientated as
shown (the pinout diagram gives the base
view, looking "down" the pins): being semi-
conductors, they might be damaged by
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Fig.2. The transistors are mounted on their own board.

excessive heat but, provided that the solder
joints are each completed in roughly a sec-
ond or so, there will not be any problem.

Continue with the resistors and tinned
copper wire jumpers. A 20 -way box header
is used for CON!, which is orientated as
shown (look for the central slot along one
side, and the arrowhead for pin 1 as usual).
A solitary pin header can be inserted for
the connection to the OV terminal of the

battery pack BI to B4. It will be seen that a
+6V connection is not needed for this
board.

At this point, four 6in (152mm) long fly-
ing leads made from general purpose
hook-up wire can also be soldered, the
other ends of which will eventually connect
to the separate relay board. Four 2in
(50cm) link wires are also needed to con-
nect the resistors to their correspOnding

Fully assembled transistor board, complete with connector.
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OP solder pads next to CON I - however,
do not connect to the OP pins of CON! at
this stage.

It will simplify checking and testing later
on considerably if a simple colour code is
adopted for all eight leads fitted (two leads
of each colour). Leave the four short leads
"up in the air" for now, because by con-
necting any of them to +6V, the associated
transistor and relay can be turned on
-manually" so that motors and relays can
be tested.

We'll test the completed circuitry this
way at the end. so put the transistor board
to one side for now.

RELAY STATION
The next stage is the assembly of the

small relay board which was built onto a
type "Er PhizzyB I/O board. Drill two 3mm
clearance holes in the board for mounting.
then proceed to the interwiring as shown in
Fig.3. Space is a little tight but the recom-
mended relays will all fit comfortably onto
one board, so commence by soldering the
four relays into place, observing their ori-
entation (see inset diagram).

The four diodes (DI to D4) can follow
next, and correct polarity is essential or
they will be damaged when the circuit is
powered. Check for a stripe which denotes
the cathode terminal. The diodes are fed
through the board from above and their
leads should then be cut to !entail and
-doubled over" on the underside to con-
nect to the relay coils. There are thus four
solder joints per diode. Take care not to
heat these semiconductor devices exces-
sively with the soldering iron.

Insert the four tinned copper wire
jumper leads from above. Four more
jumper wires are suggested on the under-
side of the board to connect each relay's
n.o. terminals to the +6V bus. Use insulat-
ed wire or PVC sleeving for these links.

The n.c. contacts have to be wired to OV.
and the prototype made use of a pair of pin
headers soldered into place as shown. Four
insulated wires were soldered to the n.c.
solder pad for each relay. then all four
wires were soldered together on the pin
headers. The electrolytic capacitor Cl can
be soldered on the top side and correct
polarity is very important. A single pin
header can be used for the +6V connec-
tion needed to the battery pack.

We next turn our attention to the Phizzy-
Rot platform in order to install the two
motors, after which they can be intcrwired

Fully assembled relay board.

to the completed relay board. We w ill then
he ready to test the motor driver circuitry,
and at the same time the connections to
OPO-OP3 will he finalised to ensure that
both PhizzyBot motors respond correctly
to some simple control commands (see
Final testing" later).

PHIZZYBOT CHASSIS
The PhizzyBot chassis was constructed

from I/16in ( I -6mm)
Plasticard which is
available from model
shops. It is somewhat
flexible but this is not a
problem because the
PhizzyB circuit board
will add rigidity. It is
considered feasible
that thin gauge alu-
minium sheet could
perhaps be used as a
stronger alternative,
but the plasticard was
cheap and lightweight
and was very easy to
work with and forms a
good basis for proto-
typing.

Approximate dimen-
sions of the prototype
are shown in Fig.4.
The underside view of
the platform is shown
(so that it is clear
which motor is "left"

and "right"). An area approximately Sin
x lin ( I27mm x 25mm) protrudes
from the front to allow leading -edge
sensors to he fitted later, e.g. for use as
a white line follower. Dimensions are
not too critical.

Since the top of the PhizzyBot platform
carries a hardware PhizzyB single board
computer. the underside of the platform is
used to mount the two motors, the batten

TAE OASTOR INKEEL
ROTATES 3E0 DEGREES

F19.4. Dimensions of the PhizzyBot platform.
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pack and the transistor and relay boards. A
short ribbon cable will then interconnect
the transistor board and the PhizzyB - see
photos.

Recommended gear motors are stated in
the components list, but alternative types
could he utilised. The suggested ones arc
multi -ratio I.5V to 4.5V d.c. motors with
self -assembly gears.

They should be assembled as per the
instructions included, selecting an initial
speed of 74 r.p.m. at 4.5V supply. There-
fore, four black gears are used, and three
or four spacer washers (supplied) are used
to take up the remaining free space on the
drive axle. The gearmotors arc bolted into
position - remembering that tlw two axles
must align along a common axis, see Fig.4.
Astute readers will soon realise that if the
PhizzyBot is to move forward, the two
motors must therefore rotate in opposite
directions-but let's worry about that
later!

Unfortunately, during assembly the
author found it impossible to close the
plastic gearboxes together fully because
the length of the two internal shafts pre-
vented everything seating reliably. Some
care was needed not to force everything
together or the plastic gearbox housing
could be easily damaged.

In the end, a solution was achieved by
carefully grinding a fraction of a millimetre
from the two shorter shafts using a Drente!
sanding disk. This completely cured the
problem and allowed the gear housings to
be snapped together successfully. Readers
will soon be able to determine if similar
remedial action is needed.

Several drops of light oil are essential on
the gears. (Apart from that. your Phizzy-
Bot does not need a 12.000 mile service
interval!)

PHIZZYBOT IS
WHEELY COOL!

The gearmotors are surprisingly power-
ful and propel the complete PhizzyBot with
ease but the efficiency of the completed
Phizzyl3ot depends entirely on the type of
wheels used. After some interesting trials
the author eventually settled for 56mm
diameter push -on rubber tyres which arc
very "grippy" and easily transport the

Close-up detail of a motor and its wheel.

PhizzyB along any car-
peted or smooth surface.

The tyres must be of
sufficient diameter to
enable the motors and
circuit boards to clear the
ground. Only cut the
motor drive shafts to
length when suitable
tyres have been tested.
and the recommended
tyres simply push on with
a tight fit and are perfect
for the job. Each com-
pleted gearmotor can be
tested using a d.c. battery
up to 4.5V or so.

The rear wheel is just a
stabilising "jockey"
wheel, and a model air-
craft freewheel with rub-
ber tyre. This can he
fitted centrally along the
rear edge. Happily, this
performs perfectly in that
when the PhizzvBot
reverses, the wheel

The underside view of the motor platform showing the complete PhizzyBot hardware
in position.

The 'jockey- wheel mounted in position.
swings round underneath the platform to
become the "leading" wheel. It swings back
out and trails the platform when the
PhizzyBot moves forward again.

Simply cut a slot in the chassis and screw
the mounting bracket into place. then bend
the wheel's wire arm to ensure that the
PhizzyBot is roughly level. A short piece of
PVC sleeving can be fitted tightly over the
wire end to prevent the arm falling
through. All of the parts fitted to the
underside should then be clear of the
ground.

Continue construction by completing
the interwiring between the relay and tran-
sistor boird, plus the two motors them-
selves. Keep the motor wires as short as
possible, and they can he soldered directly
to the relay board. The motors should have
a polarity marking and there will probably
he a "+" sign moulded next to that termi-
nal.

In order to allow for the fact that one
motor must rotate in the opposite direction
to the other for them to both transport the
PhizzyBot in the same direction, note the
polarity markings of the motor interwiring
as shown in Fig.3. A simple test (see later)
will soon confirm that the set-up is correct.
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At this stage, do not solder those four
short wires OPO-OP3 on the transistor
board to CON I just yet, but you can hook
over the long flying leads to the relay

board_ Nylon tie wraps and stick -on bases
are useful for tidying up the wiring, or dabs
of hot -melt glue can be used to tack down
the wiring.

You can now plan for fitting the transis-
tor and relay boards underneath the plat-
form. The author recommends using M3
(3mm thread) standoffs, 10mm high. Some
care is needed when positioning the circuit
boards (see photos). The main considera-
tion is that CON] on the transistor boond
must align approximately with the output
port SF032 on the PhizzyB above it. A short
20 -way IDC ribbon cable then connects the
two neatly.

It will then be seen that there is suffi-
cient clearance underneath the platform to
accommodate CON! and the ribbon cable
plug. but do not fit the ribbon cable at this
stage until final testing is complete.

The PhizzyB can then be carefully fitted
on the top, using M3 standoffs once again.
The motor driver boards can be sere
into place when all soldering is completed.
Henceforth, you will find it easier if you
use, for example. an upturned bowl or pot
to rest the upturned PhizzyBot during
assembly (take care to avoid damaging the
PhizzyB's back-up battery when the unit is
turned upside down).

Turning our attention to the power
source needed for the completed Phizzy-
Bet, at a later stage it will be feasible to
power a PhizzyB from an on -board 9V bat-
tery. This will allow the PhizzyBot to oper-
ate as a completely independent
stand-alone buggy.

The author used an ordinary 9V Ni-(
battery for testing: a simple power lead %%,i,
made from a battery snap -on clip and a d.c.
power plug, which enabled a 9V recharge-
able battery to plug directly into the
PhizzyB board in lieu of an external power
supply. For now you should use the exter-
nal mains adaptor as usual, with the
PhizzyB raised up on the bench so that it
freewheels.

As previously noted, the author used a
set of four AA" Ni-Cad cells to power the
motor circuit. Expect 30 to 40 minutes
before recharging is necessary. A low -pro-
file battery holder was stuck down under
the platform using double -sided sticky
pads. A single toggle switch was used for
Si, fitted onto the platform centrally.

FINAL TESTING
The final aspect is to test the transistor

and relay board, in order to ensure that the
motors operate in accordance with the fol-
lowing truth table:

LEFT
OP 1 OPO
II -

1 Reverse
0 Forward
1 -1

0
1

RIGHT
0P3 0P2
0 0 -
0 1 Reverse
1 0 Forward
1 1 -

A "I" in the table indicates a logic high.
which means that when a particular OP line
is high, the corresponding relay will switch
on and the relevant motor will operate. By
applying a little reverse engineering, we can
make life easy for ourselves and force the
PhizzyBot to behave as required simply by
testing the four inputs OPO-OP3 on the con-
structed platform, see what happens and
then solder the four OP flying leads to the
appropriate connections at CON!.

Resistors
R1 to R4 2k2 (4 off) See
All ,\.V 5% carbon film

Tit L IC
Capacitor page

C1 100µ axial
elect. 16V

Semiconductors
TR1 to TR4 BC548C or any general

purpose npn
transistor (4 off)

DI to D4 1N4148 signal diode
(4 off)

Miscellaneous
s.p.s.t. miniature toggle

switch
B1 to 84 "AA" NI -Cad cells (4 off)
RLA to s.p.c.o. min. relay, 5V

RLD 56f1 1A. p.c.b.
mounting, Fujitsu
FBR211 series
(4 off)

M1, M2 1-5V to 4.5V d.c.
gearmotor (Como
430G) (2 off)

CON1 20 -way IDC box header

PhizzyB I/O board, 'A" type and -B'
type (1 each); 56mm x 16mm solid
rubber wheels (2 off); model aircraft
tailwheel; Plasticard. 9in x Sin x 1/16in
(228mm x 203mm x 1.6mm) gauge or
to suit (see text); low profile 4 x AA
battery holder; battery snap connec-
tor; M3 x 10mm mounting pillars (8
off); connecting wire; solder, etc.

The 20 -way IDC lead and interrupt
board required for this part have been
constructed previously. (Fluffy dice
and go -faster stripes are optional!)

Approx. Cost
Guidance Only £29

excluding batteries

Do this as follows: raise the PhizzyBot
off the bench. Ensure CON1 is disconnect-
ed from the PhizzyB. then snap on the bat-
tery pack and switch on the +6V supply to
the driver boards. None of the motors
should turn. and none of the relays should
be heard to click. Temporarily hook the fly-
ing leads from the ,our resistors RI to R4
in turn to +6V (this equals a logic 1). This
should switch on the associated relay and
the corresponding motor should then
operate.

Try all four leads and see what happens.
Prove that each relay powers up. and check
that both motors operate in both directions
properly. It can require some mental gym-
nastics to work out what is left, right, for-
wards and backwards! Remember that we
take the PhizzyBot '-driver's eye" view in
this respect.

From the simple tests you can confirm
which OP signal wire performs which func-
tion. If all is well and you have followed the
diagrams then you Will be able to prove the
truth table given above, so go ahead and
complete the intenviring to CON1 on the
transistor board, guided by Fig.2 which
gives the wiring details. All that remains is
to fit the boards to their mounting pillars
and tidy up the interwiring. then your
PhizzyBot is ready for action!

DRIVING TEST
We are pretty sure you can't wait to road

test your PhizzyBot. so here is a simple test
routine which will confirm for sure that
your PhizzyBot is behaving itself. Hook up
the motor driver board to output port
SF032 using a ribbon cable, and use the S-
hit interrupt switch device constructed in
Part 4. connected to the SF012 input port
with a second ribbon cable. Enter and save
the routine in Listing I as motortest.asm
then download it to your PhizzyB mounted
atop the PhizzyBot platform. This is based
on the original interrupt program from
Part 4. If you then click and release:

Switch SO - motor 1 (left) backwards
Switch S1 - motor 1 forwards
Switch S2 - motor 2 (right) backwards
Switch S3 - motor 2 forwards

The PhizzyBot platform with the PhizzyB computer board mounted in position, plus
the temporary connection of the switched control board.
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Listing 1
.ORG 540110

BLDSP S4FFF
BLDIV IRRUPT
SETIM
LDA Sot)
STA ISF0321

LOOP: /MP [LOOP]
IRRUPT: LDA ISF012I

NOR SFF
STA ISEQ32]
RTI
.END

#This is the end of the file

Clicking switches S4 to S7 (see Fig.4 f
last month's constructional article) will
stop both motors. Thus the PhizzyBot can
he made to zig-zag around the floor! Fur-
ther tests can he made using a full Ill feet
(3 metres) length (no less!) of ribbon cable
on the interrupt latch board and happily
the prototype should respond to even
command, trundling around the floor and
sounding like a food blender on steroids.

A variation of the above routine is used
in the main tutorial article, in which Max
and Alvin describe how to program some
fundamental control commands for the

PhizzyBot. You will probably find it, best
simply to raise the motor platform off the
bench top for the purposes of this month's
tutorial, and it will be adequate, therefore.
to use the mains adaptor for the PhizzyB's
power source at this time.

HELP IS AT HAND
If you hate any problems related to the

constructional aspects of the series, you
can contact the author by E-mail at
alan(kepemag.demon.co.uk or by writing
to the Editorial address. Don't forget that
Max and Alvin love to hear from you too.
by E-mail to max@maxmon.com.

.And if you're new to the PhizzyB (where
have you been that you missed parts I to 4?
- if you are an Eli reader we extend a very
warm welcome to you!) we can supply hack
issues of the previous parts -see this
month's Back Issues page).

NEXT MONTH
Next month. we'll he adding sensory

switches to the PhizzyBot and will intro-
duce more computer programming tech-
niques. using the principles of collision
detection as a further example of the
PhizzyB's versatility as a computer teach-
ine aid and control system.

PhizzyB "LITE"
Undoubtedly some of you reading about our

phabulous PhizzyBot will be longing to build it
but have not built the PhizzyB itself - well, you
don't have to build the whole shebang in order
to run our wheely, you can omit a number of
PhizzyB parts_ Here's a list of what you can omit
(you can always add them at a later date if you
wish)

IC5 (32K RAM) and its socket

 IC7 (memory battery back-up
controller

 IC10 and IC102 (two display
drivers) and their sockets

 BAR101 (status register 10 -bit Led,
bargraph)

 DUAL1 to DUAL6 (7 -segment
displays)

 CONI (50 -way boxed head&
connector)

In this case we believe that a PhrlayB 'Lite'
would cost not much more than half that of a
fully -populated PhizzyB.

Please refer to the full components list on
page 812, November 1998 issue for more
details.

Smoke Absorber
Extracting a source for the components for the Smoke Absorber

project should not prove too difficult. The main problems could be
the infra -red detector, low voltage fan, filter and finger guard.

Regarding the surface mount devices (SMDs), these are now
widely stocked by advertisers but you will probably have to buy in
minimum quantities. You could try Electromail (zr 01536 204555)
or Maplin (limited range).

The PIS201S passive infra -red detector, with an internal f.e.t.
amp, was purchased from a Maplin store, code AJ77J. The 12V
brushless d.c. fan also came from them (code YZ38R. 60mm ver-
sion), together with the charcoal filled filter pad (code BN91Y) and
the 60mm square finger guard (code JU23A: two required). The fil-
ter pad will cost around £10 and comes in a much larger size than
needed and will have to be cut to size.

The Sentinel galvanised wire mesh should be stocked by garden
centres. Once gain, like the filter pads, it will be necessary to pur-
chase a piece larger than required and cut it down to size.

The plastic project box came from Maplin, code LF01B, and the
surface mount ZVN2106G MOSFET from Electromail, code 274-
992. The small surface mount printed circuit board is available from
the EPE/ETI PCB Service, code 223 (see page 220).

Finally, those readers having access to the Internet and wishing
to know more about surface mount may like to "visit- the author, Bill
Mooney, on the web at: www.billssmd.mcmathcom.

lime and Date Generator
A few points need to be raised regarding components for the

Time and Date Generator project. The only listing we have spotted
for the EL4581 video sync separator i.c. has been Maplin. code
AJ62S. The rest of the semiconductor- devices should be gen-
erally available.

The PIC16C84-101P should be the 10 meg version. If you do not
wish to program your own PIC chip, a ready -programmed
PIC16C84-10 microcontroller is available from Magenta Electronics
(' 01283 565435 or http://www.magenta2000.co.uk) for the
inclusive price of £5.90 each. Overseas readers add £1 for postage.

If you do intend to do your own programming, the software list-
ing is available from the Editorial Offices on a 3-5in. PC -compatible
disk, see EPE/ET1 PCB Service page 220. There is a nominal admin
charge of £2.75 each (UK), the actual software is Free. For over-
seas readers the charge is £3.35 surface mail and £4.35 airmail. If
you are an Internet user, it can be downloaded Free from our FTP
site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wimbome.co.ukipub/PICSItimedate.

You can replace the 2 -way jumper links with straightforward bare
wire links. If you wish to use the -bridging- jumpers, these can be
ordered from Maplin. codes UL7OM (pin jumpers) and JW59P (pin
strip). The interlocking 2 -way 5mm, p.c.b. mounting, right-angle ter-
minal block should be widely available. The printed circuit board is
available from the EPE/ETI PCB Service, code 221.

PhizzyBot
Casting a quizzical eye over the parts needed to produce Phizzy-

Dot. our motorised buggy. some of the major items appear, at first

sight, as though they could give some readers headaches locating
a supplier. The relay and motors are likely to be the main culprits.

The low voltage. 1-5V to 4.5V d.c.. Como 430G gearmotor is cur-
rently being advertised by Magenta Electronics (ix 01283 565435
or http:/iwww.magenta2000.co.uk) and is listed as MGS (small):
there is a postal charae. Model shops may stock similar types.

Turning to the relay. This is from the Fujitsu Fl3R211 series and is
currently held by Famell (x'0113 263 6311 or http:Ilwww.farnell.
corn), code 103-063.

If you cannot find suitable solid model rubber wheels or an air-
craft tailwheel at your local model craftshop. we have found that
Maplin (http://Krww.maplin.co.uk) can supply them. When order-
ing quote code WC94C (4 pack) for the wheels and code LJ61R for
the tailwheel assembly.

You will also need the 4 -section PhizzyB I/O printed circuit board.
This is obtainable from the EPE/ETI PCB Service. code 216.

Auto Cupboard Light
If you are unable to find a suitable cord -operated type cupboard

lamp for the Auto Cupboard Light at your local electrical store. then
we suggest you use the one listed by Maplin. code KR34M.

The choice of miniature 6V d.c. relay for this project is important.
as apart from it being physically identical, if it is to fit on the small
printed circuit board, it must also have contacts rated at 2A mini-
mum to handle any switch -on current surge. The one in the model
also came from the above mentioned source, code Ffv11 Y.

The author calls -up a mercury filled tilt switch from Maplin, code
FE11M. However. due to the highly toxic nature of mercury. we
would suggest readers go for the non -mercury version. code
DP50E. Both types are obtainable from Maplin.

A deep-seated lid section is required for the circuit board control
case and the recommended one used in the model is the ABS plas-
tic BM12 type listed by the above, code CC82D. No doubt some of
our excellent components advertisers will be able to come up with
something similar. The printed circuit board is available from the
EPE/ETI PCB Service. code 222 (see page 220).

Wireless Monitoring System -2
Having investigated any possible buying bugs for the Wireless

Monitoring System in last month's Shoptalk, we only have some
good news to pass on this month. The f.m. versions of the trans-
mitter and receiver modules are also stocked by the companies
mentioned last month.

We understand that Radio -Tech (s 01992 576107 or
htpp://www.radio-tech.co.uk) are presently running a special offer
on Radiometrix modules. They are offering a free additional trans-
mitter module with every order placed for a pair of f.m. modules.
We suggest you contact them to see if it applies to this month's f.m.
adaptor circuits, quote reference EPE-RM1.

Those readers unable to program their own PICs can purchase
ready -programmed PIC16C71s for the Transmitter and Receiver
from Magenta Electronics (c. 01283 565435 or http://www.magen-
ta2000.co.uk) for the inclusive price of 15.90 each (overseas add
£1 for p&p). There are two versions of the Transmitter software: one
for the Tilt sensor, and one for the Temperature sensor. Please indi-
cate version(s) required.

The f.m. adaptor p.c.b.s come with the main a.m. printed circuit
boards. See the EPE/ETI PCB Service page 220 for prices.
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PRACTICALLY SPEAKING
Robert Penfold looks at the Techniques of Actually Doing it!

MOST panel mounting com-
ponents are very easy to fix in

position, and in the majority of cases
a single fixing hole of modest
diameter is all that is required.
Inevitably there are a few corn-
ponents that are more difficult, and
this is usually due to their large size
and the large mounting holes that
they consequently require.

In this month's article we will con-
sider some of the numerous ways of
dealing with large panel cutouts. There
is a wide range of tools available for
carving large pieces out of metal and
plastic panels, but provided you are in
no great hurry, some simple and inex-
pensive tools will suffice.

Moving coil panel meters remain
quite popular for use in home con-
structor projects, and they are a good
example of a component that has
unusual mounting requirements. The
standard mounting arrangement for
a normal moving coil panel meter
having a front plate of about 60mm by
45mm is shown in Fig. 1.

The four small mounting holes are
for the threaded rods built into the
meter itself. The meter should be
supplied with matching washers and
fixing nuts. There is no difficulty in
marking the positions of these as they
are simply at the corners of a square
having 32mm sides.

Getting the Needle
The large (38mm dia.) cutout ac-

commodates the body of the meter,
and its centre is at the middle of the
square. This cutout has to be made
quite accurately, since the meter will
not fit if it is fractionally undersize, and
it will tend to engulf the four smaller
holes if it is made slightly too large.

There is an obvious problem in
making a hole of this size, which is
larger than normal methods of drilling
can accommodate. The cheap way of
attacking any large cutout, whether
regular or irregular in shape, is to use
a miniature round file. For obvious
reasons, these are also known as
"needle" files.

One or two of these files or even a
complete set of assorted shapes and

sizes is something that you should
buy sooner rather than later. While
files do not represent a quick way of
making large cut-outs, they do at least
provide you with a means of making
virtually any required hole no matter
how large or irregular in shape.

The best needle files for making
cutouts are "Abrafiles". These can
sometimes be a bit difficult to track
down, but they will probably be
available from at least one of your
local DIY superstores.

Fig.l. Mounting holes for a panel
meter look easy enough, but a 38mm
dia. hole can be awkward to produce.

Their main claim to fame is (literally)
their flexibility, and these files can be
bent to reach inaccessible places. This
ability is probably of no great impor-
tance in the current context, and the
bigger asset is their coarseness, which
enables them to cut relatively quickly.
You can obtain an Abrafile that fits into
a special frame that looks rather like a
coping saw.

Cutting quickly and accurately with
one of these is very easy, and the
ability of the blade to cut in any
direction makes life much easier than
using a fretsaw or coping saw. On
the other hand, the frame prevents
the tool from making holes towards
the middle of large panels, whereas
simple needle files can make cuts
just about anywhere in any panel.

Don't Fret
If you have a fretsaw or a coping

saw it is worth
giving it a try
when making
large cutouts.
There are blades

specifically for cutting metal
and plastic, but virtually any
coping/fretsaw blade seems to cope
with aluminium and plastic panels
quite well.

With any of these filing and sawing
methods it is necessary to drill a
hole of about three millimetres in
diameter first, and then work out-
wards from this starting point.

Patience is important with any
creative hobby, but is especially im-
portant when cutting anything. Go at
things like the proverbial "bull in the
china shop" and you will at best
make a mess of the job, and at worst
you will injure yourself.

Even if you are very skilful at using
saws and files, it is still advisable to
cut just inside the line marking the
required cutout. A file can then be
used to carefully enlarge the cutout
to precisely the required size and
shape. Provided suitable time and
care is taken over the exercise,
even those who are "practically -
challenged" should find that this
method enables them to produce
some quite neat and accurate results.

The importance of good accuracy
is something that varies from job to
job. In the case of something like a
panel meter there should be no
major problem provided the main
mounting hole is not made so large
that it does not leave anywhere for
the four smaller ones. If necessary,
the meter will cover a multitude of
sins when it is fixed in place.

With some components, such as
push -fit rocker switches, there is
practically no margin for error. Make
the cutout fractionally too small and
the switch will not snap into place.
Make the hole slightly too large and
the switch will be a very obvious
loose fit, and may refuse to stay
in position. With any push -fit com-
ponents it is a good idea to make the
mounting hole slightly too small
initially, and to then gradually enlarge

The four main parts of a chassis punch (above). The cut-
ting blade (second right) is forced through the panel and
into the die (second left). This produces very neat and
accurate results.
(Left) The frame version of the Abrafile (top) and the
standard version (middle) provide an inexpensive means
of handling practically any cutout. The miniature round
file (bottom) is equally versatile, but can be quite slow.
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it until the component fits into place
properly.

Ring Around
When using needle files that have

fine blades it can take a very long
time to make large cutouts. There is
a simple but effective way of speed-
ing things up, and this is to drill a ring
of 3mm to 3.5mm diameter holes just
inside the perimeter of the required
cutout.

The holes should be about 4mm or
5mm apart so that there is -a small
gap between them, but the gap
should be kept quite small. The
needle file is then used to join up the
holes and complete the cutout.

Most of the material is removed by
the drilling, which does not take
long despite the large number of
holes involved. This leaves relatively
little to do with the needle file and
greatly speeds things up. The resul-
tant cutout will probably have some
rough edges, but it will not take long
to file it out to a hole of the correct
size having a neat finish.

anything more than thin aluminium
panels. For larger holes a "hole -saw"
is a better option.

This is basically just a saw blade in
the form of a ring, plus a mandrel
that enables it to be mounted in a
hand drill or power drill. The mandrel
includes a drill bit that produces a
guide hole of a few millimetres in
diameter. The blade then comes into
action and produces the main hole.

The blades are quite thick, which
means that quite a lot of material
is removed when cutting the hole.
However, with a power drill on a
slow setting it does not take long to
produce holes having diameters of
around 30mm to 60mm. Provided the
saw is not seriously worn, the holes
should be quite "clean" and neat.

There is an obvious limitation with
hole -saws and chassis punches in
that each one can only produce one
size of hole. Buying several tools of
either type individually can be quite
expensive, and it is worth consider-
ing one of the sets of popular sizes
that are available. Although the tools

Quick Cuts
Where a large round mounting

hole is required, such as for a panel
meter or a loudspeaker, there are
quick ways of making the hole. A
chassis punch is a tool that makes
the "cleanest" holes, and it is also
very quick. It consists of four main
pieces, see photograph.

A small guide hole is drilled in the
panel, and a bolt with the circular
cutting blade attached is fitted into
this. A nut and a short metal tube
are then fitted onto the bolt on the
other side of the panel. The bolt is
tightened with the aid of an Allen key,
forcing the cutting blade through the
panel and into the tube. In doing so it
punches a round hole in the panel.

In fact there are chassis punches
that produce rectangular holes, in-
cluding some that are designed to
produce accurate holes for push -fit
switches. Unfortunately, the relatively
high cost of chassis punches makes
them impractical for one-off or very
occasional use, and you will probably
only use the round variety.

In The Hole
A chassis punch is fine for holes of

up to about 30mm in diameter, but
larger sizes are difficult to obtain and
it can be difficult to use them with

low speeds, and do not even work
properly using most hand drills.

They are just about usable with
a heavy-duty hand drill set to its
slower speed, but only when used to
make holes of up to about 40mm
in diameter. A brace gives the best
results and enables large holes to be
handled with ease.

A hole cutter is surprisingly fast
even when cutting very large holes,
but it does not produce neat results.
A substantial amount of filing is
usually required in order to "clean"
the hole, and the hole therefore
tends to grow. Consequently, it is
necessary to cut a hole one or two
millimetres smaller than the required
size to allow for this "inflation".

Cheating
Where possible, you may prefer to

avoid large cutouts. In most cases
this is not possible, but with min-
iature loudspeakers there is an alter-
native to the "text book" approach.

Nornially the panel is drilled with a
hole that is slightly smaller than the

(Above) Hole -saws produce neat results and are quite
fast. They work best in a power drill set to a slow speed.
(Left) A reamer can turn a small hole into a larger one, up
to about 30mm. The tank cutter (right) can handle holes
having diameters from around 25mm to 120mm.

in these sets are not usually of
the highest quality, they seem to
be adequate for dealing with the
aluminium and plastic panels en-
countered in project construction.

Unless you have proper workshop
facilities and high quality tools it is
advisable not to try making large
cutouts in steel panels. Tools that cut
through softer materials with no dif-
ficulty will usually need a lot of
lubrication in order to cut through
steel, and may break under the strain.

There is an inexpensive alterna-
tive to chassis punches and hole -
saws in the form of hole cutters,
or "tank" cutters, as they. are also
known. Tools of this type are avail-
able from most DIY superstores.

A hole cutter is a bit like a hole -
saw, but with only one tooth on the
end of an adjustable arm. By adjust-
ing the effective length of the arm
it is possible to produce holes from
typically about 25mm up to around
120mm in diameter.

These tools are very quick and
effective, but a few points need to
be borne in mind when using them.
First and foremost, they are only in-
tended for use in a hand brace, and
should not be used in power drills.
They are designed to operate at very

overall diameter of the loudspeaker,
and some speaker cloth or fret is
then glued in place behind the
cutout. It is very unusual for
miniature loudspeakers to have any
provision for screw mounting, and
they invariably have to be glued in
place on the speaker material.

Any good quality general-purpose
adhesive should do this well enough,
but glue -guns are now remarkably
cheap and offer the quickest means
of handling jobs of this type.
Avoid smearing adhesive onto the
diaphragm of a speaker as this could
seriously impair its performance.

The alternative to the conventional
approach is to drill a matrix of small
holes in the panel to form a simple
speaker grille. The loudspeaker is
then glued in place onto the panel,
behind the matrix of holes.

Making a neat job of this is trickier
than you might think, and it is a job
that needs to be given due care and
attention. It is best to drill small guide
holes first and then enlarge these to
the required size. An advantage of
this approach is that it should leave
the panel quite stiff and strong.

Making large cutouts in small
panels can cause serious
weaknesses and is best avoided.
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Free Additional Transmitter
with every order !

i
UK Manufactured

' "VIAINi,r4 4.4
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Low Prices! I I
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pair (as shown above) for only £25.00 + VAT and
get an additional transmitter free! P & P £ 1.50

Please call for a free catalogue. wall chart or a
competitive volume quotation on an any
Radiometrix Ltd module. Simply just e-mail
sales,.&2radtec.demon.co.uk. alternatively Fax or
Telephone quoting ref: EPE-Rf.11

Telephone +44(0)1992 576107
Fax +44(0)1992 561994

http:irwww.radio-tech.co.uk
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JPG ELECTRONICS
276.278 Chatswonh Road

Chesterfield S40 2BH
Access Visa Orders:

Tel: (01246) 211202 Fax: (01246)550959
CintriS netron-a 9.30403 to 5 Ypon

Monday to Saturday

CONTROL & ;LordROBOTICS Instruments
BASIC Stamps.
 Re-Programmai)1,..
 BASIC language
 RS232 Serial ports
 8 or 16 I/0 lines
 SPUDTMF
 Fast development

Serial LCDs
 RS232 Serial interlace
 2x16 to 4x40
 Simple 3 -pin connection
 Integral Keypad option
 Large Numerics option
 Driver chips available for OEM use

Scenix
 Fattest 8 -bit micro
 50SUPS
 Flash Eprom
 18/28 pins
 PIC16C5x

pin replacement

17WaPill

3 -Axis Machine
 Stamp 2 based
 Drills PCBs
 3 -Axis movement
 Stepper drive
 4 thou resolution
 Win 1.1

software (

Robotics
 Humanoid
05 -Axis Arm
 Walking Insect

Servo Controller
 Control up

to 8 servos
 RS232

Commands
IR Decoder
 Uses any remote
 7 digital outputs
 Towle/momenta r
 Re -Programmable

tilford Instruments 01977 683665 www.milinst.demon.co.u1;

II

NATIONAL
C011f6f OF
TECH/10106Y

DISTANCE
LEARNING COURSES in:
Analogue and Digital Electronics
Circuits, Fibres & Opto-Electronics
Electronic Testing & Fault Diagnosis
Programmable Logic Controllers
Mechanics and Mechanisms
GCSE and BTEC Mathematics

Courses to suit beginners
and those wishing to update
their knowledge and practical skills
Courses are delivered
as self-contained kits
No travelling or college attendance
Learning is at your own pace
Courses may have
BTEC Certification and Tutoring

For information contact:
NCT Ltd., P.O. Box 11
Wendover, Bucks HP22 6XA
Telephone 01296 624270; Fax 01296 625299
Web: http://www.nct.ltd.uk
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Regular Clinic

CIRCUIT
SURGERY
ALAN WINSTANLEY

This month's roundup of readers' queries and comments follows up with
more information on electret microphones, a quick capacitor check with

ohmmeters and some pointers for using variable regulators.
TUE QUFSTION of using variable voltage
regulators to produce simple power

supplies crops up from time to time.
Here's a query from G. A. Wilsher of
Teddington. Middlesex.

Regulators sum it up
I have been waiting patiently for a

"decent" Bench Power Supply unit to
appear when I came across the ariable
regulator L'113384 which will produce an
output from I.2V to 32V at 5A. and this
would give me exactly what I'm looking
for. Although I could manage such a
design on stripboard I would appreciate
some guidance.

I happen to have a transformer with
bridge rectifiers and smoothing capacitors
which produces 50V d.c. The LA1338
specification states that the difference
between irput and output voltages should
not exceed 35V. What are the implications
of this? Second. I can see that two
resistors are required to set the voltage.
How does one calculate their values?

Three -terminal regulators are simple
and convenient to use "on paper"
but there are one or two drawbacks
to consider, especially at the higher
voltages/currents you are hoping to
provide.

I'm not sure that stripboard would be a
suitable medium on which to construct a
reliable high current design. You might
consider assembling with old-fashioned
tag strips or "turret board", using heavy
gauge solid core wires for interwiring,
which should be kept as short as possible.
A simple point-to-point design will cope
admirably with higher currents as well as
having a higher mechanical strength than
anything you could make with stripboard.

The output ratings of your transformer
are not quite clear, so here are a few points
to bear in mind. Transformer manufac-
turers normally rate secondary voltages
and currents assuming only a simple
resistive load is used at the maximum
permissible current of the transformer.
This has two implications: first. due to its
regulation the secondary voltage will rise
at lower currents, so allowances must be

made for this ( when specifying the rectifier
and smoothing capacitor voltage ratings).

Second. although makers specify ratings
assuming a resistive load, in a full -wave
rectified power supply the load is more
complex than that - we are placing
rectifiers and a very large smoothing
capacitor across the secondary winding_
The effect is that we find currents flowing
in the secondary circuit higher than those
found in an ordinary resistive circuit.

As a good rule of thumb. the trans-
former secondary current figure should be
derated by about 40 per cent in such cases.
A 5A transformer (for example) should
only be expected to safely supply about 3A
total load current in a full -wave power
supply. see Fig. I.

Furthermore, that 5A secondary current
is only valid when a simple resistive load
is used as shown. Ideally your own trans-
former must be capable of providing 8.3A
on full load, but to be realistic you are
limited by what you can buy off the shelf
or happen to have available anyway.

Regulations .

Looking at the regulator itself, a
guaranteed way of destroying such a
device is to exceed the input-output
voltage, so well done for highlighting this
parameter! Incidentally my National Semi-
conductor data book specifies 40V as the
maximum input-output differential.

This input-output voltage rating is the
maximum difference in voltage which is

Fgt. Transformers must be derated when full -wave bridge rectifiers and smooth-
ing capacitors are used. Makers' ratings usually assume a resistive load.

The term root -mean -square (r.m.s.) is
applied to alternating voltage and current
values. including the ratings of trans-
formers. Root -mean -square values are
useful as a way of compruing a.c.
voltages and currents against d.c. equiv-
alents.

An alternating voltage of say 12V r.m.s.
placed across a fixed resistor will produce
the same heating effect (power dissipation)
as would a voltage of 12V d.c. (Multiply-
ing the r.m.s. value by 1-414. the square
root of 2. tells us the peak value of the
alternating voltage.)

In the example of Fig. I. the transformer
shown will have a manufacturer's secon-
dary voltage rating of 12V r.m.s. at 5A
output. The voltage will tend to increase
when the load curent is reduced, and a
value of nearer 16V or so off-load would
not be surprising.

Fig.2. A simple pre -regulator may help
avoid excessive input-output voltage
appearing across variable regulators.
Di' and 02 are the Zener diodes.
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permitted between the input and the output
pins of the regulator. A bench power sup-
ply is likely to be subjected to some rough
treatment, and it is quite easy to overlook
the implications of this rating.

If the input voltage is known to be. say.
30V d.c. maximum then if the power sup-
ply output was shorted to OV, the entire
voltage will appear across the device. No
harm will be done at 30V and the device
will current limit.

If for some reason the input voltage
rises to say 50V or more then clearly the
input-output voltage would be exceeded '
and you risk destroying the device. Hence
you ought not to directly use your trans-
former to produce a variable design with
the LM338. One work -around is to use a
form of "pre -regulator" which clamps the
input voltage to a safe fixed value.

A simple Zener diode with an external
pass transistor might be suitable (see Fie. 2)
provided the tolerances are not too wide.
You can combine Zener diodes and also
"jack up" the voltage with ordinary for-
ward -biased rectifiers using some trial and
error if necessary. The output voltage seen
at the transistor emitter (e) is one diode drop
lower than that appearing at the IvIsf. (b).
Remember to select a transistor with a high
enough collector current rating.

Doing your Sums
Your second question relates to the cal-

culation of the resistor values. The formula
is just a derivation of that for a potential
divider. A typical three terminal variable
regulator is shown in Fig3.

A reference voltage Vref is developed
across the resistor RI and by applying on:fi-
nely potential divider theory

RI
Vrct

(R 13 R2)
X Vout

=V,,f (R I +R2)
RI

or V, V,1- (1 +R2/R1)

A value of I -25V is a nominal value for
the reference voltage. A value of 240 ohms
is typically used (220 ohms will be fine)
for RI. which allows about 5mA to flow
through the resistor chain. A further 50nA
(i4) flows out of the adjustment pin to OV,
but for most purposes it is not often neces-
sary to consider this any further.

One final aspect of your proposed power
supply is that you should allow for a
suitable heatsink on the LM338, and it is
here where the plan may fall down. Whilst

Fig.3. Calculating the output voltage
from a variable voltage regulator. A
typical value for V,ei is 1.25V.

the device is protected from thermal over-
load. it does mean that if you are to enjoy
maximum current outputs then some sub-
stantial heatsinking will be required. other-
wise the device will thermally -limit in
extreme cases.

Unfortunately, it is not possible to calcu-
late the heatsink's thermal resistance until
the power dissipation of the regulator is
known. It is precisely because of ther-
mal efficiency problems with such designs
that switched -mode power supplies are
preferred.

Electret microphones
Last month I described the composition

of a typical electret microphone capsule.
and went off in search of the mysterious
transistor contained within. My thanks to
Barry Taylor who adds further interesting
comments and describes the electret effect
in more detail:

I would guess that the transistor labelled
K596 is probably a 2SK596 as I have
frequently come across devices from the
Far East that omit the first two characters
(esp. on T092 packages). K indicates an
n -channel fe.t. or MOSFET. You say that
Motorola suggest a 2N5484 but according
to my sources this is not a MOSFET but an
n -channel jf.e.t. I regret that I can't find
any listing of a 2SK596 though.

You make no mention of the meaning
of the word -electra" . which could imply
that the variation in capacitance directly
produces the of output. This is not strictly
true even though it is easily demonstrated
that tapping a length of screened cable con-
nected to a high input impedance amplifier
will produce a noise on the output. Electret
material, which is a fluorocarbon polymer.
can be given an electrostatic charge which
lasts abnost for ever.

If an electret material is used as the
diaphragm (with one side merallised of
course) in a microphone together with
rigid back plate then a capacitor is formed
with constant charge Q. Sound pressure will
cause the diaphragm to vibrate and thus the
capacitance to vary. Since the charge is
constant and as V = Q/C the result is a
voltage proportional to the sound pressure.

The f.e.t. simply ants as an impedance
converter and this must be (as you found
only one resistor) configured as a common -
source amplifier width. given a suitable

doesn t need a source resistor if the
input signal is small. So. I would guess that
the resistor you destroyed was a gate to
source resistor with a value of possibly tens
of megohms. I'd be interested if anyone can
confirm this surmise of mine about the fe.t.

Professional condenser microphones
generally do not use electret material's. The
diaphragm is a metallized polymer film
polarised by 48V d.c. via a IG ohm resistor
which results in a virtually constant charge.
The polarising voltage is fed to the
microphone via a "phantom" power supply
from the mixer which also powers the
built-in impedance converter.

It is true that the "2N" or "2S" is
commonly omitted from the nomenclature
printed on the device. My first thought was
also that the mysterious transistor was a 2N
or 2SK type but further research drew a
blank (as you found yourself). A device
type KSK596 is listed by Motorola but
there was no data available. I rechecked the
National Semiconductor web sites as des-

cribed last month, and this bounced over to
the Fairchild web site.

I finally obtained the data sheet which
states "N -Channel RF amplifier" so I'm
none the wiser. In retrospect I would concur
that it's probably a junction f.e.t. but hope-
fully I can be forgiven my near miss!

Back to my groaning bookshelves and
my Dictionary of Electronics defines
"electret" as the electrical analogue of a
permanent magnet, It is a dielectric body
with separate electric poles and a stable
existence. The metallic disk I alluded to is a
synthetic dielectric film. metallised on one
face.

I agree that there is a dearth of
information about electrets, which is what
prompted the article to start with, but a
quick look at several microphone
manufacturers' web sites did 'reveal
interesting information including more on
"phantom" power supplies. Try
www.sennheiser.com and
wwwshure.com. I also found an
enthusiastic web page on
www.mpage.demon.co.uk/electret.htm.
Thank you for filling us in with the extra
information!

Quick cap check
I would like to know how to check a

capacitor both out of board and in -board.
to determine whether the capacitor is leak-
ing or otherwise faulty.

So asks Siva Pathmanathan (by E-
mail). it is straightforward to check larger
capacitors just by using an ordinary multi -
meter set to a high resistance range. A
moving coil meter is possibly better for this
experiment.

By clipping the test leads to an
electrolytic capacitor. the resistance reading
will briefly be seen to fall as the capacitor
will charge up through the meter's internal
battery. The meter's black lead is in fact
positive (the reverse is true on digital
multimeters, which have a much higher
impedance), so by touching this to the
capacitor's positive lead, the needle "blip"
will be seen.

With lower value capacitors, probably
the best you can hope for is to check for a
shorted capacitor, which will show as a low
resistance.

Checking a capacitor in -situ isn't reliable
because other components in the same cir-
cuit may affect the readings. In any. case.
definitely do not check while power is ap-
plied to the circuit, and remember to dis-
charge the capacitor to start with, using
a low -value resistor for larger electrolytic
capacitors if necessary.

CIRCUIT THERAPY
Crc.. : %Surgery is your column. If

you nave any queries or comments.
please write to: Alan Winstantey, Circuit
Surgery, Wimbome Publishing Ltd., Men
House. East Borough, Wimbome, Dorset.
BH21 1PF, United Kingdom. E-mail
alan@epemag.demon.co.ulc. Please indi-
cate if your query is not for
publication. A personal reply
cannot always be guaranteed I -
but we will try to publish
representative answers
in this column.

a. -C-.
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Advertisement

25% discount for EPE readers
on a 10MHz function generator

Features

H6000 £149 including vat & delivery

Vann Draper is offering over 25% discount to
readers of Everyday Practical Electronics on their
H6000 functon generator.

The H6000 function generator normally sells for
£198.58 but for readers of EPE the price is
just £149 fully inclusive of vat & delivery.

The function generator is supplied ready to use
complete with mains lead, operating manual and
a 12 month guarantee.

To order simply post the coupon to Vann Draper
Electronics Ltd at Unit 5, Premier Works, Canal Street,
South Wigston, Leicester LE18 2PL.
Alternatively tel 0116 2771400, or fax 0116 2773945
or email sales@vanndraper.co.uk

Key
Frequency range

Frequency accuracy

Output waveforms

Output impedance

0dB amplitude

- 20dB amplitude

-40dB amplitude
TTL output

Sinewave distortion

Square rise & fall

Power requirements

Size & weight

specifications
: 0-1Hz-10MHz. 8 ranges +variable

: + /- 5% of full scale
: Sine, square, triangle, pulse. sawtooth

: 50 ohm +1-5%
: 2Vpp - 20Vpp no load

: 200mVpp - 2Vpp no load

: 20mVpp - 200mVpp no load

: Capable of driving 20 TTL loads

: <1% (at <200kHz)

: <20ns

: 240Vac 50/60Hz (Optional 120Vac)

: 203 x 195 x 75mm, 1100g

r

 0-1Hz-10MHz, 8 ranges plus variable
 Sine, square, triangle, pulse, sawtooth
 50 ohm output
 TTL output
 20mVpp to 20Vpp from 50 ohm output
 External frequency modulation/sweep
 Pulse width modulation
 Duty cycle adjustment
 Offset adjustment
 Short circuit protected
 Service manual available

Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
The test & measurement specialists

www.vanndraper.co.uk

Use this coupon for your order

Please supply me:

H6000 function gen(s) at £149 inc vat & del

Service manual(s) at £15 inc vat & del

Name:
Address:

Tel no:

Total £

Cheques payable to Vann Draper Electronics Ltd
or debit my visa, mastercard or switch card:

Card type:

Card No:

Expiry date: Switch iss No:

Signature:

Overseas readers can still obtain this discount but carriage
charges vary according to country. Please telephone, fax.
email or write to Vann Draper.



Everyday Practical Electronics are pleased to be able to offer all readers these

ELECTRONICS CD-ROMS
TWO

APPLICATIONS
ON ONE
CD.ROM

ELECTRONIC
CIRCUITS &
COMPONENTS
+ THE PARTS
GALLERY
by Mike Tooley

ELRCTRONIC CIRCUITS & COMPONENTS
Electron& 2ircutts 6 Components
provides an introduction to the
principles and application of the
most common types of electronic
components and shows how they
are used to form complete circuits.
The virtual laboratories, worked
examples and pre -designed circuits
allow students to learn. experiment
and check their understanding as
they proceed through the sections
on the CD-ROM. Sections on the
disk include:
Fundamentals: units & multiples,
electricity, electric circuits.
alternating circuits.
Passive Components: resistors.
capacitors. inductors. transformers.
Semiconductors: diodes.
transistors. op -amps. logic gales.
Passive Circuits
Active Circuits

THE PARTS GALLERY
Many students have a good
understanding of electronic theory
but still have difficulty in recognising
the vast number of different types of
electronic components and symbols.
The Parts Gallery helps overcome
this problem: it will help students to
recognise common electronic
components and their corresponding
symbols in circuit diagrams_
Selections on the disk include:
Components
Components Ouiz
Symbols
Symbols Quiz
Circuit Technology

 11.1

ll.m III n.u.i 1 Ealews I I

(

1:1 -
1 

Virtual laboratory - sinusoids
- 413 SowirtNiiIrm,s

Logic laboratory
- ;13 16.. kiramoll

Circuit technology screen

Hobbyist/Student £34 inc VAT
Institutional (SchoolstHEFEIndustry) £89 plus VAT
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £169 plus VAT

DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
by Mike Tooley
Digital Electronics builds on the knowledge of logic gates
covered in Electronic Circuits & Components. and takes
users through the subject of digital electronics up to the
operation and architecture of microprocessors. The virtual
laboratories allow users to operate many circuits on
screen.

1%zit....i 4   ...0Lt
 a bomb.

Virtual laboratory - flip-flops
-114 f .1/. ohm

1112...0

Virtual laboratory - traffic lights
114:-

:-.-_=1-

Microprocessor

FUNDAMENTALS
Fundamentals introduces the
basics of digital electronics
including binary arfd hexadecimal
numbering systems. ASCII. basic
logic gates and their operation.

-monostable action and circuits, and
bistables - including JK arid 0 -type
flip-flops

COMBINATIONAL
LOGIC
Multiple gate circuits, equivalent
logic functions and specialised logic
functions such as maiority vote.
parity checker, scrambler, half and
lull adders. Includes fully interactive
virtual laboratories for all circuits

SEQUENTIAL LOGIC
Introduces sequential logic
inclqding clocks and clock circuitry,
counters. binary coded decimal and
shift registers.

DIGITAL SYSTEMS
AD and DiA converters and their
parameters, traffic light controllers.
memories and microprocessors -
architecture, bus systems and their
arithmetic logic unit.

GALLERY
A catalogue of commonly used IC
schematics taken from the 74xx
and 40xx serves. Also includes
photographs of common digital
integrated circuits and circuit
technology.

Hobbyist/Student £45 inc VAT
Institutional (Schools/HE/FE Industry) £99 plus VAT
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £199 plus VAT

MODULAR CIRCUIT DESIGN by Max Horsey and Philip Clayton
This CD-ROM has been developed from Max Horsey's Teach -In series
A Guide to Modular Circuit Design (EPE Nov '95 to Aug '96). This highly
acclaimed series presented a range of tried and tested analogue and
digital circuit modules, together with the knowledge to use and interface
them. Thus allowing anyone with a basic understanding of circuit symbols
to design and build their own projects.

Essential information for anyone undertaking GCSE or "A" level elec-
tronics or technology and for hobbists who want to get to grips with project
design.

Over seventy different Input. Processor and Output modules are
illustrated and fully described together with detailed information on con-
struction, fault finding and components, including circuit symbols. pinouts.
power supplies. decoupling etc. A full contents list and alphabetical index
are provided and, at every stage, alternative modules are offered.

Written by a highly experienced author and teacher (Max is Head
of Electronics at Radley College). this CD brings it all together for all
students of electronics.

Single User Version £19.95 inc. VAT
Multiple User Version £34 plus VAT

designing your circuit
simply setc-ct your modules from the wide choice_available,
read Fww.they work and join them up to make your circuit

1K

LOR

CkK

input

7

processor output

found that 1 could design a circuit without my teacher's help. And it worked!
Everything was to hand - which chips to use - and which pin; did what.'

!extern Preston tr stuOic:)

A Web Browser is required for Modular Circuit Design - one is provided on the EPE CD-ROM No. I (see opposite) but most modem computers are supplied with one.
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Interested in programming PIC microcontrollers?

PICtutor by John Becker

The Virtual PIC

Deluxe PlCtutor Hardware

Developed from our famous and incredibly popular EPE PIC Tutorial
series by John Becker (EPE March to May '98) this CD-ROM. to-
gether with the PlCtutor experimental and development board, will
teach you how to use PIC microcontrollers with special emphasis on
the PICx84 devices. The board will also act as a development test
bed and programmer for future projects as your programming skills
develop.

This interactive presentation uses the specially developed Virtual
PIC simulator to show exactly what is happening as you run. or step
through. a program. In this way the CD brings the EPE PIC Tutorial
series to life and provides the easiest and best ever introduction to
the subject.

Nearly 40 tutorials cover almost every aspect of PIC programming
in an easy to follow logical sequence.
HARDWARE
Whilst the CD-ROM can be used on its own, the physical demonstra-
tion provided by the PlCtutor Development Kit, plus the ability to
program and test your own PIC16x84s, really reinforces the les-
sons learned. The hardware will also be an invaluable development
and programming tool for future work once you have mastered PIC
software writing.

Two levels of PlCtutor hardware are available - Standard and
Deluxe. The Standard unit comes with a battery holder, a reduced
number of switches and no displays. This version will allow users to
complete 25 of the 39 Tutorials - it can be upgraded to Deluxe at a
later date. by adding components, if required.

The Deluxe Development Kit is supplied with a plug -top power
supply (the Export Version has a battery holder), all switches for both
PIC ports plus I.c.d. and 4 -digit 7 -segment I.e.d. displays. It allows
users to program and control all functions and both ports of the PIC
and to follow the 39 tutorials on the CD-ROM.

All hardware is supplied fully built and tested and includes a
PIC16F84 electrically erasable programmable microcontroller.
CD-ROM

Hobbyist/Student £45 inc. VAT
Institutional (Schools/HE:FE Industry) £99 plus VAT
Institutional 10 user (Network Licence) £199 plus VAT

HARDWARE
Standard PlCtutor Development Kit £47 inc. VAT
Deluxe PICtutor Development Kit £99 plus VAT
Deluxe Export Version £96 plus VAT

(UK and EU customers add VAT of 17.5% to "plus VAT" prices)

Minimum system requirements for these CD-ROMs: PC with 486/33MHz. VGA+256 colours. CD-ROM drive, 8MB RAM.
8MB hard disk space. Windows 3.1/95/98iNT. mouse, sound card (not required for PlCtutor or Modular Circuit Design).

CD-ROM ORDER FORM
I Please send me:
I  Electronic Circuits ft Components -The Parts Gallery
I i Digital Electronics
I  PICtutor

Version required:
j Hobbyist/Student

Institutional
Institutional 10 user

IC PICtutor Development Kit - Standard
IC PlCtutor Development Kit - Deluxe Deluxe Export

I Modular Circuit Design - Single User
I [1] Modular Circuit Design - Multiple User

I Full name

I Address

I Signature

I  I enclose cheque/PO in £ sterling payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for £

10 Please charge my Visa/Mastercard: £ Card expiry date

I Card No
Please supply name and address of card holder if different to the delivery address.

Post code Tel. No -

ORDERING
ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK

POSTAGE

Student/Single User/Standard Version -
price includes postage to most countries

in the world
EU residents outside the UK add f5 for

airmail postage per order

OVERSEAS ORDERS: Institutional,
Multiple User and Deluxe Versions -
overseas readers add £5 to the basic
price of each order for airmail postage
Ido not add VAT unless you live in an
EU country, then add 171/2% VAT or
provide your official VAT registration
number).

Send your order to:
Direct Book Service

33 Gravel Hill, Merley Wimborne
Dorset BH21 1RW

(Mail Order Only)

Direct Book Service is a division of Wimborne
Publishing Ltd. To order by phone ring

01202 881749. Fax: 01202 841692
We cannot reply to overseas orders by Fax
Goods are normally sent within seven days

11.N1

Demos (not Modular Circuit Design) available on the EPE CD-ROM No.1 (Free with the November '98 issue) - send £2 for this CD-ROM if you require the
demos. For Modular Circuit Design demo send £6.95 for cut down version (£5 refunded if you buy full version). Minimum order for credit card paymentis £5.



Constructional Project

TIME AND DATE
GENERATOR
TONY HART
Capture real time events On your' security
monitor screen or add them to your home
videos with this 1 lC time machine. .

Wii it the availability of cheap video
"intents more and more people
are adding surveillance cameras

to the exterior and interior of their homes.
Cameras connected to a video recorder
will record all sorts of amusing and some-
times nefarious activities, and usually it is
useful to know the precise time that these
events occur.

Designed for home use, this project
adds time and date information to a
multicamera home video security system.
The Time and Date Generator inserts a
steady and easily readable time and/or
date caption onto any composite video
signal. The time and date information
being displayed at the bottom of the
screen.

It also has the optional facility to dis-
play a camera number (I to 8) provided
from an external camera selector by in-
putting a 3 -bit camera address. This will
allow the user to know which one of eight
cameras is currently active.

Although originally intended for ad-
ding time and date information to security
cameras, it is equally useful for adding
time and date to home videos, for those
who have not got this capability built into
their video camera.

This design is based on a PIC16C84
which performs the real time clock func-
tion and display character generation.

CIRCUIT OVERVIEW
A system block diagram of the Time

and Date Generator is shown in Fig.!.
The full circuit diagram is given in Fig.3.

The circuit is based around the
PIC I 6C84 microcontroller IC3 (from
here -on referred to as the PIC). The PIC
has three main functions, namely to
maintain the real time clock, to generate
all the character pixel data that is
necessary to display up to 32 characters
at the bottom of the screen and finally to
control when the character pixels are
displayed_

Each character is composed of an eight
pixel by seven screen line matrix. For this
number of characters the PIC is not fast

enough to directly superimpoNe the re-
quired display data onto the composite
video signal coming from the video
source. Instead, the PIC loads the charac-
ter display data on a line -by-line basis
into an external RAM chip IC5 in the
period of time immediately after the
frame sync.

One line is written per frame, so that
every seven frames the RAM is fully
updated. At the end of this period the
RAM contains all the data required to
produce a 32 -character by 7 -line display
on a TV/monitor screen.

Between line 256 and 291 the PIC
releases control of the RAM chip (IC5) to
a fast gated oscillator, IC2a, which clocks
the previously stored lines out of the
RAM, each bit modulating the input
composite video signal on the fly. The
gated oscillator is repeatedly synchronised
to start a few microseconds after each line
sync, therefore enabling the output display
to appear steady on the monitor screen.

REAL TIME CLOCK
(1:77C)

The PIC s, i.:.are implements a real
time clock (RTC function. The real time
clock data is stored in registers SEC, MIN.

FIRS, DAY. MTH, YRS and YRSH. The
DAY register is incremented to the value
determined by the MTH and YRS registers
according to the verse:

"30 days horn September. April, June
and November. All the rest have 31 except
February alone which has 28. except 29
during a leap year."

A leap year is normally any year
divisible by four except if the year ends in
00 when it also has to be divisible by 400
to be a leap year. So, for example. the year
1900 was not a leap year. but the year
2000 will be.

The RTC only operates when the PIC is
powered. either from the main 12V source
or from a battery back-up.

RTC ACCURACY
The RTC relies on the PLC's crystal

controlled clock for timing. For this ap-
plication the PIC's 8 -bit timer TMRO is set
to operate in conjunction with the 8 -bit
prescaler to form a I6 -bit counter which is
incremented each instruction cycle. This
is every 0.40.s with the 10MHz crystal
specified (X1).

The PIC maintains the real time clock
by counting the TMRO overflows. When
incremented every instruction cycle TMRO

VIC/E0 04
iFUth

IC9

lei
Sr 4C

SEPARATOA IC3

KTTE10JATC

IC4
a Bit

CC4.414.4

CLK

-=SET

00
TO

.>

4

70

Fio.1. System block diagram for the Time and Date Generator.
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SPECIFICATION
 Adds time or date or both to a composite video signal

(NTSC. PAL and SECAM video signals).
 Selectable character height of 5.10,15 or 20 lines.
 Selectable line display from line 256 to line 291 at the

bottom of the screen.
 Inverse or normal video display.
 Day and month display are swapable for those who

prefer the American standard.
 Display external camera number from 1 to 8 via

external 3 -bit input.
 Display symbol with camera number via

external 1 -bit input
 Leap year correction.
 Battery back-up if required.
 Accurate Real Time Clock with a software trimmer.
 Year 2000 compliant.

DISPLAY EXAMPLES

Examples of the display are as follows :-
23:59:33
23:59:33
23:59:33
23:5933

23:59:33

23102/1998
02.M/1998
23/02/1998
23/02/1998

23/02(2001

time/date displayed
day/month swapped

C-5 camera 5 displayed
C/5 camera.5 displayed

symbol change
time only
date only

will overflow every 0-4 x 256 x 256ms or
26-2144ms. At each overflow, a counter
called CLOCK I is incremented and every
38 CLOCK Is the clock's second counter
(SEC) is incremented.

However. one second is not exactly 38
CLOCK] periods. it is actually equal to 1
sec/26-2144ms or 38-147 overflows. So
incrementing SEC every 38 CLOCK I
periods will produce a fairly inaccurate
real time clock as the inaccuracy will be
0-147 x CLOCK I or 3.8ms error every
second, which translates to 332 seconds
per day error- not very good.

IMPROVED ACCURACY
Luckily, the computing power of the

PIC allows some easy manipulation to
improve the accuracy. Consequently
every seven seconds an extra CLOCK1 is
added so that 39 overflows are counted.
So every seventh SEC count there are
38 x 7 + 1 or 267 overflows. This trans-
lates to 267 x 26.2144ms = 6.9992448
sec. This reduces the inaccuracy from
332 sec/day to about 9.3 sec/day, which
is a big improvement.

Completed Time
and Date Generator
circuit board.

To improve the accuracy even
more, every 35 of the seven
second periods another CLOCK!
is added. So every 7 x 35 or
every 245 seconds the PIC ac-
tually counts 35 x 6.9992448 + 0.0262144
seconds = 244-99978secs. This reduces
the inaccuracy from 9.3 sec/day to about
0.1 sec day.

These numbers assume that the
10.000MHz crystal oscillator providing all
the timing is running at exactly zero pans
per million (ppm) error. This is highly
unlikely and with tolerance. temperature
and ageing effects the crystal frequency
will be more likely to be within -±100ppm
unless a trimmer is incorporated.

An error of 100 ppm translates to an
error of about 8-6 seconds per day. So
unadjusted. the real time clock is going to
keep time to better than 10 seconds per
day or say five minutes per month. provid-
ing the crystal oscillator is running at
10MHz ±-100ppm. A method of trimming
has been included in the software to trim
the real time clock by up to plus or minus
nine seconds per day.

TIME STORE
Every time any of the clock counters,

e.g minutes. hours. day. month or year
changes, its value is stored in the
EEPROM of the PIC. so that should the
power supply fail the time will be reset to
what it was before the power failure,
except that the seconds count will be reset
to zero. There is a slight problem here. in
that the data EEPROM of the PIC has a
limited lifetime of typically one million
write cycles.

For the hours counter, one million
writes relates to 114 years of use. But for
the minutes counter it relates to only 1.9
years of use which means that the minutes
memory location in EEPROM will become
unreliable in just under two years time.

To overcome this the minutes value is
stored in the EEPROM address calculated
from the year ANDed with IF hex and
is therefore distributed over 32 EEPROM
locations, which increases the, EEPROM
lifetime from 1.9 years to about 60 years.
(Let me know in 60 years if my calculation
is correct.)

In practice it is recommended that a
rechargeable back-up battery is used so
that the power never fails.

Monitor screen shots of the Time and Date Generator module showino two forms of displaying the time and date readout. Note
the rechargeable back-up battery.
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DISPLAY CHARACTER
GENERATOR

The character format for the numbers 0
to 9 is shown in Fig 2. Characters are com-
posed of a simple 8 -dot by 7 -line matrix
(lines LO to L6 ). Each numeral is six dots
or pixels wide with a blank dot either side,
producing two spaces between characters.

In normal video the top line (LO) and a
bottom line (L6) are always blank so this
effectively produces an 8 -dot wide by 5 -
line high matrix which is quite readable. If
the inverse video option is enabled the top
and bottom lines appear white, so produc-
ing the effect of an 8 -dot x 7 -line matrix.

The software allows each line of dots
to be output once, twice, three or four
times providing actual character height of
5,10.15 or 20 lines. The user can therefore
select the most easily readable format for
their particular screen.

Because the PIC is too slow to insert
the time/date pixels directly onto the com-
posite video signal, the character data is
written by the PIC to the RAM chip (IC5)
during the first 256 lines after the frame
sync at a rate of one line per frame. The
RAM chip used is actually a 2048 x 8 -bit
device. but only one bit of each 8 -bit byte
is used here. Each of the five lines of the
display plus the spacing lines at the top
and bottom of the display (seven lines in
total) are therefore clocked into the RAM
during a seven frame period.

The bottom 8 -bits of the RAM address
AO -A7 come from a 4040 binary counter
(IC4) and the top 3 -hits (A8.A9,A10) are
driven directly from PORTA of the PIC
(IC3). The PIC can control the RAM ad-
dress by initially clearing and then clock-
ing the counter via PORTS pins RB5 and
RB3 respectively.

The PIC can therefore write up to 256 -
bits of data or pixels to up to eight blocks
of RAM. where each block contains one
line of bits to display. This allows up
to 32 characters to be displayed across
the screen. although the normal maximum
used here is 28 characters.

However. during configuration up to six
extra characters are required to be dis-
played and to allow this each character is
displayed with only one space between
characters. This bunching up allows up to
36 characters to be displayed. but with
slightly less legibility.

PIXEL LOOK -UP
TABLE

The PIC is responsible for compiling
and eenerating the character pixels to store
in the RAM. The following is an example
that shows how each pixel of the character
-2" is formed and Table I shows an
extract from the actual software.

On entry to the wrramblk routine the
value to he displayed. in this case "2". is in
the high nibble of the W register. This is the
same as the value to he displayed multi-
plied by16 (2x 16=32 decimal =20 hex).
The low nibble is cleared with the andlw
OM instruction and then the pixels are ob-
tained from the look up table in segment.

The W register is stored in memory
location OFFSET which is then divided
he 2 h) the ref OFFSET instruction. This
is now the equivalent of the value to he
displayed multiplied by 8 and gives the
offset to any number in the look up table.

Lo
LI 000000 00 000000 000000 CO 00 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000
L2 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00
1.2 00 00 00 000000 000000 000000 000000 000000 00 000000 000000
14 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 OD 00 00 00 to
15 000000
La

00 000000 000000 00 000000 000000 00 000000 on

Fig.2. Character format for the numbers 0 lb 9.

To this is added the number stored in
POINTER and copied to the program
counter PC. The value is then returned in
W and copied to the memory location
SHIFT. POINTER is effectively the cur-
rent line of the character.

For example. if line 5 of the character
"2" is required. then the value added to
the PC is as follows:

Character in W 25h
andlw I -13h

result 20h
div by 2 10h
add POINTER 05h
result 15h

the MSB "2" is to be displayed
clear the low nibble

this is the character offset
line number
this is added to the PC

15h is added to the Program Counter and
the PC is changed to address + 15h and
executes the following instruction

retlw b'01111110'

therefore returning with the value
01111110 in the W register

In summary
If pointer=00 then
If pointer =01 then
If pointer =02 then
If pointer =03 then
If pointer=04 then
If pointer= 05 then
If pointer = 06 then

retlw b'00000000'
retlw b'01111110'
retlw b'00009110'
retlw b'011111110'
retlw If01100000'
retlw b'01111110'
retlw b'00000000'

is executed
is executed
is executed
is executed
is executed
is executed
is executed

Table 1: Example of the use of a Look -up table
for character generation

'manta
gnaw Ot0:1
cal segment
movvef SHIFT
ete

;s14.,:t tco

ORG 0300,
segment :w= 16 x wakes

movwf OFFSET ;sive In OFFSET

inortw 03h
movwf PCLATH
nt OFFSET.w
andlw 0'01111000'
addwt POINTER.w
addwt PC1

PC address

:sett= 3rd gags 1w sannsi1S1380t9
- CHAR 1. e

;mask in good data

:jump to OFFSET erred return yak*

00 teOw 0
01 maw 0'01111110' :0
02 Why 0'01100110'
03 reds. 0'01100110'
04 netted 0'01100110'
05 retw 0'01111110'
06 rinw 0
07 retlw 0
08 rettw 0
09 rettw 600001100' .1
OA rethv b'00003100'
03 ratted 0'00001100'
CC rettw 0'00001100'
00 rettw 0'00001100'
OE rettee 0
OF rethv 0
10 tetlw 0
11 redw 0'01111110' ;2
12 raftw 0'00000110'
13 reftw 0'01111110'
14 rethv 0'01100000'
15 reOw b'01111110'   Tres re the vskre returned
16 retiw 0 ,n me example above
17 retlw 0

rtc

On returning from the segment routine
the value in W- is placed in register
SHIFT. The software then shifts the eight
bits (01111110) of this data, MSB first.
into the main RAM chip IC5 by outputting
each -bit in turn and generating a WE and
CS pulse for the RAM. If inverse video is
selected then all -bits are simply inverted
before shifting into the RAM.

After each -bit is shifted to
the RAM. the RAM address
counter IC4 is incremented
by the PIC (1C3) generating a
clock pulse on pin RB3.

At the beginning of each
sline the PIC resets the RAM

address counter to zero and increments the
RAM address A8,k9,A10 by increment-
ing PORTA. In this way all the pixels are
loaded into the RAM for each line of all
characters to be displayed.

DISPLAY CIRCUIT
Some relevent waveforms to help

understand the display cir-
cuit operation are shown in
Fig.4. The PIC is interrupted
every line sync and counts
the number of lines fol-
lowing the frame sync.
At the appropriate display
line (lines 256-291 un-
der software control) the
PIC releases control of the
RAM clock to a fast clock
synchronised to the line
sync.

Initially at the start of
each display line the PIC
resets the counter 1C4 by
raising and lowering PORTS
pin RB5 (CNTRES). Then
it allows the gated., oscil-
lator (IC2a) to clock the
counter IC4 by simply set-
ting PORTS pin RB3 tris-

..state. allowing the gated os-
cillator IC2a to clock the
counter IC4 via resistor R8.
The counter increments the
 RAM address and the RAM

outputs the previously stored
data for the line of the
display controlled by the
upper three address lines set

. by PORTA pins RAO. RAI
and RA2.

The counter IC4 incre-
ments 256 times until
counter output Q9 acres high
which pulls the clock input
high via diode D2. This
inhibits any more of the
gated oscillator clocks until
the counter 'is reset at the
beginning of the- next line.
Without this mechanism the
counter would overflow and
the line could be partly
displayed again.
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Fig.3. Complete circuit diagram. including back-up battery, for the Time and Date Generator.
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Fig.4. Example waveforms for the Time and Date Generator circuit

RAM OUTPUT
The RAM output contains a few glitches

due to the address counter IC4 being a
ripple counter. This means that the higher
Q outputs change state later than the
lower outputs after a clock input resulting
in a temporarily incorrect address being
presented to the RAM address inputs. This
effect is overcome by adding capacitor C7
which reduces the width of the glitches to a
level that is not discernible on the monitor
or TV screen.

The deglitched RAM output is gated b)
an active high signal called ENVIDO from
the PIC pin RBI which goes high only
during the lines that are to be used to show
the display. These signals are ANDed to-
gether by IC2c and IC2b. The output of
IC2b then overwrites the existing video
signal. The ENVIDO signal is timed so as
to prevent any modulation of the input
video signal during the sync period.

Resistors R3 and R4 form a potential
divider to reduce the gate output voltage to
2.5V. This is then added to the video signal
by resistor R2. producing a peak white
signal level. The PIC does this for each of
the seven lines that make up the display
characters resulting in a steady display of
the time and date. The character height can
be selected by making the RAM output
each of the character lines 1,2.3 or 4 times.

This design is simple but has some
drawbacks. For example. the time/date data
simply superimposes a peak white level on
the composite video signal. Therefore, if
peak white is currently being displayed it is
possible that parts of the display will not be
discernible from the picture information.
However, this can usually be overcome by
adjusting the line display position during
setting -up and has rarely been found to be a
problem. To enclose the graphic output and
insert the data would require the design to
be much more complicated.

SYNC SEPARATOR
The video signal input (at terminal strip

TB I pin 2) is capacitively coupled by
capacitor CI to the Video Sync Separator
chip ICI. This chip can be either an
LM 1881 or the slightly improved EL4581.
both devices being pin compatible.

The only external components required
for the video sync separator chip to function
are resistor R5 and capacitor C4. C4 is not

really required for use with the EL4581 so
can be omitted if required.

Here the video sync separator produces
active-low frame and line sync signals
extracted from the composite video input.
Both these signals are passed to the PIC
microcontroller (IC3) and the line sync is
used as an interrupt. The line sync signal is
also used to synchronise the gated oscillator
circuit ICla to enable a steady display to be
obtained.

GATED OSCILLATOR
The Gated Oscillator is based around

the 2 -input Schmitt NAND gate IC2a, see
Fig3. The oscillator is formed by feedback
resistor R7 between the gate output (pin 3),
input (pin 2) and capacitor C3. The gate
oscillates at approximately 6MHz to 7MHz
when the other input (pin I) is high.

However, this input (pin 1) is pulled low
every line sync by the sync separator line
output via diode DI. which discharges
capacitor C2 causing oscillation to be
stopped. The active -low line sync pulse is
only about 1µs wide, so after the pulse
returns high. capacitor C2 starts charging
again, via resistor R6. After approximately
lOus the voltage across C2 exceeds the gate
logic 1 input positive threshold and the gate
starts to oscillate again.

This arrangement synchronises the gate
output to the line sync and starts the oscil-
lator 10µs after the line sync. This time
determines the display start point from the
left-hand edge of the monitor screen. The
frequency of oscillation determines the ap-
parent width of the display on the monitor
screen. If it is found nece.ispry to adjust
these values to best fit the display into the
monitor screen then adjust resistor R6 to
control the start position and R7 to adjust
the display width.

BROWNOUT
DETECTOR

The brownout detector circuit. made up
of transistor TRI and resistors R9. RIO and
RI I. will detect when the 5V supply begins
to collapse and apply a hard reset level to
the PIC. This is necessary in this circuit to
prevent erroneous values being written to
the data EEPROM when the power supply
is removed.

Without the brownout detector it is not
uncommon to get rubbish written into the

EEPROM. resulting in incorrect time and
date data being stored.

POWER SUPPLY
The circuit is designed to operate from

the same +12V supply as the camera but
will actually operate from about + 7V to
+30V. The lower limit depends on the type
of +5V voltage regulator (IC6) used.

A low drop out version will allow the
supply to approach + 5volts. The upper in-
put voltage is really only imposed by the
maximum regulator input voltage. The cur-
rent consumption is only about lOrnA.

The design also allows for a back-up bat-
tery to be used which may. if required. be a
rechargeable type. It is recommended that a
PP3 NiCad type be used.

If the normal supply is I2V and link
LK2 is fitted, the battery will be trickle
charged at approximately 0.3mA via resis-
tor RI7. If a higher supply is used then the
value of R17 may need to be increased to
ensure that the rechargeable battery is not
over charged, although the value specified
is probably sufficient for an input voltage
of up to 20V.

Note that if a supply of less than the
battery voltage is used, then power will be
supplied from the back-up battery and not
the main power source!

E)(TERIVAL CAMERA
INPUT DATA AND
SYMBOL

In a multiple camera system, where the
image shown on the monitor can come
from a video selector, it is useful to be able
to display the number of the camera in use
on the screen. This design allows a binary
number input to terminals TB I pins 7, 6
and 5 (bits 0. I, 2 respectively) to be
displayed as a decimal number on the
screen. The actual decimal value displayed
is the inputted binary plus one, in other
words, if the binary input is 0 then I is
displayed. and if the binary input is 7. then
8 is displayed on the screen.

The three input bits are read during the
space of time after the PIC loads the RAM
and before the gated oscillator causes the
RAM to superimpose data onto the video
data. During this period PORTA pins
RAO. RA I. RA2 and RA3 are changed to
inputs ,and all the bits are read via input
resistors R13 to RI6.
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Additionally. the input to TB1/4 alters
the symbol between the and the
camera number. This can be used to indi-
cate an external event or simply be set for
preference.

Terminal (TB1) Display
4 5 6 7

o 0 0 0 C-i
o o 0 1 C-2
o o 1 0 C -3
o o 1 1 C -4
o 1 0 0 C-5
o 1 0 1 C -6
o 1 1 0 C -7
o 1 1 1 C -8
1 0 0 0 cii
1 0 0 1 C / 2
1 0 1 0 C / 3
1 0 1 1 C / 4
1 1 0 0 C / 5
1 1 0 1 C / 6
1 1 1 0 Cr 7
1 1 1 1 C 8

A logic 0 is any voltage less than 2.5V
A logic 1 is any voltage greater than

about 2.5V up to 12V

Fig.5. Setup and main loop initialisa-
tion flowchart.

The camera number display can be dis-
abled if not required during setting up with
the F6 setting.

SOFTWARE
The PIC program for the PIC I 6C84

has been written using MPASM. but may
easily be converted to TASM assembler
format.

Software for the Time and Date Gen-
erator is available on a 3-5in. PC -com-
patible disk from the EPE PCB Serv-
ice. The software is free but there is a
nominal postage and handling charge. If
you have access to the Internet. it can
be downloaded free from our web site:
ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/pub/
PICSItimedate.

Sec Shoptalk page for details of how to
obtain a ready -programmed PICI6C84-- It)
microcontroller.

When programming the PIC the fuse,
should be set as follows:

WD on, OSC HS. CP off. PU on.
All of the PIC's memory is used except

for just a few locations. The software is
really too complex to discuss in any detail
her. but two flowcharts are included to
indicate the main functions.

The initialisation and MAIN loop of the
software where a line of data is written to
the RAM every frame is shown in Fig.5.
the switch is checked and the real time

lliC LEiE
SYNC COI -PIT

as

RESET QV'

EtiAL,S
OtJIFU7
CS

ER
ENVTDO

FIDOIT To
NEXT L4'&

CLEAR FLAGS
POGJTERS AUG
P.AU WR FLAG

DISABLE
GAT -r9

:SCJLJ_ATOR
0 ore

Fig.6. Simplified flowchart for the inter-
rupt routine.

clock !RTC') is maintained. This process is
repeated continuously. Fig.() shows what
happens after each line sync interrupt and
how control of the RAM is released to the
gated oscillator when the display line is
reached.

Other aspects of the software such as
the character pixel generation have already
been discussed in detail.

CONSTRUCTION
Details of the printed circuit board

topside component layout and underside
copper tracking are shown in Fig.7. This
board is available from the EPE PCB
Service, code 221.

COMPONENTS
Resistors

R1 10011
R2 1200.
R3. R4 4701! (2 off)
R5 680k
R6 150k
R7 1k
R8 1k5
R9 220k
R10. R11 1M (2 of)
R12 100k
R13 to R17 10k (5 off)

All 0.25W 5% carbon film or better

See

TALK
Page

Capacitors
C1, G4,

C8 to C10,
C12 100n ceramic disc (6 off)

C2. C3 100p ceramic disc (2 off)
C5. C6 33p ceramic disc (2 off
C7 220p ceramic disc
C11 10p. tantalum bead, 16V

Semiconductors
D1 to D4 1N4148 signal diodes

(4 off)
TR1 BC557 pnp transistor
IC1 EL4581 or LM1881 video

sync separator
IC2 74HC132 quad Schmitt

NAND gate
1C3 PIC16C84-10

pre-programmed
microcontroller. see
Shoptalk

IC4 74HG4040 12 -stage
binary counter

105 6116 2K x 8 static RAM
IC6 78L05 +5V 100mA

voltage regulator

Miscellaneous
min. pushbutton.

right-angle, p.c.b.
mounting switch (press -
to -make, release -to -
break)

X1 10MHz crystal
TB1 10 -way screw terminal

strip, made up from
linkable 2 -way 5mm
p.c.b. mounting terminal
block (5 off)

Printed circuit board available from the
EPE PCB Service, code 221; 2 -way
pin jumper and strip (2 off): 8 -pin di!.
socket; 14 -pin d.i.l. socket; 16 -pin d.i.l.
socket: 18 -pin socket; 24 -pin di!.
socket: coaxial cable; optional 4 -way
2 -pole rotary switch: multistrand connect -
,rig wire; 9V rechargeable battery (PP3):
solder etc.

Approx Cost
Guidance Only

excluding batt.
.C28
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There are six bare wire links on the
p.c.b. and construction should commence
by soldering these in position first. These
may be made from lengths of tinned cop-
per wire or zero ohm resistors if you have
any.

Solder all the other components on the
board. working from the smallest up to the
largest. The PIC microcontroller and the
other i.c.s should all be mounted in d.11.
sockets. Pay particular attention over the
orientation of the i.c.s arid diodes.

The p.c.b. terminal block may have to
be slotted together to form the correct
number of **ways", depending on the
type purchased. Do not forget the two
"jumper" links LKI and LK2 if required,
see later.

If the generator is to be mounted away
from an accessible case edge, then an ex-
ternal switch may be included. This is ef-
fectively wired in parallel to the on -board
switch SI. which may be omitted if not
required.

No details have been provided for fit-
ting the Time and Date Generator into a
case, because the unit was intended to
be included within the enclosure of an
existing video switcher. However, if it is
required to case the generator there are
many suitable plastic or metal cases avail-
able and there are no special precautions
that need to be taken.

Holes have been provided at each corner
of the p.c.b. to facilitate fixing if required.
Alternatively the p.c.b. could be fixed to
another board by replacing the terminal
strip with stiff wire links and soldering
these down directly.

Finally, double-check for solder shorts
or integrated circuits the wrong way round.
When confident, wire up the generator. as
shown in Fig.$ and switch on the 12V
power supply. Hopefully some form of
display will be shown on the monitor
screen. Initially there may be a lot of
dashes, indicating silly values. but after
following the setting up procedure a clean
display should soon result.

SETTING UP
How to connect the Time and Date

Generator up to the video camera and
power supply is shown in Fig.8 A typical
four -camera system set-up. that allows the
camera number to be displayed. is shown
in Fig.9.

if video termination is required then use
shorting link LK 1. otherwise leave the link
open. With LK1 open the input impedance
is approximately 355 ohms, which will not
affect the picture quality much. With LKI
fitted the input impedance is 78 ohms.

The terminal block TB I pin ftmctions
are as follows:

Pin Function

1 Switch
2 Composite video in/out
3 Video ground
4 Symbol input 5V =4; OV=

CMOS voltage levels
5 CAM bit 2 0 to 5V CMOS logic

levels (max 12V)
6 CAM bit 1
7 CAM bit 0
8 Back-up battery + 9V
9 + 12V supply (9V to 20V)

10 Power and switch ground
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Fig.7. Printed circuit board topside component layout and full size underside cop-
per foil master pattern for the Time and Date Generator. The right-angle 10 -way
screw terminal block (7131) may have to be made up from "linkable" 2 -way types.
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Fig.8. Typical interwiring and power supply arrangement for a single video camera
setup. The external switch is optional and replaces Si on the p.c.b.
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Table 2: Function Settings
Fl

F2

F3

F4
F5

F6

F7

HOURS
MINUTES
SECONDS
DAY
MONTH
YEAR

Select character height of 5.
10,15 or 20 lines.
Select line display from line
256 to line 291.
Inverse or normal video
display.
Select time or date or both.
Swap day and month
display.
Display camera number
(1 to 8) and symbol
Trim accuracy by up to
±9 seconds per day.
adjust
adjust
adjust
adjust
adjust
adjust

The display time, date and switchable
functions are all controlled by a single
pushbutton switch. S I. The switch used
may be SI on the p.c.b. or it may be
an external one wired between terminals
TB I/1 and TB1/10 (Gnd).

When the pushbutton switch SI is
pressed for more than five seconds the
display enters the set-up mode and shows
"Fl ". A typical display being as shown
below:

F I 23:59:33 23/02/1998 C-5
(function I
selected)

Quick presses of the pushbutton then al-
low the required selection to be changed
and displayed for that function. In the case
of Fl the display height will be changed
every quick press. The display is cyclic. in
that after the maximum height. the next
press will select the smallest height.

To get to the next function hold the push
button on for five more seconds. In total
there are Seven function settings (F1 to
F7 - see Table 2) before the time ad-
justment is reached. After F7 the real
time clock adjustment can take place and
the timer being controlled will flash. The
year value increments from 1997 to 2096
before returning to 1997.

All settings and times except seconds
are stored in the PIC's EEPROM such that
if all power is lost then only a few set-
tings will require changing when power is
restored. A description of each of the

( J

sr14111°C°
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CAMERA
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SWITCH
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CAMERA 1 -(
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vIDEO

COMER.%

vCEO

CAMERA

C2.1)

Fig.9. A typical four camera system using a 4 -way 2 -pole rotary switch for camera
selection. The power supply connections are not shown in this diagram - see
Fig.8.

function settings obtained by keeping the
pushbutton switch SI pressed for more
than -a few seconds is shown in Table 2.

If the pushbutton is inactive for approxi-
mately ten seconds the set mode is aborted
and the display returns to normal.

TRIMMING
The best way to trim the real time clock

is to set the trim value in the function F7
setting to zero. Adjust the clock display to
read the same as a known accurate clock
(e.g teletext) and leave for 24 hours. After
24 hours the clock will probably have lost
or gained a few seconds. Adjust the trim

Layout of components on the finished p.c.b. The pushbut-
ton function setting switch is on the bottom -left comer.

value (F7) to match the number of seconds
as in the following examples:

If the display is five seconds fast. set F7
to 5. If the display is nine seconds slow.
set F7 to -9 (the ' -' indicates minus
here). This will apply the appropriate trim
value to compensate for the error. Up to
plus or minus nine seconds can be accom-
modated with this method.

If the real time clock runs faster or slower
than this the crystal oscillator XI must be
oscillating more than 100ppm fast or slow.
If fast increase (try doubling) the value of
capacitors C5 and C6. If slow decrease (try
halving) the value of these capacitors.

1[1:55:32 13/10/111911 C -I
Monitor screen shot capturing the time and date together with the
"camera -on" indication (C-1).
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INGENUITY
UNLIMITED
Our regular round -up of readers' own circuits. We pay
between £10 and £50 for all material published. depending
on length and technical merit. We're looking for novel
applications and circuit tips, not simply mechanical or
electrical ideas. Ideas must be the reader's own work and
not have been submitted for publication elsewhere. The
circuits sh6wn have NOT been proven by us. Ingenuity
Unlimited is open to ALL abilities, but items for
consideration in this column should preferably be typed or
word -processed, with a brief circuit description (between
100 and 500 words maximum) and full circuit diagram
showing all relevant component values. Please draw all
circuit schematics as clearly as possible.
Send your circuit ideas to: Alan Winstanley, Ingenuity
Unlimited, Wimbome Publishing Ltd.. Allen House. East
Borough, Wimbome. Dorset BH21 1PF.
They could earn you some real cash and a prize!

-21.

--t

Na,3

WIN A PICO PC BASED
OSCILLOSCOPE

 50MSPS Dual Channel Storage
Oscilloscope  25MHz Spectrum Analyser
 Multimeter  Frequency Meter

Signal Generator
If you have a novel circuit idea which would be
of use to other readers then a Pico Tedim'cgy
PC based oscilloscope could be yours,

Every six months, Pico Technology v,i!) be
awarding an ADC200-50 cfgital storage
oscilloscope for the best IU subrrission. In
addition, two single channel ADC -40s %III be
presented to the runners up.

Motor Controller With Centre Off
FluisE width modulation (PWM) provides

an efficient and reliable way of controll-
ing the speed of d.c. motors. especially at
low speed. In addition to a rotary speed con-
trol. these pulse controllers often have some
means of switching the motor direction.

However, the use of two controls can be
cumbersome. especially if frequent direction
changes are needed. One solution is to have
a single rotary control configured so that in
its mid -way position, the motor is stationary.
Turning the control clockwise. will result in
forward motion, and anti -clockwise, reverse.
The speed increasing when it is advanced.

The circuit diagram presented in Fig. I is a
PWM Motor Controller, with a centre -off
facility. The first section of the circuit
generates two pulse -width modulated sienals.
one for forward, the other reverse. The
second section combines these signals to
determine which direction is required and
also to provide the output drive for the motor.

The pulse signals are formed by two
retrieeerable monostables. contained in IC2.
a 4538B dual precision monostable. Both
monostables (IC2a and IC2b) are triggered
simultaneously by a common clock pulse
provided by lCl. which is a 4047B used in
astable mode. Timing components resistor
RI and capacitor C2 produce a frequency of
approximately 390Hz.

When the Speed/Direction control VRI is
in the central "off- position. the time period
of IC2a and IC2b will be slightly longer than
that of the triggering clock pulse. Both of the
inverted outputs (pins 7 and 9) will be con-
tinuously low, because both monostables will
retrigger before -their time elapses.

By adjusting VR I. the resistance between
capacitor C3 and resistor R2 can be reduced.
so the time period associated with IC2a will
decrease. Since the monostable will now
complete its timing before being retriggered.
a square wave will appear on IC2a pin 7.

The mark -to -space ratio will be deter-
mined by how far the control VRI is
advanced. When fully advanced. only R2
(4k7) will be used to charge C3 and the time
period will be about 120u.s, which is
approximately 4-7 per cent of the width of
the clock pulse. This gives an output with a
95 per cent duty cycle.

When VRI is turned the other way the
same thing happens to the other monostable
IC2b which provides the second pulse sig-
nal. Note that 4.7 kilohrns is the minimum
recommended value of timing resistor.

By performing a logic OR operation on
the monostable outputs. a signal is produced
whose duty cycle is dependent on the
position of VRI. It will have a high
mark -to -space ratio at either end of VRI 's

travel, reducing towards the middle, and
completely off when centrally positioned.
IC3c and IC3d (400IB quad NOR gates) are
connected to provide the OR function.
which is used to drive the emitter follower
output stage of Darlington transistor TR2.

In Reverse
The relay RLA reverses the motor direc-

tion and is driven. via transistor -MI. by an
RS flip-flop. comprising the NOR gates IC3a
and lC3b. The two monostable outputs are
connected to the flip-flop R and S inputs.

Since the monostables' outputs will not
both be high at the same time, the output of
the flip-flop will go high when the output of
IC2b goes high_ The flip-flop remains in this
state until reset by the output of IC2a going
high, which indicates a direction change. the
relay then reverses the motor's rotation.

In practice it may be necessary to adjust
the frequency at which ICI oscillates, by
varying the value of resistor R l. The supply
voltage is not critical, and can be chosen to
suit the motor used.

However. the supply must stay within the
limits of the 4000B series. that is 5V. to I5V,
and also comply with that of the relay coil.
Capacitor Cl was included to decouple the
supply.

Steve Teal, Witney. Oxon.
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram for a PWM Motor Controller; with centre'off.
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Apply a little magic with -Dotifin=
Pre -designed PCB's with post design flexibility

Also available:
LCD text modules from

£ 6.20
LCD graphics modules

from £39.99
12V plug top CE

approved PSU £ 3.99
PIC16F84-04/P new
unused parts £ 3.30

Microchip 1998
CDROM only £ 4.99

All antes exclude VAT at
17.5% Subject to £3 P&P

itti

DT001

DT003

DT101

DT103

DT104

DT201

DT202

DT203

DT204

DT205

SimmStick development platform, and cheap PIC programmer. Lots of
options. Designed for PIC chips. can be used for other Micros.

Simrnstick mini -bus. power supply, and comms port with D-9 and Max -232.

A PicStic equivalent circuit on a SimmStick platform. PicStic versions 1, 2.
and 3, all rolled up into one. plus a Max -232 and 24LCxx type EEprom. 1"

Designed for the Atmel AVR 40 pin Micros. Can be used for non-AVR Micros £

Designed for the Atmel AVR 20 pin Micros. Can be used for the earlier
versions such as the AT89C2051, as reset inversion is provided. 1" module

One Inch Prototype board.

Two Inch Prototype board

24 LED's. 4f8 switches on a SimmStick platform. 2" module. Uses 1 to 3
ULN2803's, 4 momentary switches, 8 link selected switches.

Expansion board for SimmStick Bus. 2" Module.

£ 12.96
£ 5.55

£ 2.96

4.07

2.96

2.96

4.07

4.07

4.07
Relay board for 4 relays. Carries a partial bus on to the next module so that £ 5.55
a total of 16 relays could be used by cascading four boards,

For additional information, please call or visit the
web site - www.asamicros.com

Tel: 01706 371695

Fax: 01706 375896

Email: sales@asamicros.com

ASA Micros Ltd.
21 Edmunds Fold
Littleborough
Lancs. OL15 9LS

Forest Electronic Developments
Microchip PIC, ATMEL AVR & Scenix Development Support

PIC BASIC products - Modules and Compiler
Straightforward, capable, powerful, rapid development.
Operating within a Windows Development Environment our modules need no
assembler or UV eraser to program your PIGS, and operate from a serial link
to your PC.
16C74 module features - 8k EEPROM. up to 2000 lines of BASIC. 27 fides
of programmable 110. 8 AD inputs, User defined interrupt support, Interrupt
driven senal RS232 interface, Peripheral 12C bus interface, LCD display
driver routines, up to 178 bytes for variables and stack. extendible with
optional external RAM and all the standard 16C74 features. BASIC features
olock structure 1-16 bit variables packed in RAM, functions, local variables,
arrays in RAM & EEPROM.
Download the development environment from our web site! 16C57
version still available - ask for dela0.s.

NEW!! - PIC BASIC MICRO MODULE
Run 16C74 FED PIC BASIC on a module which is only 65x27mm and is
plug compatible with the 16C74 device
ps-es Surface Mount techniques and includes power supply, serial interface
and oscillator. Operate as a standalone module, or plug the module as a
Ffaughter card directly in piece of a 16C74 into your application circuit.

BASIC COMPILER! - The FED PIC BASIC complier for the 16074. It
Traduces hex code to program your 16C7e itirectly with no need for external
EEPROM. Compatible with the EEPROM versions of PIC 16C74 BASIC
modules - develop on an EEPROM based module then compile and
program your PIC chips directly.

PIC BASIC Micro -Module 41.1Hz - £35.00, 201.1Hz - £40.00
16C74 Module Kit (8k EEPROM. 4MHz) £35.00. Pre -built £42.00
16C74 Module Kit (8k EEPROM. 20MHz) £40.00. Pre -built £46.00
Compiler - £30.00

Scenix, PIC, & AVR Programmers
PIC Serial - Handles serially programmed PIC devices in a 40 pin
multi width ZIF socket. 16C55X. 16C6X. 16C7X, 16C8x, 16F8X. 12C508.
12C509. PIC 14000 etc. Also In -Circuit programming. Price: £45/kit,
£50built & tested.
PIC Introductory - Programs 8 & 18 pin devices : 16C505. 16C55X, 16C61
16C62X. 16071. 16C71X. 16C8X. 16F8X, 12C508,9, I2C671d2 etc. £25/kit.
AVR - 1200.2313.4144.8515 in ZIF_ Price : £40!kit £45 built & tested.
Scenix - SX113SX28 in a 40 pin ZIF. Price: £40ikit £45 built & tested.

Programmers operate on PC serial interface. No hard to handle parallel cable
swapping ! Programmers supplied with instructions. Windows 3.1 95 98'NT
Software Upgrade Programmers free of charge from our web site! .

AVR, PIC, Scenix - Windows Development
Assembler/Simulator allows development of your AVR, PIC or Scenix
projects in one Windows program_ Incorporate multiple files, view help file
information directly from code. edit within project, buikl,track errors directly
source, then simulate. Simulator has many breakpoint types. follow code in
source window. set breakpoints in source. Run, single step, or step over.
Logic Analyser Display! Track variable values and trace for display on the
Trace Analyser. Input stimuli includes clocks, direct values and serial
data. Profiler - examine and time frequently called routines use the
information to optimise out bottle necks. PIC Version Simulates up to 50
times faster than MPSIMI

Cost r20.00. Specify PICIScenix or AVR version

AVR & PIC devices
PIC16C74/..IW Erasable 20MHz £18.00 PIC16C558 £5.00
PICI6C74A-04P 4MHz £8.00 PIC16C74A-20P 20MHz £10.00
PIC16F84-04P 4MHz £6.00 PIC12C508-04P 4MHz £1.80
AVR - 8515 £8.00

Forest Electronic Developments
60 Walkford Road. Christchurch. Dorset. BH23 5Q0.
Laud - "rottin AIN f dui pirt.n '.n,'
N, t, Suc dul.pirc.xurnin*.n.21.1%4V1F_D".

01425-274068 (Voice/Fax)

Prices are full) inclusive. Add f.3.1t9 for
PSI' and haulling to each order.
Cheque -4'0. pa)ahlc to Forest Electronic
De% elnlion.ds, or phone with credit card
details.

VISA
EU=OC,,-.L1
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SPECIAL EPE
READER OFFER

MARCATO HI-FI
STEREO AMP

£100 OFF
NORMAL RETAIL PRICE

EPE, in association with
B.K. Electronics, are pleased to
be able to bring you this excep-
tional offer on a British designed
and built Hi-Fi Amplifier.

Don't IrriiSS out, offer ends 31 March 1999
M80Si MARCATO STEREO INTEGRATED HI-FI AMPLIFIER

A British Hi-Fi Amplifier at an exceptional price. This new
80W+80W stereo amplifier has been produced by B.K.
Electronics and rivals amplifiers costing nearly twice our
special offer price.
The specification of the M80Si Marcato Integrated Amplifier is:

O Output Power
o Input Sensitivity
O Frequency Response
O Distortion
O Signal -to -Noise Ratio
o Power Requirements

0 Dimensions (w x h x d)

80W r.m.s. per channel into 89.
150mV for full output
20Hz to 25kHz -1dB
0.03
90dB
230V to 240V a.c., 50Hz to
60Hz
435mm  70mm 287mm

 Weight
 Inputs

 Outputs

 Controls

6-4kg
AV, CD, AUX, TUNER,
VIDEO, TAPE, DIRECT -
routed direct, thus avoiding
the selector switch, IEC
MAINS SOCKET
RECORD, HEADPHONES,
LOUDSPEAKERS - four2 sets
of 4mm banana sockets for
conventional or bi-wired
connection
POWER (with indicator),
MUTE, BALANCE, MONO.
VOLUME, DIRECT, INPUT
SELECTOR

The amplifier comes with a
full 12 month guarantee

Offer Price E 99
including VAT and p&p
Normally £299 plus p&p

B.K. ELECTRONICS - EPE SPECIAL OFFER ORDER FORM
Fill in and send with your payment. or phone or fax us with your order and credit card details

name-

Address -

Post code- Tel No.

Signature'

I enclose cheque -PO in £ sterling payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD tar £

Please charge my Visa Mastercard: I__ Card expiry date

Card No:

Please send: M80Si MARCATO HI -Fl STEREO AUDIO AMPLIFIER
Offer ends 31 March 1999 G:cers r.crrna;:y sea: w,th.n 7 CF:','S

DON'T MISS THIS
EXCEPTIONAL READER

OFFER

Send you order to:
EPE OFFERS, Allen House,
East Borough, Wimborne,

Dorset BH21 1PF
Tel: 01202 881749
Fax: 01202 841692

OVERSEAS ORDERS:
Price includes delivery to anywhere in the UK

Overseas orders add £5.50 for delivery
We cannot reply to overseas orders or

queries by fax



ELECTRONICS BACK ISSUES
EVERYDAY

PRACTICAL

ETI
We can supply back issues of EPE and E77 (see panel) by post, most EPEissues from the past five years are available. An EPE index
for the last five years is also available - see order form. Alternatively, indexes are published in the December issue for that year.
Where we are unable to provide a back issue a photostat of any one article (or one part of a series) can Be purchased for the same
price.

DID YOU MISS THESE?
OCT '97

PROJECTS OPIC Water Descaler  -Remote
Control Finder  Multi -Station Quiz Monitor 
Rechargeable Handlamp.
FEATURES  Ingenuity Unlimited  k's Prob-
ably Murphy's Law  Interface  Circuit Sur-
gery  Kanda PIC Explorer Review  Network

NOV '97
PROJECTS  Portable 12V PSUlCharger 
Case Alarm  Auto -Dim BecIlight  EPE Time
Machine.
FEATURES  Satellite Celebration  Ingenuity
Unlimited  TEACH -IN '98 - An Introduction to
Digital Electronics -1  Techniques - Actually
Doing It  Circuit Surgery  Net Work  Free
Greenweld Catal. r ue.
DEC '97

PROJECTS  Safe and Sound - Security
Bleeper  Active Microphone  Car Immobi-
liser  Mini Organ.
FEATURES  TEACH -IN '98 - An Introduc-
tion to Digital Electronics -2  Circuit Surgery
 Interface  EP Spice Review  Ingenuity
Unlimited  Alternative and Future Tech-
nologies -1  Net Work - The Internet  Free
Giant Data Chart - Formulae.
JAN '98

PROJECTS  Disco Lights Flasher  Simple
M.W. Radio  EPE Virtual Scope -1  Surface
Thermometer.
FEATURES  TEACH -IN '98 - An Introduction
to Digital Electronics -3  Circuit Surgery 
Ingenuity Unlimited  Alternative and Future
Technologies -2  Net Work - The Internet 
Free- Giant PIC Data Chart.
FEB '98

PROJECTS  Water Wizard I Kissometer 
Waa-Waa Effects Pedal  EPE Virtual Scope -2.
FEATURES  TEACH -IN '98 - 4  Ingenuity
Unlimited  Techniques -Actually Doing It 
Circuit Surgery  Net Work - The Internet
 Chi. S.ecial - HT7630 PIR Controller.
MAR '98 Photostats Onl

PROJECTS  Lighting -Up Reminder  The
Handy Thing  Switch -Activated Burglar Alarm
 Audio System Remote Controller.
FEATURES  TEACH -IN '98 - 5  Ingenuity
Unlimited  Interface  Stripboard, Magic
Review  Circuit Surgery  Net Work  EPE
PIC Tutorial Su ..lement 1
APRIL '98

PROJECTS  Simple Metal Detector  Single
or Dual Tracking Power Supply  Experimental
Piezo-Cable Projects - Distributed Microphone
- Vibration Alarm  RC -Meter.
FEATURES  Ingenuity Unlimited  Patent
Your Invention  TEACH -IN '98 -5  Circuit
Surgery  Net Work  Techniques - Actually
Doin. It  EPE PIC Tutorial Sup  lenient 2
MA '98

PROJECTS  Dice Lott  Security Auto -Light
 Stereo Tone Control plus 20W Stereo
Amplifier  Improved Infra -Red Remote
Repeater.
FEATURES  TEACH -IN '98 -7  Net Work 
EPE PIC Tutorial Supplement 3

JUNE '98
PROJECTS  EPE Mood Changer  Simple
SW Receiver Atmel ATEI9C205111051
Programmer  Reaction Timer.
FEATURES 8051 -based EEPROM
Microcontrollers  TEACH -IN '98 - An
Introduction to Digital Electronics -8  Circuit
Surgery  Techniques Actually Doing It 
Ingenuity Unlimited

JULY '98
PROJECTS  PIC16x84 Toolkit  Noise Can-
celling Unit  Low Battery Indicator  Green-
house Computer - 1.
FEATURES  Using the L200CV Voltage
Regulator  TEACH -IN '98 - 9  Ingenuity
Unlimited  Circuit Surgery  Net Work.

ELECTRONICS

A---

AUG '98
PROJECTS  Lightbulb Saver  Float Charger
 PC Transistor Tester  Greenhouse Com-
puter -2  Time Machine Update.
FEATURES  TEACH -IN '98 - 10  Circuit Sur-
gery  Techniques - Actually Doing It  In-
genuity Unlimited  New Technology Update
 Net Work  IVEX PCB Cad Review.
SEPT '98

PROJECTS  Mains Socket Tester  Personal
Stereo Amplifier  Greenhouse Radio Link 
PIC Altimeter.
FEATURES  TEACH -IN '98 - 11  Ingenuity
Unlimited  Circuit Surgery  Interface  Net
Work  Crocodile Clips Review.

OCT '99
PROJECTS Voice Processor  Digisery
Channel Expander  Reliable Infra -Red Remote
Control  PC Capacitance Meter.
FEATURES  Easy PCB Making  Using LM335
and LM35 Temperature Sensors  Circuit
Surgery  Ingenuity Unlimited  Net Work 
Electronics Principles 5.0 Review.

iiikeintomcs
4EISEMarVIMiy21.

NOV '98
PROJECTS  PIC Tape Measure  T-Stat
Electronic Thermostat - 1  PhizzyB Com-
puters - I  15 -way infra -Red Remote Control.
FEATURES  Circuit Surgery  Ingenuity
Unlimited  New Technology Update  Net
Work - The Internet 41 Easy PC for Windows 95
Review  FREE EPE CD-ROM No.1.

DEC '98
PROJECTS  EPE Mind PICkler-1  Fading
Christmas Lights  Handheld Function Gener-
ator  Damp Stat Electronic Thermostat 
PhizzyB Computers -2.
FEATURES  PhizzyB Computers -2 Under-
standing Computers  Circuit Surgery  In-
genuity Unlimited  Interface  Net Work -
The Internet  1998 Index  FREE 48 -page
Understanding Passive Components booklet.

JAN '99
PROJECTS  Alternative Courtesy Light Con-
troller  Twinkle Twinkle Reaction Game 
Volume Compressor  PhizzyB Computers -3 
EPE Mind PlCkler-2.
FEATURES  New Technology Update  From
Russia With Love  Circuit Surgery  PhizzyB
Computers -3  Net Work.

FEB '99
PROJECTS  PIC MIDI Sustain Pedal  Light
Alarm  Wireless Monitoring System -1 
PhizzyB Computers -4.
FEATURES  Ingenuity Unlimited  Scolar
Project  PhizzyB Computers -4.

BACK ISSUES ONLY £2.75 each inc. UK p&p.
Overseas prices £3.35 each surface mail, £4.35 each airmail. -

We car ako supply 4.5-1.1 ea..4r years- 1992 i,ercept1.1.3..ch. Aunt Jure Sect ar.d De J. 1933 except Jan to March May,
Aug, Dec.), 1994 (except Acrit May. June. Noy 1. 199 (except Jan, May to Sept. Nor. Dec:). 1996 (except Feb . April, May, July,
&sq. Nov!.1997.
We can also supply back issues of al (prior to the merger of the two magazines) for 19981- Vol. 27 Nos 1 to 13 andVol.
28 No. 1 We are not able to supply any material horn E77 prior to 1998. Please put ETI clearly on your order form ifyou
require Eli issues_
Where we do not have an issue a photostat of any one article ot one rurr of a ser:es can t.e prc..ded et the ;erne1:21:,-e......

ORDER FORM
MEI MEI MM MM MM MEI MM VIM ......
.- BACK ISSUES - PHOTOSTATS - INDEXES

I 0 Send back issues dated I
I i

0 Send photostats of (article title and issue date) i
I I
1 E Send copies of la..t five years indexes (I_2.75 for five inc. p&p - Overseas £3.35 surface. E4.35 airmail) ii

Name

Address

0 I enclose cheque'P.OJbank draft to the value of E._

0 Please charge my VisaiMastercard C.

Card No. Card Expiry Date
Note: Minimum order for credit cards B. Please supply nant_ and address of cardhclikr digfeent kern that shozmatode I

SEND TO; Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House. East Borough. Vfmtborne.Dorset eit21 ipF.-
Tel: 01202881749. Fax: 01202 841692_ (Due to the cost we cannot reply to overseas queries or orders by Fax.) I

E-mail:ordersaepamag.veimbome.co.uk
Pee-nents rrnet be inf ster:ng: c"-ra-. -Le c-7 Geri ctreh &a...mons U.K bank. Norrrely s.rporedl.nthn seven da-tra recent cr orrk,

Send a copy of this form. on veer by ferret if you do not s,z.fr to an )our is I Mt 9.9 j
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Constructional Project

WIRELESS
MONITORING
SYSTEM
JAMES HUMPHRIS Part Two
Low cost radio -linked short-range data
logging is now readily and simply available.

As r month tt e gate the circuits and
constructional details for building an
a.m. Transmitter and Receiver. This

month we set about testing the system
modules, consider the software and also
offer the option of going f.m.

RECEIVEP TESTING
It is essential to get the Receiver unit

to operate correctly before the transmitter
units as the latter do not have any physical
indicators as to whether or not they are
functioning properly.

Without a PIC inserted into the
Receiver, plug in and switch on the power
supply. le the voltage regulator ICI is
working correctly and there are no power
supply shorts on the board. I.e.& D3
should light.

If this is the case. then test the power
connections on all the i.c.s to ensure a
clean 5V supply of the correct polarity.
In this state, the board should consume
around 16-3mA. If it is a little higher or
lower than this level then don't worry, as
lone as it is not excessive.

Check the COMM connection on the
board near IC4. it should be at +8-7V.
Also check that the case is well grounded
with a continuity tester or multimeter.

Switch off the unit, carefully insert the
programmed PIC and connect the serial
lead between the receiver and the com-
puter. connecting to the port that is in use
at 9600 baud with 8 data bits, I stop bit
and no parity.

Load either HyperTenninal in Windows
'95 or Terminal in Windows 3.1 (or any
other terminal package that is available).
Check the flow control is either set to
hardware or None and the emulation is set
to ANSI.

When the receiver is first switched on.
1.e.d. DI should flash briefly and the
PC screen should display the message
"Hello". This indicates that the unit has
booted up correctly and is ready to receive
r.f. signals.

If this is not the rase. use an oscillo-
scope to check that a 3.6864MHz square

wave is present on pins 15 and 16 of 1C2.
If this is OK, then check that IC2 pin 4 has
a good 5V connection and look for a brief
pulse train on pin 11 of IC2 as power is
applied. If this is present. test IC4 pin 14
in the same way for a brief pulse chain of
+8.4V to -8.4V.

Note that the duration of this pulse train
is only five bytes at 9600 baud 15.2ms) and
can easily be missed. The receiver unit
must be operational before the tuning of
the transmitter units as, otherwise, you
could end up in a very difficult situation
where nothing appears to work!

TRANSMITTER
TUNING

Remove the PIC from the Transmitter
module and short pins 13 and 14 of its
socket together using a small wire link. This
supplies the transmitter module with a per-
manent high level so that a continuous
418MHz carrier wave is transmitted.

Sts itch on the receiver module and con-
nect a multimeter measuring d.c. volts on
a suitable range between ground and test
point TPI. With the transmitter module
switched off. a reading of around 2-6V
should be obtained.

Separate the transmitter and river mod-
ules by a couple of metres and apply power
to the transmitter. The meter reading should
increase to between 2.85V and 3.15V.

Slowly adjust variable capacitor C4 on
the transmitter using a non-ferrous tuning
tool until the reading is maximised at
around 3-15V. This may take some time and
requires the separation between the units to
be adjusted so that this maximum can be
achieved_ Remove the tuning tool and move
away from the transmitter so that the best
reading ran be observed.

Note that best results will be achieved by
using a clear line of sight between the two
units. Once this has been done, switch off
the transmitter, remove the temgorary link
and replace the PIC.

Completed Receiver module and Transmitter, with licence exempt label.
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This process needs to be completed
for each individual transmitter unit and
once done, no further adjustments are
necessary.

RADIO LINK
Although all the modulation and

demodulation is completed by the r.f.
modules and no particular r.f. knowledge
is required. the radio link is not
analogous to a length of wire linking the
two units together!

Sometimes what is received is very
different from what is transmitted. This
is due to interference that occurs either
when two transmitters attempt to transmit
simultaneously. or due to other electrical
appliances that generate radio frequency
interference (r.f.i.) at the same frequency
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R.F IJC4:BILATUI BY
SECCeiB TRVS4ITITER
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as the system. Fig.10. Example of data corruption in r.f. channel.
All the transmitter units operate on the same r.f. channel.

Therefore, if several events occur simultaneously then the chan-
nel will contain a mixture of information. An example of this is
illustrated Fig.10.

If possible, the events that are being monitored should be
time independent. i.e. not always occurring at the same instant
in time. This is sometimes unavoidable and some transmissions
will either occur together or overlap one another. The result of
this is that all of the transmissions will be corrupted.

Each transmission takes only 330ms and events are usually
separated by a longer period. i.e. a few seconds or minutes.
Therefore, the chance of two independent events occurring at
once is remote.

VALIDITY CHECKS
In order to detect if the information is

corrupted. some method of checking the
validity of the received data is required to
be included in the data that is transmitted.
It is important to realise that almost any
method of data checking is not perfect and
sometimes a corrupted message is inter-
preted as being correct. It is the software
designer's responsibility to ensure that the
chance of accepting an incorrect message
is minimised.

The software algorithm in the transmit-
ter modules encodes the digitised sensor
information into discrete data packets that
are sent across the r.f. link. Each data byte
consists of ten data bits, as illustrated in
Fig.! I.

The high level Stan Bit serves to let the
receiver know that a data byte is on its
way, and to prepare to receive the fol-
lowing eight bits that constitute the actual
byte. A low level Stop Bit ensures that a
short time exists between sequential data
bytes and follows the eight data bits to
complete each byte.

Each packet consists of nine data bytes
as can be seen in Fig.12. Full descriptions
of each byte are given in Table 1.

The Transmit Sync Code is used to
stabilise the receiver module and allows
it to lock to the correct frequency. It
also serves to indicate to the receiver
software that a valid transmitter module is

BYTE TIVE431:arThs

SIT The
3.337,14:..

EIGHT DATA BITS

R.F. data byte details.

Table 1. Data Packet Description
Byte Typical Value
Number (Hex) Description

1 55 Synchronisation Byte - Tells the receiver that a transmitter has
started a packet and that it should wait for the rest of the packet

2 Any Identification Byte - Allows the PC to identify which unit has
made the transmission

3 00 to FF TX Number - The number of transmissions that the unit has
made (00 follows FF). This allows the FC to determine if any
transmissions have been missed due to interference

4 Any Data 1 - Sensor level data byte 1
5 Any Data 2 - Sensor level data byte 2. (Not used)
6 Any Data 3 - Sensor level data byte 3. (Not used)
7 Any Data 4 - Sensor level data byte 4. (Not used)
8 Any Data 5 - Sensor level data byte 5. (Not used)
9 00 to OF Cyclic Redundancy nibble - Used to detect if any errors have

occurred in the radio link due to interference

producing the signal and not another
device using the 418MHz frequency.

The Identification byte enables the PC
to identify which transmitter has produced
the data. The Transmit Number allows the
analysis of the number of any missed data
packets by the PC. The Data bytes repre-
sent the actual digitised data received by
the transmitter PIC. The software only
uses the first data byte but. if required, the
remaining four bytes can easily .be imple-
mented by changing the PIC software. The
cyclic redundancy check (CRC) nibble is
mainly the method used to determine the
validity of the data.

CYCLIC
REOLJAIDANCY CHECK

The CRC nibble (half byte) is reasonably
unique to each data packet and is found by
performing a complex polynomial computa-
tion upon the whole data packet (excluding
itself) as it is transmitted. It is essentially
the remainder of a long division of the data
stream by a binary polynomial.

The receiver performs exactly the same
calculation on the received data stream
excluding.the CRC nibble and produces its
own second CRC nibble. If any corruption
has occurred the second CRC will be

114.4261NT PBBEE114

nnT1CCCh .5E-WW-C4TIC" I n
r, S r,,07. 0 DATA BYTE 4

//

DATA 5fTE t DATA BYTE 2

:1 I il

r ELVA BYTE 5
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CRC &Vali

Fig.12. Breakdown information of the r.f. data packet transmission.
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different to the first. Therefore. a com-
parison of these two nibbles determines
the validity of the received data.

The CRC nibble consists of four bits
and has sixteen possible values. The rest
of the data packet is essentially an SO -
bit binary word that has a staggering 280
(1-208 X 1024) values. Each of these
values will correspond to one of the six-
teen CRC values. i.e. each CRC value
corresponds to 7.55 x 1012 data values.

Distribution of these values is almost
completely random amongst the 2' pos-
sible combinations and, therefore, the
chance that corrupted data produces the
same CRC as the correct data stream is
very slim! In fact, with the author's units.
a corrupted data message has never been
interpreted as correct!

You will next be asked if you want to
load the previous calibration settings. If this
is the first time that you are using the
software, then there are not any calibration
settings stored and you must click on No.

Following this, the View options window
is displayed. This allows you to select the
type of time recording that you require. Full
Time means that the time is recorded as the
time that each message is received in 24 -
hour format. Similarly, Seconds Since Start
or Minutes Since Start allow different types
of recording depending on the frequency of
messages that are anticipated.

Audible Alerts for Messages means that
the PC will beep every time a mes-
sage is received and is useful for
testing the range of the transmitters. Click-
ing Done will present the main window
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The receiver does not compare the two
CRC values, but simply appends the
second CRC nibble to the received data.
This forms a ten -byte packet that is
transmitted across the RS232 serial link.
The raw RS232 information can be ob-
served by using a terminal package with
a hexadecimal display capability. Such
a window is included in the system's
software for diagnostic purposes.

SOFTWARE
When the hardware has been built and

tested, the information that is received can
be analysed.

The software written for this purpose is
available free as detailed later. It provides
a simple interface between the received
data and the user's preferred .spreadsheet or
database application. If the spreadsheet or
database that is used has the ability to
collect data directly from a serial port. then
this is an alternative route that can also be
used for analysis.

Running the software is simple. install
the package onto the PC's hard -drive (see
later), start the application and a dialogue
box will be displayed asking you to identify
which serial port the receiver is connected
to. Type in the COM port number in the
box and click the mouse on Test.

The program will then test the port and
ask you to switch on the receiver unit.
Once the receiver's boot message has been
checked, the Proceed button will be enabled
and once clicked on. the main window will
be displayed.

Fig.14
(nght).
Screen
shot for
sensor
calibration.

Vole FEM. Pre,:vri

sage status. If a packet is received correctly.
the last column of the table shows OK. If it
is not received correctly the column shows
ERR.

Statistics are calculated for the number
of messages received correctly and incor-
rectly and a calculated current Packet Er-
ror Rate is determined. Messages that have
been missed are counted and a current total
is shown. The packet error rate total does
not take into account any missed packets.

These statistics give an indication as to
the performance of the system at any point
in time and allow adjustments of the trans-
mitters for better reception.

When you exit from the program using
the File Exit menu, you will be asked if
you want to save your calibration settings.
This means that you can re -start the pro-
gram again without having to enteain all the
settings for the sensors each time. If the
settings are not wanted, then click No to
exit. -

The graph in Fig. 15 shows some sample
results that have been collected from a
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where the messages are displayed. A typical
screen shot is shown in Fig.13.

Switch on the transmitters one at a time
and force a message to be transmitted by
changing the condition that the sensor is
used to monitor. e.g. manually induce a
change in the temperature of the tempera-
ture sensor.

When a message is received from a new
transmitter. the calibration window is dis-
played. A Help window is available from
here that will help you enter the correct
calibration settings for each transmitter and
ensure that the data is logged in be correct
manner. See Fig.14.

The Export Options window frOm the Op-
tions menu allows you to set-up the method
that is used to export the data to a file that
is subsequently used by your spreadsheet or
database. This allows fully automatic export-
ing of data to a file every time a certain num-
ber of messages are received, or manual ex-
porting whenever required.

The other menus available allow the
message window to be cleared, the calibra-
tion settings to be deleted, the View
Options window to be displayed again or
hexadecimal data to be shown.

In Fig.l3, the calibrated information can
be seen alongside the date, time and mes-

temperature sensor transmitter unit. They
correspond to the temperature of fruit juice
placed in the fridge to cool awn. then
removed and ice added. The dots on the
graph indicate the times that messages
were received. i.e. when the temperature
changed and a transmission occurred.

The tilt switch transmitter unit- is prob-
ably most useful in testing the range of
operation of the units. The advantage
of the switch is that it can easily be
moved and its orientation changed such
that the environment within which the
system is used can be explored for range
and suitability.

A typical application is shown in the
graph of Fig.16, where the tilt switch is
used within a vehicle to monitor the
opening and closing of the boot hatch.
This is combined with information re-
corded from another sensor that is being
used to monitor pulses from the odometer
in order to measure distance travelled.

A laptop PC in the boot of the vehicle
was used to record 'all the received
information. This information can be used,
for example, to ensure that a secure load
carried in the boot of a vehicle is only
accessed at particular points along a
specific journey.
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OPERATING RANGE
If the range of operation of the

transmitter units is not acceptable for the
particular application required. several
methods could be implemented to increase
the physical separation between the
transmitter and receiver units. Two
possible methods exist: replacing the radio
modules with more sophisticated f.m.
types and, secondly, increasing the power
that is supplied to the existing a.m.
transmitter module.
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Fig.15. Sample graph of temperatures obtained from a (wit juice drink placed in
a fridge.

BOOSTING A.M.
POWER

An easy method of increasing the range
of operation with a.m. is simply to provide
the transmitter with a higher operating
voltage and hence allow more current to be
consumed by it. The PIC has a maximum
operating voltage of 6V and, therefore.
without any extra interfacing between the
PIC and transmitter. this provides an upper
limit on the voltage allowed. In order to
limit the current that is consumed by the
transmitter when running from 6V. the
value of resistor R5 needs to be adjusted
according to Table 2.

Table 2: Resistor R5 values according to
Vcc voltage.

V Min V, Max
/.5 3.5
1.8
3.2 4.5
3.6 5.2
42 6-1
5.2 7.6

R5 Value (Ohms)
100
220
330
470
680
lk

Performance can be further improved by
the use of a mains adaptor power supply
that can provide a regulated and smoothed
5V d.c. output. This provides the trans-
mitter with a good ground connection that
cannot be achieved with the use of a float-
ing power supply such as a battery.

SWITCHING TO F.M.
Frequency Modulation (f.m.) is

considerably more reliable than the
older technology. Amplitude Modulation
(a.m.). This can be easily observed by
listening to an a.m. radio station in a car
and travelling around an urban area or
under a bridge. The signal strength
received is subject to variation due to
buildings, hills. etc.

With Cm.. however. these effects are
reduced and a strong signal is either
received or not received, and is reasonably
independent of direction. This is true in the
case suggested here also. An f.m. system.
although not tested. would provide a sig-
nificant improvement in performance and
range of operation. but at an increased cost.

Switching to Cm. involves significantly
more effort than increasing the power of the
a.m. modules. It also consumes more power
than a.m. and is not as well suited to bat-
tery operation. Consequently. f.m. is recom-
mended only for use where greater ranges
are required. Manufacturers' data sheets for
f.m. modules suggest that a range of up to

153 403 .450

-4- t tra,eea Oaao

Fig.16. Graph details from a boot sen-
sor and a distance travelled sensor.

200 metres free space and 30 metres worst
case are possible.

F.M. RECEIVER
A modified schematic for the f.m.

receiver unit is shown in Fig.l7. a suitable
adaptor p.c.b. is shown in Fig.I8. This
board is available from the EPE PCB
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Fig.17. Receiver modification details
for f.m. operation.

Completed a.m. receiver board. The rm. adaptor replaces the a.m. module.
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Fig. 18. F.M. Receiver adaptor printed circuit board details.

Service, code 220a. together with the main
p.c.b.

The adaptor board allows direct replace-
ment of the a.m. module with the f.m. type.
This board should be mourned above the
existing p.c.b. and connection made via pins
from the a.m. receiver holes through to the
matching holes in the adaptor.

The f.m. receiver should then be soldered
into the adaptor board and a 10kii resistor
soldered into the holes for R7. The antenna
should be connected directly to the adaptor
board and brought out through the case as
normal. The f.m. module uses a more con-
ventional quarter -wavelength short whip an-
tenna of 170mm length.

F.M. TRANSMITTER
The modified 1.m. transmitter schematic

is shown in Fig.l9. Capacitor C3 needs to
be removed and R5 replaced with a wire
link or zero ohm resistor. Components C4.
LI and IC2 also need to be removed.

The transmission adaptor p.c.b. is shown
in Fig.20. This board is also available from
the EPE PCB Service, code II9a.

The board should be connected to the
main p.c.b. via short flying leads. DATA
IN and GND connections are taken from
the existing hOles for IC2. The power
should be taken directly from the battery
or other convenient location on the trans-
mitter p.c.b. The antenna must be 170mm
long rather than the 90mm type described
previously.

The adaptor board must be located as
close to the transmitter board as. possible.
in order to reduce' conducted interference
along the ground connection.

The 3.6V supply should be replaced by
a 6V type in order for the unit to operate
correctly. This insist not be exceeded or
reduced. as it is the upper limit for the PIC
and lower limit for the transmitter module.

It should be noted that NIPT1340 is in-
dependent of the type of modulation used.
That is to say. all the antenna constraints

Two completed Transmitters. One with a remote thermistor
sensor (right-hand corner), and the other showing the required
"licence exempt" label.

detailed previously for the a.m. system still
apply and must be conformed with.

More details of the Cm. radio
modules used are available from the INSTALLATION

Fig.19. Transmitter modification details
for f.m. operation.

ONTE7,e0.

Fig.20. Full size Fill. Transmitter
adaptor board details.

manufacturine company's web site at:
http://www.radiometrix.co.uk/products/
product 1.1ttm.

SOFTWARE

Installation of the application software
is the same as for any other Win-
dows based application. Before installa-
tion, please ensure that all applications are
closed, this includes the Microsoft Office
toolbar that is easily forgotten! Then,
simply double click on the file named
SETUP.EXE and follow the on -screen
instructions.

The default installation directory is
CAEPEl. This can be changed to install
the software on any other drive or
directory. Once this is completed. a

Program Manager icon called Data Cap-
ture is created. The application is ex-
ecuted by double clicking on 'this icon
either from the Program Manager in
Windows 3.1 or the Stan menu in
Windows 95 or later.

If any problems are experienced during
installation such as "Version Conflict"
or "File in use, cannot replace" then this
generally means that a later version of the
same file is already installed and does not
need to be replaced. If this is the case,
select the Ignore or Skip buttons.

RESOURCES
Software for the Wireless Monitoring

System is available on a  3.5 -inch
PC -compatible disk from the EPE PCB
Service (for details see that page in this
issue - the software is free but there is
nominal post and handling charge for the
disk). It is also available for free
download from our web site:
ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/pub/
P I CS/wireless.

Pre-programmed PIC I 6C7 I s are avail-
able. see this month's Shoptalk page. In-
formation on obtaining other "special"
components for this design are also given
on this same page.
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SURVEILLANCE
PROFESSIONAL QUALITY KITS

Alo. I for Kits
Whether your requirement for surveillance equipment is amateur, professional or you are just fascinated by this unique area of
electronics SUMA DESIGNS has a kit to fit the bill. We have been designing electronic surveillance equipment for over 12
years and you can be sure that all our kits are very well tried. tested and proven and come complete with full instructions,
circuit diagrams, assembly details and all high quality components including fibreglass PCB. UnIdgs otherwise stated all
transmitters are tuneable and can be received on an ordinary VHF FM radio.

Genuine SUMA kits available only, direct from Suma Designs. Beware inferior imitations!
UTX Ultra -miniature Room Transmitter
Smallest mom transr i in the world, tOmm x Airrim including do.
3V -12V operation. 50Om £16.45

MTX Micro -miniature Room Transmitter
Best-serseg MiCf13-Mitiahlte Room Transmitter. Just 17mm x 17rivn incholing mt
3V -12V operation. 1000m range._ . ...... ........ £13.45

STX High-performance Room Transmitter
High performance transmitter with a buttered output stage for greater smeirty and
range Measures 22mm a 22m. ircluding Mc. 6V -12V operator). 1500m range. £15.45

VT500 High -power Room Transmitter
Powerful 250n14 output providog etcelent range and performance
Size 20mm x 40Mm. 9V -12V cip,,a. ton. 30C/0rn ramp £16.45

VXT Voice -Activated Transmitter
Triggers only when sounds are detected. Very low standby oxen!. VarlabIe sensitivity
and delay with LED id-calor. Size 20rrms x 67mm. 9V operation. 1000m range. £19.45

HVX400 Mains Powered Room Transmitter
Connects d;rectly to 240V A.C. supply for long-tenn monitoring.
Size 30rrm x 35mm_ 500m range . £19.45

SCRX Subcarrier Scrambled Room Transmitter
Scrambled output from this tTaTtgrAtel cannot be monitored without the SCDM den fen
connected to the receiver Size 20nvn x 67nvrL 9V operation. 1000m range__ £22.95

SCLX Subcarrier Telephone Transmitter
Connects to telephone the anywhere. requires no batteries. Output scrambled so
requires SC04.1 connected to recerver. $2e 32mrn x 37mm. 1000m range....._. £23.95

SCDM Subcarrier Decoder Unit for SCRX
Conned to rewwe t -e socket and provides decoded audio output to
headphones Size 32rrim x 7 9V -12V operation._ ............. £22.95

ATR2 Micro -Size Telephone Recording Interface
7 - bew.i-en -e (anywhere) and cassette recorder. Switches tape

-  - . . ]-O All conversations recorded. Skze 16mm x 32rnm
£13.45

*** Specials ***
DLTXIDLRX Radio Control Switch
Remote control anything around your home or garden, outside lights.
alarms, paging system etc. System consists of a small VHF transmitter with
digital encoder and receiver unit with decoder and relay output, momentary
or alternate, 8 -way di" switches on both boards set your own unique
security code. TX size 45mm x 45mm. RX size 35mmx 90mm. Both 9V
operation. Range up to 200m.
Complete System (2 £50.95
Individual Transmitter DLTX £19.95
Individual Receiver DLRX._ £37.95
MBX1 Hi -Fl Micro Broadcaster
Not technically a surveillance device but a great idea! Connects to the
headphone output of your Hi -Fl, tape or CD and transmits Hi-Fi quality to a
nearby radio. Listen to your farvourite music anywhere around the house,
garden, in the bath or in the garage and you don't have to put up with the
DJ's choice and boring waffle.
Size 27mm x 60mm. 9V operation. 250m ..... £20.95

UTLX Ultra -miniature Telephone -Transmitter
, :ter kit available. Incredible sae of tOmm x 20rnm!

,rei and switches on and oft with phone use.
At conversation transmnted. Powered from ine. 500m ...... £15.95

TLX 700 Micro -miniature Telephone Transmitter
Besne.: .a transmitter. Being 20rnm x 20mm it is eases to assemble
than UTLX. Con .e: to the (anywhere) and switches on and off with phone use.
M conversations transmitted. Powered from the. 1000m range....-....-_-_.._-._. £13.45

STLX High-performance Telephone Transmitter
High performance transmitter with buffered output stage providog excellent stably
and performance. Cori/lens to fine (anywhere) and swims on and off with phone
use Ali conversations transnitted. Powered from Me.
Size 22mm x 22mm. 1500m range £16.45

TKX900 Signalling/Tracking Transmitter
Transmit; a continuous stream of mid pulses with variable torte and rate. Ideal for
signaling or tracking purposes. ligh power output giving range up to 3000m.
Size 25mm x 63rnm. 9V operation__....__..._ £22.95

CD400 Pocket Bug Detector/Locator
LED and piezo bleeper pulse slowly. rate of pulse arid pitch of Ione increase as you
approach signal. Wet control alms pinpointing of source.
Size 45rnm a 54nvn. 9V operation £30.95

CD600 Professional Bug DetectodLocator
Mukcolour readout of signal strength with variable rate bleeper and variable sensitivity
used to detect and bade hidden transmitters. SWich to AUDIO C,ONFOFUA mode to
doing rtfn between loceised bug trans- ssion and normal lecitinate signals such as
pagers, ceDular. taxis etc Size lerron 9V operation._ £50.95

QTX180 Crystal Controlled Room Transmitter
Narrow band FM transmitter for the u..rrate in privacy. Operates on 1801.!liz and
requies the use of a scanner receiver or our ORX180 kit (see catalogue).
size 20rrim a 67mrn. 9V operation. 1000m range E40.95

OLX180 Crystal Controlled Telephone Transmitter
As per OTXI80 but connects to telephone line to monitor bath SZE,, conversations.
20mm x 67mm 9V operation. 100Enn range. £40.95

OSX180 Line Powered Crystal Controlled Phone Transmitter
As per OLX180 but draws power requements from the. No batteries required.
See 32rren x 37rren. Range 500m - E35.95

QRX 180 Crystal Controlled FM Receiver
inon arr., of the `O' range transmitters. High senSitwity unit. All AF section

suppled a module ready to connect c - 7: -ins. so no officulty
settno . r s E-Sinrn x 75mm 9V WeiT-.*

. £60.95

A buildup service is available on all our kits if required.
UK customers please send cneques, POs or registered cash. Please add
£2.00 per order for P&P. Goods despatched ASAP allowing for cheque
clearance. Overseas customers send Sterling Bank Draft and add £5.00
per order for shipment. Credit card orders welcomed on 01827 714476.

OUR LATEST CATALOGUE CONTAINING MANY MORE
NEW SURVEILLANCE KITS NOW AVAILABLE. SEND TWO
FIRST CLASS STAMPS OR OVERSEAS SEND TWO IRCS.

SUMA
DESIGNS

DEPT. EE
THE WORKSHOPS, 95 MAIN ROAD,

BAXTERLEY, NEAR ATHERSTONE,
WARWICKSHIRE CV9 2LE

VISITORS STRICTLY BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

427
- Tel/Fax:
01827 714476
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ELECTRONICS TEACH -IN 88(89
INTRODUCING MICROPROCESSORS
Mike Tooley BA. (published by Everyday Practical
Electronics)
A complete course that can lead successful readers to
the shard of a City and Guilds Certificate in Introductory
Microprocessors (726'303) The beck contains everything
you need to know including full details on registering for
assessment. etc.

Sections covet Microcomputer Systems.
Microprocessors, Memories, Input,Output, Interfacing
and Programming. There are various practical
assignments and eight Data Pages covering popular
microprocessors.

AM excellent introduction to the subject even for those
who do not wish to take the City and Guilds assessment.
al Pages Order code TI -88'89 £2.45

ELECTRONICS TEACH4N No. 7.
ANALOGUE AND DIGITAL
ELECTRONICS COURSE
(published by Everyday Practical Electronics)
Alan Winstanley and Keith Dye 13.Eng(Tech)AMIEE
This bight; acclaimed EPE Teach -In series. which included
the construction and use of the Mini Lab and Mem Lab

and development units, has been put together in
book farm. Additionally. EPT Educational Software have
developed a GCSE Electronics software program to con-
pfiment the course and a FREE DISK covering the first two
parts of the course is included with the book.

An interesting and thorough tutorial series aimed speci-
fically at the novice or complete beginner in electronics_
The series is designed to support those undertaking either
GCSE Electronics or GCE Advanced Levels, and starts
with fundamental principles.

If you are taking electronics or technology at school
or college, this book is for you. If you just want to
learn the basics of electronics or technology you must
make sure you see it, Teach -1n No. 7 will be invaluable
if you are considering a career in electronics or even
if you are alrpady training in one. The Mini Lab and
software enable the construction and testing of both
demonstration and development circuits These n-

ng bring electronics to life in en enjoyable arid
nteresting way: you will both see and hear the electron
n action! The Micro Lab microprocessor add-on Eastern

will appeal to higher level students and those develop -
rig microprocessor projects.
160 pages Order code Tar £3.95

FREE
SOFTWARE

WINDOWS 95 EXPLAINED
P R. M. Oliver and N. Kanter*
tl you would like to get up and ruining. as soon as possele.
wrth the new Windows 95 operating syeern, then this is the
book for you.

We book was written with the non expert. busy person in
mind. It explains the hardware that you need in order to run
Windows 95 saccessfully, and how to install and optimize
your system's resources. It presents an overview of the We
doves 95 environment

Later chapters corer how to work with programs. folders
and documents (Kph to control Windows 95 and use the
many accessories th3t come with it: how to use DOS pro -
yams and. if necessary, DOS commends and how to corn-
mura-te with the rest of the de-arraa wore
r70paces Order code BP400 £5.95

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES
R A. Penfold
Once you know how, PC interfacing is less involved than
interfaaing many eight -bit machines. which have tended to
Leeson* unusual interfacing methods.

This book gives you: A detailed description of the lines
present on the PC expansion bus_ A detailed discussion of
the physical characteristics of PC expansion cards_ The 10
map and details d tin areas wore your add-on can he
fated. A discussion of address decoding techniques. Practi-
cer address decoder circuits_ &rote TTL 8-64 input and
output ports Details of using the 8255 parallel interface
adaptor. Dig to analogue =inverter circuits In fact every-
thing you need to know in order to produce successful PC
addors.
93 PoSts Order code BP272 £3.95

EASY PC INTERFACING
RA. Penfold
Although the internal expansion slots of a PC provide
full access to the computer's buses, and are suitable for
user add-ons, making your own expansion cards re-
quires a fair amount of expertise and equipment. The
built-in ports provide what is often a much easier and
hassle -free way of interfacing your own circuits to a
PC. In panicles. a PC printer port plus a small amount

BOOK SERVICE
The books listed have been selected by Everyday
Practical Electronics/ETI editorial staff as being of

special interest to everyone imfolved in electronics
and computing. They are supplied by mail order to

your door. Full ordering details are given on the
last book page.

FOR ANOTHER SELECTION OF BOOKS SEE THE
NEXT TWO MONTH'S ISSUES.

Note our UK postage costs just £1.50 no matter how
many books you order!

____)11r.r!'7111S -"R i_a
a

ELECTRONICS PROJECTS
USING ELECTRONICS WORKBENCH
plus FREE CD-ROM
M. P Horsey
This book offers a wide ranc-e of tested circuit mod-
uOs which can be used as electronics projects, part of
an electronics course, or as a hands-on way of net-
ting better acquainted with Elea -hones Workbench. With
circuits ranging from 'bulbs and batteries' to complex
systems raring integrated circuits, the projects will appeal
to novices. students and practitioners alike.

Electronics Workbench is a highly versatile computer
simulation package which enables the user to design, test
and modify their circuits before building them. and to plan
PCB layouts on -screen. All the circuits in the book are
provided as runnable Electronic Workbench files on the
enclosed CD-ROM. and a selection of 15 representative
circuits can he explored using the free demo veishar of
the application.

Contents: Some basic concept; Projects with switches,
LEDs. relays and diodes: TranSetors: Power supcli:
°perm projects Further op.arrip circuits; Logic gates; Real
logic circuits; Logic gate rratleibrators; The 555 timer;
all -flocs, counters and shift registers, Adders. comparators
and multiplexers: Field effect transistors; Thanstors, iris
and class: Ccristruatr,g war circle; rider
227 p...ces Order code NE29 £1499

FREE
CD-ROM

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC
COMPONENTS
R. A. Penfold
The purpose of this book is to provide practical informa-
tion to help the reader sort out the bewildering array of
components currently on offer. An advanced knowledge
of the theory of electronics is not needed, and this
book is not intended to be a course in electronic theory.
The main aim is to explain the differences between
components of the same basic type (e.g. carbon, carbon
film, metal film, and wire -wound resistors) so that the
right component for a given application can be selected.
A wide range of components are included, with the
emphasis firmly on those components that are used a
great deal in projects for the hone constructor.
170 pages Order code 8P285 £4.99

of external hardware provides a surprisingly versatile
inputeutput port The PC "games" port is less useful for
general interfacing purposes. but it can be useful in
some applications

This book provides a number of useful PC add-on
circuits including the following: Digital inputioutput ports;
Analogue to digital converter; Digital -to -Analogue Con-
verter, Voltage arid current measurement circuits; Resis-
tance meter; Capacitance meter; Temperature measure-
ment interface; Biofeedback monitor; Constant voltage
model train controller; Pursed model train controllers:
Position sensor (optical Hall effect. etc.); Stepper motor
interface; Relay and LED drivers; Triac mains switching
interface.
179 pages Order code BP385 £4.99

INTRODUCTION TO MICROPROCESSORS
John Crisp
d yOti are, or soon will be. involved in the use of
miaroprocessors. this praacal introduction is essential
readrkg This book provides a thoroughly readable iraroduc-
rion to microprocessors_ assuming t» previous knowledge
of the white. nor a technical or mathematical back-
ground It is suitable for sheen's. testate:jars. engineers
and hobbyists- and carvers the full range of modern
microprocessors.

After a thorough introduction to the subject dent are
developed progressivey in a well -structured format All
technical terms are carefully introduced and se:0as which
have proved difficult, for example 2's complement, are
clearly explained. John Crisp covers the complete range of
microprocessors from the popular 4 -bit and 8 -lid desi7s to
today's super -fast 32 -bit and 64 -bit versions that power PCs
and engine management systems etc

Contents: The world changed in 1971; Microprocessors
don't here ten faraers; More Counting: iced

micros; ft's all a matter of logie, Registers and rhernori, A
rraxoprocessor based system; A typical 8-bil microproces-
sor; Programming. high level languages; Micros are g=ttng
bigger and faster; The peon ium; PowerPC; The Alpha
21161 microprocessor: Interfaang Teo equipment and
fault Beim
222 pages Order code NE31 £1699

DISCOVERING ELECTRONIC CLOCKS
W. D. Phillips
This is a whole book about designing and making
electronic clocks. You start by connecting HIGH and
LOW logic signals to logic gates. You find out about
and then build end test bistables, crystal -controlled
astables, counters, decoders and displays. All of these
subsystems, are carefully explained, with practical work
supported by easy to follow prototype board layouts.

Fitt constnetional deteds, including tdrast diagrams and
a printed circun board pattern, are given for a digital
electronic clock The circuit for the First Clock is moda'ed
and de: .eloped to produce additional designs which include
a Big Digit Clock. Binary Clock, Linear Clock. Andrewa Clock
(with a semi -analogue display), and a Circles Clock. All of
these dasigns are unusual and distinctive.

This * an ideal resource for project work in GCSE
Design and Technology: Elecnornss Product and for
project work in AS -Level and A -Level Electron,_ anti
Tethnotogy
196 pages, Ad spiral bound Order code DEP' £1450

DOMESTIC SECURITY SYSTEMS
L Brown

This book shows you how, with common sense and basic
do-it-yourself skills, you can protect yore home. It also
gives tips and ideas which will help you to maintain and
improve your horro security, even if you already have
an darm. Every circuit in this book is clearly described
and illuStrated, and contains components that are easy to
source. Advice and guidance are based on the real ex-
penence of the author who is an alarm installer, and the
designs themselves have been rigorously put to use on
some of the most crime -ridden streets in the world.

The designs include all elements. including sensors.
detectors, alarms. controls, lights, video and doer entry
systems_ Chapters cover installation, testing. main-
tenance and upgrading.
192 pages Order code NE25 £12_99

MICROCONTROLLER COOKBOOK
Mike James
The practical solutions to real problems shown in this
cookbook provide the basis to make PC and 051
devices really work. Capabilities of the variants are
examined. and ways to enhance these are groan A
survey of common interface devices, and a descrip-
tion of programming models, lead on to a section on
development techniques. The cookbook offers an intro-
duction that will allow any user, novice or'experienced,
to make the most of microconuollers.
240 paces Order code NE26 £19.99

A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO TTL DIGITAL ICs
R. A. Penfold
This book first covers the basics of simple logic circuits
in general, and then progresses to specific Ti'). Ionic
integrated circuits. The devices covered include gates.
oscillators, timers, flipaffops, dividers, and decoder cir-
cuits. Some practical circuits are used to illustrate the
use of TTL devices in the "real world"
742 pages Order code 8P332 £4.95

ELECTRONIC MODULES AND SYSTEMS FOR
BEGINNERS
Owen Bishop
This bok describes over 60 modular electronic Ci1CUITS.
how they work, how to build them, and how to use
them. The modules may be wired together to make
hundreds of different electronic systems, both analogue
and digital. To show the reader how to_ begin build
ing systems from modules, a selection of over 25
electronic systems are described in detail, covering
such widely differing applications as timing, home
security, measurement, audio (including a simple radio
receiver), games and remote control.
20t7 pages Order code BP266 E3 98

PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND
FORMULAE
F. A. Wilson, C.G.IA.. C.Eng., F.I.E.E., FILM.
Bridges the gap between complicated technical theory,
and 'cut-andaried" methods which may bring success
in design but leave the experimenter unfulfilled. A
strong practical bias - tedious and higher mathematics
have been avoided where passible "and many tables
have been included.

The book is divided into six basic sections. Units and
Constants, Direct -Current Circuits. Passive Components,
Alternating -Current Circuits. Networks and Theorems.
Measurements.
256 pages Order code BP53 £3.95
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SCROGGIES FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS
AND ELECTRONICS - ELEVENTH EDITION
S_ W Amos and Roger Amos
Scroggie's Foundations is a classic text for anione work-
ing with electronics, who needs to know the art and craft
of the subject. ti covers both the theory and practical
aspects of a huge range of topics from valve and tube
technology, and the application of cathode ray tubes
to radar, to digital tape systems and optical recording
techniques

Sehce Foundations of Wirete.sa was test published over
60 years ago, it has helped many thousands of readers to
become familiar with the principles of radio and elec-
tronics. The original author SOVIceltly' was succeeded by
&roggie in the 19401, whose name became synonymous
with this classic primer for practitioners and students
alike. Stan Amos. one of the fathers of modern electronics
and the author of many well-known books in the area,
took over the revision of this book in the 1980s and it is
he, with his son, who have produced this latest version.
400 rra9 ilaNCEMEEI E19.99

ELECTRONICS MADE SIMPLE
Ian Sinclair
Assuming no prior knowledge, Electronics Made Simple
presents an outline of modem electronics with an em-
phasis cn understanding how systems work rather than
Oil details of circuit diagrams and calculations. It is ideal
for students on a range of courses in electronics, includ-
ing .11116F, CBG and GNVQ, and for students of other
subjects who will be using electronic instruments and
methods.

Contents: waves and pulses. passive components,
active components and Cs, Wear circuits. block and
circuit diagrams, how radio works, disc and tape retharth
ing. elements of TV and radar, digital signals. gating and
logic circuits, counting and correcting, microprocessors,
calculators and computers. miscellaneous - ems.
Page 199 (large format) s 'der code NE23 £12.99

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES
Hans-Giinther Steidle

The tables in this book contain information about the
package shape, pin connections and basic electrical data
for each of the many thousands of transistors listed. The
data includes maximum reverse voltage, forward current
and power thssipation, current gain and forward trarcsad-
mmance and reistarice. cut-off frequency and details of
applications.

A book of this size is of necessity restricted in its scope,
and the individual transistor types cannot therefore be
described in the sort of detail that maybe found in some
larger and considerably more expensive data books. How-
ever, the list of manufacturers address will make it
easier for the prospective user to obtain further informa-
tion, if necessary.

Lists over 8.000 different transistor,. including te.ts.
200 pages Order code 8P401 C5.95

MORE ADVANCED USES
OF THE MULTIMETER
R. A. Penfold
This book is primarily
intended as a follow-up to
BP239, (see below), and
should also be of value
to anyone who already
understands the basics
of voltage testing and
simple component testing.
By using the techniques
desr-ribes1 in Chapter 1

you can test and analyse
the performance of a
range of components with
just a mutter,eter (plus a
very few inexpensive com-
ponents in some racist.
Some useful quick check
methods are also covered.

While a multimeter is supremely versa e have
its limitations. The simple add-ons described in Chapter 2
extended the capabilities of a multimeter to make it even
more useful.
84 pages Order code BP285 E295

ELECTRONIC TEST EQUIPMENT HANDBOOK
Steve Money
The principles of operation of the various types of test
instrument are explained in simple terms with a minimum
of mathematical an-alyscs... The book covers analogue arid
digital meters. bridges, oscilloscopes. signal generators,
counters. timers an frequency measurement. The practi-
cal ti ms of the instruments are also examined.

Everything from Oscillators, through R. C h L measure-
ments (and much fr.ore) to Waveform Generators and
testing Zeners
206 pages Order code PC109 £8.95

GETTING THE MOST FROM YOUR MULTIMETER
R. A. Pentad
This book is primarily aimed at beginners and those of
limited experience of electronics Chapter 1 covers the
basics of analogue and digital muttimeters, discussing the
relative merits arid the limitations of the two types. In
Chapter 2 various methods of component checking are
described, including tests for transistors, thyristors, resis-
tors, capacitors and diodes. Grcuit testing is covered in
Chapter 3, with subjects such as voltage, current and con-
tinuity checks being discussed.

In the main little cr no previous knowledge or ex-
perience is assumed. Using these simple component and
circuit testing techniques the reader should be able to
confidently tackle servicing of most electronic. projects_

Pages Order code BP239

NEWNES ELECTRONICS TOOLKIT- SECOND EDITION
Geoff Phillips
The author has used his 30 years experience in industry to
drew together the basic information that is constantly
demanded. Facts, formulae, data and charts are presented

to help the engineer when designing, developing, evaluat-
ing. fault folding and repairing electronic circuits. The
result is this handy workmate volume: a memory aid.
tutor arid reference source witiiigh is recommended to an
electronics enceneers, students and technicians.

Have you ever wished for a concise and comprehen-
sive guide to electronics concepts and rules of thumb?
Have you eve: been unable to sours a component. or
choose between two alternatives for a particular appfaa-
bon? How much time do you spend searching for basic
facts or manufacturer's specifications? This book is the
answer. it covers resistors, capacitors, inductors. semicon-
ductors. logic circuits. EMC. audio, electronics and music,
telephones, electronics in lighting. thermal considerations.
connections, reference data.
IOW pages Order code NE20 E1199

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FAULT FINDING AND
TROUBLESHOOTING
Robin Pain
This is not a book of theory. It is a book of practical
tips, hints. and rules of thumb. all of whith will equip the
reader to tackle arty job. You may be an engineer or tech-
nician in search of information and guidance. a college
student. a hobbyist building a project from a magazine, or
simply a keen self-taught amateur who is interested in
electronic fault finding but finds books on the subject too
mathematical or specialized.

The book covers: Basics - Voltage, current and resis-
tance; Capacitance, inductance and impedance; Diodes
and transistors; Op -amps and negative feedback; Fault
finding - Analogue fault finding. Digital fault finding;

Memory: Binary and hexadecimal; Addressing; Discrete
logic: Micropicerimnr action; LO control; CRT control;
Dynamic RAM. Fault finding digital siirris; Dual trace
oscilloscope; IC replacement.
274 pages IMMIZEINEg £18.99

AN INTRODUCTION TO LIGHT IN ELECTRONICS
FA. Wilson

This book is not for the expert but renter is it for the
completely uninitiated. It is assumed the reader his some
bass knowledge of electronics After dealing with sub-
jects hie F-undamamentals. Wave; and Particles arid The
Nature of Light such things as Emitters, Detectors and
Displays are discussed. Chapter 7 details four different

Optics.nipi16

before concluding with a chapter on Fibre

Order code 6P359 f495

UNDERSTANDING DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
F. A. Wilson C.G.IA.. C.Eng., F.I.E.E.. Fl. Mgt.
This book examines what digital technology his to alter
and then considers its arithmetic and how it can be ar-
ranged for making decisions in so many pro:rice,s it then
looks at the pan digital has to play in the ever expanding
Information Technology, especially in modern transmis-
sion systems and television. It avoids getting deeply in-
volved in mathematics.

Various chapters cover: Digital Arithmetic, Electronic
Logic, Conversions between Analogue and Digital Struc-
tures, Trantmission Systems. Several Appendices explain
SCOW of the concepts more fully and a glossary of terms
is included.
183 pages Order code BP376 E4.95

®Dectr, LS-atilitaw
ELECTRONIC PROJECT BUILDING FOR BEGINNERS
R. A. Penfold
This book is for complete beginners to electronic project
building. ft provides a complete introduction to the erect'.
cat side of this fascinating hobby, including:

Component identification. and buying the right parts;
resistor colour codes. capacitor value markings, etc;
advice on buying the right toots for the job; soldering:
making easy work of the hard wiring; construction
methods, including stripbcard, custom printed circuit
boards, plain matnx boards, surface mount boards and
wire -wrapping, finishing off, and adding panel labels:
getting "problem" projects to work including simple
methods of fault-finding.

In fact everything you need to know in order to get
started in this absorbing and creative hobby.
735 penes Order code BP392 64.95

45 SIMPLE ELECTRONIC TERMINAL BLOCK
PROJECTS
R. Bebbington
Contains 45 easy -to -build electronic projects that can be
constructed. by an absolute beginner, on terminal blocks
using only a sae -A -driver and other simple hand tools. No
soldering is needed

Most of the projects can be simply screwed together,
by following the layout diagrams, in a matter of minutes
arid reedity unscrewed if desired to make new circuits.
A theoretical circuit diagram Is also included with each
project to help broaden the constructor's knowledge.

The projects included in this book cover a wide range
of interests under the chapter headings: Connections and
Components, Sound and Musk. Entertainment, Security
Devices, Communication. Test and Measuring
163 pages Order code BP378 14.95

30 SIMPLE IC TERMINAL BLOCK PROJECTS
FL Elehbington
Follow on from BP378 using ICs.
117 pages Order code BP379 f4.99

HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN P.C.B.S
It A. Penfold
Deals with the simple methods of copying printed cir-
cult board designs from magazines and books and covers
all aspects of simple p.c.b. construction including photo-
graphic methods arid designing your own p c
SO Pages Order code BP121 63.99

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS
Our postage price is the same no matter how many books you order, just add £1.50 to
your total order for postage and packing (overseas readers add £3 for countries in the
EEC, or add £6 for all countries outside the EEC, surface mail postage) and send a PO,
cheque, international money order (E sterling only) made payable to Direct Book Serv-
ice or credit card details, Visa or Mastercard - minimum credit card order is p - to:
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, 33 GRAVEL HILL, MERLEY, WIMBORNE, DORSET BH21 1RW
(mail order only).

Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of order but please allow a
maximum of 28 days for delivery - more for overseas orders. Please check price and
availability (see latest issue of Everyday Practical Electronics/ET1) before ordering from
old lists.

For a further selection of books see the next two issues of EPE/ETI.
DIRECT BOOK SERVICE IS A DIVISION OF WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD. Tel 01202 881749
Fax 01202 841692. Due to the cost we cannot reply to overseas orders or queries by Fax.

E-mail:dbs@epemag.wimbome.co.ukr
Full name:

BOOK ORDER FORM

I Address:

Post code: Telephone No:

Signature: _.,,,,.

I-1 I enclose cheque.,P0 payable to WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD for E

-1 Please charge my Visa/Mastercard £ ..... Card expiry date

Card Number

Please send book order codes:

Please tortrele on ...arale sheet of Loper ii necessary__ :ka

- 
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VIDEOS ON ELECTRONICS
A range of videos (selected by EPE editorial staff) designed to provide
instruction on electronics theory Each video gives a sound introduction and
grounding in a specialised area of the subject. The tapes make learning both
easier and more enjoyable than pure textbook or magazine study Each video
uses a mixture of animated current flow in circuits plus text. plus cartoon
instruction etc.. and a very full commentary to get the points across. The
tapes originate from VCR Educational Products Co. an American supplier.

(All videos are to the UK PAL standard on VHS tapes.)

BASICS
VT201 to VT206 is a basic electronics
course and is designed to he used as -a
complete series. if required.
11201 54 minutes. Part One: D.C. Circuits. This
video is an absolute must for the beginner.
Series circuits, parallel circuits. Ohms law.
how to use the digital multimeter and much
more. Order Code VT201
V1202 62 minutes. Part Two: A.C. Ctrcuits. This
is your next step in understanding the basics of
electronics. You will learn about how coils,
transformers. capacitors. etc are used in com-
mon circuits. Order Code VT202
VT203 57 minutes. Part Three: Semiconductors.
Gives you an exciting look into the world
of semiconductors. With basic semiconduc-
tor theory. Plus 15 different semiconductor
devices explained. Order Code VT203

VT204 56 minutes. Part Four: Power Supplies.
Guides you step-by-step through different sec-
tions of a power supply. Order Code VT204
VT205 57 minutes. Part Ave: Amplifiers. Shows
you how amplifiers work as you have never
seen them before. Class A, class B. class C,
op.amps. etc. Order Code VT205
VI -206 54 minutes. Part Six: Oscillators. Oscil-
lators are found in both linear and digital cir-
cuits. Gives a good basic background in oscil-
lator circuits. Order Code VT206

r

I Full name-
!

I Address:

inc. VAT & postage
each

Order 8 or more get one extra FREE
Order 16 gel _two extra FREE

E3495

VCR MAINTENANCE
VT102 84 minutes: introduction to VCR
Repair. Warning, not for the beginner.
Through the use of block diagrams this
video will take you through the various
circuits found in the NTSC VHS system.
You will follow the signal from the input
to the audicrVideo heads then from the
heads back to the output.

Order Code V1102
Vi103 35 minutes: A step-by-step easy to
follow procedure for professionally clean-
ing the tape path and replacing many of
the belts in most VHS VCR's. The viewer
will also become familiar with the various
parts found in the tape path.

Order Code 'VT103

DIGITAL
Now for the digital series of six videos.
This series is designed to provide a
good grounding in digital and computer
technology.

VT301 54 minutes. Digital One; Gates begins
with the basics as you learn about seven
of the most common gates which are used
in almost every digital circuit, plus Binary
notation. Order Code Vf301
VT302 55 minutes. Digital Two: Flip Flops will
further enhance your knowledge of digi-
tal basics. You will learn about Octal
and Hexadecimal notation groups. flip-flops.
counters. etc. Order Code VT302
Vf303 54 minutes. Digital Three: Registers and
Displays is your next step in obtaining a solid
understanding of the basic circuits found in
today's digital designs. Gets into multiplexers.
registers. display devices. etc.

Order Code W303
VT304 59 minutes. Digital Four: DAC and ADC
shows you how the computer is able to com-
municate with the real world. You will learn
about digital -to -analogue and analogue -to -digi-
tal converter circuits. Order Code VT304
VT305 56 minutes. Digital Five: Memory Devices
introduces you to the technology used in many
of today's memory devices. You will learn all
about ROM devices and then proceed into
PROM. EPROM. EEPROM, SRAM. DRAM. and
MBM devices. Order Code VT305
VT306 56 minutes. Digital Six: The CPU gives
you a thorough understanding in the basics of
the central processing unit and the input'output
circuits used to make the system work.

Order Code VT306

VIDEO ORDER FORM

Post code: Telephone No

Signature:

I ED 1 enclose chequePO payable to W1MBORNE PUBLISHING LTD

Card No:

Please send video order codes

I Please charge my Visa:Mastercard: Card expiry date

RADIO
VT401 61 minutes. A.M. Radio Theory. The most
complete video ever produced on arm. radio.
Begins with the basics of a.m. transmission and
proceeds to the five major stages of a.m. recep-
tion. Learn how the signal is detected, converted
and reproduced. Also covers the Motorola C-
QUA.N1 a.m. stereo system. Order Code VT401
VT402 58 minutes. EM. Radio Part L F.M. basics
including the functional blocks of a receiver.
Plus r.f. amplifier, mixer oscillator. If. amplifier,
limiter and f.m. decoder stages of a typical f.m.
receiver. Order Code VT402
4T403 58 minutes. F.M. Radio Part 2. A con-
tinuation of f.m. technology from Pan 1.
Begins with the detector stage output, proceeds
to the 19kHz amplifier. frequency doubler.
stereo demultiplexer and audio amplifier stages.
Also covers RDS digital data encoding and
decoding. Order Code VT403

MISCELLANEOUS
VT501 58 minutes. Fibre Optics. From the fun-
damentals of fibre optic technology through
cable manufacture to connectors, transmitters
and receivers. Order Code VT501
VT502 57 minutes. Laser Technology A basic in-
troduction covering some of the common uses of
laser devices, plus the operation of the Ruby
Rod laser. HeNe laser. CO2 gas laser and semi-
conductor laser devices. Also covers the basics
of CD and bar code scanning.

Order Code VT502

ORDERING: Price includes
postage to anywhere in the

world.
OVERSEAS ORDERS: We use the'
AT portion of the price to pay

Or airmail postage and packing,
hetever you live In the world. Just:
end £34.95 pet tape. All paments

£ sterling only (send cheque or'
oney order drawn on a UK hank).

Send your order to:
Direct Book Service. 33 Gravel Hill,

Murky, Winthorne, Dorset BH21
IRW (Mail Order Only)

Direct Book Service is a division of Wimborne
Publishing Ltd.

TeL 01202 881749 Fax: 01202 841692

tdeos are normally sent within seven days of

Please continue on a separate sheet of paper if necessary.
receipt of order. E2_
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SURFING THE INTERNET

NET WORK
ALAN WINST4NLEY

NET WORK is the monthly column specially written for readers
who access the Internet either at home or work. Our web

site http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk provides details of the
contents of current and previous issues, with photographs and
brief descriptions of many past projects, and the web site is as
popular as ever amongst readers all around the world.

Also available on the EPE web site is the EPE Chat Zone
(/wwwboard) which is a message board where readers and other
electronics enthusiasts can air their views or ask for help from other
readers. By using the fill-in form on the Chat Zone page. a message
can be posted in virtually real time for others to follow up. It
should be noted that we cannot guarantee a personal reply to any
queries raised addressed to EPE Editorial staff by Chat Zone users.
although we do visit at regular intervals: queries requiring a
reply should be mailed to the appropriate E-mail address - see
the separate panel elsewhere in this issue concerning EPE Net
Addresses.

Messages are retained in the Chat Zone for approximately four-
teen days subject to our discretion but follow-ups cannot be ar-
chived on our web site after they expire. so it's advisable to check
back at reasonable intervals to check for any replies. The Accept-
able Use Policy (AUP) is also published online and is accessible
from the Chat Zone. it contains common sense rules which are
designed to ensure that everyone enjoys their visit and may hope-
fully contribute to the running of the Chat Zone. Please follow the
spirit of the AUP and help us to maintain the EPE Chat Zone. You
benefit!

EPEMAG DOT COM
It can be taken for granted that the Internet has swiftly become

an integral part of, your computer system. The next gener-
ation of Microsoft's Office software suite - Microsoft Of-
fice 2000 - will include closer Internet and Intranet support
than ever before. Windows NT users may be aware of the
forthcoming release of Windows 2000 Professional version (see
www.microsoft.com/windows/professional/) which also offers
tighter integration with online and offline browsing. Even with the
current URL-obsessed version of Microsoft Word 97. any URLs
can be detected and made "clickable", so that the computer will
make an Internet connection and go straight to that address.

Really. having an Internet connection is the same as having a
giant external hard drive connected to your system. All you have to
do is find the data, and learn to discriminate between what looks
reliable and what is complete garbage: you soon learn how to dis-
miss the latter. The Internet has become almost as indispensable as
a multimeter, and many local libraries or Internet cafes will be
happy to help inexperienced users get to grips with it.

As far as our own Internet presence goes. EPE was the first
hobby electronics magazine to offer an E-mail contact address
all those years ago. and regular, ,readers will know how my
personal Demon Internet "epemag moniker is now also ap-
plied to our American Internet -only version EPE Online. which
features a downloadable version of your favourite magazine
available from www.epemag.com. This is again a world -first
and the initial reaction has been highly encouraging. The first
issue published online (November '98) is permanently free for
download, and each issue is contained in a series of .PDF files
stored on your hard disk.

ADOBE ACROBAT
To view each issue of EPE. Online you require the free Adobe

Acrobat Reader which will be found on the free EPE CD-ROM
No./ given away with the November 98 issue. Both i6 -bit (Win-
dows 3.x) and 32 -bit versions for Windows 95 + are provided. Both
versions are located in the EPE/ Proteus folder on the CD. Alterna-
tively. you can simply bounce over to www.adobe.com and fetch

the free reader from there. There are several .PDF files on the free
CD-ROM as well - to find them, insert your CD-ROM then use
Windows Explorer to right -click on your CD drive leuer. Click
Find... and enter (Files) Named : *.PDF to produce a list of them.
Please ensure you are using Version 3 or higher of the Acrobat
Reader.

Although Adobe Acrobat is now widely accepted as the
electronic document standard. many newcomers are not familiar
with such terms. and I have had several* E -mails from readers who
have struggled with this file format (or more specifically. how to
read it properly and without facing lengthy wasted downloads).

Some examples of Adobe Acrobat files will be found on the new
"Resources" page which has been added to the EPE web site
Oresources.htm). This web page provides a list of our free FAQs
and data: there you will find lead-ins to the Basic Soldering Guide.
TENS User Page and a copy of Julyan lieu's excellent article How
to use Intelligent LC.D.s. The L.C.D. article is in Adobe Acrobat
format.

There are two options available to web users who are confronted
by .PDF files such as these: having installed the free reader
software (a simple task), you can click on the file name on the web
page and your browser will then immediately launch the reader
within the browser window. However, there can follow a lengthy
delay depending on the file size, during which time the files are
downloaded onto your PC. after which the document can be viewed
on -screen.

A much better alternative is to fetch the file via the Internet and
save it to your hard disk for viewing and printing later when off-
line. You can easily do this by pointing the mouse at the file name
on the web page, then right -mouse click and choose (in MS Internet
Explorer) Save Target As ... or (Navigator) Save Link As... From
there, navigate to a desired local directory to save the file on your
hard disk. The transfer will then take place.

You can then re -open the file when offline, simply by double-
clicking its filename in Windows Explorer, which should launch
Adobe Acrobat Reader. Note that you may not necessarily be able
to print some .PDF files locally - it depends whether the option
to print was disabled when the file was originated by its owner.
Usually. though, you can produce a hard copy for retentiofi.

WHICH EPE MAO?
The other query which is_ arising is whether readers should

choose between buying EPE Online or continue to take the printed
version. There are some important differences between. the two
editions: one is that the projects published in EPE Online may not
quite be the same as those in the corresponding printed issue. There
may sometimes be some rescheduling of projects to fit within EPE
Online's format.

A second difference is that the online edition is tailored to an
international audience rather than being UK -centric. Hence there is
little advertising within EPE Online. although the inclusion of ad-
vertisements has not been ruled out for the future. None -the -less.
the subscription price for EPE Online is highly competitive - less
than US 52 per issue. Whichever option you choose, we hope you'll
agree that with the advent of the Internet. this is now a very exciting
time to be involved in electronics.

In coming months. I will be discussing more Internet services
and applications which may help EPE readers to get more out of
the Internet. For example. I'll be examining what is probably the
world's most popular software download at the moment - ICQ. I
will also try to offer more advice and pointers for novice Internet
users.

As usual. 1 have placed some ready-made links for you to click
on. in the Net Work page of the EPE web site. I welcome sugges-
tions by E-mail to alan@epemag.demon.co.uk. My Home Page is
http://homepages.tcp.co.uk/-alanwin.
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PCBs FROM PAST ISSUES OF ETI
(prior to the merger of EPE and ETI in March 99). See below for ordering details.

Name and issue of project
ET! PCB Service Issue 1 1999

Unit code Price

Stress and Skin Temperature Meter E0199/1 £1.455
'Short Cur Continuity Tester E01992 £5.09
R.F. Probe E019913 0.09
Switch Volt PSU E0199:4 £5.09

F71 PCB Service Issue 13 1998
Programmable Logic fitsocontrolfer Board E1398,1 £7.32
Programmable Logic Simulator Board E113982 £5.09
Regulated Battery PSU E1398.2 £5.09
Audio Power Meter E'1398'4 £7.32
Car Vigilante 6'13985 £5.64

Meter E 13986 £6.77
Wobbulator E1398.7 £622

Ell PCB Service Issue 12 1998
Beerstal E1298/1 £5.09
Fishbiter El12982 £5.09
Smooth Fun a -41E'13 £5.09

ET! PCB Service Issue 11 1998
Loop Atarm El 198'1 £5.09
Ricky Sound (Music Lovers) E/119EI2 £5.09

Eli PCB Service Issue 10 1998
Ionisation Chamber E 1098/1 £5119
Ionisation Chamber (SMD) El10982 £5.09
PIC °eve-kip/nem Board: issue 6 below E69,9!1 £5.50

Eli PCB Service Issue 9 1998
O Meter E298-2 £5.09
Bath Duck E9983 £5.09

Ell PCB Service Issue 8 1998
PIC Electronics Security Switch E.Ete&I £509
PIC Multiplexed LED Display E 8982 £5.09
PIC Non-rnuttixed LED Dispay E8982 £5.09
Easy Parker E89814 £6.77
Tiny Traffic Lights £8985 £5.09
0 Meter E89116 £5.09
Bath Duck E8987 £550

ET! PCB Service Issue 7 1998
PIC 16C74 Development Board ET98'1 £5.09

PCB SERVICE
Printed circuit boards for certain EPE constructional protects are available from the
PCB Service. see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre. and are fully drilled and
roller tinned. Aa prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £1 per board
for airmail outside of Europe. Ben-Liter:4:es should be sent to The PCB Service,
Everyday Practical Electronics, Allen House, East Borough, Wimbome, Dorset
BH21 1PF. Tel: 01202 881749; Fax 01202 841692 (NOTE, we cannot reply to
orders or queries by Fax); Email: orders@epemag.wimbome.co.uk . Cheques
should be crossed and made payable to Everyziay Practical Erectromcs (Payment
in £ sterling only).
NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held in stock and are dispatched within
seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for
delivery - overseas readers allow extra if ordered by surface mail.
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available if required - see the
Back Issues page for details.
Please check price and availability in the latest issue.

Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.

Special KNOCK DOWN SALE of PCBs.
We have a few p.c.b.s left from past projects these are being
offered at the knock down price of £2.00 each - no matter what
size they are (some of these boards are worth over £15.00
each) while stocks last. This price includes
VAT and UK post - overseas orders please
add 50p postage (or £1 per board for airmail
postage).

tw Stereo Amplifier. 851: Visual Doorbell. 863; EPE
SounDAC PC Sound Board. 868: Microprocessor
Smartswitch, 881: Print Timer, 874: Stereo I-6Fi

Controller - Power Supply. 886 - Main Board, 887 - ExpansiontDOlzy
Boards. (pair) 888: Power Controller. 905; 1000V/500V Insulation Tester.
906; Active Guitar Tone Control, 907: TV Off-er (pair). 908.109; Video
Modulim -1 Simple Fader, 910; Video Enhancer, 912: Rodent Repeller. 913;
Spacewriter Wand. 921: Video Modules -3 Dynamic Noise Limiter. 919 -
System Mains Power Supply, 920; The Ultimate Screen Saver. 927: 12V
35W PA Amprifier, 930:  National Lottery Predictor, 935; MIDI Pedal. 938;
Club Vote Totarmer, 939; EPE HiFi Valve Amplifier - Phase spatter. 941:
PIC-OATS 4 -channel Light Chaser, 942; HV Cacitor Reformer, 943: Ramp
Generator - Logic Board (double -sided p.t.h.). 944 - Analogue board, 945:
Mcrocontrolied 3 -Digit Timer. 933.

Any of the above for just £2 each inc. VAT and p&p.
Back numbers or photostats of articles are available see the

Back Issues page for details.

£2.00
EACH
inc. VAT
and p&p

Surface Mount Diagnostic: Interface E/798.2 £5.09
Surface Mount Logic probe E7982 £5.09
Mains Monitor E798.4 £12.33
Aquaprobe £798 b £5.50

Eli PCB Service Issue 61998
PIC Development Board E-691 £5.50
Signal Generator £6982 £899
Headlight Delay Unit Es 698/3 E5 50
6 -Interval Games Timer El698.4 E5.09

Eli PCB Service Issue 5 1998
UHF Transmitter (DS) E598'1 £5.07
UHF Transmitter Encoder £5982 £5.09
UHF Receiver Front End (DS) E5982 £5.07
UHF Receiver I.F. stage (DS) E/598'4 £5.07
Fridge Thermometer Ei598.5 £5.50
AVR Controller 5598:6 £5.50
27C16 Ecrom Programmer 559817 £7.87
Guard:an Light E598.13 £622

Eli PCB Service issue 4 1998
LED Voltmeter E4913.it x£564
BB Ranger Control Board £498.2 £622
BB Ranger Score Board £4983 £22.89
Line -Up Oscillator with Glitch E./498'4 £8.99
Tic-Tec-Tce £14985 £8.44

F71 PCB Service Issue 3 1998
Medium Wave Loop £3981 £5.64
AA Cell Eliminator Ein8:2 £7.32
PIC Based Double Bass Tuner &nal £5.64
5 -range Capacitor Meter E298'4 £6.77
MIDI Drum Pads 52985 £5.64

ETI PCB Service Issue 2 1998
Srnartcarn main board £5.09
Smartcam opto-sensor board £2982 £5_09
Binh smaricarn boards £132 £7.00
Switched Mode Internal Never Supply £2985 £7.87
Auto Cupboard fight E2983 £5.64

Eli PCB Service Issue 1;1998
Control Centre Desk -Top unit E198 -it £8.99
Control Centre Main Section £1982 £7.87

PROJECT TITLE Order Cc-oe Ccst

Low -Range Ohmmeter Adaptor SEPT95 926 £5.55
Simple Therernin 952 £6.68
Vandata - Boot Control Unit 953 £10.52

Display Unit 954 £6.61

Sound Switch OCT95 915 £6.55
Multiple Project PCB 932 £3.00

Audio Sinewave Generator
Treble Booster
Infra -Red Controller/Alarm (2 boards required)

Capacitor Check 955 £5.76
Ginormous VU Meter 956 £9.31

Multiple Project PCB NOV'95 932 £3.00
Video Enhancer - Current Tracer -
Distortion Effects Unit

Digital Delay Line 958 £8.04
50Hz Field Meter 959 £8.32
Temperature Warning Alarm (Teath.In 96) 960 £6.15

Stereo -Cordless'' Headphones DEC'95
961 £8.04Transmitter

Receiver 962 £7.66
= EPE Met Office - SerisorrRainfalliVane 963.965 £11.33

Spiral transparency free with above p.c.b.
Light -Operated Switch 966 £6.37
Modular Alarm System (Teach -In '96) 967ab £7.12

 EPE Met Office - JAN'96
964 £7.69Computer Interface (double -sided)

Audio Signal Generator . 969 £6.58
Mans Signalling Unit.. Transmitter and Receiver 970!971 loll £9.09
Automatic Camera Panning (Teach-ln '96) 972 £6.63
Printer Sharer 973 £9.93
Vari-Speed lice (TeachIn '96) . ila4:11:1:Il 974 £5.69
Mains Signalling Unit -2 12V Capacitive PSU 975 £6.07
Multi -Purpose Mini Amplifier MAR'96 976 £6.12
I-I:oh Current Stabilised Power Supply 979 £6.62
Mind Machine Mk III - Sound and Lights 980 £7.39
Infra -Zapper TransmittetReceiver .

(Teach-ln '96) 981,982 (pr) £8.01

Bat Band Convertv7B.F.O. APR'96 984afb £5.80
Hearing Tester 985 £6.87
Event Counter (Teach -In '96) 986 £8.39

B.F.O. and Bat Band Converter MAY'96 984at £5.80
Versatile PIR Detector Alarm 988 £6.76
Mind machine Mk III -Tape Controller 989 £610
Midi Analyser 992 £6.74
Countdown Timer (Teach -In '96) 993 £9.44

996 £7.17Sarah's light JUNE'96
Home Telephone Link 997 (pr) £10.72
=PuiStar 998 £6.60
VU Display and Alarm 999 £7.02
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PROJECT TITLE Oraer Code Cost
Ultra -Fast Frequency Generator EMI'

and Counter - CsciltatoriL.C.D. Driver 994.895 (p!) £12.72
Toned NiCad Charger 100 £6.99
Single -Station Radio 4 Tuner 101 £7.02
Twin -Beam Infra -Red Alarm -Transmitter,Fleceiver 102/103 torl £10.50
Games Compendium 104 £6.09
Mono -Cordless- Headphones .2111:11

-TrarismitteriRece-reer 990;991 (pr} £10.16
Component Analyser (double -sided p.th.) 105 £12.18
Garden Mote -Ester 106 £6.07
Mobile Miser 107 £6.36
Bike Speedo 108 £6.61

6 P1C-Tock Pendulum Clock SEPT'96 109 £6.31
Power Check 110 £6.42
Analogue DetayiFLanger
Draught Detector

111
112

£7.95
£6.22

Simple Exposure Timer 113 £6.63
Video Fade -to -White OCT'96 114 £6.98
Direct Conversion 80m Receiver 116 £7.52
Vehicle Alert 117 £6.55
10MHz Function Generator- Main Board 118 £7.33

- PSU 119 £5.39
Tuneable Scratch Filter NOV'96 115 £7.83
 Central Heating Controller 120 £7.85

D.C. to D.C. Converters - Negative Supply Generator 122 £5.96
- Step -Down Regulator 123 £6.01
- Step -Up Regulator 124 ' £6.12

 PIC DigitalAnalogue Tachometer DEC'96 127 £7.23
Stereo Cassette Recorder

PlaybadvPSU 128 £7.94
Record'Erase 129 £9.04

 Earth Resistivity Meter MIME
Current Gen. - Amp Rect. 131,132 (pr) £12.70

Theremin MIDITCV Interface (double -sided p.t.h.) 130 (set) £40.00
Mains Failure Warning 126 £6.77
Pacific Waves MECUM 136 £9.00
PsiCom Experimental Controller 137 £6.78
Oil Check Reminder MAR'97 125 £7.16
Video Negative Viewer 135 £6.75
Tri-Colour NiCad Checker 138 £6.45
Dual -Output TENS Unit (plus Free TENS info.) 139 £7.20
 PIC-Agoras - Wheelie Meter APRIL'97 141 £6.90

418MHz Remote Control - Transmitter 142 £5.36
- Receiver 143 £6.04

Puppy Puddle Probe 145 £6.10
MIDI Matrix - PSU 147 £5.42

- Interface 148 £5.91
Quasi -Bell Door Alert MAY 97 133 £6 59
2M F.M. Receiver 144 £7.69
 P1C-A-Tuner 149 £7.83
Window Closer - Trigger 150 £4.91

- Omer 151 £4.47
Child Minder Protection Zone WHIM

-Transmitter 153 £6.58
- Receiver 1 c..1 £6.42

Pyrotechnic Controller 155 £6.93
 PIC Digilogue Clock 156 £7.39
Narrow Range Thermometer 158 £6.37
Micropower PIR Detector - 1 IME10111 152 £6.69
Infra -Red Remote Control Repeater

(Muiti.proiect P.C.B.) 932 £3.00
Karaoke Etho Unit - Echo Board 159 £6.40

- Mixer Board 160 £6.75
Computer Dual User Interface 161 £6.70
6 PEsT Soarer 162 £6.60

Variable Bench Power Supply AUG'97 932 £3.00
Universal Input Amplifier 146 £6.55
Micropower PIR Detector- 2 Controller 163 £6.72
 PIC-OLO 164 £7.02
Active Receiving Antenna (MAIM 140 £6.59
Soldering Iron Controller 157 £6.63
 PIC Noughts 8 Crosses Game 165 £7.82
Micropower PIR Detector -3

Alarm DarrruReset Svntch 166 £5.72
Ironing Safety Device 167 £5.12
Remote Control Finder EMU. 168 £6.32
Rechargeable Handlarrp 169 E6.23
 PIC Water Descaler 170 £6.90
 EPE Time Machine &Vara 171 £8.34

Auto -Dim Bedlight 172 £6.63
Portable 12V PSU:Charger 173 £6.61
Car Immobiliser EZElial 175 £7.00
Safe and Sound (Security Bleeper) 179 £7.32
Surface Thermometer JAN'98 174 £7.64
Disco Lights Flasher 178 £8.30
Waa-Waa Pedal (Multi -protect PCB) FEB'98 932 £3.00
 Virtual Scope - Digital Board 176 £14.49

Analogue Board (per board) 177 £7.34
Water Wizard 180 £7.69

Kissometer 181 £7.67
 EPE PIC Tutorial MA  98 182 £7.99

Tne Handy Thing (Double -Sided) 183 £6.58
Lighting -Up Reminder 184 £5.90
Audio System Remote Controller - PSU 185 £7.05

Main Board 186 £8.29
Simple Metal Detector APR'98

932 £3.00(Multi -project PCB)
Single or Dual -Tracking Power Supply 187 £7.90
 RC -Meter 188 £7.66

PROJECT TITLE Order Code Cost
Security Auto -Light MAY'98
Stereo Tone Control plus 20W Stereo Amp I ter

Tone Control
20W Amplifier

 Dice Lott

189

190
191
192

£8.10

£7.78
£8.58
£8.05

EPE /hood Changer UN 98 193

194
195-

£7.75

£8.50
£8.69

-

 AT89C20-51/1051 Programmer
Main Board
Test Board .

 Reaction Timer Software only
 PIC16x84 Toolkit MAMA 196

197
198

£6.96

£9.08
£8.10

 Greenhouse Computer
Control Board
PSU Board

Float Charger AUG 98 199
202

£6.59
£3.00Lghtbulb Saver

Personal Stereo Amplifier S P 98 932

200
201

£3.00

£8.32
£8.15

(Multi-pro)ect PCB)
*Greenhouse Radio Link
 PIC Altimeter

Voice Processor 0 98
rragisery RC Expander
IR Remote Control

Transmitter
Receiver

203
204

205
206

£7.18
£7.69

£3.00
' £3.50

 PIC TapeMeasure 707'98
Electronic Thermostat

T -Stab -PhizzyB
A -PCB B -CD-ROM C-Prog. Microcontrotler

15 -Way IR Remote Control
Switch Matrix .
15 -Way RecDecoder .

207

208

Bee (A)(B)(C)

211
212

£6.82

£4.00
£14.95

each

£3.00
£4.00

Damp Stat DEC'98 209
213
215
216

£4.50
£4.00
£5.16
£3.95

Handheld Function Generator
 Fading Christmas Lights
PhizzyB 10 Board (4 -section)
Twinkle Twinkle Reaction Game MIMI.
4EPE Mind PICkier
PhizzyB 1,0 Board (4 -section)
Alternative Courtesy Light Controller

210
214
216
217

£7.55
£6.30
M.95
£6.72

Light Alarm FEB'99 218
2194-a
220+a
-

£.6.78
£9.92
£8.56-

 Wireless Monitoring System - Transmitter
Receiver

 PIC MIDI Sustain Pedal Software only
 Wireless Monitoring System -2 MAR'99 '

219a220a
221
222
223

See
Feb'99

£7.37
M.36
£5.94

P.M. TransiRec Adaptors
Time and Date Generator
Auto Cupboard Light
Smoke r

EPE  FTWARE
Software programs for EPE projects marked with an asterisk i are
available on 3.5 inch PC -compatible disks or free from our Internet
site. Three disks are available: PIC Tutorial (Mar -May '98 issues): PIC
Disk 1 (all other software Apr '95 -Dec '98 issues): EPE Disk 2 (Jan
'99 issue to current cover date). The disks are obtainable from the
EPE PCB Service at £2.75 each (UK) to cover our admin costs (the
software itself is free). Overseas (each): £3.35 surface mail, £4.35
each airmail. All files can be downloaded free from our Internet FTP
site: ftpviftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk.

r
'i
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I NOTE: You can order p.c.b.s via our Internet site on a secure server: I

L http/www.epeniag.wimborne.co.uk
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Everyday Practical Electronics/ETI reaches twice
as many UK readers as any other independent
monthly hobby electronics magazine, our audited
sales figures prove it. We have been the leading
independent monthly magazine in this market for
the last fourteen years.

If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and semi -display
pages offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi -display space is £8 ( +VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm).
The prepaid rate for classified adverts is 30p (+VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).
All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertisements, together
with remittance, should be sent to Everyday Practical ElectronicsIETI Advertisements, Mill Lodge, Mill Lane, Thorpe-le-Soken, Essex
C016 OED. Phone/Fax (01255) 861161..

For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact our Advertisement Manager, Peter Mew as above.

RCS VARIABLE VOLTAGE D.C. BENCH POWER SUPPLY
Up to 20 ve'ts dc. at t amp comno,,s team.
tuty varabe ham 1 to 20 wits, Tress
Voltage and
current meters

rE,..:1-
0.1t 240 vc

E- 2-1:771k140-1-.1-S:rn

£45 inc.VAT
Post £4

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIAUSTS
eit337 WHITEHORSE ROAD, CROYDON
SURREY, CRO 214S. Tel: 0181.6841665

Lm :,..::.S.... b..15 e..t. cgs varta s.-- a .,..1,..., IMAM. kS rbci
/,-e ..zed pa .am t. I. ..c_

ELECTRONIC KITS
 88-108MHz FM transmitters from under £5
 Many educational and hobby electronic

kits covering all technical abilities, from
beginners' circuits to MCUIMPU designs

 Low cost PCB services arid equipment
 Send 4stst class stamps for catalogue

DTE MICROSYSTEMS, 112 SHOBNALL ROAD,
BURTON -0N-TFIERT, STAFFS DE14 2BB

PHONE or FAX: 01283 542229
http:ilwww.blinIernelcom,-dtemicrosystems

BRAND NEW SINCLAIR SPECTRUM
x, Is CIL PARTS
I.: N 71. MtERCORPIES £15. INTERFACE ONE £20.
30 CARTRIDGES 10 FOR E15. 50 FOR iCHt.
re
..,1 X Elt BOARDS 5.6 67, POPULATED WITH
0 SS ROMS, £33; WOK/LATEX £f 2: IkOCRODRNES
5; no EACH TOP Et BOTTOM rACFS £15.
Q....0

E,1EMERANES £15.

.1 it E P.C., MAC and OL's "Little Friend"
.1g, MAC LINK £10 - P.C. UNK C25 - al. UNK C12

Om CAMBRIDGE 288 A4 NOTEBOOKZ .. COMPUTER AVAILABLE AGAIN £99,
RECONDITIONED £500:1 ONLY V THICK. 4.2.4 EATTS. 20 HOURS WORK.

LCD SCREEN. 72 Cm 5 LINES. 32K RAM, EXTRA
PAN'S 6 EPROMS. 9 ern D SEFrtAL PORT. ROM H.A.S.
EEC BASIC. V!, PROCESSOR. SPREADSHEET, DATA

BASE. IMP:EXPORT TO PC etc. iii 2- TtlitMal_

PHONESAX 01494 871319N
W.N. RICHARDSON ft CO.

6 RAVENSMEAD, CHALFONT ST PETER.
BUCKS, Si9 ONE

BTEC ELECTRONICS
TECHNICIAN TRAINING
GNVQ ADVANCED ENGINEERING

(ELECTRONIC) - PART-TIME
HND ELECTRONICS - FULL-TIME
B.Eng FOUNDATION - FULL-TIME

Next course commences
Monday 13th September 1999

FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE
(Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD

EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU
TEL: 0171-373 8721

THE BRITISH AMATEUR
ELECTRONICS CLUB

exists to help electronics enthusiasts by personal
contact and through a quarterly Newsletter.

For membership Beta 3. write to the Secretary.

Mr. M. P. Moses, 5 Park View, Cvnnaman,
Aberdare CF44 6PP

Space donated by Everyday Practical Electronics

Miscellaneous

X -10"e' Home Automation
We put you in control"''

An extensive range of 230V X- It)
products and starter kits available.
Uses proven Power Line Carrier
technology, no wires required.
Products Catalogue available online.
Worldwide delivery.

Laser Business Systems Ltd.
E Mail: info@laser.com
http://www.io.com/'-lbs/
Tel: (0181) 441 9788 maw
ELx: (01811449 0430

ATTENTION ALL AUDIO CASsLi i L. USERS
Tight spools cause slow. running. tape tanching and

spill4e and loss of treasured recordings.
TAPE DROPS has been veinal!) do-eh/red to

cureqwesent this. Ewy home treatment for up to ID)
s-asscues f-1.95 incl. p&p. ChipPO,CC details to: Rcf EPE.

Premier Elmesh. 65 High Town Rob&
Luton LU2 011W. 01582 6ll911

RADIO PROJECTS for beginners from £8.95.
No soldering required. Full materials. p.c.b..
instruction booklet supplied. Free brochure for
s.a.e. QRP. 27 Amberley Street. Bradford.
Yorkshire BD3 SQZ.
G.C.S.E. ELECTRONIC KITS. at pocket
money prices. S.A.E. for ['BEE catalogue.
SIR -KIT Electronics. 52 Severn Road. Clacton,
0015 3RD.

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capatitors and
other pans in stock. For free advice/Iixl.s please
rine, Geoff Davies (Radio), Tel. 01788 574774.
PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUIT
BOARDS one offs and quantities. for details
send s.a.e. to B. M. Ansbro, 38 Poynings Drive.
Hove, Sussex BN3 8GR. or phone Brighton
883871. fax 1)1273 70M70.
PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS - QUICK
SERVICE. Prototype and Production. Artwork
raised from magazines or draft designs at low
cost. PCBs also designed from schematics.
Production assembly also undertaken. For
detailS send to P. Agar, Unit 5. East Belfast
Enterprise Park. 308 Albenbridee Road. Belfast.
BT5 4GX, or phone/fag 01232 738897.

NEW AND USED COMPUTERS, spares.
etc. at keenest prices. e.g.: 386 min 2MB
RAM. 20MB HDD. deskop case. keyboard
and cables, I2in. VGA mono monitor. £55.
486 DX33 min. 8MB RAM. 120MB HDD.
desk top case, keyboard and cables. 14in_ VGA
colour monitor. £165. Many other systems
available. Whatever yoti need. Phone/Fax 0181
853 3374 for prices.
SAMPLE 30 ASSORTED COMPONENTS!
With audio and timing circuits, includes 555
chip. semiconductors and l.e.d.s. Enclose 26p
s.a.e. K.1.A.. 1 Regent Road. Ilkley LS29 9EA.

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT
IN THIS SPACE

FOR ONLY

£20 + VAT.

EPE NET ADDRESSES
EPE FTP site: ttp://ttp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk
Access the FTP site by typing the above into your web browser, or by setting up an FTP

session using appropriate FTP software, then go into quoted sub -directories:
PIC-project source code files: /pub;PICS
PIC projects each have their own folder; navigate to the correct folder and open it. then

fetch all the files contained within. Do not try to download the folder itself!
EPE text files: /publdocs
Basic Soldering Guide: solder.txt
EPE TENS Unit user advice: tens.doc and tens.txt
Ingenuity Unlimited submission guidance: ing_unlItxt
New readers and subscribers info: epe_info.txt
Newsgroups or Usenet users advice: usenet.txt
Ni-Cad discussion: nicadfaq.zip and nicad2.zip
UK Sources FAQ: uksource.zip
Writing for EPE advice: write4us.txt

On-line readers! Try the new EPE Chat Zone -a
virtually real-time Internet "discussion board" in

a simple to use web -based forum!
http:/dwww.epemag.wimborne.co.ukiwwwboard

Or buy EPE Online: www.epemag.com

Ensure you set your FTP
software to ASCII transfer
when fetching text files, or
they may be unreadable.

Note that any file which ends
in .zip needs unzipping before
use. Unzip utilities can be
downloaded from :
http:!/www.winzip.com or
http://www.pkware.com
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TRAIN TODAY FOR A BETTER FUTURE
Now you can gm tree Mks arditalfmtors Wu reed ler
career excess we; an IM3 Home Si* Ccurm. Learn 51
teccerfixt of pox ORM roma ea de pace at firne5 mar
ott Ku ICS es the workrs largest most eeperierd
hone study scrod Over the past 103 piers CS have
h4ect nearly 10 maw people to improve thee job
prospects Fro Mho, we can het YOU Post Ile plitre
today for FREE INFORMAINXI on the maw of 01S

Electrical Cor&ecting & Ircta_tion
Electict Engineering
C&G Bast Electronic Engineering
C&G Bast Mechanta/ Engineerirg
TV and Video Seryting
Ratio and Servicing
Reffgentiti Heating & Ccedecring'
lilotercyde Maintenance

FREEPHONE 0500 581 557
>le armee to: keernecnal Corr Schools. FREEPOST882, 8 Efa>!FIxe.

CI =miSurk. Glasgow, G3 Tel 0503 581 o57 or TeiFax: katand 01 255 ama
CM Om ME - MI inn imme mow MR MN NM

Please send me my Free Information on your Electronics Courses.
VoUrs.11illAsi
:30CA CAPITALS PLEA% Of Girth I

Address

Postcode

Occupation
Feet t ma *Um ow pleat Myrcavktlif =sow v -a. I le iirw L.rxEmz
7)SCCINdlintli 1 lane& ye*/ ra t tar 1-.z.zr .,,, ......., * pazmiti km ri DePt ZEMSG2:01

Tel. No.

Professional 88-108MHz FM Broadcasting Kits
All Our Krts Include

e. ; orts vets Schematics
High Quality Screen Printed PCBs
High Qualrty Components

rargaRsFNE35Worn
FM Stereo Coders
Audio Compressor Limiters
Antennas
RF Power Amps

-.411t4IS Ale Alto Ar.r441bk
Ully Asstrutnest And Tested

CO -4
11906NER11onliwat AND
ACC/PWWLmstaert CANN Visit our Webaite at http:I/www.veronica.co.uk

e 01274 883434 Fax 274 428665
email info@veronica.co-uk
Ant se to Sa,%*****: iltmr1 Rd 0.444,4R.,/ BRADFORD 8013 1A -A

Veronica
KITS

CONTACT
Cooke International
Wit ketaingtrafse

lower Sews. VAnt ktiwk P022 CND, LI lc
Ti- 4603 s2a3 yaj11to fa= 1.4401243 SO457

Web. tmonweeixoeu-ritcom
Lam& WkOopottnuoll

CONTACT
Cooke IrBrneliona
U141...% 1141 -Mart.

BOrde inn West Sue.. P022 CAM UK
74k 444,31243 545111121**1.4031241 5.4.1457

We& tdA4494,44,44coke4,,t,=,"
Etnita ItICAIROC404420171

C.C.T.V. BOARD CAMERAS FROM £1195

liCITS)OF 10 £1 9.95
LOTS OF 5 £21.50
LOTS OF 2 £23.95
SAMPLE £25.95
Add PAP £3 ANY ORDER

VAT INCLUDED

MINIATURE C.C.T.V. CAMERAS FROM TOP USA
litedtER. IDEAL FOR COVERT SURVEILLANCE OR
SECURITY USE IN SHOPS. OFFICES AND PRIVATE
HOMES_ CONNECTS TO ANY TV OR VIDEO IN
SECONDS - OPTIONAL CABLE ETC. AMIABLE.
OUR 1993 PRICE FOR THIS CAMERA WAS £3851!
HUGE RECESSION IN ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY
HAS SLASHED THESE PRICES TO RIDICULOUS
LEVELS! THESE ARE USA MADE - NOT CHEAP
CHINESE MODELS. READY BUILT WITH LENS
ETC. BRAND NEW 1999 STOCK - FULL 12 MONTH
GUARANTEE WORKS FROM 9V-PP3 BATTERY.

kticaccra I -3..r.. er.ve
A4193Lkitel Et ES S sm..n't. S-reala-ce. sensor A..10 ws
Mao 16-trtrl&Tm tom wsc-irg. &Ater st*-339

spy stojel .0,pm-A U.=.s* taantrrq. 6V -13V 37 woe
et, at Elm m VA, Use cr c

5K7 ra-,--0
a -de ies Sae

t, i I is_ zxr....

-6-6 AS.tkEst 1979, OrderHotline1ne

Fax:5 01642 823173

N. R. BARDWELL LTD (EPE)
,. S7143 dales 111411. 1.100 293 Asst. del caw* mosacri ---11 .03

50 korti_SW Presem ...A, mall cer-4.. 4..11.03
50 4431d. RF CleClai (4.24:9n4--11.03

75 RixzEar Diodes 110001 5103
50 RectIlar Occies I114037 11,C0
10 WO1 &Ape Nears ci.co
10 5551krec 1 w* CIAO

50 Assn 70 --Vs___ £103
90 , Anil *this/ maLpturs_lowit03
10 Asstl 0-04-01.91,. 01-004 741 00 Arms__ aim

53 Am:ra0 Ziner Doles <COEN 0 b3 24 Amu COI times, C1.00
,2 Asscrec 7 -segnetDecins_____.£11:0
a 5 -en I * A ... mi., gem or yei**____CLOO

a As= di swIthes._____ _TIDO
23 _El6t 1a 3,,. a,,,,d, or _cm

0 Awl to eta. NO PACAIDA-E1.03
25 t5scl HO tads, v"15-1")2
20 SCUM N..***

10 9Aectre this muldis=_11.33
33 Assn I,**(°ss__I CO

.DOno mi r***
1C.MD.494fiCW....ct0093 47334=91Lettl, 1944 Get:-11.00

13 TVmc==U40wer_£0teratLkg
25 EC2121 i**s** CO
33 13C123TTtrei*La  c1.03
M EC327 7 ...., 20 S -al W^9laxect teirimi EEO)

40 revs 'my rwt conearg Wm rsd-£1133
20 to gm& reed ralp`es__ 11.03
20 isi.se sic pczt *tot Malted &kg __CLCO
100 *Jr, as *AL* wW eschew:mune

IR to 11361_ W145

30 DC3211" * Ltr,,
24'2

33 sow Triniiii.,.. .....
30 echo h.,eea.s ELCCI
30 DC549 Wantaslors f1.03
z saw Trs-1241= 1103 10 7812 Votar. P.,...tgr= 11 CO
30 (301513 Tr9.44.,44 c103

C1.00
'- .AT., ..-.: pralasi f., -:. .: ; i -o kr t<:;

288 Abbeydle Road. Sheffield Si 1FL
Phone (0114) 2552886 Far ;0114)2500889

test tateesail
itilnerlist4remiCasparremalefUS

241:004 TIaroe*** 01.00.n
1m 50v 440 AImICIC409114 la-0O3
130 5.3 iik.2 Ara- i -Wr-s 4P.11.03
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*** EPE KITS & COMPONENTS ***
IMPS:CLOS MCABEE FOS SAFE& 19 ILITS: PE FEB 911930311 UN KM AVALIBLE FRO3

ION:PIREI Cit. IOU 62 4 23m* STK AtE64: Lit NS: Ill EFE Mk A111 AWILMLE111O11 MS FUN
ggli&RUATEXiMSJERUPADTUA 25F cc ETAN Feill.031131 PC MO SI141stkio

%Possess:Law WOW WS 19,H 3* nrsessucm 517

SRO 19930JIt CRVSLIL TITECIEDB
904-11AY LOW PFOFLE OIL MIDI

3310
,Ee

CT WEETTVPREESS LEK 5751B/711 fWI
0 slat rarELESS tot veva' ra -r-r-,

EN
EN

RCM FES WOES PIIIE a time El Pk%
MO PARR GUS T13 SUIT mow a Ncx,
OFP12 Mei tel3034TFESSICA

9131
5430

CT V.T.S WREtEiS LENTER, III 517 -.)MI F2
CT MIS RIMS FT4 1-3T SAUDI L17CLEE
IC 912Si NUMMI hliFRFT 1101011

-DE

OE
02
115

TLTSAITO((tENIERCURA 11:cat RECENT UN earomt
OMR NT 01FITEST LENT OCNTACUP ERANaTCPEAMIYA73I111£tatAa00P

CCSICESOLE0 PTII TWE OE FWD FEE 49 P5 92* NTS= 7*P4O1 TIOXIE FEIC1134 GNU LOS

REMUMINENINICOMOLPAII
MRS faTBC fl MCP NIX

OT WA WALAEO3M,FESECE
1,31 tem room om-VAS .03415

125
rs

1412010.EEE MIRIAM [MCP CNP
MMUS MPRNE3NPA-RFD RECENP

tut
55:0

CT MI iwoesnACTOIGBPATCP
el tem P.13:0501.A3

021
£17

PEWTER S13113599445200314 CUTRa) Uc 411 9:91 CAW VAT E!C1TOU Tre&COAT M
RASTE CISE OWED 105 t 53 a 24 PC MITTC06
TXTLE PCB SNITCHES PTVIWS ¶ :ET V.%11

7714tv
014P2115 FOR LI CONTR3LLS 5111 :Lr
FCA OCT I& WOJEL SEE LEST MID

PLEASE SEtiD SAE FOR COMPONENT LISTS OR STATE DETAILS OF KR REQUIRED.
IX P&P STILL ONLY EL NO VAT

***PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADORESSIEL NO. CALLERS PLEASE MCI FIRST TO AVOID
DISAPPOINTMENT***

FML ELECTRONICS
THE CENTRE, BRIDGE STREET, PEnA1 F, NORTH YORKSHIRE, DL8 2AD

(JUST !ALE WEST ON A584, FROM Al LEERING BAR JUNCTION)
TEL: 01677 425840

/ 7 ;

=

Buy your magazine online. EPE, the first magazine in the world to be available to buy
from the web. $3.95 per issue, $19.95 for a year's subscription.

TAKE A LOOK, A FREE ISSUE IS AVAILABLE
Everyday Practical ElectronicsIETI, March 1999



COVERT VIDEO CAMERAS,
Black and White Pin Hole Board Cameras

with Audio. Cameras in P.I.R.. Radios.
Clocks. Briefcases etc. Transmitting
Cameras with Receivers (Wireless).

Cameras as above with colour.
Audio Surveillance Kits and Ready Built

Units. Bug Detector etc.

A.L. ELECTRONICS
Please phone 0181 203 0161 for free catalogue.

Fax 0181 201 5359
New DTI approved Video Transmitters and Receivers (Wireless)

Cheat
on
toner X merles the spat!

Cut or melt.

Refill your empty toner with the ''Cut & Pour method.
Doesn't disturb the inner workings of your cartridge.

HP LaserJet 4:4M141A4 Plus'5'5IV1.15N Refill bottie....£12.99 ex VAT)
HP LaserJet 5L6L3100 Refill Bottle_ £8.95 (ex VAT
HP LaserJet4LAP Series Refill Bottle £9.95 (ex VAT)
HP LaserJet 5P,6P Refill Bottle £11.49 (ex VAT)
HP LaserJet 4000 Series Refill Bottle £19.49 (ex VAT)
Many more f_gse,-s CCT'PrS Cz;vefed. FREE catalogue. FREE P.Li'LL'AS

0800 376 9922 24 hrs1
Free FAX 0600 376 9955 (24 hrsi - http: www.refilltoner.com

SHERWOOD ELECTRONICS
FREE COMPONENTS

Buy 10 x £1 Special Packs and choose another one FREE
SP 1 IS a Sun Red leis
SP2 12 a S-nra Goren Leds
SP3 12 x Smn, Yew/ Lads
sn 15 x 7yrin Reo Leds
SP7 12 I 3rririGrnriLls
SP8 10 x 3nnrn Yeloe Leds
SPIO 103 x 1144148dodes
SF11 30 x 141001 daadas
SP12 30 x 1144002 &des
SP18 20 z 13C182tranystors
5s-'20 23 x 13C184trar66tcs
SP21 20 a BC212 trans
SP23 20 x BC5491ransis1ars
SP24 4 a Cmas4001
SP45 4 x 555 avers
SP26 4 x 741 Op.a.rps
sea 4 a Cmas4011
SP29 4 x Cdaes 4013
S?31 4 a Crws4071
SP36 25 x I 0ZV radal Seca caps.

.*37 IS a 101335V ra&W eta caps
g'3.9 10 a 471116V racial eect caps
SP40 15 g 13Q37transtors
SP41 20 x Mrladtransiskts
SP42 290 Il7aeci025WCF rgssi-gs
SP47 5 I tdit PEirmsthes
SP102 20 x 8 -pin DIL sockes
V2103 15 A 14-pri Ga..97.cke%
SP104 15 x 16-pirDilsodaets
SP105 5 x 74LS00
SPI09 15 a K.,5571ranators
SPIsi 15 x Assorr-slpdyester Caps
1112 4 x Chios 4093
SP115 3 a Warn Red Leds
SPIT& 3 x 1Cmrn Ceeeri Leds
SF118 2 a Giros 4047
SP120 3 a 74I.S93
SF124 20 r Assorted ceramc dsc caps
SPISO 100 t fAxede5WCF

RESISTOR PACKS -
RP3 5 eats rite-M:365025W M30
PP7 10 nth rake -10W 7300.251N £4.00
RP10 1000 p p Oar vales MY! U50
PP4 5 eath vile-tnt 3550-51/ 075
FtP8 Meath vaix-total 7300-5W fg
PP1t tODO pp.& rapes 05W £6 .10

SP131
SP133
SP134
SF135
SP137
SP138
SP140
SP142
SP143

5P145
513145
SP147
SPs 51
SP 152
SP153
SP154
SP156

SP160
SP161
SP165
SP167
5P165
SP172
SPs75
SP177

SPi82
SP183
SP187
SP101
SP19.2
SP193
SP195
SP197
SP198
5P199

2 x TL071 Op.arnips
20 x 1N4004 &odes
15 x 1N4007 diodes
3 x OHS° tartar -mss
4 W005 1-5Alxidgeredfers

20 x 2163Vrada1Jekct caps -

3 x W04 1-Uk bnige renters
2 a Cmos4017
5 Pais inn craccceecscs

(Red S arack)
6 r ZTX300 tremistus

10 x 2N3704trartsistors
5 x Striptowd 9 strips x 25 hc::E
4 x 8mrn FW Let
4 A &ran Green Leds
4 x 8mm Yekm Leds

i5 i 9C548tra!sist,7s
3 x Slicoat. 14 strps

27 h:ks
10 x 2N3994 tratetors
10 z 2t0906trarissces
2 t LF351 Op arncfi
6 a f3C107trangstars
6 a BC108 transtrs
4 a Smnclard side sarkrs,x4

20 x 1MV elect_ caps
10 x 1A 201nm quack Obar

fuses
20 a 4-753V radial elect. CS:E
20 x I3C547 trarmistas
15 x BC09transiskxs
3 x Crrus 400
3 x Cores 4066

20 x 80213 traces
3 x tOrrim Yeah, Leds
6 x 20 pin fIllsoGe,i
5 1 24 pin IX so:i,e-a
5 a 2irrn1rmnoia:

1999 Catalogue now available
£1 inc. P&P or FREE with first

order.
Orders to:

Sherwood Electronics,
7 Williamson St., Mansfield,

Notts. NG19 6TD.

Millions of quality components
at lowest ever prices!

Plus anything from bankruptcy - theft recovery
- frustrated orders - over production etc.
Send 45p stamped self addressed label or

envelope for clearance lists.
Brian J Reed

6 Queensmead Avenue, East Ewell
Epsom, Surrey KT17 3E0

Tel: 07775 945386
Mail order UK only.

Lists are updated and only 40 are sent out every 2 weeks This
normally ensures that orders can be fulfilled where only a few
thousand of an item is available. (Payment is returned if sold out. I do
not deal in credit notes). This will sometimes entail a delay of up to
eight weeks - but the prices will be worth the wait!

ADVERTISERS INDEX
A.L. ELECTRONICS 224
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A.S.A 223
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,  veil  1
19 INCH STEREO AMPLIFIERS -ACTIVE CROSS/OVERS.

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIERS
HIGH POWER, TWO CHANNEL 19 INCH RACK

BK ELECTRONICS

1000's
SOLD

TO PRO
USERS

THE RENOWED MXF SERIES OF POWER AMPLIFIERS
FOUR MODELS:- MXF200 ( 100W  100W ) MXF400 (200W  200W)

MXF600 (300W + 300W) MXF900 (450W  450W)
ALL POWER RATINGS ARE R.M.S. INTO 4 OHMS, WITH BOTH CHANNELS DRIVEN
FEATURES:. Independent power strophes with Iwo toroidal transformers  Trim LED Vu Meters
 Level controls  MAI/waled onioff switch  Jack tXLR inputs Speakon outputs  Standard 775mV
inputs  Open and short circuit proof  Latest Mos Fels for stress free power delivery into virtually any
toad Ifigh slew rate  Very low distortion  Aluminium cases . MXF600 & MXF500 tancooled with DC
Lo.dspealter and thermal protection

USED THE WORLD OVER IN CLUBS, PUBS, CINEMAS, DISCOS ETC

MXF200 W19- Dif H31" (2U)
MXF400 W19' D12- H5V (3U)
MXF600 W19* 013' H51-. (3U)
MXF900 W19* D14+' H5 -r (3U)

PRICES:- MXF200 £175.00 MXF400 £233.85
1611XF600 £329.00 MXF900 £449.15

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL £12.50 EACH

SIZES: -

OUP X03 -S STEREO 3 -WAY ACTIVE CROSS -OVER SWITCHABLE 2 -WAY

BASS liW / BASS/MID) 1c1=7.\\3
CONFIGURED 3 WAY 2 WAY BASS/MID COMBINED 2 WAY MID/TOP COMBINED

FEATURES:
Advanced 3 -Way Stereo Active Cross -Over tswichable tea uayl. nosed in a IF  n_t case Earn rnanne4
has urea level controls: Bass. Mid & Top. The removable front fascia shoes access :0 she programmatne
tamer:es to admit the cross -over frequency. Hawaii 125/250/5001z. Mid -Top LEL 3.5tfr. an at 24d13 per
ochre. Ire 2J3eray selector ranches are aIso accessed by retovag Ire front ra.a Earn stereo channel
can be configured separately. Bass Invert Switches are incorporated on earn channel famine! 775mV
ecevoaput. Fatty compatible with OUP Rack Amplifier and Modules

PRICE:- £117.44 + £5.00 P&P

GiO MID/TOP

SOUNDLAB CDJ1700 CD PLAYER VARIABLE SPEED

The new CDJ1700 now otters a lough build quality boasting an all new shockproof
transport mechanism, frame accurate cueing and wide range pitch control. The
CDJ1700 looks after the CD's while the operator looks alter the sound.
FEATURES:
9X2.1./ RACK MOUNTING *FULLY VARIABLE PITCH CONTROL PLUS/MINUS 16% ICH BLEND 3
BEAM LASER PICKUP .1 BIT 8 X OVERSAMPLING DAC CUE AND LOOP FACILITY  TRACK SKIP
WITH FFiREY *DIGITAL AND ANALOGUE OUTPUTS liCONTINUOUSISINGLE TRACK PLAY Ct EAR
BACKLIT MULTIFUNCTION DISPLAY .10 TRACK PROGRAM PLAY -TRACK ELAPSED TRACK
IWMAL4ING AND DISC REMAINING TIME DISPLAYS
SPECIFICATION:- Freq response _20H2201Clir SIN rabo_o$00B it.eft119%I1KHAI Channel
reparation .8er0BlIKHz) Ma. output voltage 2Vrms Pawer_220 240'iac 50-60Lit Size W 482 H 88
D25erm WeighL_4 Iwo) PRICE: -£225.00 + £5.00 P&P

STEREO DISCO MIXER MPX-7700 ECHO & SOUND EFFECTS
* 4 STEREO INPUT

CHANNELS
* 2 DJ MIC INPUT

CHANNELS
* 2X7 BAND GRAPHIC

EQUALISERS
* HEADPHONE

MONITOR WITH PFL
* ASSIGNABLE

CROSSFADE
* DIGITAL ECHO

STEREO DISCO MIXER WITH:- .2X7 GRAPHIC EQUal tSFRS .2 MONO WC INPUTS .0.1 MIC
WITH FADER. TALKOYER AND VOICE CHANGER .4 STEREO CHANNELS WITH INDIVIDUAL
FADERS AND ASSIGNARI F CROSSFADE -CHANNELS SWITCHABLE. TURNTABLE (MAC
CARTRIDGE). CD, LINE. TAPE. ETC. .ECHO WITH BALANCE. REPEAT AND DELAY
*HEADPHONE MONITOR WITH PREFADE LISTEN *CHOICE OF 6 SOUND EFFECTS .STEREO
MONO SWITCH *2 X LED VU METERS  MASTER FADER  OUTPUT 775mV
*SIZE- 482X240X115mm .POWEFL- 230V AC 50/60Hz PRICE:- £169.00 + £5.00 P&P

SOUNDLAB MINI STROBE * IDEAL FOR USE IN DISCO'S / RAVES.
* EDUCATIONAL EXPERIMENTS ETC.

A top quality mint strobe with high light intensity for its size and variable
flash rate adjustment Housed in a silver/black steel case with adjustable
mounting bracket.  Flash Rate:- Adjustable from zero to ten flashes per
second * Mains Powered complete with plugged lead * 230V AC 50/60Hz
* 125 X 84 X 52mm PRICE:- £19.99 + £2.20 P&P

Access DELIVERY CHARGES PLEASE INCLUDE AS ABCVE.TC A MAAILIUSI
AMOUNT £30 00. OFFICIAL ORDERS FROM SCHOOL .001 IFGE S
GOVT. BODIES.PLCs ETC. PRICES INCLUSIVE OF V.A.T SAI ES
COUNTER CREDIT CARD DOERS ACCEPTED BY POST PHONE DR EA X

*PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.*PROMPT DELIVERIES
*LARGE (A4] S.A.E. 60p STAMPED FOR CATALOGUE

Ark FLIGHTCASED
LOUDSPEAKERS

A new range of quality loudspeakers, designed to take
advantage of the latest _loudspeaker technology and
enclosure designs. All models utilize high quality studio

cast aluminium loudspeakers with factory fitted grilles, wide dispersion constant
directivity horns, extruded aluminium corner protection and steel ball corners.
complimented with heavy duty black covering. The enclosures are fitted as standard
with top hats for optional loudspeaker stands. The FC15-300 incorporates a large
16 X 6 inch horn. All cabinets are fitted wilt) the latest Speakon"connectors
for your convenience and safety. Five models to choose from.
w

E

U
O

PLEASE NOTE:- POWER RATINGS
QUOTED ARE IN WATTS R M.S. FOR
EACH INDIVIDUAL CABINET.
ALL ENCLOSURES ARE 8 OHM.

t5=1.5 inch speaker
12-12 Inch speaker

ibl FC15 300 WATTS Freq Range 35Hz-20KHz. Sens tO1dEl. Size H695 W502 D415mm
PRICE:- £299.00 per pairibi FCI2.300 WATTS Freq Range 45Hz-20KHz, Sens 96dB. Size 11600 W405 D300mm
PRICE:- £249.00 per pair

ibi FC12-200 WATTS Freq Range 401-lz-20KHz, Sens 97dB, Size H600 W405 0300mm
PRICE:- £199.00 per pair

ibl FC12-100 WATTS Freq Range 45H2-2OKHz, Sens 10008. Size H546 W380 D300mm
PRICE:- £179.00 per pair

ibi WM12,200 WATTS Freq Range 4014z-211KHz, Sons 9708. Size H415 W600 D385mm
PRICE:- £125.00 EACH

SPECIALIST CARRIER DEL:- £12.50 per pair. Wedge Monitor £7.00 each
Optional Metal Stands PRICE:- £49.00 per  air Delivery:- £6.00

ibi IN -CAR AUDIO BASS BOX 10/100 INCREDIBLE VALUE
The new ibi In -Car Audio Bass Box has been
designed with a sloping front to reduce internal
standing waves. The bass box Incorporates a
10 inch 4 ohm loudspeaker with a genuine
100 watts H.M.S. output resulting in powerful and
accurate bass reproduction.
FEATURES:-  Cabinet manufactured from MEW and
sprayed in a durable black shiny HAMMERITE finish *
Fitted with a 10 incb loudspeaker with rolled rubber
edge and coated cone assembly  The top of the
cabinet incorporates gold plated connection
terminals. SPECIFICATION:- 100Watts R M S 200
Watts Peak (Music).Ported reflex.critically tuned.

H405 V/455 0305mm
PRICE:- £79.00 + £6.00P&P

OMP MOS-FET POWER AMPLIFIER MODULES SUPPLIED READY
BUILT AND TESTED

These mockAes now enyoy a sairkSvaiereputattin for quakty. reUtaity boil performance at a maks cnce Era
models: areas-a/able loud the needs of the prolestionalandbobby market e kalustry Lesuretratnimental and

Fr etc Whericcanparrgerices. NOTE Malamutes riclude sorcidalpower sag*. otegralheat sirk. gams 'bre
P CB arid erne C/CistS to power a corgaliVe Vu meter.Al modeis we open arid short csail proot

OUSANDS OF MODULES PURCHASED BY PROFESSIONAL USERS
OMP/MF 100 Moe-Fet Output power 110 watts
RIt S. into 4 ohms, frequency response tliz -100KHz -
3dB. Damping Factor >300, Slew Rate 45V/uS. T.H13
typical 0.002%, Input Sensitivity 500mV, SN.FL

_ _ .7; 11008 Size 300 x 123 x 60mm.
PRICE:- £42.85 + £4.00 P&P

OMP/AF 200 Moe -Flit Output power 200 watts
R_M.S. into 4 ohms, frequency response lit 100KHz
-3013. Damping Factor .300. Stew Rate 50 V/uS. T.FI D.
typical 0,001%. Input Sensitivity 500InV.S.N.H.-11008
Size 300 x 155 x 100mm

PRICE:- £68.35 + £4.00 P&P

 ig a OMP/MF 300 Mos-Flit Output power 300 watts
M S into 4 ohms, frequency response 1-Is -100KHz

-308. Damping Factor >300. Slew Rate 60V/uS TRD
t ypical 0.001%. Input Sensitivity 500mV.SN.FL-1106B.
Size 330 x 175 x 100mm.

4111111111/110119/1171
PRICE:- £83.75 + £5.00 P8P

OMP/MF 450 Moe-Fe1 Output power 450 watts
Mit S. into 4 ohms. frequency response 1Hz -100KHz
-3dB, Damping Factor .300. Slew Hate 75V/uS,

T H D. typical coom, Input Sensitivity 500rnV. S.N R.
-110013. Fan Cooled, DC. Loudspeaker Protection, 2
Second Anti -Thump Delay. Size 385 x 210 x 105mm

PRICE:- £135.85 +£6.00 P&P

OMP/MF 1000 Mos-Fet Output power 1000 watts
R.M.S. into 2 ohms. 725 watts R.M.S. into 4 ohms,
frequency response 11-lz - 100KHz -3dB, Damping
Factor >300, Vow Rate 75V/uS, T.HD. typical
0002%. Input Sensitivity 500mV, SNR -110dB. Fan
Cooled, D.C. Loudspeaker Protection. 2 Second
Anti -Thump Delay. Size 422 x 300 4125mm.

PRICE:- £261.00 + £12.00 P&P
NOTE- MOS-FET MODULES ARE AVAILABLE IN TWO VERSIONS:
STANDARD INPUT SENS 3002V. BAND WIDTH !NKR: OR
PEC (PTIOrESSioNAL ErithinitErit COmPAT,BLE) - INPUT SENS
Maar. BAND WIDTH 50sli7 ORDER STANDARD OR PEP

B.K. ELECTRONICS
UNIT 1 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA,

ESSEX, SS2 6TR.
TEL.: 01702 527572 FAX.: 01702-420243

Web:- http://www.bkelec.com E-mail:- Salesobkelec.com.
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